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- last time and I think we got a pretty good idea of what the possibilities were of

interpretation. Then the division between chapter 4 and chapter 5 is certainly in the

correct place. Chapter 4:2-6 is a unit. There is no question about it. And chapter 5:1-7

certainly is a unit by itself, a picture of God's vinyard, and how it has turned against Him.

It has not given Him the fruit it should. And how He is going to punish it as a result. A

passage of rebuke; chapter 5:1-7. And then I think the archbishop was doubtless correct

in not making a chapter division at the end of 7, because it continues with direct passages

of rebuke, relating to what preceded it. You might say it is a parable with which it starts.

It is introductory to the direct rebuke which follows the parable. And the rebuke following

the parable has a recurrent theme. Woe unto them that do this in verse 8. Woe unto them

that do this in verse U. oe.into them that do this in verse 18. Woe unto them that do this

in verses 20 and 21. So we have a recurrent theme which seems to bind it together. And

then we continue with rebuke after those sections, and we have declarations of condemnation

and declarations of blessing. Verse 25 ends with an interesting phrase. For all this, his

anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still. Are there many of you who

could state a reason why you think, I point this out as an interesting phrase? Well, in that

case we'd better take out a piece of paper and write out your name, and the date. I have two

simple questions to ask, which will not take more than 6 words a piece. The first question is,

how far have you yet gone in your chart on Micah? If you have completed Micah 1-7, which

was due to be completed today just mark Micah 1-7. If you have only gone through chapter 3,

say Micah 1-3. If you haven't done any, just leave a blank and I'll understand that raw= mear

undone. The second question is this, how far has your chart gone in Isaiah?

(Announcement concerning the assignment.)

Those of you who have done your assignment, I would have pleased if you would have

noted that -in chapter 9:you notice verse 12. @For all this His anger is tiot turned away, but

His hand is stretched out still. Well now, would I expect you to remember from just making

the chart that the last half of verse 12 here is the same as the last half of one verse, back in
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c. 25. No, I don't expect you to remember that much. But we notice this inverse 12 here, we

look at verse 17. "For all this his anger is not turned away." The last sentence in verse 17.

"For all this his anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still." Then we look

at verse 21, "For all this His anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still."

And then we look at chapter 10:4. It ends with the words, "For all this his anger is not turned

away, but His hand is stretched out still." Now when you find something occurring like that,

a succession of four times in a row, that is certainly in making a 3fl chart, a person should

note. So I would expect you to notice that. Well, you notice that, and what sections o you

draw from that regarding chapters 5 and 10, Mr. Smitley? What deduction if any did you draw

from that? (Student). Yes, but let's just stick to 9 and 10 for a minute. What do you think, the

fact that the recurring of this phrase would suggest? (Student). Why, the recurrence? It sounds

like a series of verses of a poem with a refraim. You have in verses -you have verse 12 ending

with this. And it suggests, it may be the end of ay sample of a poem. It is like rhymning, when

you have rhymns that end with the same syllable. We have a rhymn there. Well sometimes

instead of that we will sing a long song, and have a chorus that is repeated. kA refraim that

occurs. It is like the rhymn, only it is a larger thing and at longer intervals. It is rather common

in music and ai in poetry, and here, when you find a passage of four or five verses, ending with a

certain sentence, you will find the son, same sentence repeated four or five verses on, and

again four or five verses on, and then again four or five rerses on. It certainly looks as if you

have a poem here which has a 'rr1m refraim that occurs at the end of each stanza. And you

have four stanzas here, anxln in chapter 9 and chapter 10. With a refraim occuring at the end of

each of the four stanzas, and as Mr. Smitley uIMrn says, that suggests that those four stanzas

are units. Now he said, chapter s 9 and 10, but what he meant of course was a portion of 9 and

10, in which they occur. That is, whether the first part of 9 belongs in that group or not, is a

question for further examination, and whether the last part of ten belongs there or not, is q

question for further examination, but it does suggest, very strongly that from chapter 9 verse 8

to chapter 10 verse 4, is a poem of 4 stanzas, with a refraim ending each stanza. And in

I
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addition to that, of course you've all noticed that the material in there is the same type of

material. It is dealing with the same subject in which it makes of the people of Judah, and

the punishment God is going to (11) before them, it is a unified section, with a refraim

at the end of each stanza. It certainly should be a unit, whether there should be a new chapter

division at 9:8, and another new one at 10:5 you cannot decide until we look at the first part of

9 and the last part of 10. Of course, this we can say, that it is utterly rediculous to have a

chapter division in the middle of his (11 1/2) between the third verse and the fourth verse

The archbishop had a very rapid sick call when he got to this point, and he didn't have

time to do the work carefully. He was ItruiX riding on his horse, taking dictation and put in

the chapter division about as hastily as he put one in anywhere in his whole book. It is very

We do not know. It divides what belongs together, and it results in things coming

together, (12). But there you have a powm . There were four

stanzas. Now as you made your refraim, mmxy if you made your division there, I would think

that a recurrence of a whole sentence like that 4 times would impress itself on most people's

minds. And if you had that in mind, then we come back to what we've done before. You wouldn't

necessarily note this (12 1/2) before. You hadn't yet done that. But now when
not ?

I call your attention to it, it would be a good thing now, a bad thing if you don't, but a good

thing if you do notice it is that which would occur in what you just did there, and that here we

have another stanza, of a poem dealing with the same subject having the same refraim on the end,

which occurs here in chapter 5. Of course, one theory would be, this is a stanza of that poem

which in someway has become confused, become twisted out of place and put back here. You

don't have to adopt such a conclusion as that, so it seems to me it is just as reasonable to say,

when Isaiah wrote this part, and he had this series of stanzas, most of which begin with woe

unto them, but in the course of it he gives this refraim here, "Therefore the anger of the Lord

- "For all this his anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still," and you notice

that in verse 25 of chapter 5, that very reasonably and logically follows the first part of the

verse, very logically and reasonably it would fit together there. It would seem as if that is what
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bebngs here, but having made this then he might very well get the sense from this as for the

type of theme to build a whole poem on which occurs so naturally in the course of this one, back

here and this is - people might say, the background

Prophets. xfi 30.

a new subject of a whole poem has been interesting that over in your poem in chapter 9, chapter

10, the last stanza, the one that begins chapter 10, begins with the very words, woe unto them

which occurs so commonly in this one, and there where those words nt.- start one stanza, the

archbishop starts a whole chapter here. Back here where they start a lot of stanzas, he doesn't

start any chapter division in anyone. But in three fraims like that, which is common in any kind

of wnn writing for a poem. I was hearing Appleman one time on the radio in an evangelistic talk

and he had a reframe which he would repeat over and over and over which told what the gospel

means. In this particular talk, he would say, salvation through the blood of Christ and washing

away of your sins through what he has done is what young men mean. Salvation through the blood

of Christ and washing away of your sins through what He has done, it was old men. Then he woulc

say, it was young women here and what old women here, now I don't know the exact words, but

he may have had a much better statement than what I just gave, but I remember that he would have

about 15 words that would express a thought he wanted to get across, and then he would tell you

this is what these people need, and he would tell you again what these people need, and again

what these need, and again what these need, and it was a very effective divice, to Fñdn drive
material

it home to people's hearts, and tie the tn together and almost any (2) who is an

able speaker or a good poem uses this divice on many an occasion in one form or another and we

have - you remember, Micah began three sections of his book with the words - hear. Hear now
three

ye people. Hear now ye rulers. He began the nefikzn irmm with this. Now of course, you might

say hear many times, but to start three sections stands them out in relief and Isaiah is doing that

here. It is very ean important to study anything (2 1/2) to note the natural rhetorical

devices like this which often are helpful in coming to understand the devisions of thought there.

hi Well then, in chapter 5 we have this long period of rebuke here. Is there in it any particular
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problem in connection with what is predictions. I don't think that we will take time to look

at everyone unless you feel there is a problem that we should give our attention to.

(Student). Verse 25 - 26.) No, I would incline not to think - I would say - that at the end

of 25, you 1ve this series of stanzas, now the beginning of chapter 6 is a clear division. It

starts a new section, so you ask about this section 26 to 30, what does it go with? Is it a

thing entirely by itself? Is there any connection with what follows, or is it referring to what

precedes? And what precedes it is these words, "For all this His anger is not turned away, but

His hand is stretched out still." Then you read on to tell how he is going to bring a great enemy,

to cause terrific injury to the people of whom he's been speaking, so that it would seem to me

that it is a sort of appendix to the poem, so I would think the archbishop;here was quite justified
rMA

in making aj division in chapter 6 here at the beginning, but it is useful to recognize the

difference between 26 to 30 and what precedes. It is closely tied to it, and yet a distinct unit.

And then, Micah has mentioned some of this material in chapter 5, it is very important, and very

good for you to study and to utilize like 420, how appropriate for our days. "Woe unto them that

call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter

for sweet, and sweet for bitter" Some people think it is double talk for something that originates

in our age, but quite evidently it was done in Isaiah's time. But evidently there were men in

Isaiah's time who would say, look at this man Isaiah. Look at how bitter he is. Why, Isaiah

says that God is going to punish the king. Isn't that bitter. Isn't that a terrible bitter spirit

spirit that Isaiah' s got and then they would say, but look at this other prophet. Look at the

beautiful spirit he has, and you say yes, but that other prophet says that Isaiah is the lowest of

the low. That he is a rat)( that crawled up out of the s'mwer, and all that kind of language he

uses about Isaiah. They say, oh yes, but you must recognize how that man thinks and must see

his background. You must not be swept aside by the strong language he uses. He is a really

a very lovely sort of fellow, you see. What I mean is, they take Isaiah's sweet words and consid

er them bitter, and take those other xproxn person's bitter words and consider them sweet. Now

everybody does that. People are moved by their emotions. And sometimes you'll be tremendously
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amazed to see how people . Well, they will explain away and excusing anything in

people they like and it will take the slightest thing in people they don't like, and they will mount

it up and make it terrific and they will use words and twist them around on opposite meanings.

Well, sometimes you will think it is a common new device in our day, but here we find right in

Isaiah in his day that it was very common. And so this, while it is a declaration of the character

of the people then against whom Isaiah was speaking, it is also a picture of something much more

commonly done today than it whs than. And very appropriate for today. Some people take the

prophets as if it was a section out of which you xh pick a verse here and a verse there with a

wonderful prediction of Christ and those are grand verses and the others you can just forget about.

Those were topics of those old days. They have nothing to do with us today. Well, they have a

great deal to do with us today. The condemnation that the prophets give. A great part of it fits

our day exactly and many of their statements look like in the human nature - peers in us what

characteristics and point out features of it which is very important for us to recognize God gives

approval of, and very helpful for us to see and understand in order to examine our own hearts,

and see how easily these things could get into us. How necessary it is for us that we watch and
find

guard against those. So, we rm through the prophets verse after versethat are so appropriate for

our own day, so I just call your attention in passing to this verse in verse 20. I remember hearing

a man say that - speaking about the modernists some years ago, he said, if a man wants to say

that I wand don't believe in the Deity of Christ, well that's a great out statement of the man that

he makes. And you know where he stands. But when a man says, Oh, I believe in the Deity of

Christ and I say, what do you mean by Deity. Oh, deity is a symbol for ethical values. He means

that Christ was a good man, but he doesn't believe in the th deity of Christ. Well, that is what

Isaiah talks about here. Those that turn the meaning of words around and put darkness for light and

light for darkness. The Russians in our day are constantly talking about democracy. The People's

Government of China. What do you mean by the People's Government of China? You mean the

government of a few thugs that take the people and push them around like pieces of clay and give
They call it the People's Government.

them absolutely no voice regarding anything btuthhtxpnnipinnthxthti. Well, it is the People's

Government. ]t is the government that controls people. But w the way we use the term people,
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it is a government where the people have some say, and it is the exact opposite because no

people have the right to decide in that government, yet they call it the People's Government.

And they call their group in the United States, the Americans for Democratic Action, by which they

mean, action using Democratic processes to destroy democracy. They call it Democratic Action.

They constantly talk about democracy and use it to represent the exact opposite of it. The

exact opposite from all the definitions that have every been used. The modernists call themselves

liberals and they are the most illiberal people you will ever find. Liberal is a good old word, for

giving people the right to think things out for themselves, but the way the liberals misrepresent

Christianity, their terrific prejudice against them, all seems to me as being in -someone was

telling of a university and he talked to the - to a woman who was a Ph.D. who was a professor in

the University, not in a religious field, but the work that wi she was doing was in a field of

overlapping so he was (10 1/2) with her, and he des cribed to her the - he gave her

evidences of the resurrection of Christ and she was tremendously interested and then she talked to

anothif professor of the same university who was a religious , and this man said, oh,

'Miss so and so, if you accepted that you would believe in the resurrection of Christ and if you

believe in the resurrection of Christ, you would be a fundamentalist. You can't do that. (11

And then he went on to tell her that he had himself been brought up by people who believed in the

resurrection of Christ, but then he has found out as he grew older, that the people who believed

in that lived on the roe wrong side of the tracks. If he is going to advance in the University he

must not hold to this fundamental view. So he has completely given it up. It is an illiberal
people who hold

attitude as you will find anywhere. You will find all sorts of dn fundamental views reading

modernistic books because they want to see the other side. And you will find kmawi fundamental

ists who go to modernistic seminaries for graduate work to get to know the other side, and even

for under-graduate work. There is no Christian that has any business getting undergraduate

work that is un-Christian but they go to get the other side. I can safely say you will never find

a modernist going to a fundamentalist school to get the other side. They just don't do it.

Liberal, if using the word as the word means, is a quality that is as far removed from the

character of the so called liberals today tà as anything you can see, but the word is itsed
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to represent something that it means the exact opposite of, and Isathh says, woe to them that

call evil good and good evil, that put darkness for light and light for darkness. Make everything

a shade of gray. There are no blacks and no whites. There is a shading between of many things,

but there are clear blacks and clear whites, and the Lord wants us to take our stand upon them,
our his

and Isaiah's words here were just as appropriate for hths day as for ma day.As the result which

he showed for the truth of his day, but which disregards (13) are the results of what is

certain to come in our day, if we do not regard them. We could spend much time on this fifth

chapter. The first part of the chapter about the picture of the vineyard to compare what Christ

said when He spoke about the parable of the vineyard. In fact, you shouldn't preach on Christ's

parables wi about the vineyard, without studying this also and seeing the relationship and asking

yourself, how much he had this in the background when he spoke of it, and how much the people

of his day recognized the background and this affected their attitude toward him. There is much

you could spend time on in this chapter, but we have much more to cover and I'm not going to
everything

explain, and go into all the problems, but to go into that which is necessary that you be able to

go into - the evidence itself and satisfactory, I hope you will be doing it.

CHAPTER 6 is the first passage other than rebuke in this section of the sixth chapter, the

section of rebuke, followed by blessing. The section of rebuke, followed by the sixth chapter,

in which you can call other, the Call of the Prophet, if you want to. Or if you want to, call it

God's blessing to the prophet, as God prepares the prophet to his work. It is not blessing in our

common

Prophets 31.

I trust that you have all heard sermons on this sixth chapter. I hope that you've all preached

on it occasionally. It is one of the easier chapters to preach on in the Bible, and one which can

be very, very helpful. The most simple outline of course of it is three sights worth seeing.

You have Isaiah's vision of God, in the first part. Very important. Then, you have his vision of

himself. "Woe am I for I am undone. I am a man of unclean lips." Then his vision of service.

The Lord said, "Go and tell this people." You have the three sights that Isaiah saw, three inner
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sights that God gave him. 3 that are understandable and so vital it is the beginning of his work

and it is so vital for the work of any of us. And also with the carrying on. He begins with his
the temple

vision of God. The commentaries will discuss am kiiuu. Was this the earthly temple or the

heavenly temple which we have here? Was He in the earthly temple and transported to the heavenly

temple? Was He in an earthly temple and given a vision of the heavenly temple.? Well, we are

given the impact on Isaiah's mind. It is dated you notice - in the year that King Uzziah died.

Why is it dated? Is it dated simply to tell us when it happened? Is that the only reason, just to

give us that information? Or is it because it was particularly appropriate, that such a vision
career

should be given, in that particular year here? The papers later have long accounts of the rcau

of Connie Mack, telling about various episodes and experiences that he went through. Telling

a about the development of baseball in connection with his life. In recent years there has been

httim very little said about Connie Mack. He was comparatively out of sight. Now he suddenly

blossoms out in public favor and sentiment to a very large extent. The same was doubtless true

of King Uzziah. Uzziah as you remember began his career as a very promising man, young man

who would do the Lord's will. He wanted to serve the Lord effectively. He was a very fine king.

And then he got puffed up in his own mind, and decided that he was going to take over the

bestowal of his religious life in the land, and he stepped into the temple and he began to offer

incense, doing that which was forbidden for him to do, which belonged to (3) and we

read in Chronicles that the priest came and told him to get out of that which was not his place,

and call, and then it said he hastened to get out for he looked down and he saw the pr leprosy

begin to come on his body. And he was a leper and for many many years he was shut up in his

palace and he had no contact with others. He was shut up there as a leper, and he reigned 52

years. One of the longest reigns. Though how many would think that at 52 he was just a leper

with his son or his grandson reigning for him, and there is the old king up there in the palace,

isolated, cut off, and everybody else, who knew anything about him, paid comparatively little

attention to him, and then Uzziah died, and his death would bring the whole stories of his life

with its wonderful beginning, *ith its great hope and promise, and the sudden ending to his

ca
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career. That would bring that all freshly and strongly . Perhaps it happened that

his being afflicted with leprosy even before Isaiah was born, mi or when Isaiah was so young that

he knew nothing about it. But at any rate when he died, it became very much people's atten

tion. It became very much a thing that everybody was interested in, and talked this out, and it

was in that year, when King Uzziah died, that Isaiah saw the Lord, sitting upon a throne, Isaiah's

mind was full of this, and it was an ideal opportunity for God to impress His (di 4 1/2

Not only was Isaiah's mind full of it, but the people's minds were full of it, and it was an idea,

taken to impress upon their minds, the thoughts that God wanted impressed to them. And so right

at this time, the visions are given, and we are told about it in that phrase. And I think it is very

important when we look at any phrase in the Bible to ask ourselves as we did about this one. What

is the purpose of this statement? Is it just to $'tell when it happened? It may be. Don't assume

that there is more meaning necessarily in every phrase. It may be just a date r(ñnldi2i)n and nothing

more. How many fishes did the disciples catch when Jesus told them to cast their nets. Was it

753? dn 153. Well, I heard a sermon given in which the man showed how - I think it was the

number of resurrection multiplied by the number of man or something like that, was what produced

this 153, and there have been perhaps a hundred and 50 different interpretations given - as to the

meaning of that 153. Maybe there is intended to be a meaning in it, but it is my opinion It hat if

there was , it would probably be more out here. There could even be a meaning that nobody yet

has thought of. But if so, when it is brought to attention, we will be able to see the reasonableness

of it to such an extent, that there would be little question about it. It would be my opinion most

likely kith that the reason it says 153, is because that is the number of fish that was there. It is

just a statement of fact. It is just m telling what happened, and that's all. Many things in the

Scripture have meaning, that is not at all obvious. Many things in the scripture are simply a

statement of the precise fact, and it has no particular meaning to that fact. But we should examine

the thing and find out, and not just take for granted that it wn is one way or the other. (Student).

Doesn't Paul say somewhere that the message somewhere which works blessing to some, works

condemnation to others. I forget the chapter but it seems to me that Paul says. And his message
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which was a message of grace, was also a message of judgment and I think that you will find that

in Isaiah's case his message here was justly being largely a message 10f jmmthi judgment, and

you go on through his book, and you've got more grace in Isaiah than in any other book in the Old

Testament. He is the great prophet of grace. He is the one who gives that wonderful 53rd chapter.

And many other chapters where the grace of God is so clearly brought out. God may have a purpose

for one man to put his emphasis largely on judgment, or to another whose ai emphasis is

largely on grace, but everyone who is a gi true messenger of God puts some emphasis on judgment

and some emphasis on grace, and of course it would not be true to take this chapter and say to

anybody, you can be exactly like Isaiah was. We can't expect you to be as great a worked for

God as Isaiah was, or to have as much of his blessing as Isaiah had, or be rhi irh used in

the way that Isaiah was. di But the chapter brings out the alit attitude of Isaiah and the call of

God and I think that those aspects of it can be applicable to every Christian that a person should

first have the vision of God as Isaiah did and then if we truly have a vision of God, we should see

ourselves immediately. We shouldn't say, oh my, look at what a wonderful God He is. I just want

to get out and serve Him. Well, that's grand to have that, i but it is your immediate reaction to

know what God's gzrx greatness is, and the desire to serve Him, you have missed an important

aspect of thought somewhere, because your first reaction in seeing God should be to realize your

own insufficiency, your own sin, hi in the presence of the Holiness of God, and that was Isaiah's

reaction, and to one who has not faced the problem of his own sin, cannot he expect to be used of

the Lord. But Isaiah's immediate reaction was to say, woe is me. I'm a man of unclean lips, and

then anmmm God sent a seraphim with a live coal taken from the tongs from off the altar, and why
Is not that - ?

did he take it from off the altar? Do you have that expressed on the place of sacrifice? n(thdéiih

Which represents the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ? As Hebrews tells us, the blood of bulls

and goats could never take away sin, It never was anything but a symbol, but it is a symbol of

what Christ does for us on the cross of calvary, and he takes a hot coal from off the altar, and

thuches his lips, and if that thing was really to happen it would burn up his lips and he never could

talk, but this was a figure, a figure of cleansing his iniquity and purging his sin by bringing it in
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contact with the altar on which Jesus Christ to save men from sin, and then having been

having been redeemed through Christ which this certainly represents, having t1nnvui been redeemed

through Christ, then he had to react whichever you want to who truly has been saved

through Christ, will act when he heard the call, and will say, here am I, cleanse me. The person

is unwilling to answer God's call, than there is a serious question of whether he's been saved at

all. God may want one in one type of work and one in another type of work, but anyone who has

truly believed in ki Christ, will recognize that he is not his own. He is bought with a price, and

belongs to Christ, and when he hears the Lord say, who will I send. Who will go for us? His

immediate action ii will be as Isaiah's was. Here am I, send me. It does not exactly fit with

the call of any individual today, but it comes very very close. It is a general picture which has a

tremendous amount of meaning with anybody. So I personally would feel (111/2

so if we cannot to determine the feeling, it could be used in the wrong way, and

could merit . But it certainly could be used in the right way, and not merit true

(Student). No, I believe the Lord is simply used by both (12). Where

is this specific reference now? Yes, you have the Lord simply spoken of as a common term, the

master, the Lord, the ruler of the world, and then you have him called by the common name, and

it would just be poetic parallelism. Now you may find on further study that there is a particular

meaning the word is used in a particular itudzyverse, but I wouldn't find it a great outstanding

feature in the usuage, but there may be some athuthdetall, ci and added significance

Well, Isaiah then, there is a very interesting thing about how he is given this message of judgment

to take and yet he gives more on the message of grace, than anybody else in the whole Old

Testament. I think you can safely say, there is no book in either Testament, that has more things

in it than this book of Isaiah. He is the great prophet of the Gospel. We find many, many

predictions of Christ, with many clear descriptions. You take Isaiah55, there is no hi clearer
grace ?

picture of the gospel of Paul anywhere in the whole Bible than Isaiah 55. It has got different

aspects of the gospel of grace, that are very clearly brought out. Isaiah was the great prophet of

but the emphasis in the LL (13 1/2) here, is on the message of judgment. Well, you will often
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find that this is true, that the call does not give the whole summary of the message. The

call would emphasize certain aspects of the message, certain aspects which one might be

tempted to overlook. Jeremiah was a man who stood in difficult days among the people when

the great In Assyrian and Babylonian attacks were sweeping over the land. He preached the

(14) where most of the people were against it,

Prophets. 32.

put down, the plans and abuses. He gave a wond aful picture of the great orders that he could

give through God in the nations of the world and then he goes on and he is almost an outcast in

his own nation. Some people might say what a contrast betweenMM Jeremiah 1 and the th rest

of the book. It is not a contrast because Jeremiah didn't need these wonderful predictions over

the nations and Israel and the other nations were fulfilled in what Jeremiah predicted, but ithgui

he had these long periods in which he seemed to be all alone in and there was no power or

nothing at all to what he was experiencing unless it was for him to realize that God put him

over the nations, so actually Jeremiah's will was carried out in the performing of this prediction

even though, for a long time, it was promised that this could happen, and Isaiah is the great

prophet of grace. He is the one whom Jeremiah said, the land is going to be overrun, by the

enemy, and be destroyed and taken into exile. Isaiah says God is going to protect Jerusalem,

like birds hovering. Sennacherib will come and will not be able to take the city, God will

drive him back to his own land. Isaiah had the wonderful promise of blessing, but God didn't

want him to be carried away by these promises to a point where he would neglect the otherr
very
ttmvital aspects of his ministry, and so in the call of Isaiah, a very large part, but not all, by

any means of emphasis stood on hi this messag gent. And here we have Isaiah told,

he is to go and tell this people, here ye indeed, but understand not; and see ye indeed, but

perceive not. Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ers heavy, and shut their

eyes, lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart,

and convert and be healed. God's message of condemnation isAthe heart of the gospel work

today. The message is the call of grace to all who will accept but it is a message of doom to
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those who will reject. It is a message of condemnation and a message of grace at the same time.

And Isaiah's message, you would think from this verse, was just a message of condemnation, and
has just swepted

in verse 11, he says, how long? And the Lord says, until the exile, Ai1hnhiidñnjLnntn over the

land, and everything seems to be gone, and you get to the end of 12, and usually I have assigned

chapter 6:1-12, in the Hebrew, and not assigned chapter 13. The reason is, because 13 is much

more difficult. The wording is difficult, but unfortunately, what I sometimes do with the reading

of the Hebrew, others do with the study of the passage. They stop with 12, and they don't go

any further, and as far as the meaning of the passage is concerned, l3isa part of it, and a

very important Madainnifn part of it. This destruction is not the end. There is the holy seed.

There is the remnant of grace, which returns. There is the Holy seed which is the substance of
message of

it. He says this m n1khE condemnation is not the end, there is a message of grace. There is

the remnant of grace. There is the holy seed. There is Christ predicted so plainly by Isaiah

coming to bring salvation to the Jews and also to all that believe on His nam; another truth

that is brought out in passage after passage in the book of Isaiah as we will see, if we are able

to move along fast enough to get to those passages, before the end of the semester. I never know

just how far we will get in Isaiah, because I want to be sure we clearly cover what we cover,

and tet I want to get in as far as we can into a great and important passage. (Student). It does

not explicitly mention or explicitly refer to Christ, no. But it refers to the fact of the remnant of

grace the Holy seed And that certainly is true. (Student). Yes, and more than that. The

remnant is true to the Lord. The remnant that returns the cptivity is including that. It is just a

very brief touch h1rn on that which is so large an element of Isaiah 3-6. But the stress 131 the

call that he might (5) as it is in Jeremiah. The call is not a complete

summary in either case and that is vital for this. It is not a complete summary. It has an aspect

of completeness in that it touches upon all phases. l Jeremiah says, he is over the nations.

He is going to be like a city with bronze walls, and with iron bolts, that will not be able to injure

It touches upon God's protection,, of him, which implies there are going to be some difficult

situations where he will need that protection. But he doesn't go into it at all, into that which is

so large a basis of Jeremiah' s . And the same with Isaiah here. There is just a brief
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touch upon that which is after all the outstanding thing in the book of Isaiah. It is wonderful

promises of grace which he gives. They are not the largest thing, but they occupy a very large

amount of space in this book, and they have tremendous influence. They are clearer than any

other place in the Old Testament. (Student). It is a difficult verse to get the precise

(6 1/4), but I think the general aspect, that much of its meaning is quite clear.

Well, this is a wonderful chapter, and I hope you will spend a great deal of time on it, and

there is one more thing we ought to look at, about the chapter is, the New Testament quote on
I Q'L'7
verses 9 and 10 a number of times. Once or twice the New Testament quotes them as a

desthptlon of the people in Christ's day. It is fulfilled in them that was spoken of by Isaiah,

fThe heart of this peool i-s fat an their ears are heavy. Whether he may shut their eyes.

m Well, that is, somebody might say, this is an exclamation now, to say that says they are,

and God tells Isaiah to do that which is described in Christ's day. Well, is it in that case,

saying Isaiah predicted these particular people, or is it not saying, Isaiah describes what was

the affect upon the unod1y portion of the nation, that the message of grace is to them a message

of condemnation and results in hardening them. And here is a great portion of the nation,

Isaiah is not dealing with the nation at one particular point, but on through history, the great

portion of it in Christ's day, in whom you see this result. You see this situation. It is a

description which applies to it, and is a proper use of the phrase in Isaiah. But there are one or

two cases in the New Testament, where Christ is quoted as saying that di he told them in




n't
parables, and he said unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of God, but,4.6to

them without, because Isaiah had said, "Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears

heavy, shut their eyes, etc." And there it goes beyond a description of their character. It is as

it is in Isuxilnth Isaiah here, an order of hardening, an order to harden those who refuse to listen

to God and li turn away. You do not stay still in the Christian life. You submit to the

wonderful process in cleansing and dealing and sanctifying, or you are subject to the process of

hardening, and making your wicked acts become more evident, and more clear in your life. You

are subject to one or the other. And the process, the ministry of hardening, is proven in iboth
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the Old and New Testaments. You can't put itxtD aside altogether. It is a fact, that it shall

become manifest, what people's true character is. They can accept the gospel and be saved,

and be cleansed and sanctified, or they are subject to the ministry of hardening and that is to

others a means of blessing, or comfort am becomes to them a means of condmenation.

Assignment for Mon. & Tue. Study C. 7, 8,9 but look particularly at 8:k20 through 9:2. The

full assignment will include those 5 verses in the Hebrew, a rather careful study of them.

See if each verse is blessing or cursing. For Tues: Continue with the Hebrew through 9:7 (6).

Also look at 29:14,16. What are they talking about?

Prophets. 33. (0)

In chapter 6 we saw how the Lord used these verses in the New Testament. We did not take

the time to look at the details in comparison, but I mentioned to you the fact that the New Testameni

references fall under two heads: that there are those New Testament references which simply

present it as a description of the people. And I don't think that there are any problems there,

because if Isaiah did this through the people, it might still describe them in hi Christ's time.

I don't think there is any problem there, and there is no problem of quotation because you say, as

it was said in the prophet Isaiah, and then you quote a part of it showing a result of something,

which is commanded, di but if it is done and you describe the results, you are giving a partial

quotation and after all if you are going to give a complete quotation, you would have to copy the

whole Old Testament. You are picking a selection in any event, and there is no harm in taking a

selection of a verse, to bring out a certain idea, in reference to a quotation. We of course have

the idea in modern times of putting quotes in quotation marks, and that means that we are giving

exactly what they say. That idea which did not seem so common in ancient times, since they didn't

have books quite so readily and accessible to copy exactly from. People were more dependent on

memory, but in addition to that, if taken from one language to another you can't quote exactly

anyway. It is impossible to quote what a man says exactly, unless you quote it in the language in

which he says it. If you quote it in another language, it et inevitably is different from what he said

Not in exact quotations. It simply can't be. There is a new Hebrew dictionary, Peerless, quite a
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good Hebrew scholar has gotten out this Hebrew dictionary and in it he has a translation of

every Hebrew word in German, and also in English, them so that means that everybody who buys

the book has to pay for the cost of both the German section and the English section, and that

does make it accessible to some people who don't know German, and so probably provides a

certain amount (3). And yet it makes everyone pay for it, it would have

twice as much paper as it would otherwise, and twice as much printing, and so it increases the

cost of the book for each one of us. But the worse of it is, he doesn't know much English, and

if you want to find example to understand the difficulty of translation directly from one language

into another, try to use his English there. The German is usually worth considering, of what the

meaning of the Hebrew word is, but when he translates it into English, I suppose he looks at the

English dictionary and sees what the German word means in English, and the meaning you get is

often quite different from the meaning of the Hebrew word, which may be a real phase of the

meaning of that German word, but it is not necessarily a phase of the meaning of the German word

which corresponds with the meaning of the Hebrew word. And so in the quotation in the New

Testament, when you are quoting from another language, yQu can't give an exact quotation anyway.

It will be used by other people who will take oi in our English Bible, New Testament, it says

the Psalm says so and so. They quote the Psalm and our New Testament says something different,

and then they say, look here, at this quotation. How can you believe in verbal inspiration, when

you do such and such, you don't even quote the Old Testament accurately. The only way it could

be quoted accurately would be to quote the Hebrew, because any translation is necessarily

inaccurate. You want to make your quotation as accurate as you can, but the ideas xfn that the

New Testament writers have of quotation is to remind you, who are familiar with the Old

Testament, the fact that this in particular idea is contained in this Old Testament passage.

The idea that we have di in modern times of quotations is to say these are the precise words which

the man spoke. That was not their idea. Their idea' was this precise idea was stated by such a

man, and often that is nearer to the truth, than when we quote precise words, which are in the
extra ?

books of modern time. Now in this second problem of language, we have a real problem on our
absolutely

hands with the quotations. You can't quote aunMn accurately, unless you get a man
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And certainly the whole point of another falacious idea of quotation. but

now there's quotation, this partial quotation in the New Testament is no ikfifinniiu difficulty to

it. Well spoke the prophet Isaiah, about you Paul says in Acts 28. This people, this hardening

heart, their eyes are blind, and their ears are deaf etc. Well, it is a description. Partial

quotation. But you get the full quotations that Christ gives as the reason for his giving

speaking in parables that it might be fulfilled what was spoken by Isaiah, make the heart of

this people fat, patch up their eyes, close their ears, lest they convert and be healed. When

he says that, you have the problem of reprobation, and it is a definite clear teaching of this

passage of Isaiah and it is a definite clear passage of the New Testament. Somebody may not

like it, but that doesn't make it untrue. Whether we like a doctrine or not, doesn't affect its

truth. The fact is, that the Bible teaches that those who turn away from the Lord, and refuse to

a,him, are subject to a hardening. They are subject to a hardening, and the Gospel has
for those who reject Him.

two affects. It has the effect of the salvation and of the condemnation mhx&iime1iatihiiu

Well, we looked at last time, I'm merely recapitulating, and then 13, we noticed the cause

of grace in verse 13. Barely touched upon there, but stressed so much in all the rest of the book.

Proof that chapter 6 is not a comprehensive survey of Isaiah to me. But emphasizing merely only

one part of this work, and scarcely touches upon that part of his work by which he is (7)

by others. And now we start a new section, chapter 7-12. And this section, chapters 7-12, you

have all ready outlined, in your charts. You are supposed to have by this time, and I trust that

everybody has by now. It is pretty hard to follow on a class discussion if we do not have them.

So you can't expect to get much out of the course, if you are not up on the assignments. The

section then - section 7:12, is a section which is all given a title, and the title which is given

it, often by commentators, I think most commentators would call it by this title, how many would

know what the title is, the commentators call chapters 7 to 12? Would you raise jour hand?

Not very many. The title which is given is The Book of Immanuel. How many could say, why

such a title would be given to it? Would you raise your hands? A few more I'm glad to see.

How many of you mm think you can give the full reason why? Not just an approximation of it,

but te
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but the full reason. Would you raise your hands? Nobody? Well, let's have part of it. Mr.

Smitley, what part do you have to make? (Mr. Smitley). You would say, Isaiah 7:14 introduces

a wonderful verse of one to be called Immanuel. That is so prominent a feature in Isaiah 7, that

it suggests the possibility that that is the main theme of the 6 chapters. That doesn't prove it.

That is a partial reason, to start. Does somebody have a further reaaon? Mr. Faucette.

(Student). In Isaiah 8:8, "Behold the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel." Here we've got

Immanuel in chapter 7, also in chapter 8. Does Immanuel occur anywhere else in chapter 8?

(Student). 8:10. How many find Immanuel in 8:10, would you raise your hands? KAbout a third

to a half. Where? (At the end of the verse.) At the end of the verse. Does everybody see it

there? . It is inverse 10, just as much as it is inverse 8. But not inthe

English. Anybody who doesn't know Hebrew, you say find Imrnanuel in verse 10. They'll say

what are you talking about? It is not in the English, but it is in the Hebrew. The English is

inconsistent. The Hebrew word ./J ii)- occurs in the end of verse 8, and the English

translates it 0 Immanuel. It occurs at the end of verse 10, and the English translates it

God is with us. Why not be consistent? Why not do one way or the other? Why don't you say

Immanuel in both places, or say God is with us, in both places. At any rate, we have Immanuel

in chapter 8 in two verses. And then we look on to chapter 9 and we find in verse 6, "Unto us

a child is born. Unto us a son is given." And it goes on and tells about this wonderful child,

which I think most Interpreters would say, is the same child, that is called Immanuel in chapter

7. And then we look on to chapter 11, we read, there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of

Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots, and he is going to be a wonderful person, a

great king, a sion of the house of David. There can be no question that this one, is Immanuel.

So we have thus seen 4 strong reasons for -_5 strong reasons for calling this the book of

Immanuel. That would be a good final exam question, wouldn't it? List 5 reasons for calling

Isaiah 6-12 the book of Immanuel. Well, we won't look at the reasons now, at length, we will

go through this chapter and look at them more in detail in connection with their contest.

Chapter 7, we have already looked at, to quite an extent. In chapter 7, we have found, we do

not have rebuke and blessing, combined in quite the usual way in Jeremiah where you have rebuke
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and then you jump to blessing suddenly. We have that between Isaiah 1 and 6, on various occasions

We do not have it quite that way here. We have in a way the two of them mixed here. But certainly

the great emphasis in chapter 7 is rebuke isn't it? Most of the chapter is certainly dealing with

rebuke. We have a situation. We;ve already looked at that. Last semester we thoroughly reviewed

the history of Ahaz' time. I hope that you have it thoroughly in mind, because you can't possibly

understand the book of Immanuel, without having it well in mind. Last semester we saw how it

entered into this chapter. We also saw how that background entered into chapters 28, 29, 30 and

31, and I was rather disappointed in the final exam, to find some people did excellently in certain

other questions, and not doing very well, in the question on the historical background on chapters

28,29, 30 to 32, because that is essential to very large sections of the book of Isaiah. (Student).

It is the combination of the distant and the near. Yes, it is not the common thing, but you have it

in a good many cases in the Scriptures. The combining of near things and distant things.

(Student - it makes it very hard to interpret.) I think that one of the outstanding cases of it is

back in chapter 3. Have you looked at Genesis 3 at all this year? Not this year at all? Well,

let's look at it for a minute. Genesis 3. Let's look at Genesis 3 for a minute. What did the

Lord say to the serpent? Genesis 3:14, "The Lord God said to the serpent. Because thou hast

done this, thou art cursed above all cattle.

Prophets. 34. (0)

It is the serpent. God is talking to the serpent. Thou art cursed above all cattle. And above

every beast of the field. The serpent is cursed above every beast of the field. And upon thy

belly shalt thou go. Who goes on his belly? Satan? It is the serpent isn't it? And dust shalt

thou eat all the days of the life. Does Satan ever eat dust? The serpent here is clearly

described. His head is down in the dust. (Student). The term eat here is not used in this case

of eating earth. You will receive nourishment from dust, would be a statement of fact, which we

all do. We all get our nourishment from the dust, which causes the vegetables to grow. But

when you say, that somebody is going to eat a lot of dirt, in his life, you don't mean he is going'

to get his nourishment from the dust. You mean that he is going along with his food, to take in
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a lot of nothing. You mean that, he eats dirt, you mean that, that comes in

which he doesn't want. And the picture is of this serpent with his head down in the dust and

drawing in dirt from outside. He eats dirt, he eats dust. But the serpent gets his food out of

dust, and certainly Satan doesn't get his food out of dust, except in a sense that both the

serpent and we do get all our nourishment from the dust, and doubtless Satan doesn't. But this

is the serpent, it is not Satan. Dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life, and I will put

enmity between thee and the woman. The woman and the serpent, were very close. They were

very friendly. The natural relationship with the animal creation was changed w into this r4.)

friendliness which the serpent misled by guile the woman. He is going to be replaced by enmity

to the woman, and the average woman, not every woman, but the average woman when she sees a

snake will jump and yell. And she is at enmity. Instead of a feeling of friendship on the part of

most women toward a snake. I think it is quite evident that he is still talking to the serpent. He

is not talking to Satan. I've never in my life seen any evidence that God has put enmity between

Satan and women. Certainly there is no reason to think that Satan hates women anymore than he

hates men, or that he hates anybody except what he wants to use as he can, and if he can't use

them, he probably hates them, but the - and I certainly as far as women are concerned, there was

no greater enmity on the part of women towards Satan, than there is on the part of men toward

Satan. Generally, men and women both hate the works of darkness. The unregenerated one is

very apt to embrace them. It is referring to the relation between the serpent and the woman. I

will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed. This enmity is

going to continue. It does not end with this life. It continues on. The seed of the serpent, his

descendents. The seed of the woman, herS descendent. They have one against the other. And

then the next part of the verse, it is as if the Lord Itli1Uuiz11u stopped talking to the serpent, and

turns his attention away from the serpent and puts at the spiritual being behind the serpent, who has

been using the serpent for his purpose. He will bruise, who is the he? It is her seed. Her seed,

descendents or a descendent,, of the woman, is going to bruise the head of the seed of the serpent.

No, not the seed of the serpent. Not the descendents, but the one to whom He is now talking.
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Not that her seed will bruise the head of thy seed, and thy seed will bruise the heel of her seed.

No. Her seed will bruise thy head. He is here talking to Satan, the spiritual being behind the

serpent, and saying that Satan's head is going to bruise of one who can be truly called the

seed of the woman. The descendent of the woman, a descendent very particularly, because he

is a descendent of a woman, who does not have a male father at all, the seed of the woman. He

is going to bruise Satan's head. And thou, Satan, shall bruise his (seed of the woman.) Here,

an abrupt transition. A turning from talking to the serpent, and telling what is going to happen

right now, and in the immediate future, and clear on to the distant future, the relationship between

the serpent's descendents and the woman - to speak of one specific descendent of the woman,

and the relation of that one not tb the serpent, but the spiritual being behind the serpent who

used the ser pent for his own purpose. So here we have a sharp transition in the serpent's

address, and also a transition in the time because we have this thing, what is going to happen

right now, and will keep on, and then we go on to what is going to happen in one time

(7). There are such things in prophecy. And we have one of the most difficult and

one of the most striking of all of course in - though there are many others, which are very

striking, but one of the most difficult, is this one in chapter 7. We will come to it in a minute.

We are reviewing the background again - for a minute, I am not going to take the time to remind

you of the Assyrian invasion, which came as a result of Syria and Ephraim being confederate

against Judah, and the people of Judah are terrifically frightened, and Ahaz has sent to the king

of Assyria, to bad in English, Syria and Assyria are so similar. In the Hebrew as you know they

are ntire1y different. tY.. and 7 J/ 5 . They are entirely different. $hur and Aram , mainly

Syria and Assyria, people become confused. But Aram or Syria has allied with Israel , the

Northern Kingdom against the Southern Kingdom, and Ahaz is very frightened and he is trying to

gather his forces, and to fortify Jerusalem, and to prepare to e resist this attack, and Isaiah

goes out to meet him, the Lord sends him, to tell him that he should not be frightened, because

within 65 years, Israel won't even be a people. And Ai of course, Ahaz says, what do I care

about 65 years? Long before that they will swallow us up and kill us. And Isaiah says, if you
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won't believe you will not be established, and then when In Ahaz has that look of skepticism,
message through

and the disgust on his face, we read in verse 10, a new man comes from God t Isaiah,

the previous message, doubtless God gave Isaiah, in Isaiah's upper room, and he went out

to the place where Ahaz had gone for the inspection, to give him the message there. Now

however, right on the ground, the Lord speaks to Ahaz, doubtless through Isaiah but a

message to Isaiah right then and there in view of the look of disgust on Ahaz' face. "Ask a

sign of the Lord thy God, ask it in the height or in the depth above. And Ahaz gives that

beautiful pious answer. I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord. Which can be read in a

tone of voice to make it beautiful, and pious and praiseworthy, and which is indeed so, if it

is in a contrast where it can be properly interpreted that way. Jesus said to Thomas, thou hast

seen and thou hast believed. Blessed are they who do not see, and yet believe. God does

not want us to demand, to tempt the Lord. To demand that He give us a sigh at every step of

the way. He has given us sufficient evidence to be true. Sufficient evidence of His power, of

His being, of His love. He wants us to step forward on the evidence we have and trust Him and

not be casting them all away in demand of âfim new evidence. In the mouth of a Christian
?

faith with those who tempt him, doubt and to look for further signs before being sure that there

is a God or that God is good. It is a beautiful statement. I wish - I will not ask, neither will

I tempt the Lord, as job said. Tho, he slay me, yet will I trust Him. It is a beautiful picture

read in a certain context, and a certain (10 1/2). In this context, and in

the points which Ahaz has used, it is a statement deserving the strongest of condemnation, and

that is what Isaiah gave, and Isaiah condemned not only Ahaz, but all those in the house of Davi

who will similarly unworthy. "Hear ye now o house of David. Is it a small thing to weary men,

but will ye weary my God also, and many a mm writer says, well, Isaiah was trying to comfort

Ahaz. What comfort would it be to Ahaz, that Christ would be born 700 years later? Well, any

body who would get any comfort out of verse 13, has some mighty peculiar ideas of what comfort

is. There is no comfort whatever in verse 13. There is no desire to comfort Ahaz. There is a

desire to rebuke Ahaz. Is it a small thing for you to weary men, but will you weary my God also,
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therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign. It is not a sign of comfort. It is a sign of

rebuke. And the rebuke is this, you, 0 Ahaz, are the leader of the house of David., wearying

God and wearying men. God is not always going to put up with that kind of leadership of the

house of David. God has promised that the House of David will continue. That David will always

have a man to sit upon his throne, but it will not be a man like Ahaz. God is going to provide His

own, one to sit on His throne. As different as can be from Ahaz. A sign of God's rebuke. "Behold
she ?

a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and he (or thou) for it is a form that can be translated

either way, will call his name God with us. The strongest possible rebuke to Ahaz. God is

turning away from Ahaz, this unworthy sion of the house of David, this unworthy head of the house

of David. He is turning away from Him. He is sometime in His own time going to replace him

with one who will be virgin born, and who will truly be called Immanuel. Now the word virgin

there as you know, is not the word i7f7P2 , which is the technical term for virgin. This is

I the word,f7' which is not the technical term for virgin, it is a word which describes a young

woman, one of whose characteristics is that she is a virgin. It means virginity not so much as

virginal, but the emphases is not on virgin. It is not a technical term for a virgin. I believe it

was Henry the 8th, who married and he said afterwards, he said, I married her and I found she was

no maid. 061y( Now he might have said virgin here, but he used the word maid, which in Old

English means a young woman with various characteristics, one of which that she is a virgin,

and that was the word, this word is never used of one who is not a virgin. There is not

the slightest (14) that the word ever referred to anyone who is not a virgin. It is

a specific word for virgin, and when the Septuagint translators 200 years before the time of Christ,

wanted to make a translation, into Greek, )they took the technical Greek word for virgin as the

word to translate this word , ki evidently because they didn't know of any other

Greek word which would give the precise idea here, of a young woman of marriagable age who

was a virgin, and so they took the technical Greek word for that, and gave it the idea that it

was. And that's the -
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all of you could be well grounded in the word of God, and go out and serve the Lord, in truth,

and now they are all required to take the courses in which the Bible is torn to pieces, and torn

to threads, and in the case of many of these (1/2) copied for me and read the precise

words, the professor had. He said the Hebrew word does not mean virgin. The idea

comes from the Greek. Well, the technical word would be in the Greek, but it was introduced

200 years before the time of Christ, and when the Revised Standard Version came out, the Revised

Standard Version has in it, no, with the Revised Standard Version, at the same time, there was

issued An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the Old Testament, in which members of

the translation committee, wrote up their discussion of various subjects, and in this one of the

articles is by Dr. Orlinsky, a Jew, who was a member of the committee that translated the

Revised Standard Version. Dr. Orlinsky, speaking of the very great value of the Septuagin11nn

in what the original Old Testament was. How frequently in his opinion we should follow the

Septuagint instead of the Hebrew, but he said, we must first remove from the septuagint, all

the Christological additions such as the use of the word virgin in Isaiah 7:14. In other words

he assumes with no proof at all, that somebody wanted to get a Christian idea into the

Septuagint, id changed the text there, to put in the word virgin, with absolutely no evidence

whatever, that the septuagint ever had anything but the word virgin at that place. But he

assumes it fits with Christian teaching. Therefore it must be a Christian change in the

Septuagint, and if you take out everything in the Septuagint that fits with Christian teaching

- all the Christological additions that you find, then he would think that was written in Hebrew

we should follow here. So the Revised Standard Version, simply on the philosophical assumption

that nyth.tng in the Old Testament that fits with the New, must be per se wrong, because of the

Christological additions, translated, not a virgin, but a young woman. Yes? (Student).

Well, how should you approve a word is effective there? You would have to say -for instance

you read in the New Testament that - at the wedding, there were ten virgins, the virgins didn't

have any oil, and the virgins came to the door and they rapped, and they wouldn't let them in.

Well, as far as our English translation there, ten virgins is concerned, you might just as well

say, ten young women. I mean, it is not a technical use. There is nothing specific in the
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context, to show that the emphasis is on the idea of the (3 12). But you have to get

in order to prove that a word is a technical term, you have to get specific passages in which they

are quite definitely used. Now my impression is that there are only about 9 cases where

but my impression is that they are used, except this, in a rather general way. Now of course

there is one of them where you speak of a Soidmon. And it says that Solomon had his wives,

and his concubines, and hundreds of . And there are those who said, well, these were in

Solomon's herem, so they can't have been virgins, but very interestingly, Djg.f Fuller

Seminary, has written a little booklet to prove that the word must mean young woman as

the R.S.V. says, not virgin, and he goes into some very involved etymological discussion, which

certainly wouldn't prove anything actually, but he goes into it at great length, compares

references which wouldn't prove anything. He goes into that at great length, and he says, if we

are going to argue to claim to be Christians, scholars, we must accept scholarship which says

that this word doesn't mean virgin. This word . He says, the proof of it are three

principal Hebrew dictionaries, all of them mean young woman and not virgin, and then he gives

a footnote telling what these three principal Hebrew dictionaries are, and you look at them, and

you find that all the dictionaries referred to are just different editions of Genenius. So it is

really just one dictionary, and one of the three that he lists down there are Tragelles edition, and

you look at Tragelles, which Eerdman put out a few years ago as a new nrh reprint, and you look

at Tragelles' edition of Gesenius' dictionary, and you find that Tragelles' has copied what

Gesenius', that old rationalist said. And he quotes Gesenius' - a young woman of

marriagable age. Then you have square brackets, and then Tragelles says, this interpretation of

Gesenius is solely the result of his philosophic bias against Supernaturalistic Christianity, and

is without any solid linguistic foundation whatever. The word vikrqinn means virgin and nothing

else, in one of the three books, - one of the three additions of Gesenius, that LaSor points with

and says if we are going to be scholars, we have to recognize that it can't mz mean virgin.

But the interesting thing to me was, the reason I've referred to that at this moment, was that

LaSor in that booklet, 80% of which is devoted to proving the word can't mean virgin, and saying

how to be scholars we must admit that it can't mean virgin, he does take up one usuage of it
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- The usuage in connection with Solomon's herem, and he says, in this case, it must mean virgin

because you have fám wives, and concubines, and what else could you have except virgins? And

so here he said , it very clearly means virgin. And I know others who will insist that it means

virgin, but who will find this a difficult passage, but that LaSor felt that in that passage, he could

be sure that it must mean virgin. But the word is - that would come as near to being a

quotation as I know of, that (7), I don't know. But, when Professor Raven of New

Brunswick Seminary, took over the class in the Prophets that I had, after Dr. Davis' death, he

came down from New Brunswick to teach it to us, when he came to this passage, professor Raven

who was very much affected by Higher Criticism. Professor Raven said, well, I don't know about

this word . He says there is one usuage where it looks very suspicious, in one of those

verses, and that is the case in Proverbs where he speaks of three things he cannot understand, and

one of them is the way of a man with a maid. He said that couldn't mean virgin. To me, in the

context, that is exactly what it could be, not the technical word virgin, but the word - the way of

a man with a maid, would mean the way of a young man seeking a wife, would ordinarily mean a

virgin. Dr. Robert Dick Wilson wrote a brief article on the Nine Uses of the word

Let's just take a second to look at the use in the book of Matthew. We have it in Matthew

1, and there we have - we read that Joseph verse 19, Joseph her husband, no, verse 18, when

Mary was espoused to Joseph before they came together, they were found with child of the Holy

Ghost. Then Joseph her husband, being a just man, and not willing to make her a public example,

I don't think the word just, is a good translation, I think a kind would be better. Being a kind

man, and not wishing to make her a public example, was minded to put her away fm privately.

But while he thought on these things, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream

saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee, Mary thy wife. Son of David is

brought right in, and connected right up to the prophecies about the Son of David. Fear not to

take unto thee, Mary thy wife, for that which is conceived in her, is of the Holy Ghost, and the

she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus, for He shall save His people from

their sins. Now all of this has happened. Now all of this was done, that it might be fulfilled
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which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet saying, Behold a virgin shall be with child, and

shall bring forth a son, and they shall call His name Immanuel, being interpreted, God with us,

then Joseph being ready to flee, went (after verse 21, or after v. 22). I think it is quite evident

that verse 20-23 is what the angel said. The Revised Standard Version inserts quotations, and

puts quotations around the last half of 20 and around 21, and puts 22 and 23 out of the book, but

Matthew tells us of Joseph's doubts, of Joseph's considerations, how God sent Him a dream, and

Angel spoke to him and says what the angel said, and then said that Joseph being raised from the

sleep did as the angel had bidden him. And it was certainly the - an intrusion dragging in.

A discussion which would certainly be out of place, right in the middle of Joseph's dream, to

simply give Matthew's ideas on this. But the context requires 22 and 23 to be a part of what the

angel says. An angel is saying to Joseph, Joseph, this is a wonderful thing you did, don't you

put her away. She is not a wicked woman. This is God's plan, and I want to remind you of the

evidence that it is God's plan. God i has already predicted that He is going to produce the

virgin birth, ithiowhnthEam Here it is. It is right in place as part of the argument by the means

to Joseph of why he should recognize it as not something impossible and unbelieveable, && but

something that God has already predicted. (Student). Verse 19? (Student). 20 and 21. Surely

20 and 21 are - (student). But the last half of 20 and 21 are put in quotes as being what the angel

said, and then he puts the - he puts 23 in quotes as being what Isaiah has said, but instead of

having this quoted separately, from what Isaiah said, it should have quotes around 23, as what

Isaiah said. And the double quote instead of being at the end, of verse 21, should be at the end

of verse 23, because it is the angel that quotes Isaiah, not just in Matthew. I believe the quotes

are misleading. And the angel is giving Joseph the argument, why, he should recognize that this
isn't
1 something that is unbelievable, she must be a wtcked woman to find her in this condition,

ordinarily a woman would be a wicked woman. But in this one case in all history,

it has got this tremendous unbelievable thing. One couldn't even think of it except to have proof

that it is part of God's plan. And the angel says, this is whatt was predicted 700 years ago, by

Isaiah. Don't think that this is something unbelievable. It is part of God's plan. God predicted
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it here. And he quotes from the Septuagint, using the technical word, In which was probably a

good way of translating this specific word into Greek, because it - the word includes very

definitely the idea of a virgin. (Student). Well, I believe in that particular usuage of the word,

it it is referring to the had been before. He gives

this to the virgin. She had been a virgin before, and they still use the term virgin for that which

she would term a virgin

P. 36. (0)

(Student). No, it is well known in the Greek, but parthenos is the Greek word for virgin,

but that is its basic general use. It certainly is the sense in which the Septuagint translates it.

(Sudent). The answer to that is to another question. Do believing Jews - orthodox Jews,

accept the Bible as God's word? The Old Testament is God's word, believe that the Messiah

is truly God? (11/2). The answer is they do not. And yet they just

in Isaiah, his name shall be wonderful, comforter, the mighty God. It is clearly taught there, and

clearly suggested in many other places. Did believing Jews, from the time of Isaiah, in the time

of Christ, believe that the Messiah would suffer and die, and be raised from the dead? What

LK-I
about the two men on the road to Emmaus? They said, we thought it was He that would redeem

Israel, and here they've killed him. And did Jesus say, when I was with you, I clearly taught

you. I explained it to you. Don't you remember what I said? No, what he said, fools and slow

of heart, to believe all that the prophets have spoken, and

beginning with Moses and all the prophets, He expounded to them, the things concerning Himself.

In other words, it is clearly taught but most of us when we come to something we don't understand

we just pass it over, and it doesn't sink in, and we have to stop and study,. and get its meaning.

And this is clearly taught, but people explain it away. "Behold a virgin shall bring forth a child."

Well, what does that mean? Why, that means here is a woman that never had a child. Well, she

is just married now, or something like that, and they try to explain it away, 1U11 but that is what

it means. And He says, you don't have to explain it around, take it at its specific direct meaning

(2 1/2). (Student). A very good question. You turn to Matthew 3, - Matthew 3,
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you will find that nt Matthew tells us of something that John the Baptist did. He came

preaching repentance, and then Matthew tells us that this one is the one spoken of by the

prophet Isaiah. Now suppose you take that as part of what John the Baptist said. Take verse 2.

John the Baptist said, repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand. For this is he that was

spoken of by the prophet Isaiah. It wouldn't r make sense. It clearly is Matthew telling the

significance of the thing he's just described. But now back here in Matthew 1, Matthew tells us

something which happened. The thing that happened, is, that Joseph finds ai his wife, already
unto him

with child, He thinks of putting her aside, but he doesn't do it. He takes her, the end of the

verse 24 says, for his wife and knew her not until she had brought forth her first born son, and

he called his name Jesus. And then after telling his story of that, it would seem quite rrM

natural from that - this is all done that it might be fulfilled what was spoken in the prophet. But

instead of that we have right in the middle, we have Joseph having this question, what to do, to

keep her or put her aside. We do not hi yet have Jesus born. And in that situation, we have

Jm Joseph being told of the Lord that he should keep her, and the Lord tells him by sending an

angel which gives him two arguments. The first is, this is a Divine act. He shouldn't put her aside,

The second is, this is part of God's plan. A Divine act. And then it says, verse 24, then Joseph

being raised from sleep, and events connects right up with what preceeds. The other was an

(5) thing, stuck right in the middle of an incident, instead of being put at the end of

it, and it is used as part of the angel's argument. (Student). Well, now that, you should

look at the precise Greek form. The fact that it is translated was done, suggests that perhaps the
rather than

English translation has simply an insertion, or you might say a gloss stuck in, whuiux1xtiis

part of the story, but you don't have to make an argument on the basis of . (Student).

It would matter a great deal. If Matthew said it, (student). Yes, it matters then. (Student).

Well certainly, and sometimes the prophet says this, and sometimes the prophet tells how the Lord

says it. And in this case the prophet tells how the angel says it. You see. The fact that Matthew

says it sometimes doesn't mean that Jesus might not say it at other times. lAnd doesn't mean that

at the very first time that it happened, it might not be Matthew at all, but the angel. The divine

tying together of the New T
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tying together of the two Testaments, and Matthew goes on and points out other cases, after

the angel of the Lord has already (7). But it is just stuck right in the middle of

the incident, telling of the dream, and then it tells after Joseph had the dream, what it had daie.

To stick it right in there, was entirely out of place. But to put right in at the end of the verse

would seem quite natural. Yes. (Student: Lange on Matt. 23. I don't see how he could come to

this view.) Well, he is wrong. Entirely wrong. Why should you leave out anything that the

Lord has put in? (kGun shots and announcement of coming social events.)

(10).

I would have one paragraph that deals with subject a, subject b and subject c. Subject

a, subject d, and subject c. The next one may deal with b, d and c. Well, I want to go through

and separate out of the section and put the things together that are of a similar nature, and it

would take a lot of judgments to get something finally that is logical, and carefully arranged.

Because our minds naturally jump from one thing to another, and one suggests the other to us.

Well, now the purpose of the prophets was not to give us something that would be a mathematics

treatise, but something that would impress the human mind. Not to simply take and give us a
move

logical outline of various things, but it is a presentation to people to whom - to those people.

Not just to inform them but to move them. Now then, the problem that enters in is this sharp

transition which seems strange to us, when we are used to studying from books that seem to have

been arranged with a great deal of effort to get a logical arrangement, dealing with just one

subject at a time, but that is not the way our minds work naturally. People are influenced, for

thinking, for clear, logical presentation work things out that way. But don't feel that in your

sermons, they should be logical treatises. They should be something that will people, and often

you will introduce subjects with a slight touch and a little more and a little more, and gradually

move them into them, and that is particularly true when you have the divine wisdom when all

sorts of things are given it by progressive revelation, suggest it and then suggest it again, and

get it a little more clearly and then finally it is brought out in a fairly complete statement of

their main features, and so, here Isaiah is not simply coming to people who are inter (12 1/
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Here it is supposed to give them a logical outline, to dealing with a live situation, and in

this situation, he is interested in rebuking the people as a whole. He is interested in rebuking

Ahaz, and he is interested in assuring the people of God, and there is then a - not so much in

Isaiah of the attribute of Jeremiah of dealing straight with the rebuke and then suddenly going

into blessing. Isaiah sometimes does that, but often he gives things that have to some extent

both features, and we are certainly in that situation here. We have something h ich is rebuke

- rebuke to the ungodly people, but an assurance of blessing to those who are God's own.

There are both thoughts there and a virgin shall conceive. Now the word virgin as we've said,

is not the technical term, virgin. It is a woman - which, the word just means a young woman
rightly

who is a virgin. A young, unmarried woman of whom you can likely assume what the word means

It is a young, unmarried woman. It is not specifically technical virgin, but it means the same

thing. It may be that an old English damsel would be pretty close to it. I don't know. But

words of this type change in various languages. The exact counterpart, the Septuagint

translators thought that parthenos was pretty close when they translated it 200 years kB.C.

Prophets. 37. (0)

It is talking about rebuking Ahaz that God is going to send His own head of the house of

David, who will be God with us, and in the uu course of it, a miracle is touched upon.

It is not the thing that is raised up and stressed as the great vital central purpose of the

prediction, but it is an important element in the prediction. And thus, many a person, reading

this and saying, a virgin shall conceive, well now, of course that is impossible that one who

is still a virgin can conceive, but what it must biean, a young woman who is a virgin. She

marries and she is no longer a virgin, but she was very recently a virgin. YxmriiIm* and

conceived. She was a yoing woman who they would explain it in all sorts of ways which would

not be taking it literally, but their minds just wouldn't take it in as literal, because it would

seem to them a question of symbolic or figurative. It is without any parallel in it. And it is

only lately that we find any nuth miilm actual sign that it can be taken in the strict literal
strict

sense and was fulfilled in that time literal sense. We don't have to blhi do any twisting
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around, in order to try to give it a literal sense. But the view today twists around all the

Old Testament predictions with the Deity of Christ, and in a way we can't blame them for so

doing, because the great central teaching of the Old Testament is - there is one God. There is

one God. Against polytheism, against the mythology, against the crude families stories of the

heathen nations. There is the Divine feature of one God stressed in the Old Testament. Then as

you read through the Old Testament, you find various things that suggest, that not only is there

one God. But Messiah Is God. Not only is there one God, but the Spirit of God is so spoken as

to suggest that there is personality separate from the personality of God the Father, and yet there

is one God. You find hints in the Old Testament, many of them of the Deity of the Messiah, and

certainly of the Deity of the Holy Spirit, and yet the tremendous stress on the one God, and MIJWIL

the Jew who puts the stress in the Old Testament puts it on the unity of the Godhead, reads over

this, and doesn't know what they mean, or explains them away in some way, but as you study

into it, carefully, you see they are they, and they cannot be explained away, but they must be

fit together with the other, and then we have Christ coming and showing us how to fit them, an

but even so, but leaving a mystery that he can't understand. How can God be one God, not two

Gods. And yet three persons in one Godhead? We can't undatstand that, but it is a fact, which

the Bible teaches. But the Jew with the stress on the one until the other is brought out clearly,

He explains it away, all the rest (3 1/2) and when it is brought out in the other, we can

look back and say, look, here was this, here was this, here was this, here are all these things,

all these suggestions. They were there all the time, in the Old Testament.

And so this prediction of the Virgin Birth of Christ, is one on which a careful study, one can

say, now, it looks as if He is actually going to be born of a virgin, yet of course that is 1mpossibl
in the

Without parallels of scripture it must be a presentation of all that which is symbolic expression

of (s4). But to do away with it by just saying, the young woman, is certainly doing

despite to the Scriptures, because the Scripture uses a word which means a young woman who is

a virgin, and an angel says to Joseph, don't feel that this is something which Mary must lm

be in (4 1/4). It is a truth that out of a hundred billion ri Iiun cases of the one where a

thing like this would happen, would be a case of assurance, but this is the one. This is the one
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where she is not impure at all. The Holy Ghost has done this, and he says to him, It is

evidently beyond imagination. I know that you would think it is something you ate that gave you

this dream tonight. That it can't be possible. It is your imagination in some way, because

it is so utterly unparalleled, but I want to point out to you that it is not so unparalleled in the

fact that it was predicted that God caused Isaiah to dive the specific prediction of it and there it

is. And any few would know the Virgin. He might have pondered it, he might have puzzled over

it, but he probably didn't think a great deal about it. And the angel says to Joseph, "See the

verse shows that this is something that won't happen in a hundred billion cases. And I think that

is just about the exact figure, when you think of the number of people in the world, that out of a

hundred billion nF*1in cases in the world's history, this is first. There may be other cases, or

ten times In that many, but out of them there is one case where this is true. nnnJam

Because in one case (5 1/2) but it has been predicted. It

is God's word. It will happen and here it is and so he quoted and directly quoted the statement here

in Isaiah. Of course for us there is a great difficulty in translating because of the word virgin, is

the nearest translation. It is an acuurate translation, and yet it is not an exact translation. Well,

you can't translate exactly from one language into another anyway. You have the difficulty, but you

get what the Hebrew is, and it is a woman who is (6 1/4) but it is a virgin, but the stress is

quite as much on the virginity idea, as it would be if you took the technical word for virgin. You say

a virgin, it just hits you in the face. It is a virgin. But you say, 'almah, which is a woman who is

a virgin, the idea of virgin is there, definitely there, but it is not the idea that is put in the most
so that

prominent way, nhutnit hits you right in the face, because Isaiah's purpose here was not to strike you

right in the face and say, God is going to perform a mighty miracle. That's not his idea. His idea

here is God is going to replace the head of the house of David with one who is worthy. One who will

really be God with us, and in telling that great fact which is the central thing which he is presenting,

he brings out the idea that this one is wirn one who is going to be born of a virgin. It is not the centre

thing, but it is a vital thing. Yes? (Student). Now that is a very interesting problem. Thou shalt

call his name Immanuel - or she shall call His name Immanuel. Well, actually, is that not perftlled?
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We refer to Christ as Immanuel, but that is not the name tth His mother called Him, as far

as the New Testament tells us. It is not the name that was used by people when they spoke to

Him. It is a name which is (7 3/4) interpreted, rather than a name which is the specific

group of sounds used to identify Him. It is a definition of His character. Now we h*uwn find

that brought out - not in the fact that here''as an individual who had a certain combination of
Lion? Lion

letters to designation Him, You call a man Lyons. You say, here comes Lyons, and he may be a

little mouse (8 1/4). You call him lion. The name doesn't necessarily describe his characte

but it is a combination of sounds used to identify that person, and we often (8 1/2) to

get what is the fact that there is nothing to his u,b'&* character. It just indicates him and that's

all. But here is a case where it is not so far as our experience goes a combination of sounds

used to identify him, but it is a description of what he really is. He is God rLwith us. He is

actually God, the Second person of the Trinity and yet He is actually with us, He is actually men.

The idea of the Deity of Christ is implicitly (9) though not clearly expressed in this.
this

You could call anybody Immanuel, an evidence that God is with us. We don't call al man

by that symbol (9) but we see him not merely as an evidence, that God is with

us, but actually as being God. He is God who is with us.

This then is the wonderful - the terror of the declaration of rebuke to Ahaz, but the wonderful

assurance of blessing to the prophets, to those who are God's, and looking IM for His coming.

And then having dealt with that case (student). I don't see any evidence of anyone.

No one mentioned it to me. There were thousands who were born, but there is no one who is

specifically referred to. But we'll go on with this (10). Now we've been looking

at 14. Now we want to go on to 15, -now in 14, we have the answer to this means of rebuke, of

blessing, that God's hi plan is going to be carried through. Now though we are greatly interested

in this wonderful thing that is going to happen, some time, - of course no body knows, but we

just hear this. But mm though we are tremendously interested in this wonderful thing, which we
as we stand

also tiuâi&ad there at the conduit of the upper oo1 in the highway of the fuller's pool, and
industriously

watch the men working inthat, trying to build up the fortifications there, we are interested in
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the immediate crisis. What is going to happen? Will the forces of Assyria and of Ephraim

overthrow the land and wreck it, and destroy it? They are preparing for a second attack, and

we are working hard trying to hold them back. What is going to happen? Well, in a rather

cryptic way, verse 16, gives us a look not at the distant future, but at the immediate future.

In English we read, butter and honey shall He eat, and immediately in English we say who is

the he, that is here referred to, but in Hebrew it is not he nor is it who. What is the Hebrew

word that is here tnr translated - he in the English. Who can tell me that? Look at 7h7:l5

and tell me the Hebrew word that is translated he? n Mr. Ritter? (Student). I'm speaking of

he. Butter and honey shall he eat. In English we have a word he, butter and honey shall he

eat. In Hebrew we have a word he which is who. Sometimes it is this, but that is not here

used. All that is used is a certain form of a verb. It means eat. Now the word eat in this is

our masculine singular form. I eat, you eat, he eats. Or is he eating? It is the singular,

third form. Eat.

Prophets. 38. (0)

something like that to prevent it, but in Mutt Hebrew, if you said, the man eats, you would

use exactly this form, there would be no he there. You would say, he eats by eating. You

would tnslate it, the man eats, but in kEnglish the man is not expressed, so in order to

made food we put in a he, there is no he there. There is no word to ei express who the

subject is. There is simply a (1) in thought. "Butter and honey shall eat." Who

shall eat? He shall eat. One sI1l eat. Something shall eat. You can stress it. You could

say, the child. You could say, the man, you could give a name, you could emphasize the hr

Y - he, the one we are talking about. One shall eat, he shall eat. Well now, what is the

subject of this verb, he will eat? What is the subject of it? The subject is not expressed, so

we have to see, what is in mind. One wi shall eat, if you want. Butter and honey shall one eat

In tki his knowing. In the time that he will know. Wll, who knows? It seems to be a reference

back to a child. When is this child going to be born? We don't know. We don't know when

He is going to be born, but in my opinion the best way to make this mean in 16 to 14 is to
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consider that the prophet thinks of the child, and if he were to be born now. If he were to be

born now, his life would serve as a measurement. We have mentioned a child. Now think of a

child that would measure it. Supposing this child, were to be born ad to somebody, in such a

enough to make
case, when he knew inrflnihm simple choices, of what is good and what is bad, in His knowing

enough not to reach for the hot stove, but instead to reach for the glass of milk, to reach for

something, to make a definite choice between a helpful and a harmful thing, a fairly young age,

yet it would take a little while before one learns to make these simply choices. A little time

with a few bad mistakes, and by the time that the child born a few months from the time that

Isaiah spoke, would be able to do this, by that time, people would be able to eat on a somewhat

different scale then they eat right now. Right now we are in semi-famine condition. We are in a

condition where we are rushing to have as many as possible working building up the fortification.

And we have plenty of stuff from the harvest of the summer. They are available, and we are

trying to use this stuff and - we are using this stuff. We have sufficient. We are wracking it

out probably, in order to make it last, but we don't have any great amount of these products to

iith the animals. Butter and of honey, but we have the products of man's ordinary agriculture,

a good amount, from the harvest, but we're rationing it a bit, because we ki don't know how

long we will be shut in. Well, there is going to be a change. Instead of carefully rationing

the material that you grow, in the field, you will have the material, that are secured from the

animals. The product of the cow, which needs a large area for pasturing. And the product of

the bee, which go out and gather in, and you can have a great deal of these in a condition where

there is lots of land and comparatively few people. Well, you don't get all of that idea out of

these few words here, but you get the suggestion that there is quite a change and if you think

into it, you find that is the sort of a change that it might involve that when you read down to

verse 22, you find that that is a specific change that is there described, as going to come to

pass. Yes? (Student). A child that will rebuke as a nation. Before the child,1wanaiiMn if this

child were to be born right now, before he would be able to make these simple choices,

(student). Well, you could reverse it, you see. If you reverse it, the Lord will give you a sign,

a virgin will conceive and bear a child. This child will eat butter and honey. That suggests you
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are talking very definitely about the child, to whom you don't see that here. You just say,

butter and honey shall one eat. Why, you think this one slahi child he is talking about or not
it doesn't say

so specifically and then when (6 1/2) around, you a child,

you are referring back, not clear back to 14, but back to 15. What he is talking about in 15.

Now of course there is this about it. You can take a verse of the scripture and you can say, let

us take these words here, and say they must be interpreted in this particular way. It seems to me

the most logical way to interpret it. And then when you do that, when you get something that just

doesn't correspond with the main facts at all, you can say, well, it doesn't seem to me to

correspond with facts, but it is God's word, therefore it must be true, and everybody' else's facts

false. That is the thing that someone might have done about this virgin birth. Iii Because there

it doesn't correspond to facts at an all. He says, yet, but God's word says a virgin shall

conceive. A virgin is going to conceive, but somebody else says, yes, but it talks about a child

born right then, because it talks about it then, and for the next five years after then. And so it

must have been a virgin birth then. Well, we have no record of any virgin birth then. There is

nobody born then, who could properly be called Immanuel that anybody knew anything about, but

there is one born 700 years later, that exactly fits it, and when the angel said, that this is

the fulfillment of his prediction. And so we have to find how to interpret the passage in such a way

as to fit into this (7 3/4) (Student). How specific does an article make it? The child, does

it mean the child that you are speaking of in 14, or is it a measuring stick that you are talking abou
?

in 15? Why does the he necessarily go back to 14? No, it isn't just a child. It Is a child born

right then. And anyway the article is a clear cut thing. You went r a walk in the woods. What

(8 1/2). Which woods did you walk in? The can be a very strong reference for

emphasis. The woods. That's the woods you were walking in. The woods. You say, in the woods
the ?

In English we threw in, includes everything. 9/lOths of them mean absolutely nothing. One out

of ten of them is tremendously important. But the thing that often makes them important is

znp1t1mfEo1mintknu the
strssdre put on the .(8 1/2). I would feel that

hardly that much stress would be put on something, this far away from . (Question.)
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What does the bimi butter and honey have to do with his knowing?) It was a time element.

That translation, that he may know, is rather poor. It is not, that he may know, but it lwhen

he shall know. It is very often used this way. That's a very vital point. I think that translation,

that he may know, is a rather unfortunate one. In That's why people used to think fish was brain

food, so you eat lots of fish in order to think clearly. Well, butter and honey shall you eat,

that he may know to ruaiwm refuse the evil and choose the good. If that was the correct

translation, why we should eat all the butter and honey we could in order to pass our Prophet's

tests. Yes? (Student). If you study the usuage (of the infinitive construct) very carefully, you

might find a slight difference, but it would take a lot of study. (Student). In Yes, a child born

fairly soon. That is, if you predict one coming and you don't see when he is coming, then the

idea is, if he were coming right xwp soon, the use of a measurement there. If he were coming,

(student). f It doesn't refer to any present child. It refers to the length of time that it would

take a child to reach this age. It Is Christ, but we don't know when Christ is coming. He may

come today, and he may come 700 years from now. Suppose he came today - It is using it as a

measurement. (Student). (Does it refer to now or the time of Christ?) No, it is immediate,

definitely. (Student). Well, you don't have anyone. Good. You just have virgin. (Student).

I would say that both of them are referring to the child used as a measuring stick. We don't know

when He is coming. Suppose He came now. (11 3/4). Before the child

if born now would know these things. It is a hypothetical situation. Yes? (Student).

That child's name has . (Student). In the first place it

refers to the end of the nation. In the second case, it means the end of the particular kings who

were attacking Judah. As a matter of fact, within five years, Syria was destroyed. It was no

longer a nation, but Israel continued its political entity more than another 10 years. Then Israel

lostj its political entity, and within the next few years, its people were taken away into exile,

and so that within 65 years, there were no people left there of the Northern kingdom, so the first

one 1fuLfilled. Within 65 years there were none of the people there. There was no nation at all.

And itiue never was a nation after that. It just disappeared. And the people , those who came
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back, 1,hni came back as part of Judah. But Assyria disappeared then. Yes? (Student).

Then the American Standard in taking itithat way, is giving something that didn't occur. Because

that is what the Hebrew means, and Isaiah is a false prophet because that didn't happen. (Student).

Prophets. 39. (0)

I would say there is a relation, yes. We have another child, in chapter 8, which comes a

little later, and doesn't reach quite as advanced an age, as the thing when that takes place.

(Student). And therefore it was in Isaiah' s time and it wasn't Christ at all. (Student). That is the

interpretation that some have tried to give. People have tried to connect the child with every thing

imaginable. They tried to say it was Hezekiah,. though the figures given of the age, show that

Hezekiah was already 11 years old. They've tried to say it was Hezekiah. They've tried to show

it was Maherhhalalhashbaz, the son of In Isaiah, i they've made all kinds of theories, but there is

no one of them that we have - it is evident that it would be the case, but we do have that it is

Christ, the angel specifically saying it was Christ. Yes? (Student). This is a very important

question. The question of double dn fulfillment, and the fact is that there are prophecies like the

one in Deuteronomy, which show a di series moving along and reaching a climax, and there seem to

be prophecies which show two closely related events, in separation of time. But when a prophecy

speaks of one event, it is rarely, if ever two events. It may hi speak of events, or it may speak of

a series. It may show one at the beginning of a series, reaching a climax. Now there are those who

try to explain these verses on the asumption that there are four - that there are two different children

in mind. And that all three verses refer to two different times. You have a double fulfillment.

Verses 14 to 16, refers to the time of Isaiah, and they all refer to the time of Christ. And to they

say that there was a child born then, - well, suppose there was a child born then. Was he (3 1/2)

virgin born? Was he properly designated as Immanuel in any way? Well, we have nothing of that

time to fit with verse 14. Well, we say, there was a child born then, who would fit 15 and 16, was

fulfilled at that time. And so 14 must have been fulfilled. How was it fulfilled? Them is no way to

show. There was no child born of a virgin. tJ11rnnvn There was no child we know of who could

properly be called Immanuel. 15 and 16 fit, so 14 must too. And then they go to the New Testament,

and the New Testament says, the angel said, that Jesus is the Immanuel here predicted, so they say
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this is a double fulfillment. It refers to a child born then, and it refers to Jesus. And they say,

look, it is virgin born. Jesus used Immanuel, so 14 fits Jesus. But 15 has nothing in the world to

do with Jesus and 16 has absolutely nothing to do with Jesus. Before Jesus shall reach a certain

age, I would say about 4 or 5, if somebody wants to say 20, say 20 If you want to. Before Jesus

reaches a particular age, why, Rezin and Pekah will both be dead. Well certainly they will be
1/2)

dead within 700 years no matter what happened, even if the (4 destroyed it and took
? still be dead dead

the king captive, and killed all the people they'd MM in ,Y700 years, and tf they berntgntDri 700

years, what is the point of saying they would be dead before Jesus would reach this certain age.

Supposing I were to say, you see that little baby there. Before that little baby reaches the age of

50 Eisenhower is going to be dead. Well, what would it prove? It proves nothing. And so verse

14 fits Christ, and there is nothing that there is any evidence of that time what ever. 15 and 16

fit that time and have absolutely nothing to do with Christ. Now that being the case, to my mind a

reasonable way to take it, is instead of inferring something at that time which relates to 14 in which

there is no evidence whatever, and insisting that 15 and 16 must refer to Christ, there is no evidencE

whatever. It seems to me it is more reasonable to say the prophet in 14 is looking to Christ, and in

15 and 16 is looking to the immediate future. (Student). No, I don't at all. I hold that 14 fits

Christ and 15 and 16 - (student). Yes, that's right. What I'm trying to say is, (student). That the

14th verse only refers to Christ, and the 15th and 16th refer to the immediate time. That's what I

would say. But you say in addition to that the 14th refers to the immediate and to Christ, the 15th

and 16th refer to the immediate and have nothing to do with Christ, you might as well go a step

further and say that 14 refers to Christ and has nothing to do with the immediate. Yes. (Student).

I don't think so because that child is born later.You see, the designation to him is, before he can

say the simple words, and , before he reaches that time, a different age, (student).

You mean, your suggestion is, verse 14 refers to Christ, and then 15 and 16 jump over to Isaiah's

time. Personally it would seem to me rather strange, it seems that breaks all connection with

14. (7 1/2) must be sometime. To me the connection that you don't know when this child is

going to be born, uses him as a measuring stick, if he were to be born now, to me makes

now to say it is, if there were a xm child born now - when you find a child bSxn, a little later
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In some way
here, related to that, - that is much better I think, then the assumption that siuthimIiy Immenuel

is born then, and also later, much better. (Student). No, the land that thou abhorrest shall

be forsaken of both her kings. That is, t1 he is speaking of the two countries. (Syria and

Ephraim.) (How was that fulfilled?) Now the point of that is very important. I wonder how many

of you have it in mind? Let's take a couple of minutes to run over it again. The point of the

prophecy is this, that Ahaz had a people working fast and furiously to build fortIications to

protect the land from an attack of Pekah, king of Israel, and Rezin, king of Syria. They have

already attacked, and been repulsed. They are expecting a similar attack very soon. They are

working furiously to be able to defend the land from them. Meantime however, as we are told in

Kings and Chronicles, Ahaz has sent messengers across the desert to King ±hhtitiMn
said

Tiglathpileser, the king of Assyria. And he has ztikito the king of Assyria, I will be your

vassel and will give you heavy tribute if you will come and deliver me from these two kings that

are attacking me, but he has not told the people about it. Tiglathpileser will come and attack

Israel and Syria in the rear, and that will remove their pressure from Judah, and Judah will thus

be safe from the present attack as soon as they come, and Ahaz knows it, and God knows it aiilm

but the people don't know it. And so Isaiah is giving a prediction which Ahaz already knows, but

the people don't know it. That is, within the court of the next three or four years, the king of

Assyria, will attack from the rear, and will attack In Syria and Ephraim, and destroy their kings,
their area ?

and make them subjects to himself. And so this land that Ahaz and the people are so desparately

afraid of, will be forsaken of both her, dm within the next three or four years, as the result

of the secret plan that Ahaz is making. And which he has sent messengers to Tiglathpileser to

carry out. And which the people don't know about, but Isaiah is thus given information from God

about it. And so he says to Ahaz, don't be worried about this work. Within three or four years,

these two kings will be gone that you are so afraid of. Ahaz (11). He says,

I know that, and I sent and made this thing. I know that. But I wish he wouldn't tell the people

that, because we want them to fight good and hard to keep them off until the Assyrians get here.

And then Isaiah goes on to rebuke Ahaz, for his ungodly 3ânnn deed and chapter 28 is devoted
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,'to rebuking him for his ungodly deeds. Chapter 29 deals mainly with it, and it is touched

upon in 30 on. And that is the background of this and that is the vital whole question. It is that

Ahaz has done this wicked thing, and so God rebuked him, and God is going to provide His own

head of the house of David. He is going to provide one Virgin-born to replace Ahaz. He is

not forever going to put up with this kind of leadership. But he doesn't say when. The people

listen and say, oh, wouldn't that be wonderful. Lets hope it comes tomorrow. And he goes on

and says, well, on the assumption that it came right now, within a very few years, using the
1m kings

child as a (12) both the b!Mwill be gone. You will have nothing to worry about then.

(Student). No, it is the Messiah, imagining him to be born now, but we don't know when He

will be born. (Student). Yes, there is only one person prophesied but it doesn't say when He

will be born. And the idea is, if he were born now, this would happen. (Student). There is one

child and then there is the hypothetical imagining that he is born now. Woith

Well now, we didn't get on to chapter 9. We have some material we still want to look at,

in 7 and 8 which is vital, and or today I asked you to study 28 through 29, which we've already

done, some in class. 28, 29, 30 and 31. And 32, the background for it. Which we've already

touched on in class. Now, I will simply ask you for Thursday to look over again that assignment

I think right at this point we may interrupt 7 and 8 to look forward to 28 and 29, a bit more

fully, because they relate very closely to what we are talking about right here. So study 29

again. Just look at that which relates to the historic background. And then I asked you to

look in addition for last time, at verses" 16 and one other wasn't it? Well, for next time please

look at that section from verse 13 on to 24. (Assignment given here.)
(40w 0).

Is the historic background the most important thing to us, in the prediction of the Messiah?

And that of course is verse 14. And the relation of that to the historic background, I hope you

have well in mind now. It is rebuke to Ahaz. And it is encouragement to the people of God,

all in one. And then verses 15 and 16 are encouraging to the people of God in the immediate

situation, but to Ahaz they are a recognition that God already knows Ahaz plan. That God

already knows what Ahaz is doing, and that he is telling the people that they are going to be
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delivered from these kings by a great force which will protect them from them. And now you

can imagine what the reaction on Ahaz Is. God says that both the kings will be gone within

a very brief time. Well, Ahaz says, I know they will, when the Assyrian king gets here, and

of course, once people find out my "other scheme they gi should give me great praise for
them

it. But I don't want them to know it now, because I dnmht want/to fight violently. 4i. xNiw

Now he says the prophet is telling us about it, and then the people will be giving the credit to

God instead of to me for the fact that they are delivered, and he is a bit displeased about that.

He is a bit pleased however, with this word of encouragement to the people, because it is

enough to give the people encouragement to go forward. It is not enough to make them say,

oh well, the thing is certain. Let's not worry about it. It is a few years before the kings are

gone. Not Immediately. It is necessary that they keep on fighting, to protect themselves

during the interval. And so at verses 15 and 16, especially at the end of 16, we can imagine

Ahaz as feeling a bit better about what mihai Isaiah has done. Isaiah has given him a

personal rebuke, which he does not like, but he gñ has given a word of - to affect the moral

of the people in a way that he wants to affect it. So at the end of verse 16, we can imagine

Ahaz feeling a little better about it, but then the prophet continues. He says, the Lord shall
Ephralm departed

bring upon thee, and upon thy people in the days thaO3) from Judah. Ii Even the king of
since

Assyria. Well now, days that have not come th them, that difficulty but they are in a difficulty,

there is not tu much to worry about yet, but as far as Ahaz is concerned, but at the end of

the verse - now he has wondered how does the prophet know that the king of Assyria is in this?

Has somebody told him of the secret arrangement that the king has made with the king of

Assyria? That he has sent these people over there to make this arrangement, and

Does anybody know? It is a long time since I assigned you chapters 36 to 39. Mr. Taylor.

(Student).
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- and verse 20, in the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor that is hired, namely by them
and and it

beyond the river, the king of Assyria. The head and the hair ad the feeVshall consume the beard.

Now what is a razor that is hired? What does that mean? How many would know? (Student). The

razor that is hired. You have the historical background, and it should be obvious to everybody. It

means that the king of Assyria is hired. It means that Ahaz has sent to the King of A iiim Assyria

to offer tribute. He will come. He has secured his coming. It is purchased and then this again is

a recognition of the unholy schemes that Ahaz has entered into, making an alliance with an ungodly

power, in order to get this ungodly power to come and deliver his land from Israel and from Syria.

(Student). It would possibly be so. Yes. And I don't know of any clear statements that says it

was kept from the people but the Isaiah had maybe a dozen cases where his rebukes fit very strongly

but always in such terminology as it suggests that he is not dealing with anything that is fully

understood by the people and it seems to me that all these various passages are buch better under

stood (2 1/4). We don't know. That is, if the people knew about it, I

would question a good many of these cases, somewhat different terminology. Now it is possible

that a very careful study of it might prove that on this particular point, the interpretation they did

know is better that they didn't. But the interpretation that they didn't fit into all these particular

places to what - the vital thing is that he is mbn2r 2 1/2) this ungodly alliance, but

he refers to it in such terms, and touches upon it in so many different ways,

without coming out and saying, speaking specifically of his having done it. To me that is the most

probable interpretation. Now of course some one might make an argument that he is referring to it

in this way in order to keep from coming into a direct headlong ki dispute with the king, and one

might make an argumentg for that but they'd have to examine all the cases of it, especially since it

comes into such a headlong disagreement with him anyway, so I don't think that would be a ri

reason for his transgression. Well, on the assumption that it is secret which I think the evidence

will bear out, but the fact of the alliance = there is no question of that, and the fact that Isaiah is

condemning the alliance, and that he is showing here that this alliance is going to bring difficulties

not only into distant lands like Syria, but it is going to come close to them. He tells what is going
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to happen. That there will not be the possibility of agriculture, but that there will be a great

amount of the products of animals, such as require lots of land and not so much labor, and that

suggests depopulation of the land, and he describes this rather - in rather detailed language, in

the latter part of this chapter. It will come to pass that for the abundance of milk that they shall

give he shall eat butter for butter and honey shall everyone eat, that is left in the land. Now this,

I don't think this is just a description of the exile. The exile is when this reaches its extreme,

this condition, but you find it heading in that direction, and under Hezekiah when you have all the

fenced cities of Judah taken, in many of the people taken into captivity it is heading in that

direction, and you find it starting already, when Israel is exiled, and you have this territory just

across the border from Judah in which this pastoral condition exists, and in which naturally they

increase the amount of these particular products available in Judah. And he tells about the briars
as

and thorns, verse 23, instead of trifles, nobody can tend to the vines, so it is just briars and

thorns. Verse 24, all the land becoming briars and thorns, and on the hills where formerly they

used the mattoch to dig and do the hard work, making it produce as much as posible, now you

can't even come there for fear of briars and thorns, but it will be for sending out of big cattle,

and goats and sheep, which can go through this uncultivated area gid can crop up what grows

naturally,

And chapter 8 goes right on from there, but there is a break in time. Moreover the English says,

and is the Hebrew, but this moreover is perhaps a good translation, because it is an ni and that
of start.

shows a rather d-r.rn decisive thought tiitrji1e. Not a new subject but possibly a lapse of time

perhaps a year or two. The Lord says to Isaiah, take a great roll and write it with a man's pen,

concerning Mahershalalhashbaz. So he takes faithful witnesses to record, and he goes to the

prophetess and she conceives and bears a son, and the Lord saysX, call his name Mahershalal

hashbaz. "Hasten the booty, hurry the spoil.", before the child shall have knowledge to cry, my

father and my mother, before the child can say the first words a child says, th ma and papa.

Before those simple sounds in the (6 1/2) of his lips, shall recognize its forms, the riches

of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria, shall be taken away before the king of Assyria. Now, some
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have said, this child is the child, Immanuel of the previous chapter. I would think it extremely

unlikely, for two reasons. One because his name has a diametrically opposite meaning. Instead

of God with us, it is plunder and booty and destruction. Secondly, because the time element

would mean the difference. The suggestion was made yesterday in class that possibly the knowing

the good and to refuse the evil and choose the good expresses growing into years of mthm maturity

Whether it means to grow into years of maturity or whether it merely means reaching the age of

making fairly simple choices. In either case it goes a good bit beyond this one, just to say the
.7

first few words, just deals with the among the two simple signs. So that there is a measuring

stick and here is a shorter measuring stick. Bi just before this other child is just able to babble

the simplest of words, before that time, the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria, will be

taken away before the king of Assyria, and then of course, when that took place, it*as an

evidence to the people that Isaiah had spoken from God, and verse 5, he says, the Lord spoke to

me again, saying, for as much as this people refuses the waters of Shiloh that flow softly and

rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah, therefore behold the Lord brings upon them waters of the river,

strong and many. Is that literal or figurative? Now the Lord is literal, brings up upon them, is

literal, but the waters of the river is figurative. You can't take every word of it figuratively, or

you get nonsense, but it has its major statement, is figurative. The waters of the river corning

up, is a very good figure for the tremendous forces of the king of Assyria, flooding over the land,

and the figure is continued. He will come up and go over all his channels and go over all his

banks, and he is describing here, the coming of the great force of the Assyrian king, which you

might think is just going to protect them and deliver them, but he goes on in verse 8, he shall

over pass through Judah. He shall over flow and go over, pass through Judah and he won't stop
Syria

with yudnh and he won't stop with Israel. He is going to come on into Judah. And of course, that

is the condemnation that Ahaz' clever scheme to protect th8m from the attack of Israel, and In of

Syria, actually removes the buffer states and puts them right next to Assyria, and results in their

being next in line for Assyria, and in tremendous danger of destruction by the great power of the

Assyrian aggressor, and so his clever scheme backfires. It gives a temporary deliverance at the
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expense of greatly di increasing difficulties and danger in the future(. And this of course is

fulfilled in Sennacherib's day, when he comes, and it begins to be fulfilled when Tiglathpileser

comes and overthrows Israel, and will include Judah a little bit perhaps, but it really reaches its

climax, when ki Sennacherib comes in the days of Ahaz' son, and ovews all its channels and

banks and passes through Judah and takes all the fenced cities of Judah and takes practically

everything there, except the - Jerusalem itself, and only miraculously in that deliverance, he

overflows and goes over and reaches even to the neck, and the stretching out of his wings, shall

fill the breast of thy land o Immanuel. We don't know when Immanuel is going to be born. It

might conceivably be conceived and born in the very near future after Isaiah first spoke. It

may be much later, but this is Immanuel . You don't know when Immanuel is going to be born.

lit This is Immanuel's land. It is not Ahaz'. It Is Immanuel's. Because Immanuel is the true

head of the house of David, even though he is not yet born. This is Immanuel's land, and he is

going to build the breast of Immanuel' s land, and so (11) suggests that, but the important
flow

feature is that it is Immanuel's land, that he is going to over1%. Mr. Delancy? (Student).

That refers to the little stream just outside of JnhuL Jerusalem that (11). That

means that instead of looking to that which is near - of God's protection, which they've heard

about for a long - you might say it is the calm gracious presence of God; Instead of being

satisfied to know that God can deliver them from the power of Israel and Syria, they look instead

to the great force of the king of Assyria, which is a material power, - it is further away from this

king, but they are not going to trust in him, and actually the result of it is, - to bring them not

deliverance but actual danger. And so the Assyrian king is going to overflow and fill up the land

and reach even to the neck. That is a description of Sennacherib's invasion, literally fulfilled

in the immediate time. That is within the next 30 years, it is literally fulfilled. And then in

verse 9, he says, @Associate yourselves, 0 ye peoplemnxin Who are the people that He is

talking about? The forces of King Sennacherib. The many different nations conquered and held

by the Assyrian king. Forces are coming with him to attack Judah. "Associate yourselves,

0 ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces." Well, how's that. He says they are going to
fill up the land. He says they are going to cover over Judah, but now ye shall be broken in
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feces. Why? Because this is Immanuel's land. And they cannot possibly conquer Immanuel's

land unless Immanuel chooses to let them do it, because it is part of His plan. Though Ahaz'

clever and wicked scheme does away with the buffer states and brings the powers of Assyria

who is right next to them, put them in tremendous danger, it still is Immanuel' s land, and Isaiah

says, because of Ahaz' clever scheme the land is going to be overrun, and covered, devestated,

and destroyed, by the people who come through it from the Assyrian army, but he says, these

people are going to be broken in pieces. It is Immanuel's land. Associate yourselves, and

ye shall be broken in pieces. Give ear, all ye of far countries. Gird yourselves and ye shall

be broken in pieces. Gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces. Take counsel together,

but it shall come to nought, speak the word, but it shall not stand, In for this

is Immanuel' s land. Immanuel can protect His land, if He chooses to. God is with us. This

is Immanuel's land. Immanuel will protect the land. So you see, Immanuel could be transliterate

at the end of verse 8 and verse 10, or of course it can be given a meaning, but it refers to the
land ?

man, but not simply to

'Prophets 42.

We continue with further predictions about the relation to the Assyrians, but the big thing

-there have been many big things stressed in 7 and 8 thus far, but of course one of the biggest

things is, that this unworthy sion of the house of David, this head of the house of David, who
trusting trust

turned away from blessing God and stressing Assyria and trust his clever deal with the

Assyrians, he is going to be removed and there will be substituted oi for him, God's own head

of the house of David, God's Imxnanuel. Well that has been our big thought txus far, here, and

there is such a close parallel with 28 and 29, that before continuing with the rest of 8 and 9

and 10 I want to take a little time to look at 28 and 29.

We looked at 28 hi rather fully last semester. And it is very important that we have it in

mind, and I hope it is not necessary we take any time now to go over 28, but let me just ask

a question of verse 20 here. What does 28:20 mean? Mr. Ritter could you tell us? What does

28:17 mean$'? Mr. Phillips? 28:15? (STudent). And what does he mean by a covenant with

death and hell? (Student). What man? Assyria, yes. This is exactly the same sort of a
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background as chapter 7. This chapter, I think we'd better take awhile then of going over

28 again, because it is necessary background for 29. I spent an hour last time. Maybe in

half an hour this time we can give it again. I was hoping everybody would remember it,

because it is so closely parallel and it is the parallel of 29 that I want to bring out here.

But chapter 28 begins with the prophet coming into a banquet. Now it doesn't say it is a

banquet, but it is very easy to deduce from the content that it is a banquet. And it is easy to

deduce from the context that it is a banquet of the nobles of Judah. And that the nobles of

Judah, are gathered together there for a banquet to celebrate the making of a secret

arrangement with Assyria. They are faced with Ephralm, the northern kingdom. And with

Syria, which they fear is going to attack them again, and try to destroy them, and Ahazand

his nobles of course, his leaders, his privy council, they have sent to Assyria, to make this

arrangement with Assyria, that Tiglath Pileser will come and deliver them. And it is at the

banquet that is celebrating this deliverance from Ephraim, which they have made arrangements

for, but which the people as a whole, I think, we can be quite sure, do not know anything

about. And in that banquet, where the nobles are having a carrousing time, celebrating,
the

Isaiah walked in, and he walked in there, and they looked at him, and him first inclination

is to throw this fellow out. We don't want him with his sober face interfering with the joy of

our carrou sing banquet. But they are feeling rather light hearted at the time, and there are

doubtless a lot of people coming in and out, - he gets started and they let him say a few words

and they like the words he says. Because he says, woe to the crown of pride of the drunkards

of Ephraim, and it is Ephraim they are celebrating to come destruction on, so they are happy.

When he agrees with them on that. Woe to the crown of pride, to the drunkards of Ephraim.

They say that's all right. As long as he talks that way, we'll be glad to have him around.

Whose glorious tJEn beauty is as a fading flower, which are on the head of the fat valleys

of them that are overcome with wine'.' These fellows who were beginning to get pretty drunk

themselves, they say, 0 those Ephralmites, what drunkards they are. In Isn't that good to

condemn them for their wickedness. They are happy to have them condemn the Ephralmites.
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Them that are overcome with wine. He says, behold the Lord has a mighty and strong one,

which as a tempest of hail, and a destroying storm, as a flood of mighty waters overflowing

shall cast down to the earth with the hand. With a flood of mighty waters, you notice the

same thing we've had in chapter 8, His power as like a (7) river overflowing like a

flood of mighty waters. "The crown of pride, the drunkards of Ephraim shall be trodden under

foot." You see all the emphasis on the drunkenness of Ephraim, quá1iinnikngunnntnthi

di'x1n1iiimfijfrh And here are all these drunken Judaeans right in front of him, but they don't

think of that, like most of us, but we do like to hear other people criticized, for the very

faults we have ourselves. That's a natural human trait, and here they are rejoicing inklin

hearing the Ephraimltes criticized for it, without realizing at all, that it is their own, great

fault. "And the glorious beauty which is on the head of the fat valley be a fading flower,

and as the hasty fruit before the sumi r: which when he that looks upon it sees, while it is

yet in his hand he eats it up." And that is the condemnation of Ephraim, and the declaration

that Ephraim is going to be destroyed, which he gives, and the nobles are rather rejoicing in

it, they don't care how long this fellow goes on, if he precedes with this good patriotic

/ -
- thing that he is talking about now. But then in verses 5, and 6, he starts with 5 and 6 saying

if he started with 5 and 6 they would have had him thrown out, but he is going along and they

are listening, and there is a little initial to let him continue. 5 and 6 he brings religion in.

Well, that's all right. As long as he doesn't make it too personal, and bring too much of it

in. It may help the morale of the people. It is all right as long as he doesn't go too far.

"In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory, and for a diadem of beauty, unto

the residue of his people. But for a spirit of judgment to him that sits in judgment, and for

strength to them that turn the battle into the gate." Well, that's not too direct. Too much,

and he can bring in a few words of religion, just so as he sticks to his main patriotic theme,

that they are interested in, I remember about 16 years ago, or was it 20 years ago, was it

Stanley Baldwin, prime minister of England, it was one of those about that time, he wrote the

speech for the king to give at the opening of parliament. You remember the king in England
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always opened parliament with giving a speech, but he is now allowed to write out the

speech. The prime minister writes the speech. So one time the king gives a strong conserva

tive speech, and at another time he gives a strong socialist speech and it depends upon who is

prime minister. The king gives the speech. The prime minister writes the words of it. And

that's the English system in which the king is the figure head, and has nothing to say, but a

lot of glory is given to him. Well, they say that I think it was Stanley Baldwin, wrpte the

speech, and the king got the speech, and he was looking it over, to see if it was ready to give

and everything all right, and he noticed one place a note on the side and it said, refer to A.G.

so he says to the attorney general, he said, please check on this. He says the prime minister

wants it checked to see if it is in line with precederite and legally correct. The attorney

general said, I don't see anything involving legal correction or legal matters in the context at

all, he said. He said, the thing said just before the speech, there is no legal problem in the

chapter either. Well, the king couldn't think, why say then, refer to the attorney general?

So, according to what I read about it at least, the king got in touch with Baldwin and he said,

why did you write here on 3 or 4 places, refer to attorney general? Oh, Baldwin said, I didn't

mean attorney general. I meant bring in a little pious statement about that place. It will make

the people feel good if you refer to Almighty God at those points, so that's what he put in. A

little note for the king to put in some pious pi marks, and refer to Almighty God. Well, that is

a common trait of politicians, religious words, if they have no more sincerity than that would

seem to have, why, I'm sure that the Lord is not at all pleased with it. Well, Isaiah certainly

meant what he said here, very genuinely and very sincerely, but the nobles were ready to let

it pass is something that was just a remark to make the people feel better, but the next sentence

they didn't like. Verse 7, the English says, the King James, "but they also have erred." And

the they there, I believe, if I recall correctly, in the Hebrew, is these also. And here

they are, they also have erred, these also have erred , who? The Judaean nobles, there at

the banquet. He turns dim right direct to them, they have erred through wine and through 1%'

strong drink they are out of the way. Well, they say, that's all wonderful about the terrible
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drunkenness of the Ephraimites, but he says, you are the same way. Here they are. They are

aniwn swallowed up with wine. They are out of the way with strong drink. They've erred

in vision. They stumble in judgment. For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness, so there

is no place clean, and there you can sit it in front of them. They are standing around, and the

nobles there , and they don't think this is very polite language, and if he had started this way

they certainly would have thrown him out, but now he's gotten gone. He's presented his

patriotic stuff, and they were well pleased with it, thus far. Nobody quite quickly enough

overcomes his inertia to get up and say, let's do something about it, and a lot of them think

that someone else ought to do something about it, so they begin mumbling to one another, and

verse 9, I believe, a suggestion that George Adam Smith originated and I think it is a very

excellent one, that verse 9 is hi not Isaiah speaking, but the nobles speaking. And the nobles

saying, in verse 9, whose this fellow going to teach knowledge to? Who does he think he is

going to make understand this. Those that are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breas

Does he think we are a lot of little children with his temperance lesture he is giving us? We

are a little babies that he is giving, as verse 10 says, precept upon precept , line on line, here

a little there a little. This kind of elementary instruction for children. We are old folk. We

are not - he doesn't need to go after us this way. If he had started this way we would have

thrown him out immediately. Now we hope that somebody else does. But that is the way they

are feeling and thi verses 9 and 10 I think are the nobles -

Prophets. 43.

that is a prediction of the Assyrian army, with its language. They can't understand which

sounds to them like stammering lips, which is another tongue. Another language. They won't

hear the simple presentation of God's word. He will give them these voice of the brutal

Assyrian aggressors, speaking to them what sounds like nonsense, sounds to them like baby

talk. They can't understand the stammering lips and other tongue, he will speak to this people

to whom he said, this is the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest. He asks them to

rejoice in the waters of shiloh, and to run softly. He asks them to rejoice in the wonderful

promises of God. He asks them to know that if they are true to the Lord, n nd follow
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Him, He will protect them, and not to go looking to ungodly powers, to join with them, and help

them and give them tribute to Assyria. This is the refreshing he said, but they would not hear.

But the word of the Lord was unto them precept upon precept, as the noble said, he is giving us

precept on precept, line on line, like he was giving instruction unto children. Well, he said,

that's the way the Lord has given it. The lvord of the Lord was precept upon precept, line upon

line, here a little, there a little, and ithwhat is the result of it? JIntEprEth Instead of accepting

it, they don't accept it, so they go and they fall backward, and they are broken and snared, and

taken, and now he goes on, directly, attacks the wicked alliance they've made with Assyria,

without specifically stating what it is? (Student). No, because Egypt is later. You see, at this

time, they are afraid of Ephraim, and of Syria, and the historical books tells us that it is Assyria,

with whom they make the alliance, then after Assyria comes and overcomes Israel's activity. And

they have Assyria right next to them, then they try to find protection from Assyria, by turning to

Egypt. But they've not yet reached that point because the chapter begins with the attack on Ephraim.

And Ephraim was out of the way before they thought of looking to Egypt. (Student). Well, the

chronology there, I'm not sure we can be quite that precise. Let's get that in mind though. Here

we have, let us say, here we have the point at which Ahaz makes an alliance with Tiglathpileser.

There they are afraid of Ephraim and Syria. Then sometime within the next few years, Tiglathpileser

comes, as arranged by Ahaz, he comes, he attacks Israel, he attacks Syria, and Ahaz pays him

tribute and Ahaz goes to Damascus, and copies the alter for the Assyrian king, and brings it down

and puts it up right in the temple of Jerusalem, to show subjection to the Assyrian king. That happen

here. Now Ephraim is conquered by Assyria, and Syria, and Syria is destroyed, but a puppet king

is put in Syria, who reigns just a few years, and they revolts again, and Assyria destroys him.

Well now, during this brief interval here, betweent the destruction of SyrBa and the destruction of

Ephraim, it is highly questioned whether Ephraim was a strong enough power for any such private

enterprise. For the nobles itni&rn (4 1/2). There isn't any evidence for any

thing like that, that we have any record of. But everything in it speaks about the relation to this

time when they are izrithnjn1i preparing to drive back to the M.çyrian power, and looking for the coming

of the Assyrian for their associate. Now in a couple of chapters later we get on to where after
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the Assyrian comes, then there is looking to the Egyptian for help against the Assyrian, but I'm

quite sure you wouldn't bring Egypt in as early as this chapter. It comes later. You've got so

much in the chapters, that speaks about the same arrangements which Isaiah attacked in chapters
01

7 and 8, and so we ha4.re'in verse 14, IsaIah continues, wherefore hear the word of the Lord,

ye scornful men that rule this people. You see, he is not talking to the king, but he is talking to

the nobles. To the men who hold this people, the wicked nobles, the associates of king Ahaz.

You scornful men that rule this people. Because you have said, we've made a covenant with death

Now that is not with Egypt. Egypt wasn't powerful enough at this time to make a covenant with death.

There are many other times when they might have done it. But at this time, Assyria was the great

wicked aggressor, the powerful nation that was conquerg others all around, and they thought, we

will get protection from Syria and from Ephraim, by bringing in Assyria, and then Assyria will

consider us as a friend, and won't hurt us. We know they aren't. We know it is dealing with

- fighting with fire to deal with the Assyrians. They are a wicked dangerous people, but as long as

they think we are on their side, they won't injure us. Just like the people today who look to the

communists and give them help and think that the communists will protect them against their near

neighbors, and they will be safe because they are on the communists side. kknd once the communists

get in and get control, they find that they are not safe at all. They find that the very one who made

the alliance with them, are apt to find themselves in concentration camps. Well, the situation is

identical there. We have made a covenant with death, and with hell we are in agreement.

The overflowing scourge, it is the great Assyrian force v1*hi which is conquering nations all

around us at this time. Egypt has been that in some times in the past, but it hasn't for many

centuries. At this time Egypt is not thought of in figures like this. They look to Egypt as a

contrabalance. A force to protect them, but nobody thinks of Egypt now as an overflowing scourge.

When the overflowing scourge shall pass through, - when the rulers of the king of Assyria will

overflow its banks, and flow over the land, when the overflowing scourge shall pass through,

it won't come to us. Because we've made lies our refuge. We have made a treaty with this

wicked godless power. We have paid a tribute. We are safe, under falsehood we've hid ourselves

Therefore, thus says the Lord, God. Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a precious
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corner stone, a sure foundation, he that believeth shall not make haste. This is Immanuel's

land. This is God's city. This is Zion. God can protect it. He will protect it, unless He

thinks it wise for his own purpose, hmi is to cause it to be destroyed for a time. He does not

now so think, and so those who will so trust Him, need not make haste. They can trust Him,

as follows. That's a wonderful verse. He that believeth shall not make haste. He that has

confidence in the Lord, doesn't need to get all jittery and upset, about things, because he knows

that God's truth is bound to be prevail, and that God's plan is set. He says, judgments will I

14.
iilay to the line, and righteousness to the plummet: and the hail shall sweep away the refuge of

lies, and the waters - the king of Assyria, the great force of the river, shall overflow its

bank, shall overflow the hiding place. In other words, your clever scheme to be on the

Assyrian side and therefore not be injured. It won't do you any good. It will overflow you.

Your covenant with death will be disannulled, and your agreement will not stand. The

Assyrian won't stand by his promise. When the overflowing scourge passes through, and it

destroys these other nations, you yourselves will come into great danger. You will be trodden

under foot. (Student). Not directly. verse 16, I think it is God's saving interest in Zion.

God's plan which is working out there. They that look to Him and believe in Him, need not

make haste. Now of course, the climax of His plan, its very center is - the whole purpose of

all this is to prepare for the coming of Christ. But I don't think that Christ is explicitly

directly (9 1/2). He that belleveth shall not make haste. He that believes in

God and God's provisions. (Student). No, I think that is made to his other reference. The

stone the builder rejected, is directly addressed to Christ. Christ, you might say, is involved

in it, because He is the climax of God's plan, so it can properly be applied to Christ, but it

is not an explicit reference to Christ. Yes? (Student). Well, it definitely includes Christ,

but I don't think in its explicit sense. But it does definitely include Christ, it is our attitude

towards all of God's plan, and Christ is - but I don't think there is anything that fits here, in

the immediate context that would make it clear, to anyone reading it here, but it is involved in

it, so it is perfectly proper to quote. (Student). That's right. The whole purpose of God is
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to prepare for the coming of Christ, and God has laid Zion. He's established Zion, but why

has He established Zion? Because Christ comes in, and after all, it is only through Christ,

that any of us t1tn or any of them were ever saved. But they did not understand the details

about Christ, and in this particular connection, all that they were necessarily understanding

is that it is putting your trust in God's prbvision, which is of course Christ, but they wouldn't

from this immediate context, fully undétstand. Put your trust in Christ rather than your clever

scheme,. for.the alliance with Assyria, is the only way you can get real deliverance, and of

course in Christ, you get not only physical deliverance, but we get our eternal salvation through

Him. He is the cornerstone that is laid, but I think there is a larger meaning involved, and it

is only as you have other truths upon it, that you see how central that is. I don't think you can

just pick it out of context, here, and say it is only about (Student).

Assignment given here. Work on the rest of i 28 and 29. Monday, review 8 and 9.

Prophets 44. (0)

lyt addressed to a different group of people. In Isaiah 7 and 8, you know, he is talking to the

king. He is telling the king that God is going, not forever to be satisfied, with such a leader

ship of the house of David, as this king, but that God will, in His own time, substitute one

of His own selections, who will be God with us. Turning away from this king, and those like

him to God's own king, He addresses in c. 28, you remember he is dealing with the same

historic background as in chapter 7, and we went through the chapter last semester very

carefully. We went through it a little more rapidly last time. We did not finish it before the

end of the hour. But we noticed the stress on it, in it, on the attitude of these nobles. How

these nobles, of whom he is speaking, how inverse 15, we have made a covenant with death,

and with hell are we at agreement. This wicked Assyrian aggressor, they have entered into a

league with, and now that they have established this relationship with him, they will be - they

will not b destroyed when the overflowing scourge passes through. It won't come nigh us

because we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood we have hid ourselves. And the

answer which He gives this, that God is going to lay judgment to the line, and righteousness to
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the plimmet, and the hail will sweep away the refuge of lies. The waters will overflow the

hiding place, and your covenant with death will be disannuled, and your agreement with hail,

shall not stand. When the overflowing scourge shall pass through, then shall ye be trodden

down by it. And then in verse 20 he makes this reference to their agreement with Tiglathpileser,

which they think will protect them, deliver them from the immediate invasion, and protect them

from Tiglathpileser. & He says, that the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch himself on

it; and the covering narrower than that he can wrap himself in it. And then we have that section

from 23 to the end of the chapter which we looked at rather fully last semester. I'll only remind

you that he shows in it, that God is dealing with them as a field, that the farmer uses different

methods with dealing with his field, and God uses different methods, too. And also, that God

/_that
the farmer has to break up things, in order to cause growth, and God also will break up

/things
to do things that are injurious and harmful for the time being, but is for the accomplishment

for His purposes. Showing God's plan in all of this, and in sending them into exile, for their

sins, but not dealing with them, as He would with those who are to be cast out. They are not

the chaff to be thrown away. But they are the wheat to be threshed. And then chapter 29, continues

right straight on.

There is a good paragraph division between C. 28 and C. 29, and certainly no major

division at all. It continues straight forward, dealing with the same subject. 28 gi began a new

section. Between 27 and 28, is ci one of the major divisions of the book. But between 28 and 29

there is only a paragraph division. He continues His message. Whether he specifically, directly

continues it to these nobles, there, or whether he gives part of it later, it is one discourse.

One message given to these nolbes, telling them the wickedness of their making this scheme,

to protect themselves from Israel, and Assyria by its wicked arrangment with Assyria. kActually

it won't protect them from Assyria, when the overflowing scourge passes through and diitizan

destroys them also. They will be inundated under it, it is not the m way to secure protection, to

try to play off wicked forces against each other. And so at the beginning of 29, we look forward to
treaty.

see what is going to be the result of their feast. The result is that the buffer states are removed.
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(4I'bre is no longer any thing between. Jerusalem comes next in line, in the Assyrian time table

of conquest. And so he pictures Jerusalem as under siege. He says, woe to Ariel. And why

should he call Jerusalem, Ariel? Well, why should he? Well, some people have guessed about

it. They say theword means a lion, and.; means the lion of God. Jerusalem might

be thought of as God's lion. But that is pretty speculative. Others say, what is better I think.

They say there is a word , heart, and the heart of God is to be the place where God

So Ariel means the heart of God. Well, if you accept either one of these, etymologies, or if you

don't accept any etymologies, what reason do you have to say that Ariel stands for Jerusalem?

(Student). Yes, the city where David dwelt. Where did David dwell? He was brought up in

Bethlehem. He was king in Hebron, for a brief time. But he conquered Jerusalem, made in his

capital and was king there for many years. It would have to be one of the three cities, if it is

the city where David dwelt. Either Jerusalem, pitiuiim Hebron, or Bethlehem; certainly of the

three, Jerusalem is by far the larger, the most prominent, the one which would be most likely

to be referred to in such a way as to - Mr. Mitcell. (Student). Yes, when we are to conclude

our ddiscussion of this particular phase in 31:9, we say that the Lord whose fire is in Zion, and

whose furnace is in Jerusalem. And that fits with Mr. Wilson's point, very directly with the idea

of the heart of God, and also is further evidence of it being Jerusalem, that is meant by Ariel.

He uses a term for Jerusalem, was iam doubtless thinking of it etymologically as the heart

of God. (Student). Yes, well I don't know if I would say it is quite that way. Verse 16 here is

a verse in which the Lord says, their scheme is not going to succeed. His plan, is that in which

confidence can be put. Well now, *hat is His plan? His plan is the plan to keep alive belief

in God among Israel, and through them to prepare the way for the coming Of His Son into the world.

So that is His plan. And His son is the central major feature in His plan. And therefore when He

is specifically of His plan, this way, anything that would seem to become a little more explicit

and be a more definite reference, it might refer to the Son, is in place. It is not dragging anything

into it. But it, in the light of the situation, the people he is talking to, the subjects right about,

I would incline to think that the reference to Christ is implicit rather than explicit. That He
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refers to God's plan of which the central feature is Christ, and consequently that one is

perfectly right in taking this, whole situation and applying it by analogy to any people in any

part of the continent, and saying that God has laid in Zion a foundation stone, a tried and pure

stone, and that is His plan on which the major feature is Christ, that is the central purpose of

it, and to us we can apply it to Christ. But that He was speaking to these nobles there, specifi

cally, quoting to Christ as he was when he spoke to the king about Immanuel coming, in the

context seems to be going a little bit beyond what the verse would actually suggest. (Student).

Well, Let's look at the section. Romans 9 and 10. I wished I had realized Mr. Cassel's

questions and taken them up at the very beginning, because they are very interesting and well

worth our taking the time in class. But the discussion I did give in the first 10 minutes is

actual foundation to the understanding of the rest of the hour, and there must be 10 or 15 people

who have come in too late to get it. And if they had to miss anything I wish they had missed this

particular discussion, though its value is foundational to the rest of the hour. But, Mr. Cassel,

what was the reference in Romans.

Romans 10:11. - Oh, Romans 9,10 and 11. Oh, 9:33. Yes, in 9:31 he says, @Israel which

followed after the law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law of righteousness. Why?

Because they sought it not by faith, but as it were by the works of the law, For they stumbled at

that stumblgtone, as it is written, Behold, I lay in Sion a stuhiblingstone and rock of offence; a

and whoseover believeth on him shall not be ashamed. What does he say in these three verses
attained

here? He says in these verses that Israel has not a danger, because they have not followed

God's rule of faith. That is the reason why he says, Israel has not attained. While the Gentiles

he says, which follow not after righteousness, have attained to righteousness, even the

righteousness which is of faith. But Israel has not. Because Israel has followed the works of

the law, instead of following faith. As it is written, behold I will lay in Slon a stumblingstone

and rock of offence. Whoever believes on him will not be ashamed. He points us right straight

back to this chapter. He says, here were these nobles in Jerusalem. In a situation in which

they being God's people, God would protect them if they had faith in Him, and trust in His
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plan. If they knew that Jerusalem was this city, which he naiauxtfim wished classified

and purified and blessed as the place from which the Messiah would come, and they would trust

in God's plan. They would not need to make haste. If they believed in the sure foundation of

God's plan, they could trust in this m foundationstone of His plan, and they would not be making

these alliances with Tighlathpileser in trying to get their deliverance in that way. They wouldn't

be looking to other means, for protection. Means that were contrary to God's will, and rushing

bout making these alliances and all that. They could be trusting in God and be safe, and He

points back to how Isaiah, in that situation said therefore, therefore because you have made this

alliance with hell, and with death, and you've made falsehood your refuge, and you think you

are going to be delivered that way, he says, God says no, I lay in Sion a foundation stone, a

tried stone, a corner stone. He that believes shall not make haste. With judgment I will lay to

the line and righteousness to the plummet, and the hail will sweep away the refuge of lies, and

the waters will overflow the hiding places. It seems to me that Paul over here in Romans 9:31

33, is pointing out that Israel has followed human schemes, and plans and ideas, instead of

following God's plan, and having confidence in God's provision. And knowing that God can and

will deliver them if they truly

Prophets 45. (0)

but as they were by the works of the law. They were seeking their own plan - their own kings,

their own methods. They were simply followed the letter of these particular laws, do these things,

a, b, c, d, e, and we can get salvation. God never axJmn promised salvation to anybody on

those terms. Now of course, the nobles had gone further than that. They've been using human

schemes, to make alliances with wicked (3/4). But you find in Romans 9:33, an explicit

reference to Christ, it seems to me it is merely reading something into Paul's statement iiu that

is not there. Because Paul is saying, why have these gentiles found it and Israel not? Because

of what Israel has been doing. He has not been following faith, but seeking their own righteousnes

and he points right back to where Isaiah accuses the people of doing exactly the same thing.

(Student). Christ is the center of God's plan. (Student). Very definitely, because Paul's
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interpretation is definite. But I do not think that Paul said, the stumblingstone and rock of

offence which was laid there, is specifically and only Christ. I don't think he says that.

I think that Christ is the center of God's plan, and Christ is implicit in all of this. But I don't

think that Christ L1icit in what Pa Jiz.r in what Isaiah says. (Student). Now
'Thf them

I would say that each amám should be interpreted in the exegesis of its own context. And

I think that if you interpret each and exegete in its own context, you'd wai find that the two

are exact. But I think that a specific reference to Christ, has to be imported into this verse

in the Romans passage, because it is not specifically in the context. And I think that in the

Isaiah passage, it is in the background because it is in the center of God's plan, but it is

very definitely not in His specific plan. (Student). I Peter does quote the same, but with a

litt1eisuage than what Paul gives here. I Peter 2:6, "Unto you therefore which believe he is

precious, but unto them which be disobedient, the stone which the builders disallowed, - that

is the stone referred to in the Psalms where it says, the stone which the builders disallowed

is thade the head of the corner. i)nm Unto them that are disobedient, the stone the builders

disallowed, the same is made ifi the head of the corner, and a stone of stumbling, and a rock

of offence. Well, how is that quoted in the passage? (Student). Oh, verse 6. where he says,

@Ye, also, as living stones, are built up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up

spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ, wherefore also it is contained in the

scripture. Behold, I lay in Sion a chief corner stone, elect, precious: - he that believeth on

Him shall not be confounded. There he is pointing out that God's plan even as far back as

Isaiah, has been given this great promise in the higi life of the believer, and compared to a

stone, a precious stone, and of course the central thing in God's plan, is Christ, towards

which all the Old Testament points. He was the climax and the conclusion of it all. (Student).

No, there is no mention of a corner stone in this verse - yes, a precious corner stone. He is

a precious corner stone. And He is ithe corner stone of God's plan. There is no question

about that. (Student). You have to study the New Testament quotations in the Old, in the

context, to see how he is using it, because there are cases where Old Testament phraseology
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echoedwj.thQut necessarily speaking of the same thing spoken of. In other cases, where a

specific thing in the Old Testament is applied, - there are many cases where it says this is

that which is fulfilled. It is something then which was predicted, as is here. There are various

methods which can't always be put together in just two or three words, but just in the whole

context. (Student). - (I God's plan is to protect Israel, and it is to keep the knowledge of

God alive in Israel, when all the other nations have cast it out. It is through Israel, to give

His word, and above all, through them, to bring into existence, His living word, the Lord Jesus

Christ. That is His plan. And the people in the Old Testament days are told that they are

to have confidence in God's plan. And some places they are given hints which gives them a

good deal of knowledge of a personal nature, of the working out of the plan, in one who is

sacrificed. But in other cases, they don't have some clear explicit idea planned. But they have

a knowledge that it is trust in God, and trust in God's plan, and only that alone, ±m through

which they can be saved in this life, now in this particular case, in Isaiah, the problem before

them is not individual salvation. The problem before them is continuance of Israel as a nation,

rather than to be swallowed up and destroyed by other nations. And Isaiah to his nobles, you are

seeking to get your deliverance from these attackers, and your continuance as a nation, by means

of making an ungodly alliance with a wicked power. But God says, that is not the way to do it,

- the way to do it is to ut trust in God, and not to make alliances with wicked powers, and he

says, if you will put your trust in God, and in His plan, you will not be confounded, you will

not be ashamed. You will not need to make haste. Now the terminology that he uses here about

God's plan, and trust in God, is later applied by the New Testament writers, to that which is

the heart, and center of God's plan, which was the purpose of the preservation of Israel altogether

was the 'aimaking open the way for the coming of Christ into the world, but to take those verses

right out of context, and say that mrtirj is speaking explicitly and directly and only about Christ,

that is doing violence to the whole context, it is reducing the IIIDkIIOfII prophets to a book of

(9), unconnected with what precedes and what follows. Now there are very many cases

where the prophets explicitly and directly refer to Christ, but it is always related to the
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cleansing. In this case, he is speaking about the preservation of Israel as anation, he is

not at this point speaking of the removal of the ungodly king and the substitution of God's king,

or of the fulfillment of the sacrifices and the sending of the one who is the true sacrifice. And

he is not speaking, in it, of these many aspects of Christ, of which he speaks in different parts

of the prophets. He is here speaking of their deliverance from foreign attacks, and he is saying,

the way to get that is not by an ungodly alliance, but by trust in God, because God is laying in

Slon a cornerstone, a precious stone, He that believes in God's plan, who puts his faith in God,

doesn't need to resort to these things. He can go forward knowing God's will exactly. And that

God will protect the nation and deliver them. (Student: What is God's plan of Isaiah 28:16.)

It is Gods plan of which Christ is the center, but it is the whole plan, rather than of Christ

specifically. And here in the New Testament they are /referring to the sermon of (10 1/2) which

is theirs about God's plan, which has Christ as its center, and applying that terminology, to that

which is the center of God's plan, which is o± Christ, towards which it is all pointing, but of

which it is not explicitly thinking i at that particular place in Isaiah. (Student). There are such

cases, but there are not a great many. (Student). No, I wouldn't say that. I would say n(tii)n

that there are cases in the Old Testament, where something is said and the New Testament
uses it
as a figure or a parallel or a comparison, or something like that. But I would say that wherever

the New Testament explicitly refers to it as Christ, the Old Testament (111/2) . He

is speaking about Christ. But the main thing is that the Old Testament reference is speaking

about a large thing that will include Christ, or it may be to a movement that has its climax in

Christ. When it speaks of the whole movement or the whole subject rather than the specific

central features, which the New Testament speaks, but there are very few cases where there

are such with the New Testament, simply he uses an Old Testament reference as a figure,

like supposing I were to say, supposing you were to see Dr. Stam coming into the offlcd with

a great pile of something under his arms and I were to say, Dr. Stam is the atlas xtniI

of Faith Seminary. He carries all the problems on his head. Well, you see, I would be

referring to the old brief story of Atlas, who supported the world on his shoulders, but I will
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not in any way be saying, the reason for it was a prediction of Dr. Stam, and the New Testament

may in that way use a figure or something simply as an analogy, that is rare, but it does occur.

But it is quite rare. In most cases, where the New Testament specifically - where the New

Testament uses an Old Testament passage in most cases, it utilizes the thought of that Old

Testament passage, and saying, this thing you see here was spoken of then, but it may be that

it wasn't this specific thing but this movement of which this is part, or something like that.

We will come to a great many of these and one of the most interesting and important of them,

I was hoping to get to by this time, but I hope to get to it before the end of the hour. It w is

one of the most interesting and the more vital, but we are leading up to it. (Student). It is

definitely implicit. It is not explicit. Isaiah 28 is referring to faith in

Prophets 46.
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to people entering the Lf* life. Peter is speaking to people further along in it, to these people

to whom, it is clear that Christ is the center of God's plan, and Peter takes it and applies it

right directly to Christ, which is all together possible. (Student)? How can you say that?

In Isaiah then we are in chapter 29, this that we've been talking about, this verse in 28 is

very closely related to what we want to get an into, very closely related to it. It is a problem

which I would rather take up later, rather than earlier, than that, we are getting at, because we

have many quotations in Isaiah and in this section more particularly in chapter 9 to 11 of Isaiah,

many statements, which are very important, and which you might say are foundational to this

point, rather than coming after the order of going from the simpler to the more difficult, that they

would naturally come first.

Now in 29 then he continues here with this picture of Ariel and I trust everyone has in mind

then why he simply calls it Ariel, and how we know it is Jerusalem, he is talking about, when

he calls it Ariel. There have been two verses referred to in this connection and there are many

others here, but these two are the most outstanding as giving proof of it. Now he is talking

than of Jerusalem, and calling it Ariel, "Add you year to year, let them kill sacrifices. Does

that last half of the verse, give any further evidence as to which city is meant by Ariel? How
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many think it does? About half of you. I wish that you all had thought that it did, because

anyone at least who had my Pentateuch course here, would certainly be aware of the fact that

it is very strictly commanded in the Bible that sacrifice shall be only at the one place, and

consequently when he refers to the place where they are killing sacrifices, he cannot possibly

be referring to either Hebron, or to Bethlehem. It is clearly Jerusalem, and that is an added

Zv1dence that it is Jerusalem. "Yet I will distress Ariel," he says. He says they may kill

lots of sacrifices and yet I will distress Ariel, "and there shall be heaviness and sorrow: and

it shall be unto me a' a heart of God. Unto me as Arlel. "And I will camp against thee round

about, and will lay siege against thee with a mount, and I will raise forts against thee." This

certainly is not Hebron or Bethlehem. It is (4) Jerusalem. "And thou shalt be brought

down, and shalt speak out of the ground, and thy speech shall be low out of the dust, and

thy voice shall be, as of one that hath a familiar spirit, out of the ground, and thy speech shall

wimp whisper out of the dust." As we've noticed last term, verse 4 here, 3 and 4, is a clear

picture of the condition of Jerusalem in Senicrih'invaion. Of the condition of the people-
there

and their psychological attitude. It does not mean they an actually were mounts about us, and

forts and siege immediately around n them. God is laying the siege against them. The

Assyrian king is some distance off, but an attack from him is thought imminent, constantly

during these three years, and Jerusalem is In this terrible state of mind, described in verse t2m

4. us about this? (Student). Yes, I don't think that there is any

question in the world, that that is what it is describing. But the multitude of thy strangers

/ shall become like small dust. The mnIItIiJIIITI multitude of the terrible ones shall be as chaff

that passes away., in an instance, suddenly. The sudden destruction of Sennacherib's host.

It is very clearly predicted. God says to the nobles, in other words, you are making a clever

scheme to deliver your land from the Assyrian aggressors. First from Syria and Ehraim. You

think it will protect you from them and also make it safe from Assyria. Actually it does away

with the buffer states and brings them right next to you. Actually, it gives you no protection

from them. Actually you are going to be in this terrible situation, but he says, God is going to

deliver you out of it. If you would trust in God's plan, you wouldn't need to make agreements
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with wicked nations. God will deliver you if He chooses, and He says here, He is going to

choose you. It is part of God's plan that they be delivered, so he says, God is going to deliver

them suddenly. "Thou shalt be visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder and with earthquake,

and great noise, with stom and tempest, and the flame of devouring fire." These are doubtless

figurative, a great many of these, to show the suddenness and the terribleneis of the Divine

intervention, which will deliver them, "And the multitutde of all the nations that fight

against Arlel" will be as a dream of a night vision." It will be like a hungry man who dreams,

and he is eating, but he wakes up and his soul is empty. Who is that describing? That is

describing Sennacherib, isn't it? We should all agree on that, that it is Sennacherib, he is

dreaming, and he is just about to reach out and take Jerusalem and he wakes up and his army

is gone. "Or as when a thirsty man dreams and bhhold, he drinks, and he awakes, and he is

faint, and his soul has appetite." Sennacherib, everything in his hands. A tremendous army,

ready to take over all of Judah, he just has to reach out and do it. He wakes ap and the army

has disappeared. "So shall the multitude of all the nations be, that fight against Mount Zion."

And here he pictures how God is going to deliver them anyway, and how foolish for them to make

this wicked alliance, as their scheme to do it, which will not give them the deliverance.

(Student). No, that is an explicit statement about what will happen in Sennacherib' s time.

(Student). Well, all those that will fight at this particular time. The Babylonian king a

hundred years later, with the great army, they attacked Zion. They conquered it. They took

the people off into captivity, and they continued for another 50 years conquering other nations.

The Romans came in A.D. 70, they attacked Jerusalem. They destroyed it. They utterly

annihilated it. They took the people captive off to Rome. 80 years later at Bar Cochba' s

invasion, the Romans came again, they thxn attacked Jerusalem. They annihilated the Jews,
killed
oLpo all who were there, made it a law that no Jew could come within 10 miles of Jerusalem,

which was carried out for another hundred or two hundred years. This is not that am at any

time, any nation attacks Mount Zion, they are going to be destroyed. God*ill choose to do

that, in many days. We have other prophecies in the Scripture, like where God says to
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Abraham. He that curseth thee, I will curse. He that blesses thee, I will bless, and it is

true in history that those who have persecuted the Jews, have suffered in God's hands, but I

don't think this particular verse refers to that. This is a reference to Sennacherib, and it says

that this great invasion of Sennacherib, is going to be suddenly completely destroyed, because

God is going to intervene in this powerful way. Now I'm anxious that you get the relationship

of the sections of 28 and 29, and the relation of all this in the relationship of the sections in

8,9,10, and 11, because the whole thing fits together like a ttim beautiful cathedra, and if

\you just look at one little section, or another little section of it, you don't understand it anless

you see it in tdation to the rest, but it all fits right together and there are a hundred different

interrelations between the different parts. And that's why in a way, I wish we could go faster,

in one sitting, and cover a great deal of it. On the other hand I want to go slowly enough, to

be sure that it is clear. And I'm sorry to see that about half of you have not done the review

that I've assigned today in this, because if we had, we could be at least 10 verses further on

this one, and we would be in the midst of very important predictions of New Testament truth.

Extremely important, which can't be understood apart from context. But since about half of

you have this part in mind, at all, it is necessary we take time to repeat it, it is absolutely

necessary, or you couldn't follow the last part, but I hate to do it, because it means we get

over so much less this year, than we ought to. And the prophetic books are a big section, and

a section which the Lord does not want us to neglect.

But now inverse 9, he turns his attention directly to the nobles again. "Stay yourselves,

and wonder. Cry ye out, and cry. They are drunken, but not with wine." Now they were drunk

with wine, but he said, they are drunk beyond the wine. They are drunk in some other causes

as well. "They stagger but not with strong drink." They stagger for some other reasons in

addition, "because the Lord has poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and has closed

your eyes. The prophets and your rulers, the seers has he covered. And the vision of all is

become unto you as the words of a book that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is

learned," that is, one who learns to read. "The words of a book that is sealed," which people
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bring to a man who can read and they say, read this. And he says, I can't. It is sealed.

He doesn't bother to break the seal to read it, when they ask him to. "And the book is delivered

to him that has not learned to read," saying, read this, I say. He says, I can't read. In the

one case, he gives a sealed and they see it, in the other case, he gives his lack of reading.

The one that can read doesn't bother to break the seal and read it. The one who can't u14i

read doesn't bother to go to aim some one who can read and is able to read it to him. In other

words, they are just looking for excuses, for not studying God's prophetic message. They are

not taking the time to get it. They are like thøu inminoimt1 Christ said to the two men on the

Emmaus Road, fools and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken. You can't

believe it if you can't read it. You don't study if you don't get into it, to see what it is

teach1ng.i And that's what he says to these nobles, instead of reading God's message and

seeing how God will protect Jerusalem, because it is His plan, if these people will trust in Him,

and follow Him, to give them this message and prepare the way through them for the coming of

His son, they write about making these alliances with ungodly nations, and entering into

agreements with the wicked Assyrians, and thinking they can protect themselves in this way.

He says, the vision has become to you as the words of a book that is sealed, which everybody

gives excuses not to read, and therefore the Lord said, verse 14, for as much as this people

draw near me with their mouths, and with their lips they have removed their hearts from me,

di and their towards me is taught by the precepts of men.

P. 47. (0)

far from me, but in vain they do worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.

Christ quotes this passage here where the Lord describes these nobles. And Christ said, this

is still true in His own day, of the leaders of the Jews. And then He continues, therefore behold

I will procede to do a mighty, terrible works among these people, even a marvelous work and a

wonder, for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their prudent

men shall be hid. Do you have any new Testament quotations of that? I Cor. 1:19. There we

have Paul saying, For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness, but unto us
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that are saved, it is the power of God, for it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise

and will bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent. He says, their human schemes to

secure deliverance for this world & for the next, apart from His plan, will come to nothing.

He will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent.

And then, Isaiah continues, Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord,

and their works are in the dark, and they say, Who sees us? and who knows us?Those that

think they can make a secret alliances with the Assyrians, and think that they are ki not known

to the Lord, - they are not known to the people. They don't think of the Lord as being a more

important judge than the people. They say, who sees us and who knows us? Surely your

turning of things upside down, shall be esteemed as the potter*s clay: for shall the work say

of him that made it, He made me not? or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, He

had no understanding? Instead of trying to follow God's plan, they are changing God's plan

around, and they are making this alliance with these ungodly -this ungodly nation, in order to

deliver themselves from a danger instead of looking for God's way of deliverance. It is as the

potter's clay, a figure that we still use today, as the symbol, the illustration of how God makes

us, and how God has the plans for us. And verse 17 says, "Is it not yet a very little while,

and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field shall be esteemed as a

forest?" What does He mean by that? Is that literal or figurative? Mr. Dunn? Figuratie,
an abrupt

what would be figurative of? (Student). A future of 60change in the condition of

the leaders of Israel. And what will this abrupt change be? (Student). Yes, but what further

hints would we get from this verse? What would Lebanon symbolize? (Student: a forest.)

Yes, but is it a forest in Israel? (Student). Yes, but I think you can get the added thing

also. Lebanon is a forest which they look up as wilderness, outside of Israel. The fruitful

field would be Israel. He often compares Israel with fruit, to God's field. (Student). The

fruitful field, He says Lebanon which is a forest outside of Israel, will be turned into a fruitful

field, and the fruitful field which is Israel, will be esteemed as a forest. As something which

is no longer a fruitful field. (Student). Well, Lebanon is used as a figure for strength and
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power, later on in Isaiah. But at this particular place, the context is simply the forest with

the fruitful field and it is the forest outside of Israel.

(Next class).

are rdquired jiustItortmm11n1rftrEnnthm }tm to get the sense of. You have both in Hebrew.

You have the name Immanuel, which you were told in the previous chapter was a name, and you

also have the meaning of Immanuel, which is obvious when you read in the Hebrew. To the
the

English reader as you translate it, iii connection with the name is forgotten, by the English

reader who knows no Hebrew. cii If you don't translate it, the meaning isn't t i.nlitI obvious,

the same in the Greek, and so the question is, which to do, in a way it would be good in both

cases, to be unified, whichever you do. To do it one way and put a footnote connecting with

the other, but perhaps the King James translaters did as good as can be in English; if you are

going to avoid putting in footnotes. I don't believe they used footnotes, when the original

King James version was made. They were in reaction gi against the Geneva Version, which had

a very great number of foot notes, and so King James said, don't ise foot notes, and so they

tried in the translation to get the thought across, and in that situation, they translated it one

time in one way, and one the other, and it is true that in one case, it leaned a little in this

direction, and in the other, it leaned a little towards that direction, but they are both near

enough to the center that to understand they are both the same tremendously muim increases

our understanding of both of them, and so I hope that a good many of you did irèntion that fact.

in Because that was the outstanding feature in comparing these vilsi vmn versions, and seeing

the vital thought of chapter 8. It is not simply, God is going to deliver the land from Syria,

but it is the additional fact that this is Immanuel' s land, which ties chapter 7 and chapter 8

together. Yes? (Student). That would be one way to say it. Yes. But what does that mean?

It means Imrnanuel. I presented to you the idea when he says, because Immanuel - he means

the reason you can't progress is because dim it is Immanue1' s land. Mat is what he is, the

point is, in the key, Immanuel, particularly when you compare it with verse 8, where it says

Thy land, 0 Immanuel, verse 8 stresses that Immanuel' s land is gointçJ over run. Verse 10
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stresses that Immanuel's land won't be completely conquered. Why not? For Immanuel.

Well, doesn't it mean then, because this is Immanuel's land. You may run Immanuel's land

if He lets you. You can't conquer it unless he lets you, as eventually He will let you. But

at this time it is stressing the fact that this is to be Immanuel's land. Now of course, the
zZ

other aspect is also true. It is, as verse 8 says, they will buiid.-tho bonst of thy land, 0

Immanuel. They are going to fill the b: of Immanuel's land. Well, how terrible. How

can you translate it, 0 God with us, they are going to fill the breast of Immanuel's land,

O God is with us. Well, it means, they are going to fill the ba.s.t of the land, but after all,

it is Immanuel' s land, it is God who is with us and will not permit it to (10 1/2). Now

of course, if you didn't have Immanuel used as a proper name here, in chapter 7 at all, this

would be (10 1/2), but with it definitely told in chapter 7 that this is the

name of the One who is coming, than it might be so. Yes? (Student) . Yes, but any more you

see. Now if you were to ask the question differently, why, if you were to say, what do you

mean? That Judah is Immanuel's land, and Israel isn't. I say that I don't say that at all.

But you didn't say that. You didn't say is Judah Immanuel's land and Israel not. You said, is

Judah more Immnue1's land than Israel? And you might say that if the Russians were to drop a

bomb, or to send a guided missil from Russia and In if it were to land in the heart of New N1w3

Mexico and destroy half of that state, you might say that they have injured America, injured

the United States. It is very definite. But you say, wouldn't it be anymore of an injury to the

United States if a bomb were to land in Washington, and were to destroy all the cities within

500 miles of Washington. Well, in a sense, it is not any more of the United States than

New Mexico is as much as Washington, but in another sense, thulnltui&nm it is much more of the

United States, because it is, there is no more territory, but it is the center of maybe 30 times

the population, and 30 times the number of e important elements of the country that are IDund

up in it. Now here you have all the land of Israel, which is God's land definitely, but in this

land you have a division of it into 10 tribes and into 2, and the 10 tribes are worshipping the

Baal worship, and for ±a time that is notlun rooted out, but they keep on with the golden calf,
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and the center of God's worship, is Jerusalem. It has become a sort of a symbol around

which everything gathers, it is definitely just right in connection with it, and you take the

things that in our fathers, God's dealings with , the things that are vital to us,

and the overwhelming (13) the center in that . And so the, it is more

Immanuel's than the Northern Kingdom, but the Northern Kingdom is still part of

Immanuel's land. (Student.) th Yes, but the truth applies just as much to the other. The

Assyrians cannot conquer Israel anymore than Judah, except as God permits them. But God'

permits it a lot sooner, for the other than Judah, because they have fallen away from him

sooner and to a greater extent, and the center of those falling is more in Jerusalem, around

which the prophets and the expectation is, gets more and more to where the center is, where

the sacrifices are. The Northern Kingdom did , is equally true, but it is even become more so

in the other Kingdom, and of course, our stress has just been on Immanuel, who is going to

be born of the house of David, which is the house that rules in Jerusalem

P. 48 (0)

both are needed. And we need to have them both at once.

Well now, the second verse that I asked you to give me one sentence about was Isaiah

28:20, and Mr. Martin, do you happen to recall your sentence about that? (Student).

That their plan was inadequate. (Student). In Yes, they took a good part, but the plan

did not work. Yes, I trust that everybody got 28:20, and then 29:17 Mr. Schneller?

(Student). Some of your precise verbs were too sweeping, but aside from that one sentence

like this was not too bad. Aside from that, it had the direct thought on it. And I know of

no other way to make sense out of this particular verse, than the way that Mr. Schneller has

done. The verse in the full context is presenting a tremendous over turning. The only thing

a little point of correction that I made of Mr. Schneller, it is not a complete overturning.

It is a tremendous over turning, but not absolutely exhaustive, but there are many statements

in the Bible that might sound absolutely exhaustive, but they are not meant that way, you

can tell from tontext, or from the rest of Scripture. There are many such statements.

Jacob have I loved and Esau have I hated, we read in the Scriptures, but God gave great
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blessings to Esau. And God gave great rebukes to Jacob, but Jacob had a position, way

superior to that of Esau, comparatively speaking, God loved Jacob, and hated Esau, comparatively

speaking, but actually it wasn't absolute in either case. There was correction of Jacob, and

there was great mercy on Esauci. And that is a person we have to have in mind all through the

Scripture, that a complete, God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, does

that mean every individual in the world is going to be saved. Certainly not? God is not willing

that any should perish. Does that mean every individual in the world is going to be saved. In

the light of other parts of Scripture it is impossible to take it in that way. But it is true that

the love of God is great enough to em compass the whole world, and it is true that no one needs

be lost n4u1iaside from his own wickedness. No one isn't lost that doesn't deserve it

for his own sin, his own wickedness. But God chooses, to save some, that is clear in

Scripture. These particular verses give tremendous proof. you can't stress the all. The

comparisons, you can't stress, so that you can get each of them to be absolute. If you do, you

get into all kinds of contradictions, in the Scripture, and in this case also that is true. There is

an aspect of the thing given, and certain parts are stressed, and this aspect is a tremendous

aspect, and greatly stressed. fAnd the aspect here, which you notice, is - here, is a tremendous

overturning. Isaiah, through a czàpalm chapter and a half, has been rebuking these nobles,, as

Mr. Martin pointed out. The nobles have been rebuked for their sins, in making this ungodly

alliance with Assyria, trusting Assyria, instead of trusting God. Back infler 7, Ahaz was

rebuked for this very thing, and back in chapter 7, God said to Ahaz, God is going to provide

His own Immanuel, His true sion of the house of David, is going to be put there. He is not

forever going to put up with such leaders of His people, as Ahaz. Well, there, his interest is

in the king, here his interest, that is, the direct interest, is in the leaders. It is in the nobles.

And here he has been ta1kig about them through a chapter and a half. And now he says in verse

3C\o
14, I'm going to do a marvelous work, among themm this people. The wisdom of the wise shall

perish. The understanding of the prudent shall be hid. He says in 19, you are turning the

things upside down, shall be asteened as the potter's clay. They are going to work things out
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in accordance with their plan, which is to use the wicked Assyrians, power to deliver them,

and to accomplish their purpose through this clever but ungodly scheme. That is their plan, but

he says, actually your not the potter, who uses religion as a means to improve morality and to

help with their schemes, not at all, God is the potter, and your scheme is going to be a rift

scheme that the potter's clay, shall the work say of him that made, it, He made me not? God

fr' who has made everythig. Who is the potter. Who has moulded the nation, and moulded the

individuals, ifi and can form them into such shape as He chooses, God is going to make a change,

in what seems to be the situation of His work. He is going to make a tremendous change. And

what is the h change? "Is it not yet a very little while," It is not tomorrow. It is not

immediately. It is awhile off. When Ahaz was told that he is to be replaced by God's own

Immanuel. We are not told how to. We might think that perhaps it is immediate. We don't know

It proves not to be immediate, but 700 years later. Here we read, it is not yet a little while but

something tremendous is going to happen. Now Mr. Schneller said, Lebanon stands for the

Gentile nations outside of Israel, and Iwould not quarrel with that statement, because it is a

statement of the fact, but it is just a little bit too universal. Lebanon represents a portions )n

It is certainly not the whole Gentile nation, Lebanon is what they think of as a force, not as a

faih fruitful field, something outside m the land, not a b carefully cultivated fteld, but a big

forest area, which is outside the land of promise, and this which is outside the land of promise

in which you import thing, but which is outside your domain, and which is not subject to careful

(8 1/2) and all that. This, he says, is going to be turned into a fruitful field.

This is going to become the special object of God's care. That from which He brings a great

amount of fruit, but the fruitful field. Well, He's often spoken of Israel as His fruitful field,

that he tilled and cared for, and of course in the New Testament, they tell us about how God

cares for His vineyard, and does all this, and it doesn't bring fruit, and how He is going to
?

punish it for us, and here he says, the fruitful field is going to be seed, considered di treated

as a forest, the centers iifn then of God's attention is to be moved from one to

be moved from one to the other. It does not mean that His whole favor is to be changed over from

one to the other, not at all. But the center of His attention will be turned,
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the one to the other.Lebanon will be turned into a fruitful field. A part of that which seemed

to be the great unwashed, the great outside, the great Gentile conglomeration of the Heathen.

A part of that is going to be turned into a fruitful field. And the fruitful field is going to be

esteemed, and considered as, going to seem as a forest, like r4iAkn Lebanon. (Student.)

The objection to that is that it is a fruitful field It is not just a field. Here is this high and

mighty forest that becomes just a field. The term is not that. It is a fruitful field. It is like

aiuin vineyard. It is a thing of special care, and that brings in a thought that doesn't fit

withØ that figure. (Student). Well, I don't find any other until I come to Isaiah 10, and in

Isaiah 10, we find Lebanon used as a figure for the Assyrian empire. And we find in chapter

10:34, He shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron and Lebanon shall fall by a

mighty one. And He is just speaking there in the context about the Assyrian Empire, and then

he goes on in the next verse, to contrast with the great forest, Il1iILLI.L in Lebanon which falls,

the little rod that comes out of the stem against it. (Student). Yes, but I don't think it is

ever used for the great tribe of Judah. (Student). Yes, I don't think that in the context, itlxn

though it (12). I think it is something outside. When you contrast it with a

fruitful field, I don't think you'd contrast mighty far with a fruitful field, but you would contrast

with a field of desolation or something like that. (Student).

32:16, yes, that throws considerable light, but I think we should go from this to that,

rather than from that to this. That is that which is a corroberating evidence, which in the

light of this, that is understood and then becomes clear and throws light back on this. But

I'd rather not take time to go into the miwho1e context, right here. (Student). I don't think

you'd say being made into a fruitful field is to be made low. (Student). A fruitful ri field

is not humbled. You ask a man whose got a lovely fruitful field, and you say, oh, my, look

at that great lovely forest upon the mountain, and then contrast it with the humility of his

field, when you are only getting 50 bushes of wheat, and so much corn. He'd dm say -
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(Asgmt. Translate Isaiah 11:1-9.)

Now we've been looking at Isaiah 28, 29, and I hope everyone has in mind, a marvelous

parallel between Isaiah 29 and Romans 11, where the thought that Isaiah expresses, you might say

through a glass darkly, and yet it exactly fits, it is only that you need to see the light of

Paul's statement to get one or two of the little details to stand out a little more clearly, but the

thought of it exactly fits with what Paul. Then you have it very clearly expressed by Paul in

Romans 11, where he bases on Old Testament Texts and references, his teaching, that God takes

out some of the natural branches for a time, and graffs in branches of a wild olive tree, but that

later he will graff in again, the natural branches, and this, which Paul expresses, from the

viewpoint of his emotional feelings of sorrow that much of Israel is dropped out for a time, and

yet understanding the reason, and the course of it, is exactly paallel here where Isaiah gives the

same thing, from his emotional viewpoint, of also sorrowing over the face of the nation as a whole,

rejoicing in its ultimate national destiny.

Well now, chapters 30 and 31 we looked at last semester a little to see the historical

background of them. They are cth very closely parallel to each other. They are really few goings

through of much the same ground. It recapitu1tes anything if you are going to get anything across.

Take a thing, give the progress of it, and then you return and you give it again, and hit the same

main points, but a little bit of new ideas on certain aspects, others taken for granted, that are

already fully given, and so you have 30 and 31 which the chapter division is very good here,

because each of them is a section by itself, not two different documents, nothing of the kind,

but a recapitualtion with given emphases of the same thing, such as one man might very well

give, into one discourse, and each of them starts in with a rebuke of the people, who are trying

to get their protection from Assyria, now that the wicked scheme of Ahab is done away with

the buffer states and have brought Assyria right next to them, trying to get their help from Assyria

by going to Egypt, that is rebuke in the first part of each chapter, and in the last part of each

chapter, they are shown how God is going to deliver them from the Assyrians by its own power,

as verse 8, of chapter 31 so clearly tells us, "Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of
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is moving forward and thoughts change, and the word is used in a different sense, so they

revise the textual structure in relation to it. (Student). No, this is referring here to

the general situation. This is not a specific prediction of the Babylonian captivity. C. 30

begins with ti u saying, you are looking ffix to Egypt for help against Assyria, but Egypt will

not be with you. It ends with saying, God is going to be with you, by His own mighty power.

Verse 31, through the pi voice of the Lord shall Assyria be beaten down, which smote with the

rod, but in the middle it deals with the peoples attitude and shows the long process of

punishment which is ahead. There is no specific prediction of the Babylonian captivity in

this chapter, but there is a general jnidi.ib.mm statement of God's withdrawal of his favor

from Israel, and how He will treat them during the long period ahead, but then a return to this

immediate situation begins to feel God will deliver them from Assyria. Assyria won't take them.

It won't make the Babylonian (13)). he mentions it and you take it to

gether with . C. 30 and 31 are very interesting. If we had a year and

a half, instead of a year for Prophets, I would take a week discussing it with you, but I think

we have gone into their main features enough that you could see the general thing yourself

sometime and I hope you remember the general teaching well enough, but that purpose. I

wouldn't expect you to go into any detail.

But th now I think in view of the shortness of time we had better go back to our book of

Immanuel, which is Isaiah 7-12.

P. 50. (0)

the relationship of certain parts of this, but in our direct prodedure we are going to - we have

looked at the section which runs from chapter 7:l-:l0, a section in which here, he presents

the same basic immediate thought as we have in chapters 30 and 31. The thought that kn Ahaz

conspiracy. Ahaz' alliance with the wicked Assyrians, ungodly Assyrians, is contrary to God's

will. It is a human seeking to fight fire with fire, to oppose evil with evil, and God never

approves such purposes, such things, and He gives His terrific condemnation of it. He rebukes

Ahaz here. Overthere Me rebukes the nobles who are associated with Ahaz in the scheme.
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a mighty man, and the sword of not of a mean man shall devour him. It is God's power, not

the power of the mighty man, or the mean man, but God's power, that He shall do it, and God

will deliver them from the Assyrians, as birds flying he says, so will the Lord of hosts, defend

Jerusalem, he says in verse 5. 'God will deliver them, but they have brought/it his evil on

themselves, by Ahaz' wicked plan. Their scheme of getting Egyptian help will come to nought,

it is God alone who will deliver, but He will deliver in this particular crisis. And in chapter 30

in the middle part of it, there is quite a parallel to the latter part of chapter 29, in which he

shows God's mercy being removed from Israel, ii for we notice in chapter 30, verses 15, and 16,
Thus saith the Lord,
the Holy One of Israel, in returning and rest shall ye be saved; in quietness and in confidence

shall be your strength, and ye would not. But ye said, No: for we will flee upon horses;

therefore, shall ye flee: and, We will ride upon the swift; therefore shall they that pursue you

be swift. One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one; at the rebuke of five shall ye flee:

till ye be left as a beacon upon the top of a mountain and as an ensign on an hill. And what a

picture that is of the fate of Israel. As Israel turned against God, God removed His ui favor

from them. They fled from before their enemies. They were destroyed. They were cut down.

They were scattered abroad, and yet you notice the verse does not predict annihilation. You

will flee till you are left as a beacon on the top of a mountain, and as an ensigh on a hill.

It predicts that though they are scattered, though they are devestated, though many of them are

destroyed, there is still a portion remaining. They are left as a b.ri1 beacon on the top of a

i ntountain. As an ensign on a hill, and the terminology used here is very interesting, that it is

not merely that there is going to be a remainder left, but the remainder is compared to a hill.

The remainder that is left is conspicuous. It stands out. kAnd that is exactly what has been

true of the Jews, who are in this ii&n long period here. It is what is true today. Frederick the

Great, of - his ih 1h!.Lk1 chaplain asked him, this rather timid old king asked the chaplain,
some

he said, give me in one word fw*w evidences of Christianity, The chaplain said, the Jew, and it

is a fact that cannot be overlooked, that though the Assyrians, the Egyptians, all the great

forces of antiguity have disappeared. The people have been annihilated. They have been divided
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up among other nations. Their land has been taken over by other people, and there is no

remnant of the actual peoples of any of those great nations left. They are nations of antiquity.

They've disappeared, but the Jews, scattered. No national existence for nearly 2000 years, yet

is a symbol, a precept, an emblem, found in nearly every nation in the world. You have more

people of many a different nation, than you have of the Jews, in many parts of the world, and

yet the little group of Jews, that you have, stand out, and is known to them, but is conspicuous,

how they have lasted, how they have continued, and it is a fulfillment of God's prophesy about

them. They are left as a beacon on the top of a mountain, an ensign on a hill, and they remain

that way, until the end of this age, when God will again put the natural branches back into the

olive tree, and reestablish it. (Student.) The nation as a whole. In fact, thez BB1yIJaun1tt

wmn He is here speaking to Judah directly. Israel means the descendents of Jacob, Israel

therefore is all 12 tribes. Well now, when after Solomon, there is a division, the larger portion,

two thirds of the land, 5/6 of the tribe, the larger kingdom by far, is the Northern Kingdom. The

Southern Kingdom really has only one tribe in it, and parts of one or two others. And so the

Southern Kingdom comes quite generally to be called Judah after the main tribe. The Northern

Kingdom is sometimes called Ephraim after its main tribe, but very frequently it simply goes by

the nwhfinm name of the nation as a whole, though properly that nation responds to the whole

group. It is called the Kingdom of Israel in contrast to the Southern, which is the Kingdom of

Judah, and so you can say, Israel ai is all the descendents of Jacob. You can say Israel of the

larger part of the descendents of Jacob. You can say Israel of the remaining national kingdom from

the descendents of Jacob, which is Judah after Israel goes into di exile, and you can say Israel

of the spiritual people of God. So you can see how the one term is used in various ways. That's

true of t all terms in all languages, except when we take a scnce, and we make a term, and

we say, at the beginning of our text book, this term mi as used in this science will mean this.

Then we give it a textual meaning, and we go on calling it by that meaning, until all of a sudden

after ik1zngimzt.i1zt it has been used in that sign for a hundred years, all of a sudden you find that

half the people who are using the science are using this term in another sense, because science
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He declares His wrath against them. He withdraws His favor from them, but He says, this

particular danger, not only won't God deliver them from Israel and kSyria, and trust Him instead

of trusting Assyria. Their doing it only brings harm. It brings Assyria right next to them with

buffer states removed, but God is going to protect them from the Assyrian attack, by His own

power, in such a way that no man can say, we have bought ourselves finally and delivered

ourselves from Assyria. It is God's power, and God alone. "As birds flying, will gi God

deliver Assyria, and of course when He sends the pestilence which the people in Judah had

nothing in the world to do with, the angel of the Lord came and smote them.

And then in verse 11 of chapter 8, it would be a very good place there to start a chapter

divison. It is still% a part of the book of Immanuel, but it is going on to a different phase of

the consideration. It is like, in chapter 30, where we just looked at, where He turns away

from the immediate political situation, to look at God's general dealing with the people,

/ through the long period ahead, as a result of their turning away from Him. "For the Lord spoke

thus to me with a stron hand, and instructed me:' That's Isaiah, of course. They instructed

me that I should not walk in the way of this people. That Isaiah should not give his support

to this ungodly alliance. That he should refuse in any way to associate himself with it. What

a problem the kQI±im Christian minister has in times of war, in times of upheaval. It is not

God's will that we as Christian leaders should become involved in political things. Whether

the Republicans or the Democrats win the election, whether the Germans or the French win nij(2,1

the war from the king of a country, that is not a matter of which the Church should Make a

poit1on. The church should be in th sphere, and the political authorities in their sphere.

But there is a place where the two spheres fought, and that is where moral and spiritual

considerations enter in, and when we get into these spheres, then it is wicked for the

Christian minister to use " separation of church and state as an excuse for failing to

take a stand apon great moral issues. And here such situation was involved. Imm Instead of

trusting God for deliverance, al doing everything they could, fighting violently, working hard

dnterlng into reasonable agreements with other people of like mind, they have gone outside of
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the sphere, of anything God could approve of, and have entered into a wicked alliance with

an ungodly, God hating nation, the Assyrians in order to deliver themselves, and God says to

Isaiah, God had instructed Isaiah that he should not walk in this way of the people, Say ye not

confederacy to all those to whom this people shall say a confederacy. Neither fear ye them,

fear, nor be afraid. God poured out His wrath upon Israel, with this ungodly, wicked alliance,

and He is going to do the same thing to America, for having made comi*on cause with godless

Atheists, God-hating Russian communism, during the last war. We would be better off today

in every way, if we had not entered into an alliance with Russia. Our leaders met with Winston

Churchill in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, and made a wonderful statement, the Atlantic

Charter, freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want, and freedom from fear.

Now freedom from want, it may be questioned whether that is something that g.rernment

could safely enter into. That is, that that could be something for the economic working out

for the people, with the government helping, it changes the real meaning. But the other three,

are certainly in the direct function of government, to free people from fear of oppression, and

of sudden injury to give them freedom of speech and freedom of religion. Winston Churchill

and Roosevelt signed that Atlantic Charter, that that is what they were interested in, and a

few months later, since Germany attacked Russia the common cause with Russia, which people

have absolutely no freedom from fear, no one of them knows when, in the middle of the night,

there comes a wrap on the door, and for no fault of his own, he is rushed off to oppression, and

cruelty and misery, and possibly to death. No one of them has freedom of speech, because

the slightest word of criticism, of the regime, or even a word of advancing Christianity, which

words are terrifically carefully guarded, and it means their death and torture, and that would

cover freedom of religion also. They have 1mm freedom of religion rights, but that's all. No

freedom at all of spreading religion. But to enter into this, meant that they hardly mentioned

the Atlantic Charter anymore, because the course of it was utterly inconsistent, to what they

were doing, and a Christian minister in that situation, would find these words of Isaiah very

much in point. For the Lord stated thus to me with a strong hand, and instructed me that I
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should not walk in the way of this people. And when a Christian minister is asked to pledge

a political organization or gathering, which involves such a matter as that, it is an exact

parallel to that here where Ahaz made this ungodly alliance with Assyria. And so Isaiah has

shown here what the result is, that it brings only evil instead of good, just a'k Roosevelt's

alliance with Russia, resulted in simply bringing us face to face with them, with no buffer in

between, and in a far worse condition in every '..th.111 way, than we were before this time, just

exactly like that, was Ahaz' alliance with Assyria, do away with the buffer states, and bring

Judah directly next to Assyria, where the definite policy and prince of the Assyrian rulers was

conquer them as soon as possible, just as the definitely announced purpose of the Russia

leaders is to conquer the whole world, just as soon as they can get sufficient power to do it.

And so Isaiah saw the situation this brought them into and showed God was going to give them

a temporary deliverance through His wonderful protection against Sennacherib, in fact, never at

the fault of the Assyrians, yet the attitudes that they had shown in this matter which they were

going, meant that there was ahead a miserable future for Israel. And so God said to Isaiah, and

gave events of this ahead, and Isaiah spoke telling it to the Godly people. God said, I should

not walk in the way of this people, saying, say ye not a confederacy, to all whom this people

will say a confederacy. Neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid. lLi Sanctify the Lord of hosts

and let Him be your fear, and let him be your dread. And He shall be for a sanctuary in the

midst of all this which will come God can be for a sanctuary. You can find safety in Him. The

name of the Lord is a strong p.-m tower. The righteous run into it and they are not afraid.

No matter what situation develops, one who believes in the Lord, can find in Him a sanctuary.

He shall be for a sanctuary, but not only is He a sanctuary. He is for a sanctuary, but for a

rock, a stone of stumbling, and for a rock of offence, to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and

a snare to the inhabitants of Israel. He is one or the other. You cannot be neutral. He is

either a sanctuary. He is a delivery. He gives protection, or He is a stone of stumbling.

Many people go along in apparent indifference, his regarding the name of the Lord, neither for

Him, nor against Him, but we are told in the New Testament, that the Lord gives them over that

they should believe a lie, they will not come to the knowledge of the truth. Those that will not
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accept the Lord, neither come to Him. They are in the end hardened and driven from Him. (

He is either a sanctuary or He is a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence. And he was a stone

of stumbling and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel. He was a sanctuary to individuals

out of both the houses of Israel, unto all who put their trust in Him. Many among them shall

stumble, and be snared and be taken, and that has been the fate of people of Israel, of that day

and right to this. It is one way or the other. But what is going to happen in this time, when the

truth seems to be overrun with wickedness and skeptiness of it and indifference with the attitudes

we found described in the first part of Isaiah 29, and also in 28, and in these chapters here.

Here is what the Lord commands for these times. It is not a sign in which He says, the Word of

God will conquer the world. He gives no promise of even the Gospel going out and winning all

nations as a whole, and inaki making the kingdoms of this world, the kingdoms of our Lord. The

kingdoms of this world are to become the kingdom of our Lord, but it is not promised that that

will happen in this age, or that it will happen through human effort of any kind. What are we to

do? Verse 16? @Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples." Keep the truth alive.

Train those who will be disciples. Let them go forth for witnesses. Let them win to the Word of

God, as many as they can, but tcdo not expect a victory that will win and keep whole nations.

Savanarola iI*z in hi 1496, he preached God's judgment upon wickedness, and salvation

only through Christ, and the people turned from their wickedness and destroyed their marks of

their immorality and of their sin, and Florence was turned into a city of joy and rejoicing,and

love to God, and Savanarola felt that the beginning of the end of the reign of AntiChrist was near.

Arid then the forces of evil prevailed and a few years later they succeeded in getting control of

him and bringing him out and strangling and burning him. He took over completely for awhile,

though there was a group who honored Savanarola and continued through, and the effect had much

to do with the coming of the English reformation. The effect upon people's lives, of Savanarol&s

witness, and his testimony. But during this age we may build up a great uMptiofn work for

Christ, and we may have a great (that is, in a certain area) but we have no assurance that wi it

will continue. Forces from outside may destroy or forces from within.
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This record may be inserted at the wrong place.)

(Question). Yes, Isaiah 29:16 is quite important in connection with 17 here. Your turning of

things upside down. I'm going to turn things upside down. But he says, you are going to turn

things upside down. How are they turning things upside down? They are reversing the order of

the thing. They are God's people. God has put them here, and God will protect them, if He

chooses to. They are turning things upside down, by making this ungodly alliance, with

Assyria, and making plans which they think are going to au rearrange things, o that they will

remain safe in the face of this great and wicked force that God has permitted to arise. They are

turning things upside down, and making themselves to be the creator, and God and His religion

will just be a morale builder for the people. They're turning things upside down. He says, that

will be esteemed as potter's clay. As something that He should turn upside down. Not that they

can, but He. "Shall the work ri say of Him that made it, He made me" Are you going to

thin use God (thnII for your purpose? No. God is going to turn you upside down, and reverse

your position, and you who have been put in this position where you should be the leaders, as

verse 14 says, The wisdom of the wisemen shall perish, and the understanding of the crude men

you will be removed from it. (Student). The A.S.V. I think that brings out some aspects of it

a little more clearly. I think some others are a little clearer. (Student). Yes, that's a very

good possibility. They are both possible, and the idea is pretty much the same, but that perhaps

does make it a little clearer. Now let's go on to verse 18. Verse 18 says that the day is coming
deaf

when the death will hear the words of the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see out of

obscurity and out of darkness. What book? Back in verses 10 through 12, we read about these

leaders of the people. These wise men. He says, the Lord has poured out the spirit of deep

sleep, to close your eyes. The things of the law has become to you as a words of a book that is

sealed. These are the wise. These are the prudent. These are the ones who are supposed to

be the leaders of God's people. And what happens? They refuse to take the time to study God's

word, to see what message is there for them. They refuse to go into it and get His message.
working ?

Instead of that they are wasting their clever schemes, of rearranging things in the o1itica1

sphere, in order that they shall win their glory and their protection by this alliance with the
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wicked Assyrians. God says to them that are not looking to Him and to the understanding of

His book, for their wisdom. He says now, that their wisdom will come to nought, biim

Lebanon will be turned into a fruitful field. The fruitful field is esteemed as a forest. Now

in verse 18 we read about this Lebanon. Lebanon will be turned into a fruitful field. What was

Lebanon. Do you suppose that they will think of it as outside the covenant? They are deaf.

They are blind. These are the people of wisdom. The people who have had the law all these

years, and are supposed to have been studying it, and to know about it, ami but their wisdom is

coming to nought. But the deaf and the blind, the people outside. They, he says, the day is

coming when they will hear the words of the book. And the eyes of the blind shall see out of

0%




scurity and out of darkness. Here we have Lebanon being turned into a fruitful field. The

V




deaf hearing the words of the book. The eyes of the blind seeing out of obscurity. The meek

increasing their joy in the Lord, and the poor among men, rejoicing in the Holy God of Israel.

They co this because the terrible one is brought to nought. The scorner is consumed, and all

that watch for iniquity are cut off. God pours out His great judgment, but He causes that what

was Lebanon, what was uzi4koutside M the pale, becomes a fruitful field, and the deaf are

hearing the wcrds of the book, and the eyes of the blind seeing out of obscurity, and you see the

Word of God spreading through the Gentile nations, bringing many to the knowledge of the Lord,

and to an understanding of His Word. And then in verse 22, you have the stress again on this

aspect. How can these people who are outside here, how can they become a fruitful field? How

can they become to be among God's people? These who are Lebanon. Who are outside. How can

it be? Well, verse 22, says, "Therefore thus saith the Lord, who redeemed Abraham," In the

New Testament we read, Jesus says, don't say we are Abraham's children. Why, He said, God

Ccan make children to Abraham out of these stones. In other words, Christ said, it is not a matter

of ftáthh1cuârIm physical birth which makes one the member of the family of God, but it is the fact

\that God has chosen to make a difference. God has given promises of blessing to Abraham and

His to be, but how did Abraham come to be the recipient of God's blessings. Was it because

Abraham was of some particular seed? No, we find in verse 22, the Lord who reiieemed Abraham.

The Lord who is the potter and who has the power to take the clay and make it as He will. He
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took Abraham out, of the ungodly mass, and chose Him and set him apart for his purpose. It

was God whom redeemed Abraham, and God can redeem Gentiles if He chooses. God can take

lebanon and make it a fruitful field. And so the Lord who redeemed Abraham says about the

house of Jacob, God's blessing is upon the house of Jacob. God is going to wonderfully pour

out His mercy upon them. But the leaders of the house of David, have turned aside from God's

will. The wisdom of their wisemen is perishing. They are trying to work out their own clever

schemes, instead of humbly following the Lord, and so they are turned into a forest. They are

esteemed as a forest. Well, you might think, how sad Jacob will be about that. But thus, says

the Lord, who releerned Israel, concerning the house of Jacob. Jacob shall not now be

ashamed, neither shall His face now wax pale. Jacob is not going to feel so terrible. Why not?

Because when he sees his children, the work of my hands, in the midst of him, in the midst of

the true Israel of God, he saves many who are the work of God's hand. They become children

of Jacob. As Christ said, God could make children to Abraham out of these stones. God has

made a true spiritual posterity for Israel. Well, what is the connection of all this to Israel?

Paul saw it very clearly. He brings it out in Romans 10 and 11. Romans 9, 10, and 11. There

Paul speaks of the fact that God has for a time, cast aside His earthly people. Paul speaks

of the fact that God has taken Lebanon, and made it a fruitful field. And taken the fruitful

field and made it esteemed as a forest. And in chapter 11, He gives it under the figure of an

olive tree. And He tells about this olive tree, in Romans 11, and he says that in this olive

tree, he says that God has taken certain of the natural branches and cast them off. And He's

grafted certain other branches in, but there is one olive tree. The house of Jacob. The

spiritual Israel. There is one olive tree. But Paul says in verse 17, of chapter 11, if some of

the branches be broken off, and thou being a wild olive tree, are grafted in among them. Here

is the house of Jacob, and into the house of Jacob, has been grafted in certain wild branches,
natural

and certain of the wèhuibranches have been torn away, and Paul says not to become conceded

about this, but to fear, for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed, lest he not spare
; Z/

)V1 thee. He says, verse 24, if thou were cut out of the hi olive tree which was wild by nature,
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and were grafted, contrary to nature, into a good olive tree. We are gafted into the spiritual

house of David, into spiritual Israel. How much more shall these, which are the natural branches

be grafted into their own olive tree. For I would not brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this

mystery lest you be wise in your own conceit, that blindness in part is happened to Israel, until

the fulness of the Gentiles, be come in, and thus In all Israel shall be saved. When the fulness

of the Gentiles has come in, then all Israel is going to be saved, Paul says. So we haven't time

to look in detail at this 11th chapter of Romans. The main teachings of it are absolutely clear,

and directly parallel to what Isaiah has already given us in chapter 29 here. That Lebanon is

turned into a fruitful field, and a fruitful field esteemed as a forest, and yet it is not taking this
tearing out

up and throwing it out, and taking this up and putting it in, but it is ua.wyiiig some of the

branches and grafting in certain other branches, and so Paul shows us here Jacob, not being

ashamed, nor that his face waxed pale, because he sees his children, whom are the work of mine

hands. Those who are not his natural children, but whom God has taken of the various Gentile
members

nations and has by His mighty power, workd into them of spiritual Israel. Grafted into the

olive tree. When he sees his children, the work of my hands, in the midst of Him, Jaco is

not ashamed, nor does his face now wax pale, but he rejoices in what has happened. He

rejoices in this, He shall sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and they shall

fear the God of Israel. But then in verse 24, we find that now the deaf and the blind have been

brought in, the natural branches, many of them have been cast out, the wisdom of the wise, and

of the prudent has come to nought, but "they that erred in spirit" they are also going to come to

urti erstanding. "They that murmured shall learn doctrine, so in verse 24, we have their iz*j

regrafting of the natural branches in, at the end. So shall all Israel be saved. And so we have an

exact parallel here in I what Isaiah gives us in verses 13 to 24, to what Paul gives us in

Romans 11. The figures sometimes dwell on the continuity, and sometimes they dwell on the

differences. Paul turns to the Gentiles. You'd think he had turned away from all the Jews.

He hasn't. But he has recognized that the center of God's people is shifting for a time, more

Gentiles are coming in. Lebanon is being made into a fruitful field, and that the fruitful field
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Is being esteemed as a forest, but neither one is complete. There are the vast majority of

Gentiles who remain outside, who never accept Christ, and there is always a Godly portion of

the Israelites, and there are always a few Christians who come out of Israel, and the natural

branches in the end are to be grafted in again, and so all Israel shall be saved. (Student).

Verse 23, no here is Jacob, his children gone astray, with the natural branches grafted

out, Ji you would think that Jacob would wax pale, and would be (14) but, he

looks upon this new children, the work of my hands, he looks upon these children, and he says,

he rejoices in their turbing, and then he rejoices in the returning of the others too. (Student).

51b. (0)

describes any healing of the blind, but in this particular case, he is referring to xnpnilai spiritual

blindness. It is true that there is a wonderful parallel there, in Jesus' miracle of healing the

blind are a figure of how the blind come to see, but they are also a reality, too. (Student).
2.q; z. C

In verse 2, in verse 20, in the context we cannot be so dogmatic, as to precisely what

individual is referred to id there. The two wixñili verses together show an out pouring of God's

judgment. Is it outpouring of judgment here upon the wicked ones within Israel, or does it refer

more to His outpouring of judgment upon the great spiritual force back of the wicked everythere.

The real terrible one, who Christ deals with before the Gentiles are brought into the kingdom.

Now, it is probably an allusion, a touching upon that, rather than going into detail, so probably

the general statement would cover both. It would coverall the outpouring of God's judgment,

that come in in the course of this propheby upon which the emphasis is on. The emphasis here is

describing this prophecy as a blessing. It describes his turning as he ds in Isaiah 7,

replacing the ungodly king by his role as Immanuel. Here is his replacing the ungodly nobles

by a new people of His own zuuh selection. And in the course of judgment, it is a very vital

course but not one hei that comes here (2). (Student). That would tie up with the very

last verse 29:24, the recalling of the Gentiles. I doubt if there is anything in Revelation, that

.1
student). I don't think so. That's right, that relates to Verse 24. They that rred in spirit

shall come to understanding. (student). Yes, but it is the turning back again. 17 Is the first,

if
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that would change that way. If you are speaking of the turning back again, which is referred

to over in 31, (student). I don't believe so. Well, the 29th chapter is pretty much a unit.

Chapter 28 and chapter 29 are one discourse, but there is a paragraph division between 28 and

29. Now between 29 and 30 there is another paragraph division. But we are continuing the same

univ', it is interesting that 30 and 31 are closely parallel. There is a parallel between the

two. They go through a course of thought, and then the same course over again, with stress on

these main themes, and both of them ending with the destruction of the Assyrian Kings. And

verse 31, ending with this reference back to the heart of God, whose fire is in Zion and his
7L

,yfirnace in Jerusalem, and then 32, has more parallels with chapter 29. And refers to these vJi om

God permits to see, verse /S'for instance, this goes on until the spirit be poured from on high

and the wilderness be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted for a forest. Then

judgment shall dwell in the wilderness, and righteousness remain in the fruitful field.

And then verse 20, that wonderful verse, "blessed are ye that sow beside all waters," the

work that God has for us to do, z in carrying out His message. Now this section from 28 to

3_ending up with the great ultimate condition, contrasting the condition of 34 and 35, with that

wonderful millennial picture in 35, this passage is a parallel to the book of Immanuel. I was

interested particularly to see the striking parallels in this first section of it. I don't believe we

will take time this term, to go on to look in detail, in c to the last part of this, because there

are many other sections of Isaiah I want to get into, but I wanted to bring out its parallel nature

and particularly the close parallel of the interesting details in this i first part, and then we

go back to the book of Immanuel, and continue there, in the book of Imnianuel we were in chapter

8 there. I've already given you some assignments in chapter 8 and mm on into 9, please

continue study on that section for Thursday, and Thursday and Friday we will di continue the

discussion of chapter 8, the latter part of 8, going into 9, and starting in 10, 11 verses. We

will continue there.
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It is hard to tell, how some might m take one, and sometimes only the other. Wind up the

testimonies. Se the law among my disciples, Ubth Is that the Lord's disciples, or Isaiah's

ds.Wel1, the next verse then, I will wait upon the Lord, and so in the next verse it is

specifically Isaiah talking, in his relation to the Lord. In this verse it is probably true, though

it is being in the relation to the others, rather than to the Lord, is a proof of the Lord's attitude

towards them. And I will wait upon the Lord, that hideth his face from the house of Jacob, I will

look for him. He and all those disciples who will come to him and follow his teaching, and the

marvelous thing is, that though in the end, most of the people turned against Isaiah, though in the

end most of them turned against Jeremiah, they cast them out. They turned them. They were both

probably martyred, and the bulk of the people had no use for them, yet they are books that were

preserved, and kept as part of the Word of God, and had an influence for the world, a tremendous

influence, in succeeding 1t1um centuries. He says, "Bind up the testimony, seal the thmid

law among my disciples, and I will wait upon the Lord. Behold, I and the children whom the

Lord hath given me are foF signs and for wonders in Israel from the Lord of hosts, who dwells in

V
Mount Zion. Now that 18th verse, is dealing with the situation as you see. The situation not

in merely immediately in Isaiah's time, but a situation which extends on through centuries to come.

And in this situation a principle is given. A principle here which finds various applications

during this centur%r, I mean during these centuries, through this whole age, from Isaiah's time up

to the end of the present age. It I*lim begins here with Isaiah. Isaiah, in a nation that is turning

from God. Isaiah and the children whom the Lord has given him are for signs and for wonders.

Well, who are the children that God has given him. Shearjashub, a remnant shall return, and

Mahershalalhashbaz, haste ye to the booty, hurry the spoil. Showing kGods judgment and God's

mercLodpnIshs for sin, and God's purpose of grace, both are named in this, Isaiah's

children are witnesses by their very name on Israel. And the principle is est&il ished here that

is nint God's will that His true people win should gather together as disciples of the Lord, and that

they should be as beacon lights on a hill. That they should be a sign, of God's truth, to bring it

out to the world, that they should by their very presence, be a rebuke to a world of sin, but an

invitation to those who will believe on God, and wizl*n be save
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saved through his name and this, which is a principle which runs all through the age, which

begins with a specific application in the life of Isaiah, and his sons, and his disciples, finds

its great climatic fulfillment, in the one who speaks, who is indeed the Lord. We looked at

points about Him, that In is it the Lord speaking, or is it Isaiah speaking? One time Isaiah

speaks the Word of the Lord, and sometimes it is the Lord speaking through Isaiah. Sometimes

the Lord speaks tthrmgi to Isaiah. Sometimes Isaiah speaks to the people. The Lord speaking

through him. Sometimes he shows what he says to the Lord. Of what his attitude seems to be

to the Lord. Well, we have the one who can be the Lord and the man speaking, more fully

than Isaiah could be, because He is the Lord. He is fully man, and He is fully God. He is the

climax of all of Isaiah's predictions of Christ. He is the greatest teacher and the greatest

leader of all, and He can say, as Isaiah said, following the same principle, in the same situation

which extends through all of this age, behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath 1 Ii given

me. And his children are not children of his flesh and blood, but are an spiritual children, even

as Isaiah disciples were, but he and the children that the Lord had given thee, are for signs

and for wonders. For sometime to attract attention, and to present the message of God, the

message of doom and coming blessing, the message of consolation, the message of redemption,

which God provides, and so the book of Hebrews, takes this and applies it to Christ, and that

is no grabbing of a few words out of context, simply because they sound as if they might fit

Christ, not at all, It is taking words which are here described in a principle which finds an

exemplification in Isaiah, and finds its climatic example, exemplification in Christ, and applying

them rightly to Christ. And so he says, "Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hathgiven me

are for signs and for ."n What does that mean? Signs and wonders. For that which will

attract attention to God's truth, but moreover for that which will give an understanding of what
prophecies ?

God's truth is, and what God's purposes are. Well, how do people in general try to get an idea

of the future. They try to use their own intelligence, and think out things, as carefully as they

can, and most people find that insufficient, and o they look for some other source. I was riding

on the street car one day in Philadelphia, in 1930, and I happened to notice somebody next me,

in a car, was very avidly reading something, and I looked at the heading, and it said that
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what astrology tells you about the future. What the stars mzn tells you that next week, General

Motors is going to go up five points. They tell you that there is going to be a rise in the stock

market, and then they start to decline on Wednesday, etc. And from looking at the stars, telling

this man how he could lose all his money in the stock market. He had abdicated the use of his

intelligence, to try to figure the future, where there were facts involved, that look beyond what

his intelligence could properly cope with, facts which couldn't be known to him, and he was

1ooking for some other source. Well, God says, use your best intelligence. Study the Word and

see what it says, and leave the results beyond that in His hands. But human beings are always

looking for some other source. They look to the stars. They look to spirits. I remember seeing-----------

a big article in one of the newspaper about someone who claimed that many senators consulted in

spiritism as to what the future was, and what was wise to do. I don't know whether the statement

was true or not, but at least this is what the magazine claims about his spiritualist medium. And

so Isaiah says, "and when they shall say unto you, seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and

unto wizards that peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek unto their God?" Why should

they go to the dead to get help for the living? The correct words are from the living to the dead.

Take them just from the living for the dead, unless you think of its relation to the context, it means

nothing, but when you have the context, in mind, it is perfectly clear what it means. For the

living to the dead, shall they go to the dead to get help for the living? Do we go to a dead Christ

to get help for the living? No. We go to a living Christ, who is sitting on the right hi?m hand of

God, making intercession for us. But these who go to the dead, thinking they are true mediums

and there are many of them today, and they are wide spread in all the big cities, and since they

get help for living, they are directly, going against this command which God gives, He says, no.

Verse 20, "To the law and to the testimony:" That's the place where you can get your guidance.

From God's truth. From the principle of God's word. From the understanding that He wants to

give you, and these words apply to God's people, through the year of difficulty while Satan is

still in control in the world, and they apply just as much and just as definitely, as they did in

Isaiah's day. And they are very vital for us, these words from verse 11, on through verse 20.
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They are principles for an age such as this, with just as much relevance that anyone has to any

time in between. "To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it

because there is no life in them." Then he turns back His attention in verse 21, right directly

to the people in His own day. And he sees these people in his own day, facing the situation which

is brought upon them, by Ahaz' wicked scheme. Ahaz thinks he will deliver them from Israel, and

from Syria, through calling for Assyrian support. Isaiah sees the Assyrian armies come marching

into the land with the language the people can't understand, with the boots of the warrior tramping

through the land, and their talk referred to in Isaiah 28, with other lips, and another tongue shall

he speak to this people. It sounded like jibberish to the people, as they hear it, but they will

not listen to the quiet wonderful (10) and so God sends the forces of foreign conqueror,

and it is described in verse 21, and 22, what happened, but then there is a transition. The chapter

division here is just an interruption, the section moves along very, very smoothly, but there is a

great --.ti transition, but not a sharp transition, as in Jeremiah makes a very sharp one. Here

it is not so sharp. I defy anybody to prove exactly where the transition is. It is like the tides

of the ocean. You go out in the ocean, and when you are in the ocean, there is no question in

the world. You go up on the shore and you are on the land, and there is no question. But exactly

where does the ocean end.? Where do the waves come to an end? Where do the tides come to an

end? f It Is it partly t Irnu clear, or is it partly - does that belong to the land, or does it

belong to ocean? Where is the exact transition? I defy anybody to prove it. It is a somewhat

obscure transition, but a very definite transition. EN]) OF CLASS.

Prophets 57. (0)

(Some of these records may be numbered wrong. Apparently this follows the previous record.)

Announcement of assignments beginning of the class hour.

We are looking at present at Isaiah 8, and in Isaiah 8, a little brief transition, which leads

into the full light of day in Isaiah 9. "The people that walked in darkness have seen a great

light." And we notice, it is not a new section beginning with chapter 9:2. But it is a transition.

Which reaches a complete progress, from the one type to the other, by that verse, but the verse
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is closely connected with it, and it says that this area where the Assyrian armies first come in,

the area of Eastern, the eastern, northeastern portion of ht the kingdom of Israel, that in that

area where the Assyrian enemy armies first come in, bringing darkness and misery and gloom.

In that area, they'll be light, it will fin! in thIne. The light which will eventually go

over the whole land. Yes? (Student). How many of you understand that? Why the Jewish

division in the Bible is different? I tried to bring out last week, the full connection between

verses 1 and 2. Well, this close connection is recognized by Mattew. Some people say we

interpret the Old Testament only as the New interprets it. That is doing utter despite to the

cause of Christ. Christ said that we should believe all that the prophets have spoken, not

merely those sections of the prophets which the New Testament interprets. But wherever we

find the New Testament interpreting the Old Testament, it not only tells us what is the correct

interpretation, of the passage dealt with, it gives a method we can use, in other parts. The

Old Testament should be able to be interpreted to a large sense by itself. The New Testament

confirms it in our interpretation, and shows us we can go thxtn forward and interpret more. Well,

Matthew combines these two verses. He quotes a few vi words from verse 1, and then he

quotes the whole of verse 2, it11th tppiin 1i tying verse 2 up to the place mentioned in verse

1. If anybody were to limit this passage, as not (5 1/2) theW evkience we have

looked at on the type of transition which occurs, to see the progress from rebuke to blessing,

and how gradually it takes place, and to see the close connection, of what follows and what

precedes. He might say, no, we have two distinct subjects here. And if he says that, he

will make a chapter division of a main division, and the places mentioned, will not be between

22 and 23, but between one and 2. Because 1 ties more closely with what precedes then with

what follows. You tie what follows with one, ai only as you tie it with what further precedes

one. Well now, the Jews, I would say, were familiar undoubtedly with the Christian argument.

This is a prediction of the preaching of Christ. They knew that one of the Christian doctrines

did that. They probably looked it up and saw the exact words, where Matthew says, the land

of Zebulun, the land of Napthtali, the way of the sea, Galilee of the gentiles. The people that
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walked in darkness have seen a great light. And they said it all sincerely I believe. That is

dealing falsely with tmit4 Scripture. It is picking a geographical term of the last sentence, as

one section, and combining it with the first sentence of another sentence. It is dealing wrongly

with scripture, and we will make clear the fact that the division comes here, by making a chapter

division here. Now I don't think the archbishop saw the true situation. The archbishop as he

rode on his horse, and put his division. He knew that Matthew combines what is now our verse 1,

with verse 2, and so he put a chapter division just before it. Actually, that is making a division

between iffiz 22 and 23. The division does not belong there. He was just as wrong as the Jews

were. Jtawrong. The division should have come, if there is going to be a division, between

chapters here, I would say it should come after verse 7. After verse 7 you have a new start in a

new section. A new section of rebuke at al the end of a glorious section of blessing. That's where

your chapter division should be. But the archbishop put it in at the wrong place. And then the Jews

instead of moving it to the right place, moved it just one verse, which was the right place, if it

is going to be around where the archbishop put it, but it shouldn't be there at all. Mr. Dunn.

(Student). No, I would say that very definitely, verses 21, 22, and 23 belong together. They are

one brief section. Those three belong as a unit. Well now, they lead in to verse 2. In this book,

it belongs with verse 2. 2 and 1 belong together, but so does 1 belong with the 2 pretedig ones.

Now 21 and 22 are closely connected with the previous two verses. There is a slight paragraph

division there. It is not a major division, but it is much better to have a division, between 20 and

21, then in any place after that, until you get to the place where you get between 1 and 2. Well,

you could put it, but it would be much much 1h&i better to put it after 7 where there is a real

division. Far greater. What I said about after their God in 21, Is simply those two verses, that

it would look more reasonable to say look upward then to look to the earth in one verse, then to

have look upward at the end of that verse. Unless that is a transition already, and looking upward

meaning blessing rather than just looking around. In that case, I believe it would fit.

Well, I trust that everybody sees now why the Jews moved the verse division, one dm verse

here, and why they would not have done so, if the archbishop had not made a mistake in the first

place. If you are going to put it around here, they put it al in the right place. It should be there.
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Putting it there contradicts the New Testament, very definitely. And that may be all they thought

about. Well, we'll contradict the New Testament. We'll contradict the arguments of ChristMns.

If the Christian's arguments were right they'd quit being Jews and become Christians. If they

think they are wrong, they won't put a chapter division in a place where it implies that they are

right. Mr. Gllchrlst? (Student). Well, maybe a little bit. Some of those terms, I think they

could be for two verses. I don't think you can - (student). I would say the A.S.V. is just as

good here, definitely. That is to say, whether this, sentence - there is gloom in these two

places, verse 1 says, but verse 2 says, but there's going to be great light in it. Or whether it

says, there is gloom in the first place, in Zebulun and Naphtali, but there is going to be great

light in and Judah as a nation. Some gloom there, and then there is going to be great

light in the whole area. You can't tell. The words could be interpreted either way. It is very

clear that you have a tranMtion. But just how fast the transition is going, is to make it so clear.

It is like the man said last night, he said, knowledge is relative and he said you can't be sure

about things, and I spoke about the value of revelation, how the best way to find out how good

the watch is t is to talk to the man who made it, and he said I have more faith in American works

than I do in that. And of course, I was using that as an illustration of the divine revelation,

where 1i was speaking of the certainty of having faith in God, whether you put it in American

works or not. But I gave the answer iti that truth is absolute and it is not relative, In but our

knowledge of truth is sometimes relative and sometimes actual. Ii I said, you people look at me

here. Somebody may guess I'm a certain age. Somebody may guess that I'm a different age.

You my have many guesses. If you don't have a revelation from me telling you, you have no way

of having any certainty of my age. Your knowledge of that until you get the revelation of my age

is only relative. Well, the fact is absolute. But as to whether I am a man or a woman, nobody

' In the audience need to have any question on that. Your knowledge can be absolute. So there

are some things on which our knowledge can be absolute, and some on which it is relative. And

there are also varying scales in the relativeness of our knowledge, but it doesn't mean the truth

at all. Truth is absolute. Well here, it is absolute, that verse 2, is blessing, and it is absolute

that verse 21 Is rebuke. It is absolute that there is a transition between the two, but just to
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how rapidly the transition precedes, we are not able to say, and we would probably have to
to ?

talk to Isaiah. Actually we 11, know, because the words are susceptible of

(13), and any language that we use may be susceptible of various possibilities, but we
be

must try to have both possibilities within the area, that of the definite thing you want to present,

and this is definitely within the area, of a transition from these two places. The question is,

does it go along rapidly, or does it go slowly? But the transition as a fact of that, is absolute.

And so we have a transition and we have the preaching that light is going to come, and how

is light going to come? Well, we are not told here. We are told there is going to be th great

light, but what it is, we are not told in this verse. Verse 2, there is great light, and "those who

dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them has the light shined." Well, it began to be

a land of the shadow of death, with the coming of the Assyrian army, but then the whole land

was overrun, and eventually the Babylonian conquest, and then later on, you have the Romans

oppression, and we have the many different things that continue the gloom, the darkness, and

the miseryg, but we find that light comes, and the light

Prophets 58.

way up there in the Northern part of the kingdom of Israel, because actually the kingdom of

Israel is in two sections, the Northern and the Southern. Actually, it is Israel, even before God

(1/2). and to the Prophet's vision, it is one nation, even though for a time it was

separate, and he does not see a revival of the division. When they come back there will be
It is

no division anymore, Israel, where the darkness begins and in that very area, the light begins

and then spreads over the whole land, and then we have this wonderful Christmas verse, in verse

2. And the light begins with the preaching of Christ with the presenting of the glorious truth that

He gives. That is light, certainly. We had the term used in the previous verse, about awl
If they this

Isaiah knowing God's will, to the law and to the testimony. speaks not according to him

word it is because there is no light in them. Here comes real light, the light of the Lord of

glory, and Mmm Matthew says, look, this is what Isaiah predicted. This is the fulfillment of

what Isaiah predicted. Now it doesn't mean that it is the whole of the Old Testament. It is

the beginning. Because the next thing is, the people that walked in darkness, as seeing a
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great light, and that is going to spread through the whole land, but it starts in this place

- the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, in Galilee

of the nations. That's where he starts his preaching. That's where the light begins to spread.

Well, now this light which is here presented, you go on a few verses and you find the light is

tied up to the coming of Immanuel. We've had tmmanuel in chapter 7, and in chapter 8. Now we

have him again. And it is not named here as Immanuel, and we have a child born, and He is not

the child whose name suggests doom and misery but he is the child who is the harbinger of joy

and happiness. "Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given." He has these wonderful

names similar to Immanuel, meaning that he actually bore it as far as our evidence goes, but it

is the name that describes his character. And so the coming of a wonderful one, is here presented

but the coming of the light is not simply any .(3). It is when he begins to preach, that

the light begins to shine, that they can begin to see the light. And the light comes over them and

they rejoice in it. Well now, is it siiply a matter of getting truth. Simply a matter of having

a better understanding. Is that what is involved in the first two, the people that walked in

darkness have seen a great light. God goes out and people understand God's truth. Wonderful,

the people that dwell in the shadow of death, upon them has the light shined. That is wonderful

and it is true. But is that the whole truth here presented? Or is there something greater than
What has

that or at least more apparent, more of meaning than that? Well, 'iat is the situation. iiuii

brought to darkness.? War, conquest, oppression, has brought the darkness. Well, is the

light simply to keep God in their heart, to enable you to submit yourself to the misery of this

present age, and not be overborne by it. Is that what is meant by the light, simply the light in
part of it

your heart? Well, that is a real izio1mm, but is that all. Is that what is the stress here to the

people's minds? Well, we look on, and we find - "Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not

increased the joy," the authorized version says. The Revised version says, "and increased

the joy." Two exactly opposite statements. Exactly opposite, and In sound exactly the same in

the Hebrew. It is the difference of one Hebrew letter. The Qere has one and the Kethib has the

other, and you cannot tell which is which, so anybody that says, the versions of the Bible don't
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contradict each other, just look here. The King James and the American Standard. "Thou hast

multiplied the nations, and not increased the joy. Thou hast multiplied the nations, and increased

the joy." Exact opposites. Exact opposites, but how does it affect the thought? "According

to the joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when they divide the spoil." There is joy here.

Tremendous joy comes. Do we find that this joy comes when previously there had not been joy?

Or do we find that this joy comes, and you look a verse or two earlier and you find, that there

was a time when there wasn't joy? You see, it doesn't affect your thought, in this light,

whether this particular verse says, he has increased the joy or he hasn't increased the joy,

because you have amovement from joyeoushess to joy shown here. And whether the movement

comes from the first or the second, the same movement is here described. Showing a difference

of one letter in the Hebrew, can make the thought of the three joys be the exact opposite, but

it doesn't affect the thought of the passage, the thought of the situation that is here presented.

That is a very important hi thing to understand about the Inspiration of the 8byflhinnn Scriptures.

Inspirat.. of thoughts. The thoughts are revealed, the words are

Inspired. Inspiration without words is just nothing. It doesn't exist. 1huuiuthinmi You don't

need the words. You've already got (6 1/2) revelation. Revelation of ideas.

Inspiration means that the revelation is presented in words that are free from errors. But thin

hough inspiration refers to word, not to thoughts, the whole purpose of words is to express

houghts. And the Importance of the Words is in whether they get the word across. And there

Jesus said, that not one Jup1m jot or one tittle was passed from the law n mxthä until all

ould be fulfilled, and we find some cases where we are not at all sure which jot or which

tittle belongs in a place, we are not sure which word belongs in a particular place. And that

doesn't contradict what he said aiinnlin alinilin at all, because the jot, what he means is, one

jot or one tittle that alters the tense, shall not depart from the law. That's what he means. He

mean that there is a group of very important sounds of which the tiniest sound, the little

mark of the letter, is involved. What he means is, that which is taught here. Exactly as it is

meant, will be fulfilled, and there can not be the tiniest change in what God means, and there
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are many cases where the change of a jot or a tittle will completely change the thought and

meaning tremendously. And there are many other cases where you can change several words,

but it doesn't affect the sense at all. And inspiration means, not that it has got to be exactly

this word, and no other. But that it is exactly the thought which is expressed by these words.

You may be able to express the same thought in two or three different ways, equally well, you

can make big changes *ith no difference in thought, and you can make tiny changes, and change

the thought tremendously, and the important thing is that no change that changes the thought, can

(8 1/2), and so here, whether he has increased the joy or not, increased the joy.

Whether he didn't increase the joy, and then he did later, or whether you simply just describe

ttnhirlihnuJirn the increase in joy retained, and the fact there wasn't joy before,

which is certainly clearly expressed in previous verses, in either case, the thought is identical.

But why is it? It is not just light that comes from knowing more truth. That is true and that 49n

is vital, but there is joy. There is increase of the nation. There is joy and it is like the joy in

harvest. Like the joy when men divide the spoil. What happens when you divide the spoil?

That means the war is over. The war is over and you've been victorious. You divide the spoil.

Why do they divide the spoil? Verse 4, "For thou hast broken the yoke of his burden, and the

staff of his shoulder" and someone has said that the yoke of his burden is the ceremonial law,

the staff of his shoulder is the civil law, and it means that briefly, there is therefore no condemna

tion to them, the law - no longer under the law. It is broken. I iii forget. One of our great

commentators made like statement. Now, I do think that it is true, that God delivers from burdens

and he delivers through the preaching of Christ, but this particular verse I think refers to the

burden of sin. The burden of oppression. The burden of the Assyrian invasion, ivhich is the

result of sin, and it says, "Thou hast broken the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his

shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of Midian." And what does this mean? The day

of Midian? Gideon drove back the Midianites and I don't know of any other instance in the Bible

when the Midianiths were a great adversary. And the story of Geon is one that's been told in

so many Sunday Schools, so that even if you hadn't had Old Testament History I would think that

everybody would know about it. Actually it is one of the most dramatic stories in the Old
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Testament. The day when the Midianites were led to believe that there was to be an attack by

thousands of people and actually it was only a little group of 300, who threw their pitchers, ki

and a little band hiding in the back of their smallness destroying a great horde of wickedness

which had overcome God's people, and it is a wonderful illustration of a message for Israel. And

here he says, that as in the day of Midian, that as with this present destruction of the (13)

of the oppressor, God had destroyed the power of the oppressor. Well now, when has he? When

has he done this? Has he already done it when th Christ is seen preaching in Galilee or is the joy

of the people which begins when Christ preaches in Galilee based not only on the truth that comes

to them, but also on the understanding they receive that this thing is going to become a certainty,

it is going to happen. And they keep in their minds the rod and the oppressor broken, because in

their understanding, that this is the Messiah who will do it. He will break the rod of the oppressor,

And how will he break the rods of the oppressor. Is this purely in the sphere of release from the

ceremonial law or is it purely in the sphere of peace of mind, and peace of heart, or is any sphere

involved? Well, verse 5, "For every battle of the warrior is with confused noise", or the

warrior, the bobted warrior coming, and

P. 59. (0)

great force and their oppression and their garments rolled in blood; but he said, what is going to

happen to thz all the panalty of war, of the great confusion and the gm garments rolled in blood.

"This shall be for burning and fuel of fire." There is a destruction of all in the next war. There is
of peace

an end of war. There is a coming of peace. The prince is coming. And so the joy of the people is

not simply a joy in getting correct () expounded to them, though that is a wonderful cause

of showing. It is not simply a jor of the heart, though that is a wonderful cause of joy. But it is

a joy to seeing the coming of real and complete peace and end of war and the destruction of all

that causes physical oppression and physical misery. Now you see we do not have these verses

here from 2 to 6 simply a picture of one particular incident of what is happening at that instance,

but we have a showing the future. We see the beginning of the coming of the light in

thM1mcuni?Af as Christ begins his preaching in Galilee. We have the place named where he begins
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the preaching, and then we see that extending on through the land, and to other lands, with

these people who walk in darkness, rejoicing. But we see them rejoicing not merely as 40

what happens now, but at what they know is going to happen, as a result of the power and

activity of this one whose message is brought to him. They see that he is going to bring an

end to war. That he is going to bring an end to oppression. That he is going to completely

put an end to all of these terrible things, that he is to bring, the peace, the happiness, and

the joy that the world praises, the end of the terrible time of oppression, cruelty, and misery,

that the Assyrian invasion introduced. And then of course when they think more fully about it

they see that afterwar, war, at the price of misery, isn't something that just comes, because it

comes and that is all, it is something that comes as a result of sin, and he will destroy and
sin

deal with the problem of war, specifically, and he will deal with the thingithat causes war, and

so it is true that they - he breaks the burden of the law and the misunderstanding of the law

-the burden that we are laboring under, finding salvation in a way that He never intended to give

it. That he gives a complete victory over Satan as in the days of Midian with his sudden

decisive destruction of But= Satan's power through His death on calvary's cross. His defeat

of Satan, but it also includes the outworking of that which is there one in principle. Through

the sudden, complete, and overwhelming annihilation of the forces of wickedness, which come

at the end of this present age. And of course, this we realize, when one begins his preaching,

to hear his preaching, because we realize that he is as described in verse 6. (Student).

I would rather question that statement. (Student). Now it might be. Of course, there is

the matter of your tense there. We've noticed a good many of the perfects - of what is going to

happen, and we are looking forward to when they happen. If you take it that way, it fits quite

well. I hadn't thought of it from that viewpoint, but it is entirely possible, that it might be.

(Student). They are all future to Isaiah's time. That is, he puts himself forward into the future

and looks from that stand point, as the same as being already accomplished. But then the people

upon whom the light shines, they look forward into the future, to see the accomplishment of this,

the certainty of which they see in the Person who is before them, who will fulfill it. So that the
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purpose of it looks forward to the thing that is definite and done. He is looking at greater

things in the future. And then we have - we've been given this cause of the joy in his preaching

here, in Galilee, and spreading through the land, the vision and the fact of the end of war and

of the oppression that is coming. The introduction of complete peace and joy preceded by the

peace and joy of the heart, which typifies, in a very real way, the peace and joy throughout the

war, that is to come, and it is all tied up in a coming of an individual. Again, we have
all ?

Immanuel, always comes through an individual, and is showing all the more clear, that Matthew

is right in referring to verses 1 and 2 to Christ, because here we have Him very specifically

presented. "For unto us a child is born, onto us a son is given". Why do we have these two

phrases here? Is it simply because it is parallel. It is Hebrew poetry. It is parallelism.

They are the same things in two ways. Well, maybe. That would be entirely possible. But

you don't always have such parallelism. You don't have to have them. This is rather poetical

through here. There is a sort of a poetical swing to it. It might be very reasonable to have a

parallelism here. There is no further parallelism in the verse. There is some in previous
but even so

verses. This could be just a parallelism, as you look at the parallelism, on the parallelism

brings out two ideas which are closely related, they are together in the parallel. Sometimes

the parallel is the same thing same in two ways, but often it is two different statements with

an idea presented to consider. And when we find that this says a child is born, that a aim son

is given, and when we find that the one who fulfills these things was actually born as a child,

and yet that wasn't all. There was, his birth was different in a way other than any child ever

born, because he was not only born as a human child is born, his coming was the coming into

the world, of one who was God's greatest gift, the gift of His own son. And consequently, if

you have nothing else about the birth of Christ, in this verse, in this first half of this verse,

it would be very foolish to build upon it, a doctrine of the dual nature of Christ. But having the

clear evidence that it refers to Christ, it is perfectly reasonable to say that the parallelism

here presents the two aspects of Christ's character, that is so clearly taught elsewhere in

the Scripture. He is born as a child, as any human child is born. He is fully man. But He is

given as a son. God's son given to us. He is fully God. As I say you do not, gain that
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proof from this passage, but you find something given here which fits in with that proof when

you find it, and it is an anticipation, a suggestion of the proof in this point. And of course that

truth is brought out more clearly in the last part of the verse. "And the government shall be

upon his shoulder." That certainly ties it up with Immanuel doesn't it? The government shall

be on his shoulder. He isn't just somebody who comes and brings us lEiI11Tfl beautiful sermons.

He is not just a great (8 1/2) teacher. He is one who preaches there in Galilee,

and brings light, but the light isn't just the light of His wonderful teaching. It is the light of

the knowledge of what He is going to do. The government is going to be upon His shoulders.

Eventually the government of the whole earth is going to be upon His shoulders. But immediately,

once he gi begins preaching, thin the government is placed upon his shoulder of those who believe

on Him. And everyone in this age, who believes on Christ, and takes Him as im his saviour, and

his Lord, places the government of their life upon His shoulder, and it is His desire that He

should have more and more placed upon His shoulder, and should look to Him for the direction

and control of our lives. The government now, of all those individuals who believe on Him, who

being more and more (9 1/2) as God gives grace upon His shoulder, but eventually

the government of the whole earth will be upon His shoulders.

And the government shall be upon His shoulder, and His name shall be called - and what is

His name? Well, this is a long, long name isn't it? And such a long, long name, I think we are

fully justified in saying, that this is not simply a group of sounds which iIh%thm indicate the

person, whether He Is James, or Henry, or Peter, but that this is a designation, a description of

Him, His name shall be called , this is the description - of course, in the Bible there is much

more thought of description, then in our civilization, because our names are largely taken from

other languages, and we've forgotten their meanings. But among the Jews, they often thought of

a meaning then, and even today in many lands where names are given from their own language,

people think of the meaning. Well, we think Hiri.-ithi4m sometimes when we give a name, that is

an English word, but most of our names, we call a man Theodore, we don't recognize it means

Gift of God, unless we know Greek. We don't think of that, but if anybody who spoke Greek,
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He is (11) the gift of God, right away, and so the name is often a designation,

and that is the way with Immanuel. It is a description, rather than something to just designate.

When here, his name shall be called, well, where is His character on= and what is a modern

Jew who rejects the Deity of the Messiah. He says there is only one God, but God cannot have

a Son, and therefore the Messiah can not be a son of God. What are you going to do with this

verse, which tells about the Messiah, and says His name is going to be The Mighty God, the

Everlasting Father. How can the Messiah be that? Well, the Jewish Versions of Scripture,

pt(blished by Professor Mongole, about 30 years ago I believe, the Jewish Version, a very good

translation on the whole, and very accurate on the whole, but when it comes to this vers

it says his name shall be called (Hebrew words given here) it

gives the Hebrew words in English letters, so that the ordinary Jew who reads it sees ay long

name. His name shall be called . Just a long series of sounds

which mean nothing. But then Professor Mongole puts a footnote and gives the meaning, and

here's the way he gives the meaning. He takes as a noun, he takes / which is

a participle as not a participle used as a noun, but a participle used as a verb, and as you know

a participle can be used either way, so he says in the footnote, that is, that means the mighty

God, the everlasting father, the prince of peace, his counsel a wonderful thing. Well, that's

one way of getting out of saying that this God is the mighty God, the everlasting Fther, who

brings the peace upon them. This is a man whom we call the Mighty God, the everlasting father,

the prince of peace, whose counsellings are wonderful. Well, I don't find anybody else in the

Scripture with a name quite like that. We have Mahershalalhashbaz, haste ye the booty, harry

the spoil, we don't have illustrations of names quite as long as this, it would be a very stran

thing to give a name like this to a man, there is no particular reason why he should be given a

name like that. It is certainly a bit unusual to put the object first, then of the verb, then of the

subject. Quite unusual. kthn Wouldn't it be more natural to say, a wonderful one who
2

counsels, the Mighty God, the everlasting Father, the prince of peace. Of course that wouldn'

make a great deal of sense, but that would be a little more natural to interpret it than the oth
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and still more, his counsellings was the sentence. He was really
first ?

the word counselling is referring. The verb is usually first, and then the subject, and then

the object. Now this is not a big argument, but it does fit in exactly the way you would expect

it to be, that that translation is the correct one. And we don't have any thing, names along

that in Hebrew. It is not

Prophets. 60.

this word describing this one, is at least as reasonable a way to say - make it a long name

like the modern Jews usually do and certainly it is much more sensible to think of its meaning

one or the other than just to take it as just a series of sounds. Well now, if you take these

then as characteristics of this one, certainly Wonderful is a natural one to apply this to.

The one who brings such marvelous light . The one who assures that complete peace is coming.
oppressors

That all the (1) are going to be destroyed . That war is to be brought to a total end.

Surely such a one deserves the title of wonderful and surely the one who brings such light

deserves such a title as counsellor. (Student). A wonderful counselor, well, ordinarily in

Hebrew, the adjective follows the noun rather than preceding it. It could mean wonder of a

counselor, we can take it as a wonderful one, we can take it as a construct, a wonder of a

counselor, that is not impossible, I don't know whether there is much to prove whether it is a

wonder of a counselor, or whether it is wonderful, counselor. And the fact that the others are

all a title made up of two, therefore someone m may say, this should be also. I don't see any

way to prove it one way or the other, it certainly is not literally wonderful counselor. If it is

/
that way, it is wonder of a counselor. But I incline personally to take it as separate, wonderful

and counselor. There are two things about Him. First, that he is wonderful, He is marvelous

in the eyes of all men who ever lived. He is the wonderful one who is man and God at the same

time. There is no one like that who has ever lived, w or who ever will live. It is one of the

most wonderful events that has ever occured or ever will occur. To my mind, wonderful is quite

natural. And then counselor, with the emphasis on light, is rah right before, and the fact of

His counseling and of His being our guide, and our teacher, through the 1 years, before He finally

brings to past, the whole consummation of the end of war and the establishment of His glorious
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reign of peace, counsellor seems quite appropriate. But then next, the Mighty God.

You see mighty is the second in that. thnwimdfaxh A wonder of a counsellor, but

this is God mighty. Some take it as God of a hero, and that would put as a construct, to a

God of a hero. is a word used for a strong man, for a hero, but the Mighty God, the God whicI

is a hero. A god which is a counselor. One who is able to win a victory. That I think is quite a

reasonable interpretation of it, and of course, to apply that to a man, seems very strange. It

seems utterly rediculous. And naturally you can't blame a person who doesn't know about the

D1ty of the Messiah, to try to interpret it in some other way, to get rid of an idea, which just

doesn't seem reasonable. But we find the idea elsewhere in the Old Testament, and we find it

claimed in the New Testament for Christ, and this fits in right there, and in certainly, the most

j natural interpretation of this verse, is to say that it is claiming that the Messiah is the Mighty

God. . And then of course the everlasting Father, some have tried to get away from

that, by saying father is . Making a word which is the same letters for the

word , eternal. The father of eternity. They take it as the father of booty. I don't think booty

particular fits in the context, when you think of the war and the destruction before, and the dividing

of the spoil. Most Christian translators at least render it the everlasting father. And then the

last term is certain%y appropriate for this emphatic (5 1/2) of the empire. The prince of

peace. The one who brings peace. The one who brings an end to war, and an end to oppression.

The one who is coming in the very place where the Assyriand 1x1mmaithmdikiiim

invasion started, is a (5 1/2) in His preaching and in His person of the fact that all such

terrible things are to come to an end. And then verse 7 continues to tell about Him. I guess we'd

better leave that until tomorrow morning.

NEXT CLASS.

Yesterday we were talking about chapter 9. And we were looking at verse 6. We noticed the

wonderful prediction of the Deity of the Messiah in it. It is a pretty hard to get any sense out of

this verse, on any other understanding, than this is definitely a teaching that the Messiah is

going to come. Now, a very important subject, is progressive revelation. The modernists think
.-.-.--..----'-.---
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of progressive revelation as if God teaches that the world is made of blue cheese, and then

when we get a little older, He tells us no, it is not im blue cheese, it is green cheese,

and then a little later, He teaches that it isn't cheese at all, it is gravel. And that is their

idea of progressive revelation. It starts with something that is false, and goes to something

else that is false, and perhaps would eventually reach the truth by - in that way. Now that is

not what any conservative means by progressive revelation. We do not believe that God ever

revealed any thing false. We believe that any revelation of God is true. But we do not believe

that any revelation is complete. To be complete would mean to include all the truth there is,

and nobody with out the mind of God could grasp all the truth there is. And so no revelation is

complete. It is complete for the purpose for which it is intended, but not complete in the sense

of giving absolute and thorough going understanding on all that is involved in the matter. No

one could understand such a thing, except God Himself. And consequently, progressive

revelation means that - it does not mean that any of the earlier revelations are incorrect, but

simply that we receive more complete revelation which gives us a greater understanding and

which often can help us to understand better what is already there. It is a very early revelation,

There is a progressive revelation of the mind of God, whereby we understand His will better,

and then we go back to things already revealed and see in it, much that is definitely there,

but was not clear when first given, because we did not yet have enough collateral material,

by His explaining it.

Now in chapter 7 we had the prediction of a coming of Iminanuel, and His name was God

with us. And we say, this wonderful child, was a wonderful evidence of the fact that God is

really with His people. And yet we o nder just how He can present His people in this child,

M the child is the sign of His love, He is here, He is interested in us. Isn't it God, actually

God Himself with us. Well, that thought would never occur to you, just from verse 14. When

you get on to chapter 8:8,10, Immanuel is spoken of as already present, and then you

think, well, we can refer to a future one and then imagine Him as already present, except that

seems rather strange. Does this suggest that Immariuel is âIzBaiIa1ready existing. That
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He is already powerful. That He is more than a man. But that's about as far as you can know,

in 7 and 8. Then you get from 9, and you call Him the mighty God, the everlasting Father, and

you can't give these terms to anybody but God Himself. And therefore here you find, the

revelation which was suggested, in those earlier verses. They are now brought out to a greater

completeness, and then you have something from which it has been possible to interpret in any

very satisfactory way, without recognizing in this, the tremendous teaching, that the Messiah

is actually God. Well, now that is such a tremendous thing that apart from the evidence, that

one would not want to adopt it from just this verse. You have to either throw up your hands, and

say, I don't understand the verse, or else to say, that is what the verse means. And the next

verse continues, "Of the nmi increase of His government and peace there shall be no end."

And that sounds like progressive evolution doesn't it. Of the increas,vernment and

peace there shall be no end. im His message begins to spread through the world, and spreads

on and on and on. And to its increase there is no end. It keeps on increasing. Well, we might

say it does, and on the other hand, how can there be no end to 'such a spread as that, because

when the whole world was taken over by it, surely that would be an end. Thcrn It would be an

end when there was no more for tn it to reach. Of the increase they'll be no end. It simply

can't mean that this just goes on increasing, and increasing, and increasing. It can't mean

that. It must mean that of the increase, of His government, there will be none that can stop it.

There will be no end. There may be a limit which he sets for himself, or it may extend until it

covers everything, but no in other can stop it. There is no end to it. Some external force

other than himself. They may try to stop it, but they cannot bring a real stop to it. Now this

phse, of the increase, certainly does suggest a spread. Arid it is true, you must not think

that the kingdom of Christ, is only future. The Kingdom of Christ, in its world wide extension

is future. The kingdom of Christ, in its physical manifestation, reigning as a visible king over

this world, is future. But the kingdom of Christ, as a rule over the hearts over those who are

His subjects, is certainly present. It is present in that sense. When he said to the Pharisees,

the kingdom of God, the modernists make much of that, showing that the Kingdom of God is
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not an external thing, but is something which deals with your heart in thought. But most

conservatives do not believe that that is what the phrase means at all. They mean that he was

saying to the Pharisees, this group, Christ and his disciples among them, that among them is

the (13 1/2) kingdom of God, and I think that is a very valid sense of the Word.

He who follows him and recognizes him as their king, and sought to obey him, they were his

kingdom, which at that time was small. It was among the Pharisees, which did not cover the

uivwhole of Palestine, or the whole of Jerusalem then. While today, his kingdom, his

government ai has its representatives all this through this world. All those who believe on him,

belong to his kingdom, the government should be over them, his government and his peace should

be in their hearts, and there is no human force, and there is no spiritual force. There is

nothing that can stop the increase of his government, and of his peace within our hearts and

lives, if we keep looking to him to increase it. We must not g9rzn give any external excuse

as the reason

Prophets. 61(0)

in us. His peace, so fragmentary within our hearts that we ai fail to avail ourselves of the

resources that He has for us, and wishes tfm us to use. Of the increase of this government and

peace the shall be no end. However, eventually of course, there will be an extension of

his government and peace, in a material way. Over the geographical order. And that would

be a rapid process, and yet it is a process, - it is not just one (1), it is a process,

but which process, but during this process, he takes over this entire earth, and seats himself

upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it, and to establish it, with judgment

and with justice, and there's no end that ever comes to his rule. Noone ever destroys it, or

it. The zeal of the Lord of hosts goes before us. We are told over in the New Testameni

that the time will come when He will give over the reign to God the Father. That God may be

all in all. But that is not a destruction of the kingdom. It is not an end of his kingdom, but

it is simply a change, ci in the form of administration of it. Then we have that wonderful

phrase, - the zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this. It is God's part; God's determination,

which will accomplish this, not human effort, not even the preaching of the gospel. God's plan,
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God's effort, and we may be His instruments in connection with a pirn portion of it, but the

greater, overwhelming part of it is by His power alone. The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform

this, another one of these wonderful prophecies of blessing that Isaiah has in is book, another

of these that follows a long passage of rebuke, and then looks forward beyond the rebuke, to

God's wonderful declaration of His mercy to His people, and His wonderful plan of redemption

to it, (student). Well, that doesn't mean in the sense of the three parts of the Godhead, because

in the Godhead, it is the Son, but it means in relation to the people, in relation to the Creator.

God, the Triune Godhead, is the Father in relation to all that He has created in us. And it is

through Christ that all things were created. And He - it is through Him that we are brought into

the kingdom. And He is a Father in a very real sense. Though of course He is not the Father in

the Godhead, He is the son. Yes? (Student). I don't think father here would give that idea.

I think father of eternity is like a crown of gold, and it is a crown that is characterized by gold,

and this means a father that is characterized by eternality. That is, a father that has always

been and always will be, but I don't think it means that some sense in which he is father, in

eternity. It doesn't quite seem to me that that is the context, he is the creator. That He is the

one who has always been. If you think of eternity as having gone on forever, why, as long as

God was eternity was. So how could he be the originator of eternity. But He is the one who is

ateitlii eternal. He is the Father of all that He created. The father of the world, the father of

us,.




Well, verse 8 starts a new section, and it should be a chapter division, because it is a much

more important division, then - onwwell, there is no more important a division within the Book of

Immanuel, then right here. You lead up to a great I passage of blessing, with a very gradual

transition, from the rebuke that precedes it, and then we start bun a whole new part of the book

of Immanuel. (Student). I showed how it could at the first obvious glance suggest a post-millennia

As far as this phrase is concerned, you cannot tell from it, whether there is a post-millennial

process, whereby gradually the kingdom will come. You cannot tell, by this prophecy whether

there is or isn't. At first sight it lends itself to that interpretation. It suggests that and it fits
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with that, but it also fits with the interpretation that we get from other parts of the Scripture.

Because there is a gradual taking the government in his control over our economy, over us,

and then when he comes, there is an extension, an increase, even though it is confined to a

brief period, but Jesus holds it over stronger force of evil, (6 1/2)

that is an increase which is tremendously vast, which takes place within a very short time,

but it is not continuous, so it could fit that. So as I say, it does not contradict

pre-millennialism, but if this is all that we had in the scripture, about it, it would suggest

post-millenniallsm a little more than (6 3/4). Well then, verse 8 starts a

new section. And as I say, should be a chapter dlvison at least, because it is as important

a division as any two or three chapters. It is most important division within the Book of

Immanuel, and the Lord has sent a word to Jacob, and it lighted on Israel, and all the people

shall know, even Ephraim and the Inhabitant of Samarla, that say in the pride and stoutness of

heart. Now verse 10 is a wonderful verse, the bricks are fallen down, but we will build with

hewn stones, the sycomores are cut down, but we will change them into cedars. What a

wonderful verse, for a people that are suffering, difficulty. Where was it? Was it sompl ace
bombed ?

in England where they were terrifically bogged and a great slum section of the city was

destroyed and they said , Oh, how wonderful, we won't have to clear this out. We can build

fine places here. We won't have to demolish it. It has been demolished for us. Now of course

they didn't ai mean that literally. Buthat they meant was, this is not going to hurt us in the

end - It is a temporary course, but actually it will be built much better than that which has been

destroyed, and it is a spirit which one must admire, in those who are down, the spirit, that they

will not stay down, but they will get up stronger, and better than they were before. So this is

a wonderful verse. "The bricks are fallen down, but we will build with hewn stones: the

sycamores are cut down, but we will change them into cedars." And the Lord says, therefore

the Lord is going to bless the mighty. Is that the way he says it? (Student). Why does he

say that? Don't you admire the courage of one who is knocked down and rises up with greater

strength than ever? (Student). That's right. Whenever we are defeated, and we rise up, and
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gang don't give in, it shows our bravery and our courage, when the enemy does it, it shows

his stubbornness, and that is true. That's always a fact, but why does God treat them as enemies

here? Why does he speak that way about them? (Student). The Lord always desires us to go

forward with industry and enthusiasm, and eourage, and He does not criticize us for that, but

when He sends, - He sends the (11), and the punishment or chastisement, He doesn't

want to go ahead, and overlook what he has done, but he wants us to learn the

lesson from it, and present ourselves to him. And the people of the Northern Kingdom have

attacked the imI1wu Southern Kingdom, but God has said to Ahaz, within 65 years, Ephralm

will no longer be a people, and that is right, and that's a long time off, then he says in chapter

7, that before the child shall know to choose the good and to refuse the evil, both the land before

them would be forsaken of both her kings, the king of Syria and the king of Ephraim, will both

be gmttn gone, when that happens, and the king of Syria was gone, and the king of Assyria

took tver the land of Syria, and incorporated it into his kingdom. But the kingdom of Israel,

the Northern Kingdom, he did not do that. He set up a puppet king as king over him, who was in

the position of alliance and in subjection to the Assyrian king. And this Hoshea reigned a few

years and then revolted, and then the ki Assyrian king came and he destroyed them, and

incorporated Israel into his kingdom, and this king showed the spirit of the people of the Northern

kingdom, lrEd beset with obstacles and difficulties, overcome the Assyrian force. They say,

well, they've knocked down the bricks. We are going to build hewn stones. They say we are

down in the mouth, but we are going forward, and it is a wonderful spirit ordinarily for one who is

(12 1/2) but in this case, a new punishment for their sins. And

therefore the thing for them to do was to recognize that God is punishing them, and

and confessing unto Him, and then he will give them the power to preserve the

(Something wrong with the record.) (di Screeching sound.)
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to learn the secrets of Elijah. They did with his far greater numbers of people, reduced the

Philistines to subjection. But while they were subjected by David, Imiti they were not very

entirely to do, they would subdue them, but when the kingdom would divide them, the

Philistines from them on had pretty much their independence. They were not strong enough to

be a menace, during most of the time, but they were there as a vital force, and now when the

Assyrian conquers a but large part of it, then thPhilistines are a real force to then= be

reckoned with. (Student). pi Well, we look over to the New Testament, and we turn to either

the book of Matthew or Luke. I think it is Luke, and we look there in Luke, 2:36, and does this

throw any light on the question that Mr. Bentley has asked? The tribe of a Asher. (Student).

I don't ask you to learn the names of the 10 tribes, but I do think you should recognize them if

you hear them. What were the tribes of the Southern Kingdom? Mr. Mandario. (Student).

Judah was the leading tribe of the Southern Kingdom, and Ephraim was the leading tribe of the

Northern kingdom, and what other tribes were in the Southern Kingdom besides Judah, what were

the two others that were there besides Judah. Mr. Bentley. (Student). Part of Benjamin and

part of jmtgi 5J.meon, were there in the 8n,izt Southern tribes. Now the greater part of Simeon

was scattered among the people, and the greater part were in the North, so we don't need to

count it but Simeon' s territory was in the south. So part of them were there. So we have 06

J udah, part of Benjamin and part of Simeon in the Southern Kingdom. Then in the Northern

Kingdom we have the other nine tribes. How many of those would you name Mr. Harding of those

9? (Student) . I would expect everyone to remember Mannasseh, because Ephraim and Mannassel

are the two sons of Joseph, and though Joseph is one of the twelve sons, his two sons are

counted as tribes. Ephraim and Mannasseh, and they are both in the Northern Kingdom, so we

have there our nine tribes of the North, and we have our one tribe in the South, and Benjamin.

Asher is one of the Northern Tribes, and here in the time of Christ, is a woman, is a temple

who belongs to the tribe of Asher, and what does that indicate? It indicates, doesn't it, that

the people from the Northern Kingdom, were taken into exile by the Assyrians, and they were

there a century, and then a century later, the Babylonians conquered Assyria, so they were in
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the Babylonian kEmpire, and then the Babylonians conquered Judah, and they took Judah captive,

and the Jews from Judah, and the Israelites from Israel, were all Israelites, and so they, In

exile, they became one, and when the opportunity came to return, Judah was the leading tribe,

but there were also peope from other tribes, and the chances are that they three/fourths of the

Jews today are derived from the Northern Kingdom, xtmiairnartinnug1m because that was by far the

larger group, although probably half of them are descendents of Judah, because Judah was the

most prominent group, and there is a great deal of intermarriage etc. (Student). No, they have

not lost their Identity. The lost tribe is a myth. They are the tribes of the south and also the

tribes of the North. There is a group in England called British Israelites. Some of them are over

here, who claim that because , one man said, Israelites are Isaac's, sons, and you don't count

vowels in Hebrew, so Isaac's sons become Saxons, so that is the British people, the Saxons

sons, and there are quite a number in England who try to imagine that they are the ten tribes.

The tn lost ten tribes is purely mythical. There is no such thing. There were doubtless

individuals who were lost from out of it. But it is an eventual number who return with the Jews

from exile, and they were a part of the later Israel.

The Northern Kingdom at this time then is separate, and in the North, they are not accepting

the lesson God has given them. And humbling themselves and looking to him for help, but they

are instead of that, they are going forward in their pride and stubbornness of heart. Now if

they would confess their sin to God, ask His help. Turn to him , and then go forward in the

same way, it would not then be pride and stubbornness of heart, but it would be courage, and

valor, and determination, and titnIm we could give praise for it. And it is a quality that the

Jews had on through the ages, a quality in saying - the bricks are fallen down, but we will build

with hewn stones, and oppressed, persecuted, driven from place to place, through the ages, they

have never theless, ibupp stooped and build again, and have shown a wmi remarkable

ability and strength to be able wherever they have been driven. Well, in this particular case,

a good quality becomes worthy of condemnation of bnki a itse in an evil way. And so the Lord

says, "Therefore the Lord shall set up the adversaries of Rezin against him, and join his
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enemies together; the Syrians before, and the Philistines behind; and they shall devour Israel

with open mouth. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still."

Does that final phrase suggest anything of interest to you Mr. McCallister? (Student).

What makes you think it is the end of a stanza? Yes, the fact that you find that the same phrase

here at the end of verse 12, you find again at the end of verse 17, and again at the end of verse

21, and again at the end of verse 4 of chapter 10. That indicates that it is the end of a stanza.

It is a refraim which is used at the end of each of these stanzas. Now if it only occurs once,

the explanation that Mr. McCallister gave would be a fully and satisfactory explatiatlon. But

when it occurs four times like this, it is pretty good evidence that we have four stanzas, and

each stanza ends with this refraim. And so we have a poem here of four stanzas, and what does

that suggest about the archbishop, Mr. Ritter? (Student). After verse 4 of chapter 10, before

verse 8 of chapter 9, if he had put two chapter divisions there, he would have had one complete

poem, instead he put the poem along with stuff that has nothing to do with this, in chapter 9,

because there is a sharp break in the book of Immanuel, right in the middle of the chapter, and

then he lets one of these stanzas go on into the mIthüIii1 the next chapter. The moral is that an

active successful bishop doing successful pastoral work, it is admirable that he studies the

Bible, but he should leave the final decisions to men who are able to have more use of theór

study, on such matters as chapter divisions. This is such an obvious thing when you look into it

a little. It is rather disturbing when he overlooked the whole thing. But here we have these four

sections then. The first stanza rebukes them for their pride and stubbornness of heart, and then

the second one, rebukes them. The people turn not to him that smites them, who is the one that

smites them? The Lord. It is also the Assyrians that smite them. They are smitten by the

Assyrians. But he doesn't;mean they don't turn to the Assyrians. That is not a criticism. He

wouldn't want them to turn to the Assyrians, so clearly, here we have two that are smiting them.

He is emphasizing, the one who is the real cause of it, is the Lord punishing them and they shoulc

turn to Him, k instead of away from Him. The people turneth not unto him that smiteth them.

If it said, the people that turneth to him that smiteth them, Assyria. So the same word could mean
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either one, and you have to decide by the context, which it means. They don't turn to him

that smites them, nor do they seek the Lord of hosts. There was a man (13 1/2)

who told me, that the Bible is clearly full of contradictions, and errors because a in one

chapter in Kings and Chronicles, in one of them it tells us of that it was God's will that

Israel be divided into two parts, and in the other it says it is contrary to God's will, that the

i,lt should be divided into two parts. That the Bible so contradicts itself that it cannot be

inspired. He gave another instance that it says, in Kings, ki that God moved D .vid to number
He said, here's a sharp contradiction.

Israel, and in Chronicles it says Satan moved him. So you can't prove inspiration. The Bible

is a lot of beautiful misconnections given

P. 63. (0)

and so both are true. And we have to take the statements which are literally true, but we have

to fit them together, to get the whole truth. It was God's will that the kingdom be divided.

It hiuü was not God's will that the people should be one. Both are true. And they fit together

they are not contradictions. Well here, we have two different meanings this verse could have,

and one of them fits the context, and the other one would not at all. So we have to Mth pick

the one that fits the context, as we should do with any group of words in any literature.

"Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, branch and rush, in one day."

"The ancient and honourable, he is the head; and the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail."

That is rather disrespectful to the prophet, isn't it? "For the leaders of this people cause them

to err; and they that are led of them are destroyed. Therefore the Lord shall have no joy in

their young men, neither shall have mercy on their fatherless and widows: for every one is an

hypocrite and an evildoer, and every mouth speaketh folly. For all this his anger is not turned

away, but his hand is stretched out still." The modernists say today that they do not believe in

the God of the Old Testament. The dirty bully. The wicked God. The one that as this verse

says, has no mercy on the fatherless and the widow. They have no use for that kind, of a God.

They teach that peace, that extension of physical injury to others, is the greatest good in the

world, it is a very great good, and one which God will bring in thizthai through the prince of

peace, but there is a far greater good and that is justice and righteousness, and when the two
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conflict we have to choose justice and righteousness as someone has said, if we seek peace,

at the expense of right, we don't get either right or peace, in the end. Si In the end itt we lose

them both. We have a much better chance of keeping peace if we stand for what is right, then we

do if we pi make peace an ultimate objective, in itself. And so the Lord says under these

circumstances, he will not have mercy, on their fatherless, or on their widows, and then verse

18 says, "For wickedness burneth as the fire: It shall devour the briers and thorns, and shall

kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke."

The passage of wickedness through the land. The ordinary thing in the rebuke passage, it

describes the wickedness, it describes the sin, it describes it spreading like fire, through the

thickets, and then to tell the result of how God is going to punish . "Through the wrath of the

Lord of hosts is the land darkened, and the people shall be as the fuel of the fire: no man shall

spare his brother. And he shall snatch on the right hand, and be hungry; and he shall eat on

the left hand, and they shall not be satisfied: they shall eat every man the flesh of his own arm."

The coming of difficulty and famine, and of division among themselves. "Mannasseh, Ephralm,

and Ephralm, Manasseh: and they together shall be against Judah." Division among those who

should be united. Those who should see the great cause and stand for it together, attacking one

another on little points of disagreement. "For all this his anger is not turned away, but his

hand is stretched out still." (Student: Do you take that, his hand is stretched out still, as a

blessing?) No, as rebuke. It says they are suffering this way. But this is not all. His anger

is not turned away, his hand is still raised to bring more punishment upon them. It is definitely

rebuke here. It is the punishme?it which is coming, and then he goes on -"Woe unto them that

decree unrighteous decrees, and that write grievousness which they have prescribed." It tells

of the wickedness, the social wickedness of the people. Some people say the shurch should only

be interested in religion. It is true, the church is not here to clean up the world. It is not here

to make politics better. It is not here to introduce prohibition and all these things. No. But

the Christian must be interested in pnom improving the world in which he lives, and must stand

for what is right, and many, many an occasion where there has been a great wickedness, and a
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group cf people have banded together, and have improved conditions. Now the Christian

should not make that his primary objective. But he certainly should give his effort toward it,
?prophets

and his attention, and we find the flock is full of rebuke for the wickedness in; social things.

And the prophets rebuke that and desire us to rebuke it. 'What would you do on the day of

visitation, and in the desolation which shall come from far? To whom will ye flee for help?

And where will ye leave your glory? Without me they shall bow down under the prisoners,

and they shall fall under the slain. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand

is stretched out still." After all this comes the Assyrian, and then we start agnew section,

izidiiithidiih which is logically introduced by this stanza, but which is separate. The

destruction of the Assyrians. It should be a chapter by itself. It is a very interesting section.

One which is filled with meaning for our own day.

NEXT CLASS.

Yesterday we looked at the sections, the poem which begins in the middle of chapter

9, and runs through the first 4 verses of chapter 10. And then we have a new section, which

begins with verse 5 and runs through the rest of the chapter. (Student) . Yes, chapter 7

to 12 is the Immanuel section, and in this we have a new section, verses 5 to the end of the

chapter. r]ls that a section of blessing or a section of rebuke? Or is it composed of both?

What impression would you give of it? (Student). Well actually it is difficult to tell which

because there is a little difficult approach, and I think the different approach is very clearly

brought out in the first few words of verse 5. Have we had a section in Isaiah yet, which be

gan with those particular two words? Ordinarily Isaiah is talking to Judah or to the Northern

Kingdom, and telling them, I will punish you for your sins, or he is talking to Judah or the

Northern Kingdom, and saying, after the punishment I still have purposes of blessing. Now

in this case, it is different from anything that we've had yet, in the book of Isaiah, because

it is not addressed to the Southern Kingdom, nor is it addressed to the Northern Kingdom.

(Student). You would think that in verse 20 , would be a blessing passage. What about the

section beginning with verse 5? Rebuke to whom? The Assyrians. It is different from
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anything that we've had yet. He is not here talking to Israel. He is not here talking to

Judah. He is i talking to Assyria. Now since the book as a whole is talking to Judah, and

Israel, you can consider rebuke to Assyria, as blessings for Israel if you want. That you

have to decide in the light of the context. Whether he is using a rhetorical statement as a

means of blessing Israel by declaring his wrath upon Assyria, or whether he might be doing the

opposite, he might talk to Assyria, and really be giving Israel a rebuke, or is he directly

here discussing Assyria, and is that his primary interest? Well, as you go on from verse 5,

up as far at least as verse 19, here. Say at least as far as 16, perhaps to 19. Our subject of

consideration here is Assyria. And so while it may - the purpose of telling about Assyria

might be blessing, or rebuke for Israel, that is a secondary purpose. It may be the primary

purpose in the light of the book as a whole, but in the light of the immediate section here, as

you look at this section, he is talking for a long period about what he is going to do with

Assyria, and it is not extremely simple what he says about Assyria. There are some very

interesting and some very profound ideas in here. This passage here might in a way be said

to be the greatest discussion of philosophy of history that the world had ever seen up to the

time of Isaiah, and whether it has ever seen a finer one since would be hard to say, but it is

an outstanding chapter for the discussion of the real meaning of a great world force. Other

people look, and they may see an Assyrian army Qzm1d.nJIt come forward and conquer, and

they say, well, the Assyrians are a wicked people, they are a great aggressive nation, they

must be destroyed. That is all they see. A great aggressive nation, how can there be a God?

And from this, such terrible things do happen. From this a wicked cruel force like Assyria,

to go on and conquer and destroy like this. How can such a thing th possibly be? That is a

question one would ask, and he directs himself to that question, and then goes on beyond the

question. Verse 15 here is - sums up the whole chapter, or the whole section. It is a

presentation of something so tremendous and so startling, that it probably would not have

occurred to anybody in the world outside of Israel and very few in Israel would have thought of

it at that time. What we've had thus far in Isaiah has been very interesting, and very striking.
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what we expect

But it has been along the line of ednuiaiin the Bible. The declaration of God' s dealings

with His people and His plans for their future. Here is something that goes out into another

field, into a great problem that has (14) into all over the world, and gives us a

specific attitude towards his -I trust that any human being has ever thought of before.

P. 64.

You read the Odyssey, you read the Illiad. You find that in it some of the gods take the side of

the Trojans. Some of the gods take the side of the Greeks, and of course these gods don't hurt

one another but they strengthen men who fight the men who are on the side of the other god.

They do everything they can to injure the people who are siding with te other god, and they use

the men for their cause of advancin their selfish purposes, but it is those who are their

favorites that they help, and those whom they don't like, whom they oppose. Now here is a

God who has a people, Israel. They are his favorites. He has selected them and has blessed.

And yet you find a war coming and this god , giving His support, not to His own people but to

another people and it is a remarkable thing. You have to either admit that that is a fact, or you

have to believe that He is not strong enough to defend his people. And the average Jew at this

time, looking at the situation, if he was a real believers would say, well here are the Assyrians,

with their great god, Asshur, - of course we don't believe there is such a god. We believe our

God is more powerful than any demon, or any imaginary gods, or any such force. We believe our

God is able to protect us, and you will find that he can and of course Isaiah says that. He says,

as birds flying God will protect Jerusalem. He says that God will, without any man's aid,

deliver Jerusalem,. from the Assyrians. He said it in other passages that we looked at. And

- but here he takes up a specific problem about the Assyrians themselves. Who are they? What

are they? How can they have this force and what will the end of the? And so he addresses the

Assyrians directly here in verse 5. And right in this first verse he gives the answer to the

problem. "0 Assyrian, the enemy of my people, 0 Assyrian, the terrible, wicked destructive

world force. 0 Assyrian, the one whom I must destroy." Nothing of the kind. "0 Assyrian, the

rod of mine anger. The staff in their hand is mine indignation." This am crowd of little people,
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occupying a small area, on the shore of the Mediterranean Sea, this God addresses the

mightiest force in the world, the greatest empire the world had yet seen, and he says that it

is the rod of his anger. That it is an instrument that he is tising. He declares that he can

control forces hundreds of miles away from the center of his activity. Hundreds of miles away

from the people who are his people, who can take a nation and can direct it, and use it for his

purpose in relation to his people. And so he calls this powerful, terrible, wicked aggressor,

dn a rod in His hand. "The rod of mine anger." He says that the weapons of war in the hands

of the rfi Assyrians are simply the means of performing his purpose. Mr. Smitley? (Student)P.

It is a discussion about them. The only thing in it that might suggest that it is a discussion to

them is the very first word, which seems to be addressing them, but in view of the fact that

he doesn't go on addressing them, it may be that He simply is calling attention to them. "0

Assyrn". He looks as if he is going to talk to them, and then He looks back at His people

and describes them. The rod of mine anger. Now I suppose that it might be that you could

say, the Assyrian is the rod of mine anger. The verb to be is not expressed in Hebrew. You

could take it as implied. 1the Assyrian is the rod of mine anger, the staff in their hand is

mine indignation. But it is singling the Assyrians out for a long discussion of how it can come

about that this force can be so terrible in history and so effective and can even be a great

menace to God's own people. (Student). There is a big problem. There is the problem of

the world that God created good. And into which sin came. And which is now bad in every

area of it, and there is not a man in this world, whose thoughts are not permeated with sin.

Who does not overlook the most wicked selfishness in his wt own heart, while being terribly

excited about some minor error in some other human being. There is not a man in this world

of whom that is not true. And yet God uses these forces for the accomplishment of his purposes.

Instead of turning against the whole thing and wiping it out, and saying, I'm through with it,

and want nothing more to do with it, He uses its forces for the accomplishment of His own

purposes, and controls everything in it, to such an extent, that the very man who curses God,

could not draw the breath with which he curses God If God did not enable him to do so. God
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controls and strengthend - gives support with everything in it, and uses it for His purposes.

And Paul says that all things including the most wicked, work together for the purposes of God.

That is the teaching of the Bible, to us. And actually it is a terrible thing and a difficult thing

for us to think how God could use a Hitler for His purposes, but actually from God's side it

is just as great that He could use one of us for His purposes. Because the difference is only

one in degree. Hitler had more opportunity to carry out the wicked thoughts of 1n his time.

But even the man after he is saved and sanctified has wickedness in his heart, such as would
see

make it impossible for a Holy kGod to look upon it. If he wrnthth not see Him through the Lord

Jesus Christ, and in view of His righteousness. Yes? (Student). I" m not sure just what the

criticism here is in this section. It does not specifically speak of Him here. But it certainly

implies it. It certainly does, and I'm not sure of this, or whether they take this as the First

Isaiah, or whether they suggest it in some other direction. I don't think it is the one they call

the Second Isaiah, but it might be a different idea.

So that we have here a section in which deals with a problem in the philosophy of history.

A problem whikrthn in which Habbakuk also deals. A problem which Habbakuk states later,

Isaiah is earlier. But it is a problem which links to the problem of the thoughts that Mr.

Bentley raised. It is a problem which has bothered people all through the ages. Here is a

difficult problem and the Jews there faced in the attack of his force, which was a thousands

time more wicked than they were, of any human viewpoint, you excavte Assyria particularly,

and you find the evidence of the immorality of the wickedness of those lands, and then you go

into the excavation of Israel, and you find the comparatively high standards of Israel. You find

the evidences of a life which from any viewpoint of morality and righteousness and decentcy,

was way above anything that you would find in any of the heathen nations round about. And

you wonder how it could be that God could give support to those heathen nations in their attack

on this nation, which was so much better in every way than they were. But of course, they

were far better, but they had fallen far short of what God expected of them, and what He had

a right to expect in view of what He had given them. And so He says that this mighty Assyrian
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force is not simply a terrible ghastly thing, of which we must make total war, and which we

must destroy, it as if at all possible, because it is such a wicked thing. So far worse than

anything in our own land. No, he thought that it is the rod of mine anger. God said, I am

using it for my purposes, and God says I will send him against an hypocritical nation, and

against the people of my wrath, will I give him a charge, to take the spoil, and to take the

prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets." God's people, far more righteous

in every way, than the 8i Assyrians, and yet fallen into hypocrisy and into sin, and fallen

short of His will for them, and He is going to send this most terrible fate upon them, and uses

the Assyrian, as His instrument to do it, and so verses 5 and 6 deal with the direct immediate

tremendous thought that this mighty world power, is simply an instrument in God's hand. r(ilrii

But then verse 7 goes on to another thought altogether. Verse 7 says, "However, he meaneth
not so, neither doth his heart think so." He says the Assyrian is the rod of mine anger. Its

the staff in my hand, but the Assyrian does not consider that to be the case. He does not set
praise

out to do God's will and yet he is doing God's will. God causes mi the wrath of men to please

him. God uses forces for His purpos, that would never dream of serving Him. And the

Assyrian of course, does not mean to serve God. KThe Assyrian doesn't admit God's existence.

Me has no thought of serving Him. But he says, in what is the Assyrian's purpose. You might

say, well here are the Assyrians, and he comes and he does these terrible things, and he

is used as God's Instrument. Therefore how can you punish the Assyrian? It is not the

Assyrian's fault. God is using him, for God says no, that is not a correct answer. He says

the Assyrian is God's instrument, and yet the Assyrian is not innocent in the situation.

Because though he is God's instrument, he does not consider himself God's Instrument.

He 1nti Is doing what God intended he shall do, but he is doing it for a different motive

altogether. It is in his heart to destroy and cut off nations. He says, "Are not my princes

altogether kings? s not Calno as Carchemish? Is not Hamath as Arpad? Is not Samaria as

Damascus? As my hand hath found the kingdoms of the idols, and whose graven images did

excel tem of Jerusalem and of Samaria. Shall I not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols,

so do to Jerusalem and her idols?" The Assyrian thinks it is his own power. His own strength.
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His own person could have accomplished all of these things, when actually he is just an
? proud

instrument in God's hands. And he is powerless, and zhxuannupitimt lifted up in his heart over

the things that God has enabled him to do, for Gods own purposes. And so the Lord says,

"Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon mount

Zion and on Jerusalem," when the Lord has used the Assyrian, for the purpose that God wants to

accomplish through the Assyrian, then He says, I'm going to punish the fruit of the stout heart of

the king of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks. God says, the Assyrian is my instrument.

I'm accomplishing my purpose by using him. But he is not guiltless. Therefore, the responsibility

is not on God for it, because the Assyrian is doing it in his haughtiness, and his boastê.ilness.

In his vanity. In his thought that he is doing what he wants to do, performing his own wicked

purposes. And therefore God says, he will not for that reason stop using him. He will keep on

using him until he's done doing with him what he wants to do with him. And then when he has

finished, doing what he wants to do with him, then he says, he will give him the punishment for

all. When he has finished his work upon Jerusalem, then the Lord will punish the fruit of the

stout heart of the king of Assyria

P. 65.
God has ? Matthew
purposes of blessing ahead. It is neither one of those. It is a bad king dealing with a problem.

And first stating the answer to the first problem, how can this wicked power succeed in the world.

It is because God intends to use it for His own purposes. But second, is this iprzhIn power,

then guiltless. And will he succeed in carrying on what he wants to do permanently? No.

After God performs what He wants to do, now upon Mount Zion of Jerusalem, God is going to

punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria. And then he precedes to tell why the

punishment is necessary against the stout heart of the king of Assyria. Because, he says, by

the strength of my hand, I've done it and my wisdom. There you hear the boastful Assyrian.

And you find in it a picture of most human beings at some time or other. Seemingly most humble.

They will be very humble in certain areas, and in other areas, they will show the arrogance of

the Assyrians. He says, by the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom. I was
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talking to a young Jewish fellow who was on the staff of the University of Pennsylvania, a few

years ago, he was an instructor then. He is quite a bit higher now. A very bright young fellow.

And I spoke in connection to him about the various things that have come, that God had done

through the Jews, in the world. And I mentioned these things, Ch I mentioned how alphabetic

writing had started there in Palestine, and a few things like that. di And he said, oh yes, brains,

brains are bound to bring results. It was all a matter of human thought and human glory. We've

got this ability and therefore we've got to accomplish something. And God deals with that

toward the Assyrian people. He says, "by the strength of my hand I have done it. I am

prudent. I have removed the bounds of the people, and have robbed their treasures, and I have

put down the inhabitants like a valiant man. And my hand hath found as a nest the riehes of

the people." It is just like somebody gathering eggs, he says. He says, I've gathered all the

earth, and there was none that moved the wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped." The

Assyrian says, I have done all this with my mighty power, and God says you couldn't move a

step, which kGod didn't permit. And he said, he's used you for yum his purposes, and yet they

don't recognize it. How important it is that we should give the glory to God, for whatever He

may choose to accomplish through us, and we should recognize that there is absolutely no

limit to what God may choose to accomplish through one of us, if we are humbly devoted to Him,

and anxious to carry out His purposes. But how ready we are to think that it is our greatness, and

our goodness, and our ability that accomplishes this, whatever reault we may see. And so the

Lord says, "Shall the ax boast itself against him that heweth therewith?" Beautiful picture,

bringing out very clearly the Lord's idea here. "Shall the ax boast itself against him that heweth

therewith? Or shall the saw magnify itself against
"

him that shaketh it? As if the rod should

shake itself against them that lift it up, or as if the staff should lift up itself, as if it were no

wood." The fotiy of anyone boasting of that which the Lord permits him to do, when it is the Lord

who is using Him. "Therefore shall the Lord" - now we have the condemnation, the rebuke, you

can take the whole passage of rbuke to the Assyrians, but the passage as a whole,

is not a passage of rebuke to God's own people, as most of the rebuke passages are, but it is
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to the Assyrians, if it is rebuke. And if it is God's people, it is not really rebuke or blessing,

but another explanation of a problem indicated. Yes? (Student). It could be taken that way,

but that is a secondary thing. That is a derived idea which is not expressed anywhere in the

passage, but it is a reasonable inference from the passage. And so he says, ii the Lord is going
under

to punish the Assyrians. He is going to send among his fat ones, leanness, and mthihis

glory, he shall kindle a burning like the burning of a fire. And the light of Israel shall be for

a fire, and his Holy One for a flame. Here he must be calling himself, calling the Lord the

light of his flame. "And the light of Israel shall be for a fire, and his Holy One for a flame:

and it shall burn and devour his thorns and his briers in one day; and shall consume the lory

of his forest, and of his fruitful field, both soul and body; and they shall be as when a

standardbearer fMnteth, and the rest of the trees of his forest, shall be few, that a child

may write them." That is a terrific declaration of destruction isn't it? That the Assyrian is

going to be so consumed, that there will be practically nothing left, and we don't have a

prediction like that against the Persians or against the Babylonians. But against the Assyrian,

and it came to pass. Here was the Assyrian from the time of Isaiah, great, mighty world power,

tremendous force, ii (6 1/2) it seemed just as great, just as powerful,

and yet a century later, its enemies suddenly attack it, and within a space of a few years, it

had disappeared completely, and never again was a vital force, and its great caØtal city,

Nineveh, was reduced to just a pile of ruins and left that way, and was never rebuilt in all

history, so that 200 years later nobody knew that a city existed then. It had just completely

disappeared. Though rediscovered in 1841, and we found the remains of that great

extension, tremendous city of Nineveh, which 600 years before the time of Christ, was reduced

to utter ruins and left that way, never to be built. God describes it very vividly here in this

verse, and these verses you might say, have a first beginning of the their fulfillment, when

God sends his force in among the Assyrian army there in Palestine. Which is planning to

conquer Jerusalem, and God consumes the glory of his forest there, and di they were as when a

standard bearer faints and the rest of the trees of his forest were few, that a child will write

them." Sennacherib woke up in the morning, and found practically nothing lest. His armies
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gone. He had to pick up the few remains and head back home. He couldn't think of the

fact that Jerusalem was . That you might say, it comes to pass that way. God's

destruction upon the power of the Assyrian armies, by God's pwvver alone. But then the Assyrians

go on and build another army, but does not come back against Jerusalem, but they build other

armies and go on in their pride another century, and then God destroys the whole nation.

And so up to this point, up to verse 19 here, we have been considering the fate of the

Assyrian empire, the great scourge, that is coming in. And from this we can mi rightly derive

the idea, that Mr. Smitley has pointed out. They should suggest themselves to our minds,

though they are not here addressed, expressed, that here is Ahaz and these people trusting in

the Assyrian power, the Assyrian forces, and God says He is going to utterly destroy the

Assyrian forces. Why should you trust in something that God raises up for an instrument in

His hands, and God will destroy them too. And destroyed suddenly, and overwhelmingly like

this, and then in verse 20, we go on to something that looks more like blessing, and yet again

as from chapter - verse 4 on. We are dealing here with sections which are not simple blessings

or simple rebuke. They have got more of a gathering together of z1 various ideas, as problems

are considered, then most passages of the book have/ And so we find that a day is coming that

shall come to pass in the days that are ahead, that the remnant of Israel and such as are escaped

of the house of Jacob, shall no more stay upon him that smote them; but shall stay upon the Lord,

the Holy One of Israel, in truth." There is a time coming, he says, when those left of Israel,

will trust God instead of looking to these human forces, and trying to find their protection and

their help, hxm from the one in the end who will turn around and smite them, but they will stay

upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth. The remnant shall return, even the remnant of

Jacob. Those left over, there is a destruction. So there will only be those left over who will

return. "For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea, yet it is only a rnm remnant

that will return. The consumption decreed shall overflow with righteousness. For the Lord God

of hosts shall make a consumption, even determined, in the midst of all the land." Do you see

how this is mixed. The pointing out of God's wrath upon the people as a whole. Rebuke to the
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people, but not a complete destruction. Blessings beyond to the small remnant, that remain.

And then in verse 25, (student) i i think he is speaking here in general terms here, of general

principles, which refer to a number of cases. Not so much as a general principle because you

notice in verse 20, hi the day is coming when the remnant "shall no more trust him that smote

them, but shall trust the ." Well, there have been remnants to trust the Lord at different

times. It was true of the little remnant that came back from Babylon, and it is difif true of

different ones that would come. I don't think that it is just a specific prediction of events, but

it is based on the general principle of God's dealing with His people. Mr. Dunn. (Student).

Yes, I think it means in the day that I am now going to talk about. So I usually translate it,

there will be a day when, it refers to different days. It is not all the same day. It is different

times. The day we are now going to consider.

Verse 24, calls upon the people not to fear the Assyrians, because the Assyrians are here

simply God's instrument. The people had trusted in the Assyrians. Ahaz and his nobles had

looked to the Assyrians for help, and the result of the help from the Assyrians, is to destroy

the buffer states in between, and to bring them face to face with this terrible danger. That is

the result which it brings, before us - an alliance with ungodly powers, it makes them more

stronger than before. An alliance with ungodly powers always results in bringing to rm those

who make them. And so he says here, with the Syro-Ephramitic war over, with the Assyrians

coming, but he says, do not be afraid of the Assyrians, my people which dwell in Zion. He is

looking forward here to Sennacherib's invasion. He says, "he shall smite thee with a rod, and

shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of Egypt." But he said, don't be afriad.

They are not going to complete conquer you. "For yet a very little while, and the Indigniation

shall cease, and mine anger in their destruction. And the Lord of hosts shall stir up a scourge

for him according to the slaughter of Midlan at the rock of Oreb: and as his rod was upon the

sea, so shall he lift it up after the manner of Egypt." What's the manner of Egypt? Does not

this recall when Moses lifted up his rod, and God divided the waters against the Egyptian force

while they were passing through the red sea. Remember, down in Egypt, there, when Moses lifted
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his rod and God delivered the people. He says that so that as his rod was upon the sea, he

lifted it up as in the manner of Egypt, so is God going to deliver the people, they would be

here in Jerusalem, they are here in danger, the Assyrian expected to come up any day, and saw

his (14) and his utter destruction of Jerusalem, and in that

Prophets. 66. (0)

point, there is very little. And so the promise is given here of the deliverance from

Sennacherib's invasion. He says, it will come to pass - the day is coming when his burden

will be taken away from off thy shoulder. And his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall

be destroyed, because of the anointing. And then from verses 28 to 32, we have a very vidid

description. We see the fear of the people about the Assyrians. And it would be well to look

at this, to turn to a map, if you have one in the back of your Bible, of Jerusalem, and the

territory round about, there is usually a map in the Bible of the time of the later kingdom.

That will show these places. And if you have one, that shows Jerusalem and the towns near

it to the north, you will - I have one here called, the highlands of Judaea, showing the
Math

environs of Jerusalem. If you have a map something like that, you will find that ai is a

few miles, not a great deal, north of Jerusalem. And there you have Math, a few miles north

of Jerusalem. He is come to Math, he is passed to Migron, a little further south, at Michmash

he hath laid up his carriages. They Imn are gone through the passage. They cross through one

of the passages there in the hills. They have taken up their lodging at Geba. Geba, right on

the old border between the northern and the southern kingdom. Ramah is afraid. Today there

is a town which still has the name of Ramah, 20 miles north of Jerusalem. Glbeah of Saul is

fled. That's getting a little closer yet. Lift up thy voice, 0 daughter of Gallim. Cause it

to be heard unto Laish, 0 poor Anathoth. Madmenah is removed; the inhabitants of Gebim

gather themselves to flee. As yet shall he remain at Nob that day: he shall shake his hand

against the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem. And here you have a vivid

picture, as if someone were to say, they've landd at Boston. They've come down to

Hartford, and New Haven. They are entering the northern outskirts of New York. They've
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come through New York. They are already at Trenton. They are getting down to Norristown

already. It is a picture of the coming of - a great host getting nearer and nearer, and it

pictures the people in Jerusalem, in the time of Sennacherib' s invasion, imagining this

Assyrian army coming down, step by step and getting nearer and nearer. And for three years

they did not know what day they would begin to hear these sounds. They did hear them one

hundred years later, when the Babylonians came. They came on this very route here described.

And you read in Jeremiah, how Jeremiah came from a town named in the last word in verse 30.

That was his home. He came from there and him he was in Jerusalem, and these territories

here named were in the hands of the Babylonian army, and Jeremiah purchased the piece of land

in ai Anathoth, as evidence of his assurance that God was yet going to give peace and to give

the opportunity of holding land in that territory which was now absolutely in the hands of the

Assyrians. The Babylonians came marching down that very line there, one hundred years after

the time of Isaiah. But Isaiah is not here describing the Babylonians. He is describing the

Assyrians. And he is not describing anything the Assyrians did. He is describing that which

the Jews would constantly expect them to do, during those three years, when the Assyrian

army gets down into the Philistine plain. Not to the north - all these places are north, it

over to the west. That is where they are then. But the people keep thinking this is going to

happen. This is a very vi picture of their fears, and it is exactly what did happen under the

Babylonians, but this is not a picture of the Babylonians. The whole chapter is about the

Assyrians. And the end of it is not like the end of the Babylonian invasion either. B&ause

the Bab'lorrian invasion, a hundred years later, went down in a line here described, and

l)mm besieged Jerusalem and captured it. And destroyed it. But this Assyrian attack, the

Assyrians are down in the Philistine plain, to the west, contemplating an attack like this,

planning to do it soon and for three years, these people of Judah have been expecting it any

day, but suddenly what is here described, in verse 33, took place before they actually could

start this invasion, which is here so vividly described. "Behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts,

shall lip the bough with terror, and the high ones of stature shall be hewn down, and the haughty

sha
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shall be humble, and he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall

fall by a mighty one." Lebanon, the great forest, outside the bounds of Israel, the great area

of the mighty tree, used here as a figure, of the Assyrian power, and God will cut down the

thickets of the forest with iron. It describes that in verse 18, he will consume the glory of

his forest, and of his fruitful field, both soul and body; and the rest of the trees of his forest

shall be hewn and a child may write them. And here we have the Assyrian force, before it is

thie to start makxLng this terrible attack described in verses 28 to 32, we have the Assyrian
force ?

force destroyed by God's power, and the haughty king is humbled because his forest is no

longer sufficient to carry on any further conquest and he has to turn around and go back to

Nineveh, and live there another 20 years, and then is killed by his son, and dies, and his

whole empire, shall come to an end, less than a century later. And he shall cut down the thickets

of the forest with iron, and Lebanon, the mighty forest, the mighty Assyrian power, shall fall

by a mighty one, but there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall

come out of his roots. And here we have a sort of a transition as we so commonly have between

passages of rebuke and blessing. Only here, it is not that. Here it is the rebuke to and the

destruction of the 81 Assyrians power, followed by the contrasting picture, that though Israel

is far smaller and weaker than Assyria, the mighty Assyria, falls and hi it has fallen forever,

but Judah falls, and yet, this force does not end, but here is the tree i of Jesse, which had

fallen -disappeared at Zedekiah' s death, seems to be nothing, and yet a little rod comes out

of his stem, and a branch grows out of his roots. And so you have the mighty Assyrian conqueror,

who dies, and is ended, but you have come out of the stem of Jesse, a new rod that comes up

and proves to be a greater ruler, and a mightier power than bh ever the th Assyrian had. So you

have the sharp contrast, ai between 10: 34, and - , which is rather lost, because of the arch

bishop putting a chapter division here. If you are going to have a chapter division, this is

exactly the place to have it. Because we finished our discussion of Assyria, in and then we draw

our discussion, our contrasting picture of the empire God establishes, as over against the empire

that man which God used, and then destroyed. We have our contrasting picture. We have the
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two pictures, and this is the break between them. It is in the right place for a chapter division,

but it is not a chapter division that starts a new subject, but merely an inspection of the one

section.

And o this tenth chapter is a very wonderful chapter, of the book of Isaiah, it has much of

careful hought in it, much of the philosophy of history. Much of understanding of God's

purpose. And much of wonderful specific prediction of how God is going to deal with the

Assyrians. And one thing in it which of course causes difficulty for some is this vivid picture

of the imaginings of the people in verse 28 to 32. Because it is what they expect will happen,

and would have happened if God had not intervened, but it didn't happen. The Modernistic

commentaries will say, Isaiah was mistakened in this prediction. I Here that the Assyrian

would come down and (9 1/2). They didn't, And Isaiah wasn't mistaken. He wasn't

describing what they would do. was giving a vivid picture of the expectation of these

people. An expectation which doubtless would have been realized, for they wouldn't come

straight up those di steep cliffs, from the east. They would have come around, and through the

natural way, if it hadn't been for the fact that God destroyed them first. (Student). Juding by

Assyria, was the destruction of the northern kingdom. It was the conquest of all these of

Judah, taking many of them into captivity, and the placing of Jerusalem itself in such a

situation that the people realized that they were absolutely helpress. It was only by God's power

they could be delivered, and then God intervened marvelously and then delivered them, but he

predicted in advance that he would do so, so that the people would realize that this was not

just an accident, but would realize that this was part of his plan, - (student). Yes, that Isi

they saw it happen to all the other cities. They expected any moment that it would happen to

them. And God used the opportunity to - he wanted to keep them for nearly another century,

as a witness tockim, and he used the opportunity there, to guide them home to their minds,

His power, His grace, and He was led tthni later to Josiah's reformation, one of the greatest

sermons of God in all of Judah's history, and in between the Assyrian attacks, and the Babylonian

attacks. Yes? (Student). They had all these cities of Judah most of which are to the west of
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it, in the hill country. Most of which are to the west, some a little south, some north.

But the headquarters of the Assyrian army was down in the Philistine plain, to the west, to the

west, and slightly south. But this pictures them coming from the north, which is the natural

rheim of invasion, the one which the Babylonians used. (student). But Jericho belongs to the

Northern kingdom, not the Southern kingdom. When the northern kingdom was taken, Jericho

was taken. End of Record.

NEXT CLASS.

P. 67. (0)

and so we were ready to start the next chapter which we noticed last time immediately follows

after the 10th, which has to break between the tenth. The tenth does not end a section that

and the 11th begin a new section. The 12th ends the book of Immanuel, and the 13th begins a

new section. The 6th ends the first part of Isaiah and the 7th begins the book of Immanuel.

But 10 or 11 continue straight along in the book of Immanuel, but not only that, at 10:4, we began

a discussion of a special subject. And that subject ended with the last verse of 10, so there is

a definite break here. But what follows is the immediately related subjects to that - the two

together form one unit, and consequently though 10:4 is a very important break in the book, and

9:7 perhaps a more important break, 11:1 is a comparatively minor break in the book. It is

definitely the right place for the chapter division, because here you end a section, and you begin

another very long section, but the two together form one definite unit, and if you can't properly

deal with 11:1 without relating it to 10: 34. What a contrast The forest of Lebanon, and the

stem of Jesse. The great mighty forest, the greatness that the Israelites were familiar with.

A great section outside of Palestine, a fit representative for the mighty Assyrian empire.

A powerful thing, beyond the power of any Israelite up to that time. They were able to buy

some cedars of Lebanon. They were able to bargain some other things for them, but it was

something beyond them and above them, and superior to them, and a good representation of the

mighty Assyrian army. Lebanon falls by a mighty one, but out of the stem of Jesse comes forth

a rod. The suggestion is that the stem of Jesse has aiwo fallen. And of course it has no fallen
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fmm#1 this time. It looks as if it would fall. That's a very interesting thing, isn't it?

Chapter 11 shows us Sennacherib with his host, facing Hezekiah with his men. And Sennacherib

with his mighty power, is staged with the strength of little Judah, fAeun absolutely powerless

in comparison with Sennacherib. And you might expect that a patriotic writer, telling how the

Assyrians facing Hezekiah, are going to be overwhelmed, would say the Assyrians power will

fall by a mighty one, but the Judaean power will rise. But that is not just what it says. (i4M

It says there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his
?

roots. The suggestion is very strong that Jesse also falls. But what does not come that

the Hezeklah, the great branch of Jesse, that stands there, small compared to Lebanon, and yet

standing there in its power, which it is, it is going to grow and gi fill up the space that Lebanon

gives up with this small note, out of the stem, out of the roots, there comes a branch. The

suggestion is o rething that is different. Something that is almost gone to nothing, and shoots

up, out of his roots. And so there is implied here the downfall of the house of Jesse, which

doesn't taken place for a century after the downfall of the Assyrian empire. It is a century later

that the house of David e comes to an end, and the last one that the Jews considered as a legitimat

ruler, instead of him that - pronounce this man uhIldff childless. No descendent of his will

ever sit on the throne. And Zedekiah the last one who actually sits on the throne, has his eyes

put out and is carried off into captivity, and it looks as if the house of David had absolutely

come to an end, and when that happens, how people must have rejoiced to read Isaiah 11, and
no,

say, oh it didn't say, that when Sennacherib fell, Hezekiah was right, God delivered Hezekiah.

He protected him, but he never promised a great extension or advance for him. He said out of

the root of Jesse shall grow a branch. A tree is to be cut down, to its roots, and we've seen it

happen. It is not stated here, but it is implied, and we've seen it happen. How wonderful to

know that it is not the end. That out of the root of Jesse, will grow a branch. Well now, this

branch is going to grow up, and is this branch literal or figurative, does it mean a piece of wood,

or does it mean a human being? How do you interpret this? Some people take every word in the

Bible literally. Do you take this one literally? Mr. Dunzweiler. (Student: This has to be

interpreted by verse 2.) Yes, verse 2 proves that this is a figure, for a man. Here is a figure
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used and a purpose. It is definitely stated things that about it, that could not be said about

a piece of wood. It is speaking about a man. And so the figure here, the stem and the roots,

is 4t figurative language used, but the meaning is absolutely clear. The thingw which Lebanon.

Figurative language does not necessarily mean that the thing is obscure or vague. It may be.

But so may literal language be. Figurative language has more danger of being, but it also may

be clearer, than literal language. And in this case, it is absolutely clear what it means, but
-

not everything is clear that it may mean, and that is true of any sentence that you can ever give

It implies that there is a downfall of the tree of Jesse. It implies that. It says a branch will

grow out of his roots, but it doesn't say when. It could conceivably come very soon. It could

conceivably come immediately after they went into exile. It doesn't say when it comes. Between

the fall of the Assyrian empire, described in verse 34, and the coming forth of a rod out of the

stem of Jesse described in 11:1, there is the period of 600 years, which is not expressed here.

Some people say there can't be gaps in the scripture, but that it must go straight on from one

thing to another. Here is the gap of 600 years It cannot be denied. He looks forward from

the one downfall which never rises to the other, to the rising from the other downfall. He doesn't

say when the downfall e of it is. It is a centur? later. He doesn't say when the rise is. It

is 7 centuries after this. It is six centuries after the fall. (Student). Prophetical, lack of

perspective. (Student). I don't particularly like the phrase. It sounds sort of like western

non-interpolation. I don't like either of them. Prophetic lack of something, what he ee

doubtless means is the perspective of the prophet is different from what one wants to think the

perspective ought to be. That we go with our idea of how the perspective should be, and we

find that the prophetic description, but that's true of any writing. Perspective varies from

writer to writer, unless you are going to tell everything that happened, your perspective is

bound to be, and to many people, going to the prophets with a preconceived idea of how it ought

to be, it seems to them just that the prophets have no prospective. But as you look into it, you

find, and I'm sure that all of you see clearly, that there are definite principles used. You

can get it from the subject. Now here there is a looking at something near and a looking at
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something different. It does not state how far it is from this particular nearness to the distance.

But that is true of any Bible writing, of one who looks to the future. If you are going to give
statistical

all the perspective, you'd be so busy giving inyál'.'+m1 mthr1 data, you wouldn't have time for

anything else. And of course, we going into it, have to recognize that you cannot have precon

ceived ideas as to what the perspective must be, but that we look to principles .(10 1/2).

Here is a case where the perspective is very clear. We've looked at the thing near. He looked

at another thing comparing with it. The thing he is comparing with it is e seven centuries later,

but he doesn't state what it is. What book was it that used that phrase, Mr. Melton? (Student).

By Qrr? I've found almost everything I've ready by Orr very stimulating. I imagine that he would

present some very good ideas on it. But I wasn't familiar with that. Here then, we have an

interesting question. We see the branch grow out of his roots, and I think we can say when that

is. That is 4 B.C. A branch grows out of his roots But now let me ask you this question. You

go out to California, and you see a tree there, called the General Sherman tree Have you ever

seen that Mr. Melton? You never did. (Student). You have seen it. Well, could you tell us

when that tree grew? (Student). But suppose I said, when did that tree grow. Let us agree for

the sake of argument, that the little seed sprouted in 1579 B.C. I've no idea. That might be

3000 years too u&1y late, or 2000 too early. But let us suppose it was 1579 B.C. when they first

saw a tiny shoot come out of the ground, that became the General Sherman tree. I ask when did

the General Sherman tree grow? What would you answer be? Did it grow in 1579 B. IC.? Dd

Did it grow in 1578 B.C? Did it grow in 1577 B.C.? Did it grow in 1500 B.C? Did it grow in

100 A.D? Did it grow yesterday? As long as it is still living it is still growing. So that what I

mean is that you can say, when did it grow. It grew through the whole period from when it

started. Well now here we read, that a branch will grow out of his roots, and it is said, a branch

will Hpunim p sprout ot of his roots. You might say, that is when it starts to come. In 1579 B.C.

But if you say, did it grow out of its roots, it is growing out its roots today. It grew out of them

at that time, and it has grown ever since.
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- a rod out of the stem of Jesse. You might say that was fulfilled in 4 B.C. Jesus came

forth of the stem of Jesse. But I say when did the branch grow out of his roots, and the

answer is, it started to grow and it kept on growing, and as long as there is any growth it will

still be growing. Well now, it doesn't have to be just like a tree, necessarily. It may grow,

you take a little child, and that little child, is say 12 Inches long when he is born. And then say

three years later he is 15 Inches long, and K say three years after that he is 20 inches long, and

then he may get up to be 36 inches long by the time he is 10, and he may stay 36 until he is 15,

and then all of a sudden, he may shoot up into 50% larger, 4iithin a couple of years. The growth

is not steady. There are sudden shootings up, and the growth as far as g type is concerned,

probably stopped by the time one is 20 or 21, but they tell me that the growth of some features,

keeps on all your life. And - but what I mean is there is growth, there is variation. There is

change but this part grows or that part grows. There is fast growth. There is slow growth.

There is no necessarily uniform rate of difference. But he will grow up out of the roots of Jesse.

That would be right at the beginning. It wouldn't be true before it began, but it would keep on

being true, as long as he is growing, and it connects with the roots of Jesse, which he certainly

is. As long as Christ exists, it is connected with the roots of Jesse. So you say, when is the

last part of verse 1 fulfilled, and the answer is, it began to be fulfilled at the birth of Christ, and

has been more or less being fulfilled, ever since, and will continue to be fulfilled, as long

as there is any regard in which it may be said that the branch out of the root of Jesse is still

growing. (Student). Their fruit out of their root? Shall bear fi fruit out of his roots?

(Student). I Just don't get the sense of it. Bearing fruit ofit of his roots. How's that? Yes,

that's the purpose of it, then the second verse, grow, (student). = grow out of his roots,

- Israel grew and multiplied exceedingly. Gen. 47:27, the word ., and a branch
fruit?

shall - out of his roots. I think that the simple basic idea of root would in this connection
fruit?

mean not root specifically but enlargement, fruition in that sense. You are speaking here of the

branch coming as a fruit, rather than the branch bearing fruit. The branch bear fruitif out of its

roots. The roots, I believe quite definitely here, that s it is speaking of the growth, and uses
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Parah for it. Let us see how_parah is translated in the King James version.

L That's a useful thing in Young's Concordance, is the summary of th translations they give to

a particular word, and here we find that parah is translated bear once, be fruitful 15

times, be increased once, bring forth once, bring fruit once, grow twice, increase once. So you

see, it is the specific idea of producing fruit, but it may be that the general idea of increasing

growing, producing something -i&C.ur rather than necessarily and p specifically being fruitful.

A branch will grow up, or come as fruit out of its roots. And the description then is of this one

described, and when does this happen? It happens whenever there is any great forward step in

its importance. Including his beginning, but also any particular stages of gradual growth or even

present shooting up. Either one would come under that. We can know even in plants there are

variations in this way. You take the century plant which stands there for maybe 30 years, and

of all of a sudden, it begins to shoot up, and within a few e days you may have a sprout that

comes up, 7 or 8 feet up. In just a few days. Well, we have him described this. This is one

who is to be from the branch of Jesse. And what about verse 2? What is the time of verse 2?

"The spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him." What is the time of that? Well don't you think

that it means, more than to come upon, to rest upon. Doesn't it suggest more than, not the '.

buyyi beginning, but the continuing. When did the Spirit of the Lord come upon Hi m? My
7.

inclination is to think that when he was born the spirit . At the baptism they

saw the spirit descending like a dove, but surely he was indwelt by the spirit

before that. But there was an increase for this special service. When did it stop, leaving aside

the question of whether it began at His birth or at His baptism, when did it stop? Would you say
at Gethsemene? (Student). Yes, I would think that as long as Christ lived, the kSpirit was upon
Him. That this is a description of Him, rather than of His specific event, here described. "And
the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him." Now what do you think of this seven fold spirit here
described? How many agree that it is a seven fold spirit? (Student). How is it a seven fold
spirit? (Student). "The spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and under-.
standing, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord.
I only get four. (Student). Well now, the word Spirit is used here four times. You might say there
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is a four 9 fold spirit, might not you. Now Mr. Taylor says that some people take counsel and

might as separate. Some take them together. Are cojinsel and might synonyms? They are surely

quite different aren't they. Of course, you can say, one spirit, characterized by having counsel

and having might. And then you have a spirit that has knowledge. But what is the difference

between knowledge and counsel? (Student). They would be descriptions of different aspects

surely. And you might say there are four spirits here. You might say there are three. You

might say there are six. I personally don't see a great deal of numerology in it. I"ve always

inclined to think that the Spirit of the Lord is described. These aren't seven spirits. But the

spirit of the Lord is described. And that the spirit of the Lord, is a spirit of wisdom and

understanding. And that he is a spirit of wti counsel, and that He is the spirit of might. That

He is the spirit of knowing the Lord, and of fearing the Lord. (Student) Rev. 1:4. "John to the

seven churchr s which are in k Asia: Grace be unto you, and peace, from him which is, and

which was, and which is to come; ;and from the seven Spirits which are before His throne.

And from Jesus Christ." What are the seven 8iopn Spirits of the Word of God? If the Holy Spirit

be one, what are the other six? (Student). I don't know I'm sure. In Isaiah we have the Spirit

of the Lord, it would seem like six aspects of the spirit of the Lord, wouldn't it? I don't see

just how this is seven spirits. (Student). Rev. 4i* 3:1. "These things saith he that hath the

seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars." 4:5. "There were seven lamps of fire burning

before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God." Revelation uses seven more than any

other book of the Bible, but just how to fit it in, I don't know. But it would seem to me that

in this case here, that you have one Spirit, with six aspects of it described. It doesn't seem to

me that the Spirit alone is one aspect, like being the spirit of might. But surely the Spirit of

the Lord is what He is, and then you have the_six aspects Well now, the Spirit of the Lord

rests upon the branch of Jesse, and I think we agree that this resting upon means something that

continues. It is not a description of one aspect, of one event. But a description of -
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Just as I think verse one describes any time in His career, starting and running right through it.

And then the Spirit of the Lord, which rests upon Him, will make Him of quick understanding in

the fear of the Lord, - when does that happen? Again that describes Him, doesn't it? At all times,

Then we read, "And He shall not judge after the sight of His eyes. " Now it is rather hard to fix

the time for a negative isn't it? He will not judge after the sight of His eyes? I" always think

that you need an implication there. It means He will judge other than the sight of His eyes.

If you say that I will not walk through the state of Oklahoma, why that might describe my whole

life if I never walk through the state of Oklahoma. That might describe my whole life, if - it

might not be fulfilled in the whole life, but it would be more likely to be a phrase meaning a

description of a trip I made walking across Texas and Arkansas. You say, I didn't walk through

Oklahoma. It would more likely to be a positive statement, but covering certain areas of many

things, so that this phrase - He shall not d judge after the sight of His eyes, could in a very

superficial way, be a description of Christ, but at all times, but it seems more to be an

implication of a specific thing that it is going to touch in a way other than after the sight of His

eyes, and if so when would that be. That would describe any time that He judges, wouldn't it?

So it ee would be fulfilled, it certainly would imply that He is going to judge. You might say,

that Mr. Delancy is never going to use a special machine in making airplanes. Well, the

implication is that he is going to make it some other way, not just that he is never going to have

anything to do with the making of airplanes. It would imply - you say, here's a man who never

- he never swears at mules when he is dv1ng. Or if you gave that description of me, it would

prove nothing, thecause I hardly ever have driven mules in my life. It surely has its implication,

that you positively do a thing, you do the thing referred to, without the particular thing included.

So I would think that w here we have a time element in 12 that we haven't had before, because you

surely have the implication, that He is going to judge. And when does Christ judge? Well He

judged surely at the beginiting of His ministry didn't He? Remember, he said, behold an Israelite

in whom there is no guile. And the man said, whence knowest thou me, and He said, when thou

wast under the fig tree. He was judging these men, but judging them from a basis that did not
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require ordinary human observation, so that in every thing that Jesus did, in His earthly life,

He was fulfilling this verse, in every thing where He judged people. But it would be equally

fulfilled in the last judgment, that is, this is not a specific statement of that He is going to judge,

but there is an implication that He is going to judge, and ipm there is a specific statement

that His judgment will not be based upon ordinary human methods, or it would fit all times when

He judges. We had up to this point, statements about Christ which describe His career on to

eternity, which applies to those particular times when He judges, - then he says "Neither will He

reprove, after the hearing of His ears." Again this is not just saying that He - that it is something

that describes the whole life. But it is an implication that He is going to reprove or past judgment.

But it is a parallel to the previous verse, it fits those times, when He makes specific judgments,

rgaiiitn about (5). But it is not based just upon heresay, nor upon observation.

And it would fit all times in His career. Of His earthly life, and all times in the future. Now how

about verse 4? "But with righteousness shall He judge the poor." When was that fulfilled? Was

that fulfilled when He was born? Was that fulfilled when He was preaching in Galilee? "With

righteousness shall He judge the poor." You remember a man came to Him and said, Master, my

brethren won't divide up the inheritance. You tell my brother to divide up the inheritance, and

give me my share. And Jesus said, who made me a judge over you? This said that He is going to

judge the poor, but when did He do that? Someone may point to some time in His first, during

His first time on earth here, when He did something that would come under this head. But it would

be rather hard to find a great deal at least that would come under this particular head. You could

find much that would come under the head of what was described in the latter part of 4 verse 3,

but there is no reason to say that that exhausts it, but four is rather hard to find, in the first

coming. (Student). I would think that this is not condemnation, but it is righteousness. It is

to be more acquittal (7 1/4) from that which was wrongly against them. That would be

the implication. He will judge on their behalf. He will free them, from that which is injurious to

them, with righteousness. That would show an authority and a power, which we would find

difficulty many times that He exercised in His first coming. It is "and reprove with equity, for the
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meek of the earth. Surely this means that He is going to be a divider, to reprove with equity for

the meek of the earth, He is going to take those cases of injustice, and straighten them out.

Surely that is the implication of this. Did He do that very much during His first coming? It

wouldn't seem to be this verse, a description of His first coming. "And He will smite the earth

with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips, shall He slay the wicked." That's very

simple. That describes how the apostles went out, and preached the Gospel, and the result of

their preaching the Gospel, was that the efforts of Satan were displaced and destroyed, and

people were won to the Gospel, and thus the Lord was smiting the earth with the rod of His mouth,

and with the breath of His lips, He was slaying the wicked. That's very simple, the interpretatio

of this passage isn't it? Doesn't everybody agree that is the correct iLtu1pu1 interpretation?

Of this particular phrase here? (Student). Did anybody find any commentary that gave the

interpretation I just gave for it? I don't know of any that interprets this particular phrase that

way, and yet I know of those who interpret others, almost identical phrases in almost exactly

that way. Mr. Fritz. (Student). This is identical to Micäh 4:3 ? (Student). Yes, in MI,im

Micah 4:3, we have that rebuke of many nations, with seeking to show a powerful adjudicating

among nations. Now this is as you say, if you mean nations, but it says it is for the poor, for

the weak, and those who cannot defend themselves, and He is defending them. It seems to be

more than simply a presenting of a beautiful teaching, doesn't it? It seems to imply an

establishment of a forceful correction, of that which is wrong. That seems to be involved,

doesn't it? So that as Mr. Fritz points out, that is quite a close parallel, in some of the

terminology of this with that approach for it.

Well then, what is this - He will smite - He will slay the wicked with the breath of His

lips. Is that a description of Christ at all times? Is it a statement of things that He will

(11) at all times, or that He will do, in certain general periods, or is it a specific

prediction of one particular thing, that He is going to do? It seems to me that there are those

three possibilities which have to be considered, and see which of them you can say applies

here. "With the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked." Well, if you've ever read the
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apocryphal gospel, you have read how Jesus when He was a boy, took some little pieces of

earth and he made little birds, and then He blew on them, and they all flew away. Well, that

wasn't with the breath of His lips, slaying, that was giving life with the breath. Of course, that

is the apocryphal gospel. There is no church that I've ever heard of that thinks of it as inspired

or part of the Bible. But that is a story of Him, and then there is the story of the school teacher

who tried to teach Him, and He started to talk about a, and He said, now you tell me about A,

and I'll tell you about B. And He went on to show His great superior knowledge to the teacher,

and the teacher was (12) and decided to whip Him for insubordination, and He blew on

the man and he fell over dead, from litunln, the breath of His lips he slew the teacher.

Whether the teacher was a wicked man or I don't know. But that again is the apocryphal gospel.

We do not find Christ described in the Gospels anywhere as killing people with the breath of His

lips. We find Him giving life but we don't find Him killing people, in the Gospels, anywhere

that I know of. We find Peter, you might say, spreading with his lips , slaying the wicked.

He said to Ananias, he said, you have UL lied not to me, or men, but to the Holy Spirit, and

Ananias fell over dead, and Peter said to kSapphfra, he said the feet ULat of the men that carried

your husband out are here at the door. So Peter might say that Peter with the breath of his lips

slew the wicked. But Peter explains this thing to them, he said it is the Holy Spirit. But this
fit did

is certainly not a description of Peter here. It does not t anything that Christ paid inthe
earthly
ministry, and it would would not seem to be a description of His character. We have his

character described in verses 2 and the first half of 3 " We have certain activities describing

in the beginning of 4, it would be pretty hard to show how during His early life . They are not

described here as being done by His father, , but by Him, and we have a description here in the

last part of the verse, which seems to describe a specific thing. Now of course, one thing which

is of course deceptive to us in English, is that in English-
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I don't think you would.

- not in modern English. You might be. I haven't rebuked a lazy person, but to say in modern

English that I rebuked the lazy, I would have to ttu say something addressed to anumber of people

In Modem English, we use adjectives, as substantives only in the plural. Now I don't know yliuUi

whether English is unique in that or not. But certainly in Hebrew or in Greek, you can say the

lazy, and mean a lazy individual. You can in German. It is constant and frequent in German, to

use an adjective that way, and to mean one - in our English that is difficult to translate here. The

wicked, he will slay the wicked, because the word wicked in this context, in modern English means

plural, but it does not mean that in most other languages. In most other languages, of course in

most languages, you have an ending which will show whether it is s.ilar or plural. In English

we don't have an ending, but we have restricted it that way. The quick and the dead, we speak of.

And both of them you speak of as plural. I wouldn't say, here are two fellows here. The quick and

the dead. You wouldn't say that, because in modern English, you couldn't upuak each of them

imply an individual. jThey would have to imply more. But in this case, what is the form of the

Hebrew word? It is singular isn't it? Well now, that singular in Hebrew, could be interpreted

as a collective. That is a possIb1)1ty of it in Hebrew. But it is not a plural. You may interpret

it as a collective, or interpret it as an individual. Y But you certainly don't have to interpret it

as a plural, and that is difficult to translate. Because in English, there is no modern language.

You have to use two different forms, the wicked one or the wicked. The wicked one. So it

doesn't tell you which it is. Now if it is a collective then, then it could refer to an activity of

Christ dealing with many people, but it doesn't have to be, and if it is an individual as the

singular suggests, than it mould seem to be a description of one act, wouldn't it? Because you

would say, the wicked one, as w one time. So that here we have seen first in verse 2, a

description of His character which covers all of these activities, at all times. 2 in the first half

of 3, the last half of 3 seems to show certain activities which probably did not occur in His first

coming. The beginning of 4 seem to show activities which did not occur at all in His first coming.

And the h part of four seems to show a specific act which would seem to be done at a particular

time, and which we have no evidence that it has at yet, occurred.
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Well then verse 5. What is the time of verse 5? That again is describing Him isn't it?

And that would surely be true of Him at all times. And so verse 5 would be a describtion of

His character, righteousness and faithfulness are with Him at all times. Now do you feel that

there should be a break between verse 5 and verse 6? How many think there should be a break

between 5 and between 6? I don't mean a chapter division. I don't mean a major break, but a

break of some sort. Surely, e anybody should immediately say there must be some sort of a

break between verse 5 and verse 6, because we have been talking about an individual, what His

character is, what particular action He performs. And all of a sudden we start talking about

wolves and lambs and cows and bears. And that continues, not for just one verse, but for three

verses. And the first one might almost say well now here, we've got two different stories, that

somebody got mixed together. We are talking about a man and what he is going to do, and all

of a sudden, we start talking about wolves and bears. And there must be a logical relationship

between them. I think everyone would have to agree on that. There must be. It is not stated

what it is. But surely we could state it in these words. Verses-6 to9 describe the result of His

activity. Wouldn't that be fair to say? They must describe the result of His activity. He is

described and then unless you have a brand new chapter and a separate subject altogether, it

must be telling what is going to happen as a result of His activity. And it is a very strange

statement, that follows and quite a sharp break in what precedes, and very closely connected

with it, if you interpret it as the result of His activity. (Student). Oh, you mean, that this

happens while he is there. Rather than that this is the result. (Student). I think that you could

say that. It ,.uuld fit die-ruhui..,t Environment, but it would seem to me that such an

description of such an unusual environment, you might just as well go further and say it is a

result of His activity. (Student). Yes, you are not through with the root of Jesse. You have

this and then you mention Jesse again, which seems to tie it together, ties it together, and makes

it very definitely part of the whole subject, connects it right up. Well, we'll have to continue

there tomorrow.
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NEXT CLASS.

This description, I think you would say, goes from verse 2, to the middle of verse 3. The

latter part of verse 3, could possibly be #= His character doubtless, but it is getting on to what

He does. And so I think you might say, His deeds, would start in the middle of verse 3. And

His deeds is general. It would be the middle of 3, to the middle of verse 4. They would be

descriptive of things that He will do, it describes how He will do these things, and the descriptioi

applies, whenever He does these things, because it is still near the aspect of character. It is

describing how iUy does certain things, rather than pointing out so much what He does.

Of course it does imply that He does each particular thing. And we notice that some of them

could be applied to things that He did at His first coming, but that others would certainly require

to something that has not yet been done, connecting to the end of that passage. And then in the

last half of verse 4, we had a statement of a specific thing He is going to do. It sounded not

like a description of the way He does things generally. You say that He will not judge after the

sight of His eyes. You imply that He is going to judge at various times, but this isn't the way

He is going to do it. But when you say that He will smite the earth with the rod of His mouth,

I don't think you'd imply that He is going to smite the earth at various times, but the way it is

going to be done is with the rod of His mouth, it would seem rather to be an unusual act, which

would be done one or more times. With the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked, one.

That could be that that is a habitual attitude of His, but it would seem a much more reasonable

interpretation that it describes one specific act, which He is going to perform some time.

(Student). I presented that yesterday but nobody seemed to agree with me. I suggested it is

a possibility that the last part of verse 4 meant that the Gospel goes out from the mouth, from the

lips, and wicked are turned into righteous as a result of it. Now maybe you weren't going that

far. Maybe you were taking it as reproving the wicked, but not in converting him. That, it

seems to me a little bit more reasonable, than the idea of taking it as conversion, but you might

say then, that we have three possible interpretations to look at up to the present time. One is

the one I mentioned yesterday, the first one I mentioned yesterday. The suggestion that it is
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- that is describes the outgoing of the Gospel f which slays the wicked in causing them to cease

to be wicked, but making them righteous through conversion. That's the one. Now the opposite

extreme of that is the one which we suggested at the end of the hour yesterday; that it describes a

specific act of slaying some individual wicked one or group of wicked ones, in some way that

could be described as with the rod of his mouth, and the breath of his lips. Then we just had a

suggestion that was in between the two. The suggestion that it refers to the speaking of the

message, but that it is a condemnatory aspect, which doesn't; mean actually kill the wicked, but

it means to smite their conscience or their hearts, which they are upset over. Mr. Melton?

(Student). Well, that's a very good suggestion. Ic Mr. Factor suggests that we look to the

New Testament and see i we find light on the matter. Now let's not do that instantly. Let's

come to that a little bit later. But it is a very good point that we want to come to, very

definitely. We have the three, these three possibilities in mind. Of the three, there is the one

that it indicates a destruction or an overcoming, an opposition of wicked individuals, in someway

that could be described, the rod of his mouth, and the breath of his lips. It is i obviously

more literal, but perhaps not extremely natural, because how could he slay people with the

breath of his lips. But it is perhaps the more literal. Then the one suggested, it is not quite so

literal, :p but perhaps a bit more natural. That it means the breath of the lips t means what you

say, and that it means a message which strikes the conscience and causes remoarse and causes

perhaps, a feeling of judgment upon ones soul, and that could be said to be saying, smiting the

earth and slaying the wicked. And then the third one that it is a message given with the lips

which not only strikes with remorse, and actually leads to conviction and to salvation. Now as

between the three, I would think this third one is certainly going to a rather extreme limit of

figurative language. I would&t say that absolutely impossible, but certainly extreme. The

second one is less literal than the first, but perhaps more natural. The first one seems 4 more

literal but it seems rather more (14). And so as between them perhaps we should say

that we should see if there is some evidence elsewhere in the Scripture which would enable us

to decide between them.
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so it would be extremely unlikely, the other two as each of them having something definite to

be said for it. But then that verse is followed by another verse on description of His chatacter.

Righteousness and faithfulness, are the two leading characteriattics.

And then we have verses 6, 7, and 8, which at first sight, seems to have nothing in common
no

with what precedes. There is mention in verse 6, cIm or in 7 or 8. k unless He is the little

child that leads them. There is nothing to tie him up with what follows at all in what is

specifically there. There is no reference to him specifically or directly in any one of these three

verses. And what do they have to do with it here? Well I think that one has to say, either they

are verses dealing with something altogether different, which accidentally just simply got copied

here, or else that they are describing something that occurs in connection with or as a result of

His activity. And I t4thk believe that most interpreters would agree with that step, that verses

6, 7, 8 describes either the characteristics of His activity, or more specifically the results of

His activities. The character of that which He produces, is described in these three verses.

And what is it that He produces here. Well, it is given in very literal terms, a very literal

specific figure. A literal, specific description of something, we can say right away that I don't

think there is any doubt, that in these three verses, I think that all interpreters will agree that

He wis not talking about one wolf, or one leppard or one lion or one little child. They are used

in a frequentative sense, a sense of describing many of the types doing it. It is not a specific

prediction that there will come a time when one wolf and one lamb, will lie down together.

But that it will become characteristic of them, that the wolf and the lamb will lie down together,

and the lion will eat straw like the ox. It doesn't mean sometime OM you will see a lion eating

straw, and you will say this is fulfilled. But it will mean that will become a characteristic of

a lion,, to eat straw like the ox, instead of chewing and tearing up animals. Well, you have a

description then in these three verses, of a situation, which is to come into existence, as a

result of the activity of this one who has been described before, this branch out of Jesse, and

what is the situation that is described here? What do they indicate here? Are they to be taken

as literal, or as figure? We must not jump to conclusions. The Bible has literal statements.
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It has figurative statements. He was a lion in the fight e certainly doesn't mean he chewed up

the animals. It doesn't mean that at all. It is, (4 1/2) you are talking about - it is a

very vivid picture ef that anybody will know what you mean. You are describing his courage, his

dominable perserverance, you are not saying hew chews, or claws with his fingers. You are not

intending, you are making certain comparison to the lion, not of it. If you have figurative

language, the figures must stand for something. Figurativ lng"age can be just as definite as

literal language. You can't just say, oh this is a figure, so it means anything in the world. You

can't just say that. If it i a figure, it stands for that. Well, let's see, what it can be if it is

literal, and what it can be if it is a figurative. And you will usually find that there is much in

common, in taking it literally and taking it figuratively. There may be great differences, but

also there is quite sure to be a good deal in common. Well, taking it first as literal, seeing

what it means if it is literal, and then seeing what it means if it is figurative. If it is literal,

what does it mean? That the wolf shall dwell with the lamb. Perhaps if it was the other way

around, and it was the lamb will dwell with the wolf, you might interpret it as meaning that the

lamb and the wolf will run around together, with the lamb inside the wolf. And it might be the

lamb dwelling with the wolf. But that is not the order it says it here, it says that the wolf will

dwell with the lamb. And I'm sure that there is no wolf anywhere but would be very glad to get

a chance to dwell with some lambs, if it could eat one of them every night. Does it mean a wolf

is going to come in lambs clothing so it can get among the lambs, and watch its chance to eat up

a few of them? The wolf will dwell with the lamb. The leopard will lie down with the kid. Well,

there again, you might think that for the kid to lie down with the leopard would be strange,

because the kid would be frightened and once it was asleep it would eat it up. But if the leopard

got a chance, to lie down with the kid and wait for it to get to sleep and then eat it up, he surely

wouldn't object at all. But ordinarily the leppard doesn't lie down with the kid, because if the

leopard gets anywhere near the kid, he runs, being aware that it won't live long if the leopard

gets too near him. The leopard usually springs on the kid, when it is not expecting it at all.

It wouldn't just come and lie down with him, because the kid wouldn't let him. It springs on it
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and eats it up. The calf and the young lion and the fatling together. I'm sure there is nothing

better that a lion would like than to lie down with a calf on one sides and the fatling on the

other. Once they are all three asleep, the question would be, which one should it eat first.

But there again, ordinarily it wouldn't get a chance. It seems to me they'd be so frightened of

it that they wouldn't lie down near it. They'd run, and if they could run fast enough, it wouldn't

get at them. Ordinarily the fatling and the calf would be animals that would have people taking

care of them and driving away the lion; not letting the lion get near them to lie down with them.

(Student). I know that there are animals which will do that, which will lie down and hide, and

try to keep the prey from knowing that they are around until the prey is asleep or unobservant,

and suddenly they spring on them. There are animals that do that. Perhaps not these here.

These particular ones I don't think would, because I don't think they'd get a chance to. The

others would sniff them and run. (Student: It sounds like the story of the fox and the ginger

bread man.) But then we have the calf and the young lion and the failing together and a little

child shall lead them. Well, the little child could probably lead the calf and the fatling, it

doubtless occurs very frequently. On the farm a little child leads the calf around, with the

little child's finger in the calf's mouth. It is quite a common sight. But putting a young lion

in the midst of it seems rather extraordinary. And the cow and the bear eat together. Ordinarily

the cow would be frightened of the bear and would run. And the bear probably wouldn't stay

too near the cow. Their young ones shall lie down together. There doesn't seem to be the

usual segregation in that state, but they seem to be put together in a way that you don't usually

find, the cow and the bear. The lion will eat straw like the ox. That certainly is a very unusual

thing. Does that mean that if it is literal, does it mean that the lion will change its full

habits of life, and will eat what the ox eats, a vegetarian, instead of eating the ox? And the

sucking child will play on the hole of the asp. Well now that's not such a difficult prophecy,

to be fulfilled. I heard of something that was just about the equivalent of that once. I was out

in New Mexico, and the man I called on there told me of having heard a sound in his little cabin

in front, and he went to the front there, he looked in through the back door, and there was a

little child playing . And what was happening was that the screen door there
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he'd hear the sound of the door flying open as if something hit it, and then you would hear the

door slam shut, and you would hear the child laugh, and then again you would hear the sound of

something hitting the door and flying open. And so he went to the back of the room and jp

peeped in and he saw what fun the little child was having. The little child wasn't playing on the

hole of the asp, but was doing just about the same thing. '*'There was a great big rattlesnake

about six feet long in front of that door, and the little child would hit the screen door with his

hand, and the door would fly open, toward the snake, and the snake wasn't taking it as a joke

at the time, the snake was quite indignant about it. And the snake would spring, and would

hit that screen door, and the door would shut with a bang, and the child would laught. At the

beautiful colored snake springing at the door, and the door would stop him, and he would take up

his little hand and hit the door again and the screen door would fly open and again the snake

would spring. Well, the man couldn't help it. He supposed that the snake vruul was a little

slow in hitting, and the screen door would fall away and it got in, or suppose the snake hit a

little harder than usual and got through the screen, and in either case the little child wouldn't be
12 1/2)

there very long, but the little child didn't think of that at all. The child was perfectly happy (

In playing with that big rattle snake. And the man of course immediately went out the back door,

around to the front with his gun and shot it, and put an end to it. He didn't like his little child

playing on the hole of an asp. He preferred that it be shot. So what does this mean? The

sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp. The little child is quite lacking in fear. He may

be frightened by a queer color or something, but on the other hand, he is just as apt to be

tickled by something that is really dangerous. He has no (13 1/2) of the difference

in what is dangerous and what is good to play with. So it would be very natural to find a child,

playing on the hole of the asp. Surely this phrase has some meaning to it, even to take it

strictly literally, more than just. the actual statement of the words. And v*i at would that meaning

be? And the weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice" den. Perhaps that is even closer

than the first one. Well, does verse 9 sum up the three verses previously? "They shall not

hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain."
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what all this means is that when the wolf and the lamb are together the wolf doesn't eat the

lamb. That the leopard and the kid can lie down together because the kid no longer has any

reason to fear the leopard. That there is a change in the nature of these animals. Well, if it

means that then of course, then it ties right with Genesis 3: in which we read, that there was

an introduction of enmity between these. There was an introduction of a curse upon these.

There is an unnatural situation in the natural creation of God in the world, that there is fighting,
?with

and retaliatory sense, Ørature rent tooth and vlaw claw. When I was in college, when I

graduated from college, quite a few students went on for further work in different institutions in

the east here. And there was a young woman who went up to New York to study at a school for

social service in New York. I was studying with two or three others at Princeton Seminary. And
to?

one time we had a reunion some of us, and they came down from Princeton, and we went for a

walk, a group of us together, and we went into an estate called the Pioneer estate, which

was open to the public, and we came in, and we walked along in there, different ones were

telling about their experiences, and this girl who had had her ideas developed quite a bit since

she left college. She had learned in this school of øøø social service in New York, that all

that is necessary to make this a perfect world is to convince the people that they should not

hurt others but to tell them how to be good and kind, and everybody can get along together, and

everybody will be happy, and we can make this a beautiful world to live in, and people can be
stealing and

just happy together, as the animals are. None of this human envy and greed, fighting and all

this. And the idea sounded very beautiful . She was very strongly convinced of it. We came

to a little pond that is about half as bi as that sideof the room. Maybe slightly larger than

that. And there in the pond, at tir one end of the pond, were four beautiful white swan swimming

around, and it was a beautiful scene of peace and loveliness, quiet serenity with those swans

swimming around in that pond, and as we looked we saw way over on the other end of the pond,

we saw a little goose come waddling up to the swan, stepped into the pond, and began swimming

way over to the other side. And as we looked, one of these swan here, started across for the

goose, and made its way across so fast, you couldn't tell whether it was swimming or running,
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and rushed across that pond, and got to the goose, and bit her in the neck, and began bitting

it, and chased that goose out of that pond. They weren't going to have any goose in their pond.

The pond was big enough for a hundred swan easily, but these four were in there and they wouldn't

let the goose in. They drove it right out of the pond. And as that girl watched, her eyes grew

big as saucers, and she said, why, that's unsocial. And she was quite shocked, at there being

such greed, and meanness right in the animal creation. I was out at the grand canyon, and I heard

the head naturalist tjie re talking, about the nature of the canyon, and one of his big points which

he often stressed is, it is bad for human beings to interfere with nature. They'd upset the

balance of nature. When we try to interfere with nature, we don't know what the results are

going to be. He said for instance, there are a lot of mountain lions there, and he said they

decided that they ought to get rid of them, these mountain lions, so they brought in the h

trained hunters with dogs, who knew how to ui.- hunt down these mountain lions, and the
?

mountain lion killed deer, they were a rapacious animal , so let's get rid of them. They killed

quite a large number of mountain lions. He said, the next year the deer increased so in the park,
sick ?

without the mountain lion to keep the deer population down, that there were sixty deer, he said,

dying on the road, all through that park, and it was an awful nuisance, and the mountain lions

would have killed the sickly deer, and kept dt,wrt them down to the normal amount. They W uldn't

have increased so rapidly, and the man by fe interfearing with the balance of nature had just

upset the balance of nature. He said one time there was a creature in the park, some little animal

that seemed to be just the sort that was just preying on other animals. It was unattractive to look

at. It wasn't a pleasant part of the nature from anyway you looked at it, and it just seemed to be a

j nuisance destroying other animals, so they decided to set some traps or something to find some

way to get rid of this particular animal. He said to the others, wait, he said, you will be hurt

the balance of nature. Before you do that, find out what the result will be, fully investigate.

He said that at the end of the investigation, they decided not to injure this little animal,

because they said, if you injure this animal, there will be no century plants in the park at all.

Of course, the century plants are very pretty and they want to keep them. It would upset the
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balance of nature to have no more century plants, getting rid of the ugly little animal, they

wouldn't have the beautiful little century plant. Well why? The century plants have got their

spiked forms, the long spiky leaves, with sharp ends all the way around, that shoot out in

every direction, and the (7) finds out, and they just stand there, it is

not actually a century. It is a good many years ago. And they just stand there just with these

spikes sticking out, so that no animal can get into the middle of it, because of the spikes there.

And they stand there until the time to bloom. And suddenly it begins tob bud in the middle

there where it is protected by all these spikes, and it shoots up a stalk that goes up quite a

number of feet high, and then little flowers come out, and they stop and they 1. ow like a

(7 1/2) and then they are scattered and then they - a new century plant starts. Now he

said there was a little fox that would come into the park, which was able when that stem came

up and it grew up about two or three feet, this little fox was able to jump from the outside into

the middle of this, and cut it in pieces, and there it was in the middle with the spikes outside

where it wouldn't hurt him, and he chewed up this beautiful stalk. be&re it grows high enough

to make a new shoot. And the century plants are comparatively few beeause these foxes keep

them down, but still there are enough of them to be a beautiful part of the loveliness of the park.

But this little animal lives off that kind of flower, and it kills those little foxes, and if you kill

this little animal, then those foxes will multiply and they'll kill all the century plants before

they can (8 1/2) so they' be no more century plants, so they decided not to hunt down

the little animal. And he had a number of little illustrations like that. The balance of nature.

The wonderful balance of nature. It goes poetic. It: But the thing that impressed me about it,

was that it was a balance made up of one preying upon another. One destroying another. One

killing another. It fit with Tennyson' s statement with natured raked with tooth and claw. It

fit with the idea giu in Genesis 3, that God has put a curse upon the animal creation. It

fit with the idea of Romans that the creation groans and travails in pain, waiting for the

manifestation of the coming of God.

Well now, this passage here, if you take the three verses literally, would seem to me

the creation is going to be delivered from the curse. The lion won't have to kill deer in order to
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live. It can eat straw like the ox and the deer can go on living without constantly being in

danger. kThat the animal creation will be free from the curse. Well now you might say that's a

strange thought to bring in hero in the midst of an account of the descendents of David, who smites

the earth with the rod of his mouth, and the breath of his lips slays the wicked, and has faithfulness

for the girdle of his raiment. Well, is it such an R unnatural thought. Is the Messiah, is he the

Lord of creation? k (10 1/2). Why should not the world be reddemed

from the curse which was placed upon it as the result of the introduction of sin, and if this means

that there is a release of the animal creation from the curse, might it not also mean that this release

which comes to the animal creation ferwill extend to the rest of the creation, and that man will

partake of its benefits, himself, and that men also will not go against him. That would seem to me

to be a logical (II), and that would be included as well as the other in verse 9.

"They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain." That would be a summary about the

animals. The animals won't hurt or destroy.That it would be seem to be causing

That it would be a picture then of a time of peace - a time when there would be no more destruction;

no more injury or that sort; no more grief; no more selfishness; no more weeping. A time when the

outward manifestation would be brought to an end. "They will not hurt nor destroy in all my holy

mountain: for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the "

How do the waters cover the sea? Does the water cover the sea, so that part of the sea is covered
?

by water and part isn't? Or is it not true that every square inch of the land in the sea is covered

by water? A knowledge of the Lord will cover the earth, and so they won't hurt or destroy, and even

the animal creation is going to be released from the curse. Now here is surely the literal

interpretation of the passage. And if you accept the literal interpretation of the passage, it means

that there will be a time when the earth will be freed from the curse; a time when no more will sin

have its sway, or have its results in the animal creation, and a time when men shall be delivered

from the results of the curse, and reign in peace w upon this earth. Now that is the literal

interpretation. Now we don't have to take a passage from the scripture literally. There is always

a possibility that there are figurative expressions. I think though we can say this, this is an
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earthly picture. Surely this is not a picture of hell. It's an earthly picture. But if it is earthly

it need not necessarily be literal(. It may be figurative. It may not be talking about literal land.

It may not be talking about a wolf and lamb. It may not be talking about a cow and a bear. They

may be figures what are they figures of? Now there are two suggested interpretations there. One

suggestion is this. It is a figure for the end of fear. The wolf may eat the lamb, but the lamb is

not afraid. The lamb lies right down beside the wolf with no fear in his heart, because he has the

knowledge of the Lord, and he knows to be eaten may be part of God's will and he has nothing to

worry about. The calf and the young lamb and the fatling lie down together.

P. 73. (0)

wicked world in which to live, and if he stands loyally for the Word of God and the testimony of

Jesus Christ, he is apt to be lied about and criticized and condemned and have even his best

friends and others support him, spreading rumours passed upon him. He is apt to have all sorts of

dangers and troubles d to go through but he can keep his eyes fixed on the Lord, and know that

Romans 8:28 is true and rejoice in whatever come. It is a wonderful truth of the New Testament.

The Christian, if he is a real Christian, and lets the Christian teaching have its outworking in his

heart, d as it should will not be one who is worrying or upset or terrified, because the peace of

God will reign in his heart. Now it doesn't begin to reign the minute he is converted. At least it

doesn't begin to reign completely over his heart. But all through his Christian life he should be

learning to let the peace of God rule for part of his life, so that he can face any trouble and any

danger that comes to him, with a contended knowledge that it is God's will whatever God permits

to come, and God's will is (1 1/2) and there is no reason that he should fear. Though I walk

through the valley of the shadow of death, I will not fear, for thou art with me. That is a e

wonderful Christian truth' not an exclusively Christian truth. It was known to the writer of Psalm

23, very definitely. But it is a truth which finds new meaning and fuller understanding to us in

our knowledge of Christ. It is a very wonderful truth, but is that the truth which these three verses

express. It is certainly not the truth which is expressed by the first half of verse 9. They shall

not hurt nor destory in all my holy mountain. Savanarola when he was led out to be strangled and
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burtit for telling the truth about the sins of the , Savanarola could not say this verse is

now fulfilled. They will not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, because they were then

hurting and destorying. But Savanarola had the peace of God in .s heart, because he knew that

he belonged to Christ, and he knew that all this was part of God's will. We can have the peace

of God in our hearts, and we should, but we cannot say in this age, that verse 9 is fulfilled.

Can we say that verses 6, 7, and 8 are fulfilled now? (Student). There would be both

possibilities. It could mean a small area. It could mean a large area, but whatever area it

means, it refers completely to that area. The earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,

as the waters that cover the sea. Does that mean this little area around Jerusalem is full of the

knowledge of the Lord and there is no hurting nor destroying in this area, or does it mean the

whole world? I don't think from this passage alone you can prove which it is, but I think you

can say that whatever area it means, it is entirely true of that area. And it is hazd1-y ima

a little hard to imagine such a change taking place in. a limited area. The thing is that if it

did take place it was in the whole earth, but at least in a very sizable portion of it. The

picture doesn't seem to fit just a tiny part of it. The peace of God in our hearts is a

wonderful Christian truth, but it is not at all what he said in the first half of verse 9 " It

could fit with the last half. The knowledge of the Lord is in the heart. The peace of God.

But not the first half, they will not hurt. And it does not seem at all to fit with the picture in

verses 6 through 8. That there is no fear in your heart. The suckling child has no fear of the

rattlesnake. But there is tremendous danger from the rattle snake. This is not a picture. It

doesn't take it as - figuratively as you want. It is not a picture of the end of fear. It is the
/

figure of the end of danger. So if you want to take this literally, that's one possibility. The

removal of the curse which is such a tremendous thing. But we certainly won't accept it without

evidence from elsewhere, but we will say that is one way of taking the passage. tee

Another way is to take it figuratively but if it is a figure, of the human world, not of the
?

infinite world at all, than it is a picture of the human world, in which men no longer injure

other men. It is not a picture of the human wotid, in which men, surrounded by danger

from other men, have peace in their heart. No part of it fits that idea. Now Calvin in his
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commentary says of this passage, that this is like a situation like that which exists in Edom.

When there was curse upon the animal creation, and animals do not destroy ;one another, and he

says it is a prediction that such a condition will again be established upon the earth, and that the

curse will be removed from this earth. However he after saying that, very definitely and explicitly

for about five lines, then he goes on to say however its immediate teaching for us which is more

important for us in this age, is this, that we can be so changed by the gospel in our hearts, that

the man who was like a wolf, which would kill the lamb and destroy is changed into one which like

the lamb will not destroy with his truth. And he says that this is a wonderful picture of the change

which the kkGospel makes in the human heart today. That those whose nature formerly was to

destroy and to injure are changed into those which are peaceful and the former wolf and the lamb,

will lie down together, and there is no danger from them. Well now, that is an application to this

age, and as an application to this age, it is certainly true in a limited (7 1/2). It is

fully true, but not tthe in its full extent. That is to say there are individuals who were filled with

sin. There were murderers, who have been touched with the grace of God, but have become peaceful

and harmless and helpless and that change takes place in human beings in the day - but does that

change take place so fully in the human beings today, that you can say they shall not hurt or

destroy in all my holy mountain, for the earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters

cover the sea. Has there ever be been, in this world, an area ten miles square, with q a sizable

number of people living in it, in which in the course of ten years there has not been an instance

where one of them has hurt or destroyed another? Has there ever been? Can it be said of any

country on the face of the earth, that that country has been so filled with the knowledge of the Lord,

as the waters cover the sea, so they did not hurt nor destroy in it. Individuals have been changed

by the Gospel, but have all the individuals in any particular area ever been changed t by the Gospel?

So long as there is one in an area who has not been, this could not be said in this instance. (9).

They will not hurt nor destroy in all my Holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledgE

of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. We notice then that Calvin takes this passage as

being for a literal prediction that the curse is to be removed, from the earth. Then he applies
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it to what the Gospel does, in the lives of individuals today. He applies it to that. But is that

what it is predicting? The emphasis here is upon the universality of it in the area covered,

whether it be a small area or the whole earth. The emphasis of it is that there is no longer

any danger. There is external peace and safety. It is exactly the same thing described in Micah

where it says that they can sit every man under his vine, and under his fig tree, and none shall

make them afraid. It doesrtt mean that they have such peace in their hearts to go out and sit

there, though the war is raging around and they say well, if it won't hit me, it won't hit me.

And it doesn't. That isn't what it means. It means that they go out and sit there and they don't

need to fear, because there is no danger. Mr. Dunn. (Student). Well, it would seem to be

that the reasonable way to interpret mountain here would be to make a parallel with the rest of

the verse. For the earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord. Well now, the word earth can

mean the whole world, or just maybe a country, of a sizable portion. (Student). Well, I think

that the word mountain could be used for almost any big thing, like the kingdom might be a world.

Whatever it is, it is that area that is covered by this. And it might mean a mountain, and it might

mean a kingdom but I don't think you could draw that with a certainty. (Student). The 65th

chapter has another reference to this same figure, and adds further light to it, but let's not go

into detail of the 65th yet, but I would rather take that in the light of this, unless there is some

specific point on which that will very definitely help our understanding. (Student). I would say

that the all is not just a tiny little part but whether all means - all can means all kinds of, all

sections of, or something like that. It doesn't have to mean every bit without exception, in the

Scriptures, but the last part of the verse, as the waters cover the sea, is a picture for complete

that would seem to me to involve that this all here is complete. I think it is a

parallel with as the waters cover the sea. There is a passage over in Jeremiah where it says that

the time will come when no man will say to his neighbor, know the Lord, for all shall know the

Lord, and I talked to a man and he said, that is a picture of the Gospel age. Add I said, how doe

that describe the Gospel Age? No man says to his neighbor know the Lord, for all men shall know

the Lord. And he said, it means that in the gospel age, every Christian knows the Lord. Well,
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it seems to me that is saying, there will be a day when no one who knows the Lord will say

to somebody else who knows the Lord, know the Lord, for everyone who knows the Lord, will

know the Lord. It means absolutely nothing. It just means that those who know the Lord, know

the Lord. But when it says no man will say to his neighbor, know the Lord for all shall know the

Lord, it means that the knowledge of the Lord will be universal. Not just an individual here arid

an individual there. We have in this gospel age individuals changed. It is a most wonderful

evidence of the Gospel. The change in human character. But it is a change which affects a

person here and a person here and a person here and a person here, and these people are aliens

in the midst of a world of which Satan is in control. And we have much teaching in the Old and

New Testament that is very helpful in understanding this present age and the wonderful blessings

we have through Christ in this age. And pictures like this, tells us d some of the characteristics

that we can have in our hearts as this, in this age. But this is a picture, not just a condition of

no fear in the hearts, k but of no danger outsider it is a picture of a time of external peace and

safety. Now once I was teaching in a seminary and I dealt with this passage and I pointed out

it and other passages and in that same seminary there was another teacher in another class room

who was dealing with the book of Revelation and he said to his class, he said, there are people

who will tell you that the Old Testament age 4,--- pictures of an age of righteousness and

happiness and peace by that which is described by the first ten verses of Revelation 20k, but

he said there is nothing to connect Revelation 20 with (15) Old Testament passages.

There is no between them, no connection. Nothing to tie them together. Now, that is

an interesting question. Is there anything which ties Revelation 20 to this time -

P. 74. (0)
group of verses about

the animals which certainly if it is just talking about animals, you;would winder why it is here.

But there must be a relation to what precedes that I don't think anyone who believed that it is

one connected passage would question that this is describing the result of the activity of the one

who has been portrayed in verses 1 to 5, and then chapter 9 would seem to be a summary, verse

9 a summary of verses 6 through 8. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain.
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That seems to tie right up .th the previous three verses which describe a time in which the

common destruction and hurting which is so common in the animal creation will no longer be

present. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my Holy Mountain. And one would wonder why

right away, what that could mean, holy mountain And of course, the first thing that suggests

itself, is the temple hill. That is the mountain of God's holiness. The Hebrew word 1

of course is not like our English word mountain, it is a little larger word, than the English word

mountain, larger and small. Larger in its content, smaller in its necessary thought.In English

the difference between a hill and a mountain is that a hill is a pile of earth, which ordinarily
goes
99 up. (Student). But just where does a mole hill become a hill? What is the exact point

where you would say something is enough to be a hill? And then, what is the point where a

hill becomes a mountain. Well, they have little hills out in the west, which are higher than
16000

some mountains in the east. It is a relative term. If you have a mountain l6ODlfeet high, we
i 16, 000

would all agree in calling it a mountain, and if you have a mountain l feet high, or rather

near, something 6 or 7 thousand feet high we might call a hilld. But if the highest thing in the

area is 2000 feet high, we might call it a mountain and a hill would be smaller. They are

relative terms, but in general terms a hill is anything upto say 500 feet, or maybe a couple

of thousand. I don't know just where we would set the point, and a mountain is anything above

that and it is relative, the scale between them, but the difference actually is that one is larger

than the other. It might be in English that we would include a hill as including a mountain.

Because you could say t*= oh, that's a big hill, but you would be speaking rather

derogatory about the mountain, rather than just a big hill. I incline to think that our word hill

has come to mean definitely something smaller than a mountain, rather than a territory that

covers all high points including mountains in English. Now in Hebrew as you know, there is

one word which includes both of these concepts. And that one word # '1 is any pile of earth

that is high enough to be called a hill, and no matter how high it is, it is still a (4).

And so whether it is translated hill or mountain, it is a matter for us to determine in the light

of context. That of course is one of the most vital reasons for learning other languages. Not
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that you can make a better translation then the great translators make, but that there are things

that can never be translated from one language into another exactly because the words just don't

correspond. In English you meet somebody and you say, how many brothers and sisters do you

have? Really what you mean is probably k the family of which you are a member. You say, I

have got 6 brothers and 2 sisters, or I have got 4 brothers and 3 sisters. You are probably not

interested in how many of each, but you are interested in the size of the family. I went to an

oculist, and he said how many brothers and sisters I had, and I told him and he wrote on anote

gs on it. And I said what is gs? Is that some technical optical jargon? He said, no that is a

german word, (5 1/4), because the German word , means brothers and sisters

put together. And of course in English we have the word sibiline, but very few people are

familiar with it. In German you wouldn't ask anybody how many sisters do you have? But in

German that would be your first question in meeting somebody, how many so you have?

That would mean they could say 2 or 8 or 10 and they wouldn't have to specif' sex. The one word

covers our two words, and our two words are sharply differentiated, so I think it is the same with

1 and with our English hill and mountain. -11-7 is a general word which includes - in which

our two English words are one expressing the lower and the other the higher one. So when

we read here, about in my holy mountain, it could just as well be, in my holy hill. And it could

stand for the temple hill. Here in that little hill where the temple k is. Nobody will hurt or

destroy there, but you think of Joab on the horns from the altar there, you think ordinarily of a

place of santtuary. Occasionally people were killed despite their taking sanctuary there. You

might say that this means in the temple in Jerusalem, there will never again be a murder

committed. Not only that, you might even say, there won't one animal kill another right on

that spot. But that of course is much too small, for a reasonable meaning in this context.

It must express a larger area perhaps. Does my holy mountain, or my holy hill, mean the whole

city of Jerusalem? Does it mean the whole of Judaea? Does it mean the whole of Palestine?

Well, the word can be mountain, rather than a hill, and occasionally mountain is used for - as a

figure for a great empire, a great mountain. It is occasionally used in that sense and if the
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emphasis is on a large part of the word, as it can very well be, and it is in our English

translation mountain, rather than hill, it can probably be something large, something intensive.

You cannot build too much on the size of it on this word hill, but you can say this, there will be

an area, perhaps an area, which will be similar to the temple hill, the hill of God's holiness.

Perhaps an area, which will be like a great empire. But it will be characterized in the latter case

by holiness. It could be called God's holy mountain. It will be that set apart under His control,

but in all this area, whatever it is, there will be no destruction. There will be no injury there.

They will not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain. And then we go on arid find a reason for it,

for the land 4or the earth, there it can be either one will be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as

the waters coverjthe sea. And thus here again, you would hardly say, land to mean the temple,

or to mean Jerusalem. It can mean the whole world, or it can mean a particular country. This

would hardly be something smaller than Palestine, but suppose it is Palestine. The whole of

Palestine, will be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea. We do not

from this word earth here, or from the word mountain here, in themselves, give an idea of how

large this area is. But we do have it clear from the statement of the verse, that all of the area,

however large or small the area is, that a good portion of the area, will be one that will be free

from violence. The earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.

But where is it in the bottom of the sea that isn't covered by water? There is not an inch of the

sea that isn't covered. There may be an island in the sea, but we don't call it part of the sea.

The sea is covered by water. There is not a spot in it that doesn't have water above it. And

whatever this area is, surely not just a temple area, surely it is speaking of the earth, surely not

just a = the city of Jerusalem, but at least Palestine, and perhaps a much larger area, and perhaps

the whole earth, whatever it is, it will be entirely covered with the knwwledge of the Lord, in suc1

a way that they will not hurt nor destroy at all. Does that mean that everyone in it will be a saved

person? It might mean that. They will not hurt nor destroy, because everyone will be saved, and

wouldn't think of hurting each other. It may be that. Or it may be that they will know the Lord and
saved

know His power. Many of them and following him, others not saved, but not daring to do
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anything against Him, because they know His power so thoroughly and so clearly, that they would

not lift a hand to break His law, in the matter of destruction or violence. At least, that much we

can definitely get out of this verse. Whatever the area is, this area is completely free from

violence, and the three verses before, area poetic description of this situation of freedom from

violence. Now whether you take those three verses before literally, or figuratively, is an

interesting and important question. But it is not anywhere near as important as a question, what
literal or figurative.

they mean, whether iti either case, 'ham whether littlu n In either case it means

freedom from eternal danger. They mean freedom from violence. If they are figurative, they

may be properly used as a picture of the world of human beings. That in this wer4 world of

human beings, the wolf and the lamb might dwell together. And of course, you will find plenty

of cases today where the wolf and the lamb dwell together, - I heard of a man not so long ago,

who you might describe as like a lamb, he was kind, he was successful, he was peaceful, he

was more like a lamb than that, he was rather childish k and he made a partnership in this

business with another man who though he didn't know it, would be better characterized by the

word wolf. This other man was one who was looking out for what he could get for himself, very

definitely, and they made a partnership. And after two or three years the one man found that

the other had been transferring things in a legal way, but a very bad way, to his own name, and

had been dealing with the customers in such a way, when this one wasn't looking, to tie them

up to himself, and transferring many of them to another pe place of business which he was in, not

in a partnership, and in the end, it came to the situation where it was necessary to break the
who

partnership, and the one man called the man lost a great part of what he owned through it. That

was a case where the wolf and the lamb, dwelt together. And the wolf didn't eat up the lamb, but

he ate up what belonged to the lamb. This verse of course does not mean that, of a lamb that

would be so silly as to let a wolf take advantage of him. It means that it will be safe for the

wolf and the lamb to dwell together, because the wolf will either have its character changed, so

that he wouldn't think of injuring the lamb, or that they will be subject to a law of a type which

will prevent the wolf from injuring the lamb. So that is the vital thing in this passage. It is not
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a picture like Isaiah 4, of tying up external danger, but -

Prophets. 75. (0)

right at this moment to read to you, what I briefly quoted to you yesterday, at the statement of
what Calvin says about this, in his commentary. Calvin says on Volume one of his commentary

of Isaiah, page 383, about verse 6, a wolf shall dwell with the lamb. He says, he again returns

to describe the character and habits of those who hake submitted to Christ, as there is a neutral

relation between the king and the people, he sometimes ascends from the body of the head, and

sometimes descends from the head to the body, and we have already seen that Christ reigns

not for Himself, but for those who believe in Him. Hence it foils that He forms their minds by

His heavenly spirit, but the prophet's discourse looks beyond this, for it amounts to a promise

that there will be a blessed restoration of the world. He describes the order that was at the

beginning before man's apostasy produced the unhappy and melancholy change under which we

groan. Whence comes the cruelty of brutes which prompts the stronger to feed and the

(1 1/2) to devour with dreadful violence of the weaker animals. There would certainly

have been no discord among the creatures of God if they had remained in their first and original

condition. When they exercised cruelty toward each other, and the weak needed to be protected

from the strong, it is an evidence of the disorder which has sprung from the disorderness of the

sinfulness of man. Christ having come in order to reconcile the world to God by the removal

of the curse, it is not without reason that the restotation of the perfect state is ascribed to him.

As if the prophet had said that the golden age will return in which perfect happiness existed

before the fall of man, and the shock and ruin of the world which followed him. Now that is a

very clear statement by Calvin that this passage here predicts the removal of the curse from

this earth. He says it amounts to the promise that there will be a blessed restoration of the

world. Does LCalvin interpret this passage in the literal way as a change in the animal creation

rather than to merely interpret it in a figurative way as a change in the world of mankind, but

that is not the principle thing I'm trying to bring out for you now. It is interesting that Calvin

takes it in a literal way, but we are not interested in who takes a passage in a certain way, but

what the evidence is. But the thing that I am most interested in bringing out now, is the fact
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that Calvin interprets the passage as meaning the removal of cruelty and destructiveness;

the bringing in of peace so that there is no longer external danger, because that is clearly

what the passage means, and any other interpretation than that is certainly doing utter

violence to the passage. Now whether it is figurative or whether it is literal, is a matter which

cannot be decided without comparing with other passages, and seeing what light they throw on

it, but this is the vital impression here. (Student). I'd rather not go into that, because that is

a very interesting and important question, but it is a question in the field of apologetics, or

maybe even of Old Testament history, (Student). The question whether to take it literally or

figuratively is one that I want to take up later rather than right now, and if it figures on that

I'd like to go into that later. But right at this point, I'm interested in general, what the passage

means whether figurative or literal, and Calvin's statement of what it was before the fall, is
question?

of course very important in the section as to whether it is to be taken literally or giF

figuratively, but in the passage itself it says nothing about the fall. What the passage says

is that the animal creation is freed from violence and destruction. That's what the passage says

Now it is a natural deduction from that to say, that is like it was before the fall. But if you

have evidence that it wasn't like that before the fall, then that doesn't change what this

passage means, but it does mean that that deduction from it was a false deduction. That is,

I'm interested in whether it i figurative or literal, but I think I want to deal with the other

question first. What does it mean in either case? It means the end of destructiveness in the

world, and if it applies to mankind only, it means that about mankind. Or if it applies to the

animal creation, I still think it includes mankind in the end of destruction. I don't think one

could interpret it without including that in it. Mr. Harding. (Student). "'Well now, that is

introducing technical terms into the discussion. We are not ready for it yet. You see now,

there are two ways of dealing with this material. One way is to say, here we have a plan of

the ages which we believe in. Now we want to see what further detail we can develop from

that plan through the study of the prophetic books. And that is a worthy and worthwhile way of

studying it. But there is another approach which happens to be the one I am using now. This
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approach is, here is a book of material, what does this material prove about the future?

That Is, I'm not yet assuming as yet whether there is any in n4ii mind, at all. I'm just trying

to see what we can get from the chapter. Now if we find that this prediction will be a certain

situation established in the earth, then the next question is, would it be proper to call that

situation a millennium, and if so when does it come? You see, that is the order of product of

thought that I'm trying to take in connection with this. My purpose here is not to take people

whom we kv assume have a certain definite plan of the future and procede to study details.

That is all very important, and I hope that you will all do that. But my present plan is to

ground ourselves in the knowledge of what are the evidences of believing such a thing, and

exactly what does this passage mean, as carefully interpreted without reading anything in to it.

And we are not at this moment, saying whether we are going to call this a new heaven and a

new earth, or whether we are going to call it a millennium and it is conceivable that the

millennium itself might be called a new heaven and a new earth. Zahn, who some have spoken

of as the greatest New Testament scholar of the last century, others who wouldn't put him quite

in that category but would put him mighty close to it, Zahn considered the phrase, new heavens

and new earth as being synonym for being the Millennium. Personally I incline toward this sort

of view on it, though I wouldn't be dogmatic on it. But that is a subject matter now. Our

present matter is, what is predicted here in Isaiah 11? Well, now, we shouldn't stop right here

with Calvin, but should look on as I summarized yesterday, to see what else he does with the

passage. Calvin starts with this brief statement, with about half a page, in which he says,

very definitely that this amounts to a promise that there will be a blessed restoration of the

world. The promise looks beyond the relation of Christ with His people. 1That it looks to the

removal of the curse. But then, after that Paul speaks of this, well I guess he has another

paragraph on the same theme, I might read to you. In a word under these figures, the prophet

speaks the same truth, which Paul plainly affirms that Christ came to gather e together out of

the state of disorder, those things which are in heaven and which are in earth. It may be thus

summed up, Christ will come to drive away every thing hurtful out of the world, and to restore
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to its former beauty, the world which lay under the curse. For this reason he says that straw

will be the food of the lion as well as the ox. For if the stain of sin had not polluted the world,

Calvin said, no animal would have been addicted to prey on blood, but the fruit of the earth

would have sufficed for all according to the method that God had formulated. Now this particular

statement of Calvin, if somebody can prove from theology that in the garden of Eden, animals

killed one another, that would disprove that statement of Calvin's. I don't think it would

disprove any Biblical statement that I know of but it might lead to a change in our interpretation

of it. But even if it were so taken you still could feel a very large measure of possibility in

interpreting in the way that Calvin does, that the restoration of the world, to the condition

before thu uuipuulj-d this earth. But that is, if you take it literally. And we are much

interested in whether we take it literalky or figuratively, but I'm far more interested than that,

that you take it some way. That you don't cast it aside. I'm far more interested in that. If

I were to say a group of Faith Seminary people, will visit the North Pole in 1980, some body

might say, that means Mr. Gllchrist and Mr. Delancy, that's the group of seminary people.

And somebody else might say, that means all the alumni of the seminary. Everybody that went

through here, and those who went here two years and didn't graduate. It means all of them.

They've all visited the North Pole in 1980. Well, you might have a great dispute over which I

meant. Whether I meant the two men or whether I meant a great multitude. My statement

wouldn't say which. I would say a group from Faith Seminary people will do this, and it

wouldn't be clear which I meant, but if somebody were to say, well now, Dr. MacRae meant the

South Pole instead of the North Pole, but that word North can be interpreted in different ways,

and in this case it doubtless meant South, and actually it wasn't the South Pole he meant, it
in Africa.

was a place down in the heart of the Sahara Desert. Now that is where he meant these people

would go, = And you see, here is 1980, k and here are five Faith Seminary graduates, here in

the heart of the Sahara. The prediction was fulfilled. Well, the answer to that, you might

argue extensively whether I meant two people or whether I meant two hundred. The statement

could be taken either way. But this would have '' ""(l2 1/2) the statement that I meant
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the North Pole, and not part of the Sahara Desert. Well now, in this case, it is definite

in the statement that he is speaking of an end of violence, I don't mean to put things all in

it or nothing, certainly not that, but a time when there are events, a time when there is action,

when there is life, but in this life there is not violence. There is freedom from external danger.

Now whether that freedom from external danger it is limited 48 Into the world of mankind,

because after all the world of mankind could quickly put an end to any danger from the animals

itself if it chose to. Whether it is limited to the world of mankind, or if it goes on and means

a removal of the curse, is a very interesting question, but such a secondary question to the

primary question. We notice that Calvin said that it seems as if there will be atime when the

curse will be removed, and the animal creation will be restored to its standard situation.

But one of the most interesting notes that Calvin brings out, is that it is the end of external

danger. The end of destructiveness. But now Calvin continues, and Calvin says,

P. 76. (0)

of the French or German, the French or Latin, one of Calvin's editions, I don't know which
interpret ? ?

they translated from. Just how to translate this word chiefly, is an interesting question. But

he says, yet he chiefly means what I have said, that the people of Christ will have no

disposition to do injury, no fierceness or utwtl cruelty. They were formerly like lions and

leopards, but will be now like sheep or lambs where they will have laid aside every cruel and

brutal disposition. By these means of expression, meaning nothing else, then that those who

were formerly like savage beasts, will be mild and gentle, for he compares wild and ravenous

men to wolves and bears, and which live on prey and plunder, and declares that they will be

tame and gentle, so that they will be satisfied with ordinary food, and will abstain from doing

any injury or harm. This subject is properly argued from the least to the greatest. If Christ

will bring brute animals into a state of peace, much more will brotherly harmony exist among

men who will be governed by the state spirit of meekness. And yet Isaiah does not mean that

any are mild and peaceful by nature before they are t-wn renewed but yet that he promises that

whatever may have been their natural disposition they will lay aside or conquer their fierceness,
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and will be like lambs or sheep. And then he continues looking at these other verses, and

his big stress is e= not what the effect of the gospel should be upon us, that we will no longer

be like wolves and bears and live on prey and plunder, but will be like lambs, and will be free

from those qualities. Now Calvin's commentaries are written originally not as scholarly works

in which he sat down to write down something to be redistributed as an interpretation. His

Institutes were written that way. He wrote the Institutes and worked over them, to have them

be a presentation as careful and as scholarly as he could possibly make it, of the doctrinal

truth which he thought to be vital and public. But he preached every day, and k he went from

books of the Bible day after day, and people took down what he said, and they published them

as commentaries. Actually they are sermons, expository sermons, some of these volumns of

commentaries Calvin worked over very carefully. Some of them he issued in two or three

editions. Some of them are so much worked over that they can be really taken as scholarly

commentaries. They all have a great deal of scholarlyness in them, because Calvin did a great

deal of studying all of the time, LL and he was a fine student of the Hebrew and the Greek.

But they all were originally published, d as a series of sermons whose purpose was to drive

home the gospel, to the hearts of those who live it, and some of them remain in practically that

condition, while others have much added to them. And much verified but they all retain that

emphasis and that's one thing that makes Calvin's commentaries very useful for help in

preparing sermons, because they are so extensively practical, and Calvin was interested in

questions about the future, what is going to happen in the future, but he was much less

interested in this than many other people are, and especially in his sermons, he was (dim

tremendously interested in what was the affect on the people right now, and so whenever

Calvin found anything that had a spiritual lesson related to the gospel directly or indirectly,

he brought it out. Now in this passage he brings out in it what he considers the definite

meaning of the passage that there is to be a time when the curse is to be removed and the brute

creation will be freed from the oppression and bloodshed and destruction, but he said, chiefly

it means, in other words, I'm not interested in satisfying your curiosity as to what God is going
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to do in the future. That's interesting, but chiefly he says, this is the thing I want you to get

that if you are really Christ's your character is no longer that of a wolf, but that of a lamb, and

in many other places of Calvin's commentaries he simply gives the spiritual lesson without

taking the time to go in to the question of what it shows about the future plan, and people

will quote certain other places in Calvin's commentaries, to show that Calvin did not believe

that there was going to be any change in the creation, and that he didn't believe that there was

going to be a time when there would be external peace and safety upon this world, because you

take a passage that seems to say that and he will draw from it a message of the gospel in the

heart. Well all such interpretations of other passages of Calvin are in fairness to him, to be

interpreted in connection with this passage in which he so clearly states that the passage

teaches a removal of the curse, and an end of external danger throughout the world, and then goes

on and says, but chiefly it means - by which he certainly means this principle is important to

us, its affect upon our lives and upon our hearts. Well now, he does on then, and applies it

to individuals in this age, and I think we should take all such passages and we should ask

what it may be that God is going to give them to us, to our mind and heart, and it is a thousand

times more important that you show forth the love of God in your heart, in your life, in your
mor than

action, e that you understand the precise detail of God's plan for the future. thousand

times more important, but that is no reason to neglect the other. We should do them both.

Well now, in this passage, 4VI Calvin takes it as meaning a removal of external danger and

he takes it literally, but whether you take it literally or figuratively, that is the vital thing in

the passage, the removal of external danger. The earth will be full of the knowledge of the

Lord as the waters cover the sea, and so they will not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain.

Does this mean the whole earth. Does it mean a sizable portion of the earth. This particular

(7) in verse 9, does not tell us, but whatever it means that whole area, is entirely

free from external danger, whether it be man or whether it also includes the animal creation.

Well now, there has never been an area as big as Palestine, anywhere in the world, as yet,

which the Gospel has so completely changed, that there was no individual in that area, who in

the course of ten or twenty years, who did not plunder or destroy, or show a wolf like or lion
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like dngeFF nature, in his dealing with other individuals. There never has been. This

prediction for this passage has not yet been fulfilled. It has you might say, in part, been

fulfilled in that individual has been changed, but that is not what that passage says.

The stress on the passage is the universality of it within the area, whether it iskthe

country, whether it is the whole wijrtl world, we'll have to learn from other passages, I would

say this, if you take it literally, as the removal of the curse, then surely it must mean the

whole earth. It will be hard to conceive of the curse being removed from one country and left

in the rest of it. But if you take it figuratively or not, certainly it means the whole earth or

a sizable part of the earth, but whatever part of the earth it means, in that time, there is a

complete freedom from external dangef on account of the aggressive and wicked heart of man.

(Student). Yes, if you take it figuratively, you could explain that very well along the line
he

which Calvin deals with it, as applies to this age, but he is applying it as a lesson, rather

than that it is here predicted. Calvin says, a little child shall lead them. This means that

these who before were cruel and untameful, will be ready to yield spiritual obedience, so
fearful

that there will be no mneed of violence to restrain the (9 1/2). Yet, we must attempt to

the spiritual meaning that I know that all who become Christ's followers will obey Christ,

though they formerly may have been savage wild beasts, and will obey him in such a manner,

that as soon as he lifts a finger, they will follow his footsteps, as it is said in Psalm 110,

that His people shall be (9 1/2). Those who are not endued with this meekness, do

not deserve to be ranked among the people. Let us therefore permit ourselves to be ruled and

governed by Him, and let us willingly submit to those He has appointed over us, though they

appear to be like little children. Besides, I think that the ministers of the word are compared

to children, because they have no external power, and exercise no civil ywu-i government

over them. That is a bit figurative, but not extremely figurative. It would be I believe

entirely possible to interpret this passage, as a description of a condition in a sizable portion

of this earth, or the whole earth, whichever you take it, would e have been so won by the

Gospel, that every individual in it would have given up his wolf like nature because he had a
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new heart and he was ready quietly and peacefully to follow Christ, and so they did not

hurt or destroy in the entire area. That was rather figurative, but it is dot doing violence to

the passage, whether you take it literally or figuratively, we need light from other places.

But as far as this passage is concerned, there are three ways of interpreting it. There is one

which we can call the (11 1/2) to interpret the passage. That is to say, this

predicts a time when the curse is removed, the animal creation is freed from violence, the

human creation is freed from violence, it is a time of external peace and safety , some from
probably ? though

being saved and their nature changed, possibly all d possibly some, & but many because

of their knowledge of Christ and His power is controlling the world, entirely.

That is the premillennial interpretation. The second is the post=mfllennlal interpretation,

which says that this passage applies only to human creation, and has nothing to do with the

animal creation, the curse is still upon the world, at the time adr*hmrpo1zfl,m to which this

points. That during that time there will be a complete freedom from external violence

(12 1/2) because they are all reached by the Gospel,

1)1 so that every man, woman and child, 4 among them is in Christ.

Those are two possible interpretations of this passage. Now there might be what we would

call the a-nri liennial interpretation of the passage, which would be, that this world goes on,

as it is now, with some coming to Christ and some rejecting Him. It shall be that way until

the end, and then comes the end and the last judgment, and to interpret the passage in that
reasonably?

way, you have to e just cut it out of the Bible, because there is no possibility of reading it

and interpreting this passage, and not trying to make time upon this earth of freedom from

external danger, and the very word of a-mil meaning no period of that type. That is what it

means. And there is no possibility of an a-millennial interpretation, which can interpret

this passage, win any reasonable way. Such a thing simply does not exist. If you interpret

this passage in such a way as to have an a-millennial plan of the future, you will go beyond

those who say that the resurrection of kChrIst is simply the great principle of the -
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they say, oh well, it is symbolical, or furative and say you can't be sure what it means.

After all, we must build our interpretation on the didactic portions of the New Testament.

What Christ says is what really matters etc. lBut that is not what the Bible says. The D ible

says, fools and slow of heart to bwl ieve all that the prophets has spoken. Jesus says that

if a thing is taught in any part of the Bible, if that is what is said, we should accept it. The

book of Revelation, the a-millennialist says is a symbolic book, and everything in it is

figurative. You can't build anything on it, but the book of revelation itself, of the curse which

God had for those who take something out of His book, and this passageand the others at

which we have looked, take it as figuratively if you may, I don't personally take them

figuratively. I believe they are literal, but Ihern take them as figuratively as you may, and

still they either teach something or they teach nothing, and if they teach anything at all, it

is a period of freedom from external danger. That is what they t teach. Personally, I don't

think the question of whether there is to be a millennium, speaking of Christ, important as (1 1/2

it is, is one tenth as important as the question, whether we are going to take passages like
if

this and apply # principles to their interpretation, which applied to the New Testament,

would do away with the Deity of Christ, with His resurrection and with all the important

doctrines of the Christian faith. I feel that it is a matter of whether one is going to use,

methods of interpretation of the Bible, by which human words mean something, or whether we're

to use methods by which anything can mean anything, as Dean Alford says, I trust most of

you've read his work in connection with one of our assignments about that passage in Revelation

where he says, if it is taken in a certain way, then words cease to have any meaning, and
if there ?

anything can mean anything. Now this is only one passage in the Old Testament, d: which had

such a teaching, and it stood absolutely alone, why you might say this is very difficult, it is

hard to tuu.,uljl reconcile with other things. I just don't know what it means. But we have

several passages, which are clear and explicit, in their teaching, that there is to be a time

upon this earth, when there will be a freedom from external danger. I'm laying aside for the

mm moment altogether the question of whether it is literal or figurative, whether it is
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pre-millennial or post=millennial, leaving that entirely out of consideration for the moment,

but that it teaches a millennium, that it seems to me you have to either recognize or adopt

methods of interpretation by which you might as well say that Christ was never raised from the

dead, because it would not be as difficult to interpret the teaching of the resurrection of Christ,

as meaning just a principle of terms for personality, as it is to interpret these passages, in

such a way as to lose the clear teaching of them that there is to be a time of freedom from

external danger, in the (3 1/2). Now whether it is literal or figurative, or whether it is

pre-millennial or post-millennial, that is important, but I don't think that is hal' as important,

as the fact that it cannot be a-millennial; that there is no such possibility of an a-mil

interpretation of the scripture. I don't mean tluu I-u to say a person is dishonest, if he

ignores certain passages. I don't mean to say any individual is dishonest, but I mean that a

person, if he will look at the passage, make an honest attempt to deal with it, and then to say

it speaks of something else, (4 V4). Most don't do that. They just ignore

it. kThey just say, oh it is " But that wasn't Christ's idea. He says,

fools and slow of heart to i believe all that the prophets have spoken. Now this then I feel

is far more important that there is to be a millennium, then when the millennium is to be.

I think it is far more important, that there is to be a millennium, then the question of whether

in the millennium there is a situation after Christ returns, when the curse is removed, or

whether it is before He comes back, and brought about by the preaching of the Gospel. I

think the difference between those two, can be proven, absolutely from the Scriptures. I

think that there is that which if anyone will look at they will find, it absolutely clear, but I

don't think it is as near as great in its impact, and in its importance as this is, that there is

a millennium clearly taught in these passages in the Old Testament, and to my mind, I would

(5 1/2) that there are people who just ignore these passages and pass them by,

including some who are very definite and positive in their conviction about the resurrection of

Christ. I regret that they are illogical, but I praise the Lord for their illogicality, because
then

I would rather have them defending the resurrection of Christ, aw&lzupplying to it, what they
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apply, the methods they apply to each . I'm glad they are illogical, because they are

very fine kChrlstiafls who just ignore these passages, but I don't think a great service to God is

rendered by an illogical approach, and I certainly think that the words of Christ to the Apostles,

were meant to us. He wants us to see what the Old Testament says, and stand upon it.

NEXT CLASS.

I can easily imagine that that would be the case, rather than every year with a smaller group.

It giving it to a larger group, with half of it not really being able to take an interest in, why, it

is rather foolish to do it that way. I don't think it is necessary k that we should take

Now we were looking yesterday about Isaiah 11 here, we noticed that we have a picture here of

external peace and safety. A picture of an end of external danger, and that is exactly what we

have in IsaIah 2 " It is altogether from what we have in Isaiah 4 " I find there are two kinds of

people approaching the prophetical books. Those who do not see any teaching of a millennium.

And those who have to find a millennium on every page. And I don't think we should take either

attitude. I think we should look at the passage, and see what it is talking about. And some
. t

people think that everything back here is talking about Israel. Some people contributed every=

thing here to the church. Well, let's take each passage and see what it is talking about, and

not try to apply everything to one thing or to another. Well, now here we have a picture which

is not a picture of peace in the heart in the midst of storms round about,, like Isaiah 4. This is

a picture of the end of the storm. It is a time when they do not destroy or hurt in all my holy

mountain, for the earth is full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea. It

was given in detail in Mioha Micah 4 and Isaiah 2, with a little different approach but the same

general matter presented, and these three different passages here, it is not simply a matter of

just one passage, these three passages very, very clearly present that kGOcI has promise, that

a time would come when there would be freedom from external danger, when there would be no

war, no fighting, no banditry. Now that much you could get from the other passages. The

question of the removal of the curse, is something added in Isaiah 11. Not contained in

the other two passages. Let's not deal with that as yet. Let's deal with the general matters.
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A time of freedom from external danger. Now if there is to be such a time as this, the next

question that comes up is when is it to be? Has it yet occurred? Well, the early Christians

said yes, this is a picture of the beginning of the Christian church. The Roman empire has

established peace throughout the world. There is no war. We have noted that that is a

misinterpretation and oh how easy it is to make that kind of an interpretation. You see something

in the Bible which superficially looks like something happening which you see in the world, and

you say, here Is the fulfillment of that which you see predicted in the Bible. There's the

fulfillment. What a 'wonderful proof the Bible is true. Well, you don't know what's ahead.

If you are not 100% sure that this is the fulfillment of what the Bible said, you may be doing

great harm instead of good by such a statement, because while you may win these people by

this marvelous evidence of the Bible is true, yet pretty soon, they prove to be entirely different,

then your arguments boomerang on you, and that happens over and over. That is why I say it is

wise to deal very carefully with the scripture, and not to claim that we have an evidence for the

truth of the scripture which we don't have. There are people who will present evidences from

archaeology, which are largely imaginary. There is plenty of good, solid evidence from

archaeology, of the truth of the Word. But when you go on and imagine things, or perhaps you

say them without sufficient investigation, therefore you think you are true but you have not,

you don't know enough about it (13), and then somebody simply shows that what

you said isn't true. It makes the whole thing seem like a fraud, of course, so it is worth while

to be careful and specific in these matters, and I think in the early church they very rightly went

to the Old Testament, and found Christ all through it, but then finding Christ all through it, they

proceded to apply everything in it to His first coming, and they found this wonderful truth of it

in the peace that was throughout the world, and they said, the prince of peace, his government

was extended back before His WJLU birth, which of course was utter nonsense. It was the Roman

empire that established peace, the peace was never complete. There was rebellion from time to

time, which was put down with terrible cruelty and bloodshed, and on the borders of the empire,

there was always fighting, all through that period. It was very (13 1/2) and in the end it
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came to nothing, and was over run with arms and disturbances and introduced the bloody period

of the middle ages, and then his argument just boomeranged on him,

78. (0).

it was not fulfilled before Christ's first coming. It was not fulfilled after His first coming, it

has not been fulfilled in the history of the Christian church. And even the attempts to spiritualize

these passages, by saying they are not a picture of the world at all, but of the church, and they

mean that within the church, no body fights with anybody else, is something which certainly

mm could not find a fulfillment in any age of the Christian church, because there has never been

a Christian church that did not have unsanctifled people, and there has never been a group of

Christians of any size which in the course of ten years, there had come in some individuals who

show unchristian attitudes toward others. There never has been at any time. And this is not a

picture of the Christian church. It is a declaration that there is to be a time of external peace

and safety and it has not yet come. Well then, if this is God's word, and if Christ is right in

what He says, that we are fools and slow of heart, that we don't belivve all the prophets

have spoken, then we must say that this period is yet future. And if it is still to come, then

any a-millennial view is impossible, because the very word a-millennial means no millennium,

and of course, if you take the word millennial strictly, it means a thousand years period, but

like so many other words it meaning has changed, so that when we are talking about a millennium

we are not talking about a thousand years, necessarily. We are talking about a period of

external peace and safety. That's what we are talking about. Well, then, a period of glory

and happiness on the earth with no more war or trouble at that point, and how long it is, is a
has to be

distinct matter. The fact that we call it a millennium doesn't mean that it is auU-y a thousand
then

years. d It is all right for us to use that word, Lluw in describing these passages. Now

somebody may prejudge that it relates to Revelation which is a thousand years in length, we

could for the time being use another word, but whatever word we use, that there is to be a (2 1/2)
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period of some considerable length of external peace and safety and freedom from attacks

by others human beings, that there is to be such upon this earth here, is clearly taught by

these three passages, and you can. take a post millennial view which means after the

millennium, Christ comes, or you can take a pre-millennial view that before the millennium

Christ will come, but you cannot take an a-millennial view that there is no millennium, unless

you take these passages out of the Bible. Now when I was teaching at one time , I was dealing

with it, the first time I taught the course in Prophets, and there was another teacher who was

giving a course in the book of Revelation, and dealing with the book of Revelation, th he

denied that Revelation 20 talked about a millennium. That is, about a period of external peace

and safety upon this earth. He denied that. And someone in his class raised the question

about these passages in the Old Testament, and he said, well, that is not my field. My field

is the New Testament. The Old Testament is a symbolic book. Its prophetic teaching is

very ethereal and difficult to understand in places, but he said, aside from whether anything

like that is taught in the Old Testament or not, there is nothing in which to connect those

passages up with Revelation 20, he said. There is no nextus, there is no connection. So,

he said, the question of whether you have anything like that in Revelation 20, and the question

'of whether these passages in the Old Testament are to be interpreted, are two distinct

questions. There is no connection here. Well, that was brought to me, that statement by the

student, he said, what answer do you give for that. And I knew of no answer. I went to the

scripture to see. I asked the question, has the Lord given us any nextus, any connection,

anything that ties it together and to say, this thing here described in Isaiah 11, is that which

is described in Revelation 20 And I looked about and to my surprise I found that the Lord had

prepared an explicit answer to this question. I found that the two were tied together just as

definitely as I can imagine any two things being tied together without having a specific

statement - this is that, see Isaiah 11, it doesn't say that. Nor does Isaiah 11 says look at

Revelation 20 to find a full explanation. But I find something which to my mind is just as close

as one q can get. (Student). d Well now there's another term. You want to call this the
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New Jerusalem. Well, it is a mountain of God's holiness. Jerusalem certainly is the mountain

of God's holiness. I would say that Jerusalem is certainly included in it, and it certainly would

b an entirely different sort of Jerusalem from what it is today, in Jerusalem. Very different.

So in that sense it will be a new Jerusalem. But wha if what you mean is, = Is this a picture

of Revelation 21, rather than Revelation 20, if that's what you mean, well what does Milligan
d say
zue.ixi Revelati 21 means. Mililgan gives a very beautiful picture of Revelation 21. He said

it is a picture of the church in this age, and that is the new Jerusalem. And I don't think that

is what this is talking about. But if you don't think that is what Revelation 21 is, Zahn says

Revelation 21 is a picture of Jerusalem in the time e described in Revelation 20. That's what

Zahn says. And personally I would not be dogmatic at all about it, but I incline to think that

Zahn is right. Now there are others who take a view that Revelation 21 follows Revelation 20

and that therefore it describes that continuation of the Millennial period which goes on after

the last judgment, that comes a thousand years after the beinning. And in that case, to at

ever extent, the New Jerusalem in '1.eve1ation 21 Is like Revelation 20, in that sense would

describe this. But that this is a description of Revelation 21 and not a description of Revelation

20, I don't see anything specifically that connects with 21, but I do see some things very

definitely to connect it with 20.

Well if we look then for the first question we turn over to Revelation 19 and 20, we

immediately find that there are people who tell us that Revelation is a symbolic book, and that

you cannot tell what it means, it is all figures of other things, and who will say that anyway

there who take a few terrific view of the letters to the seven churches, and those who take a

historical view on it; them are those who say it is a picture of the church in Paul's day; those

who say it is a picture of the church through the present day. There are various interpretations.

Well, is it necessary beside that before what Revelation 19 and 20 are taught. I would say this,

that I think that the difficulty of understanding Revelation is very greatly exaggerated, by

people often who come to us with preconceived ideas. I would say that, but I would say that

there are many questions about -Revelation which may be easy to solve, or which may be very
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difficult to solve, but which do not have to be solved, before dealing with our present knowledge.

Mililgan tells you that there is a constant recapitulation that he starts in and presents this

picture of the church, of looking unto the end of the church age, and then you start again, and
show and
smithe church looks on, and you start again, and there are many recapitulations. And others

will think it moves straight forward without tt4 recapitulation. I don't think for our present

purpose we have to decide that way. I think our present question can be decided without basing

those particular questions. Whether you have a straight (9 1/2) account in Revelation,

or whether you have something that is made up of various sections with recapitulations, we

certainly are justified, in starting a section, at Revelation 19:11. Revelation 19:11, is somewhat

sharply differentiated from what precedes. We have a picture of the marriage supper of the lamb,

in verses 9 and 10, in 11 we swe heaven opened and a white horse. Well now someone will say

this is the television program that put on the marriage supper of the lamb to entertain the guests.

And somebody else says no, this goes back to an early period, and is a recapitulation and has

nothing to do with that. Somebody else says, yes, so this is something that happens after the

marriage supper of the lamb. Personally I incline to the 1&LF last of these three views. But

it is not necessary we decide between them to say there is a picture which starts at 19:11 which is

distinct from what follows, whether it be completedy distinct or related to it in any one of several

ways, it is a start of a section, and we look at this section, and we ask ourselves, what is it

describing, and I don't think that we have to decide what is dealt with before I think we can

say, Revelation 19:11 starts a picture. I saw heaven open. It doesn't relate reMly to anything

in the earlier part of the chapter. It comes after it. It is contemperaneous with it. It

precedes it. I mean there are many theories that could be examined, but you can look at

Revelation 19 following without having to make a decision, and you look at Revelation 19:11, and

you saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse, and he that sat upon it was called faithful

and true, and in righteousness He doth judge and make war. Well, you say, is this a picture of

the Holy Spirit coming down at Pentecoste? Well, up to the present point you need not pre-judge

the question. I would say that in looking at any problem, the more suggested solutions you think
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of, the better perhaps. I don't care how fantastic; how seemingly absurd the solution is.

That somebody suggest to a problem, I would not for the world, do anything to slow up his

imagination in thinking of fantastic solutions, because the most fantastic solutions have

often led with a little change to people thinking of something they never thought of before

that actually was the truth, it has been that way in science over and over and over. People

face a problem and they try to find an answer, and they can't find it and they think of everything

they can think of, and then somebody says some fantastic, nonsensical idea, as it seems to

them, but that suggests something closely related to that crazy thing they thought of, which

upon experimentation is actually the answer to the problem. I say that the more freely you let

your imagination roam, in making suggestions the better provided that you are extremely strict

in examining your suggestion, before you are done. And see whether the evidence is

sufficient to show that they've really deserved adoption and the one that at first sight appears

ludlcrwus may be the one that in the end is the correct one. And the one that at first sight

appears to be obvious, on careful examination may appear to be absolutely no good at all.

Well now, in this case, here is someone coming from heaven on a white horse, and it could be

Moses coming down; it could be Elijah; it could be the Holy Spirit; it could be Christ; but

some time or other there are various things it could be, but verse 11 we must not prejudge the

question but we look forward to see if we find evidence. His eyes were as a flame of fire,

and on his head were many crowns, and He had a name written that no man knew but Himself,

and He was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood, and His name is called the Word of God.

Now that certainly, when you call His name the Word of God, you would never called Moses

or Elijah the Word of God. You might call the Holy Spirit the Word of God, but Christ is often

called the Word of God and I do not remember that specific term being applied to the Holy

Spirit. But it would look to me as if at this point, we have rather strong evidence that it is

Christ who is described. That it is Christ coming from heaven. Now is this -
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the first coming. The immediate obvious thought is that it is a different sort of approach and yet

it is not evident enough yet to be certain on that. The garb was dipped in blood. You might

possibly see some reference to His crucifixion, as the purpose of His first coming, rather than to
punative ?

the peculiar aspect of His second coming. Verse 14, the armies of heaven follow Him on white

horses. If that is the picture of His first coming it is a rather peculiar picture. 15, out of His

mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations. Well, he gave wonderful

sharp pre- Incisive statements when He was here on earth. Is that a description of that? And that

He should rule them with a rod of iron. On His first coming He didn't rule them with a rod of iron.

Has He ever done that since? Did He rule the nations with a rod of iron? And He treadeth the

winepress of the fierceness of the wrath of God. That doesn't sound a bit like His first coming.

And He hath on His vesture and on His thigh, a name written, King of King, and Lord of Lords.

This name seems to prove to me that it is Christ. It is certainly not Moses or Elijah. I've never

heard of that terminology being applied to the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit, as one of the Persons

of the God head, is King of Kings and Lord of Lords. But I've never heard that terminology

specifically applied to the Holy Spirit. It would seem to me, we could be pretty certain, of the

picture up to this point, it is a picture of Christ and almost certain that it is a picture of the

Second Coming. Let us not say absolutely certain at this point. And then we find, that an angel

stood in the sun and cried with a loud bcice, saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven,

Come and gather yourselves together unto the supper of the great God; that ye may eat the flesh

of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, - Is this a picture of the angelic

host being taught to witness the conversion to Christianity of kings and captains and mighty men.

That when it falls, the fowls of the heaven will eat the flesh of kings and the flesh of captains,

and the flesh of mighty men. It means that people of this sort are going to be converted to

Christianity. Well, after all, it says, out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He should

smite the nations. Doesn't that picture the preaching of the Gospel? Going out to convert these

peoplek - to convert kings and the captains of mighty men, and the calling of birds to eat of their

flesh, is figurative of saying, they are all going to become Christians, and they go on to have
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a fleshly nature. Is that a satisfactory interpretation? Well, he says, in 19, "I saw the

beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against
him that sat on the horse, against his army." Here's a war between two forces. Here's a

picture of Pontius Pilate taking Christ and crucifying him. That would be the only thing in

the first coming that would be similar to a war between the two forces. There's a war

during this age you might say between Christians and the forces of Satan. That's a possi

bility or it may be something connected with the return of Christ. But verse 20, shows us

not the crucifixion because the victory is on the other side. The beast was taken and with

hi him the false prophet, that wrought miracles before him, with which he deceived them

that received the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped his image. These both were

cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. These two, the beast and the false

prophet are cast into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. And the remnant were slain with

the sword of him that sat upon the horse. Is that a picture of the nations converted to the

Gospel. A sword proceeded out of his mouth: and all the fowls were filled with their flesh.

Is that a picture of the conversion of the world? Well, let's not judge immediately whether

it is a picture of the conversion of the world, or not. Let us say this, if it is a picture of

the conversion of the world, what kind of a conversion does it show? Does it show a con

version of an individual here and an individual here and an individual here and an individual

here to the gospel. Is that what it shows? It doesn't sound like that does it? It sounds like

a great head on collision in which one side is completely defeated. The beast and the false

prophet cast into the lake of fire, and the remnant, all the rest, waiting with the sword that

procedes out of His mouth, and all the fowls filled with their flesh. The emphasis seems to

be on completeness doesn't it? It is not a picture of a situation in which Martin Luther

experienced. He preached the word of God with power and he had great numbers of individuals

won to the Lord, but in his latter days, he found that right there at Wittenberg, sin and

wickedness so common, that he was utterly discoir aged. Two or three years before his

death he left the wo town and said he may never come back - he was so discouraged and he

found a great movement he organized 2ich was as great a revival movement as the world has
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ever seen and won thousands of the people to the Lord all over the world wth4ce had troubles and

difficulties and conflicts within, and individuals Luther trusted turned against him, some of them

went back to Romanism. Some of them turned to the vilest of sin. He found that there was a great

movement with tremendous effectiveness but with tremendous (6). It was a winning of

individuals here and there in the midst of Satan's world. Not a victory over Satan's world, and

that is the history of the progss of the Gospel ever since. And is that progress one which can

properly described even in the most figurative language imaginable, with the statement - the

remnant was slain upon the sword of him that sat upon the horse, which sword proceeded out of

his mouth: and all the fowls were filled with his flesh. I had a book I had thought of bringing this

morning and I thought I would talk about it some Tuesday rather than in the morning, but in this

book, there was a statement I wish I had here this moment, I wd would read it to you, in which

he says In this passage, the author says, it is very clear what it meant, because of this phrase,

a w sword proceeds out of his mouth. That proves it is the preaching of the gospel and he says the

emphasis in the passage is completeness. It is the completeness of the victory. There is no one

left who is not won to the Gospel. Now you see, that is not an a-millennial picture. That is a

postrnfllenn1a1 picture. There is no one left who is not won to the Gospel. A complete victory.

If this passage here is to be taken very figuratively, so that this picture of Christ coming on a

white horse leading forces which meet these great armies and destroy them is a picture of the

church going forth with the gospel of Christ, and winning the world to Christ, and the birds of

the air called to eat the flesh of kings, and captains and mighty hosts, is a picture of great

multitudes turned to darkness and won to the gospel, the emphasis here in on the completeness

of the victory and so if this is a picture of the church, at least part of the passage is not yet

completed. It is a prediction of an absolute and complete and total victory of Christ. Well, that

is to say, a good post-millennial picture. It is a picture of the conquest of the world, by the

Gospel. There are then those two ways of taking it. If you take it in the a-millennial way, that

this is a picture of conversion, but it doesn't show a complete conversion of the world, is going

far beyond merely taking it as figurative language. The stress here is on completeness. It is
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p on the completeness of the victory. But now chapter 20. The archbishop put in a number

here. Does that mean we start over again. We've got a new section. Well, it might. There

might be a new section here or there might be a continuation. It doesn't prove it one way or the

other. t( saw an angel come down from heaven." Is this a recapitulation? We had verse 11,

heaven opened and a man came down on a white horse. Here we have heaven opens and an

angel comes down. Is that a recapitulation? The same thing in another language? Is it? Well,

we look on. And we find that there is a picture here of an angel coming down ic and he takes

Satan and he casts him into a pit, and he holds him there for a thousand years. There' s the

wonderful things that are described, that happen during those thousand years, and in verse 7

we find that at the end of a thousand years, Satan is loosed from prison, and goes out to

deceive the nations, and the four corners of the earth. And then fire comes down from God out

of heaven, and devours them. Now is this picture, the end of the thousand years, of Satan coming

going out and deceiving the nations, and raising a great army to attack the saints - a parallel

to the end of chapter 19? Is it a recapitulation with a parallel? Or is it something which

continues in the same section and comes later? Which is it? Well, we find that it ends with

this force headed by Satan, who has been loosed from prison after a thousand years, being

overcome and we read in verse 10, "And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of

jfire
and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are. PP And who are the beast and the

false prophet? Are they men from this section? They were mentioned back in verse 19, chapter

19 where we had in verse 20, the beast and the false prophet were cast alive into a lake of fire,

and then in 20:11, the devil that deceived these people wr- e was cast into the lake of fire and

brimstone where the beast and the false prophet are. Isn't that just about conclusive proof that

you have a continuous picture, you have a picture of a great battle which ends with the three

leaders being taken captive and the beas6 and the false prophet cast into the lake of fire, and

Satan cast into a pit where he is bound for a thousand years, and loosed for a little season, and

then at the end of that little season, or during that little season, he raised a great insurrection,

which is overcome, and then Satan is cast into a lake of fire and brimstone where the beast and
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the false prophet are. Whether chapter 21 is a recapitulation of chapter 20, or not, whether 19

through 20 is a recapitulation of something earlier, the last half of 19 and 20 seems to be a

continuous one section. Mr. Sit1ey? (Student). Let's save that question. I'm trying to take

point by point and see what we can be definite upon. That would be an indication, in a

(12 1/2), but what I mean, we are trying to get the skeleton out of it at present.

Do we have here pretty conclusive evidence that 19:11 through the end of 20, is a continuous

section? Whatever it describes, it describes a period beginning with Christ coming from heaven,

overcomig this great host, its leaders 8) Is taken, two of them cast into the lake of fire,

the other one put into the pit for a thousand years, and then after the thousand years, released

for a little season, by which time there is a new insurrection, and in this new insurrection,

is overcome, and now the third leader, who makes this new rtu insurrection, cast into the lake

of fire where the beast and the false prophet are. We have, I believe, we can say that it would

be mighty hard in a reasonable way to interpret this passage as other than a continuing narrative

from 19:11 to the end of 20; whether what precedes or what follows are a recapitulation, or sections

within it, or continuing what preceded it. In whichever case this is

P. 80. (0) the insurrection defeated

because fire comes down from out of heaven and devours them. Of course, that could be a picture

of Pentecoste, where there comes a fire upon their heads, if you just take the verse absolutely

isolated, it is simply in that way. There are those who say, Revelation is a symbolical book.

Everything in it is a symbol of something. There is nothing that means what it says. It all means

something else. It can't mean what it says. The book that I didn't bring with me this morning

says in it, that Revelation 20, the first part is a picture of the intermediate state of the Christians

/
In heaven, during this time. Now it says, it doesn't sound like the intermediate state. It doesn't

describe that - no, but this book says, if it describes the intermediate state, then we'd know it

wasn't the intermediate state because it would be a picture, because everything here is a symbol

of something else. It says that explicitly in those words. We would know it wasn't the inter

mediate state, if it described the intermediate state, because everything in it is a symbol of
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something else. Well, Milligan just about takes that view that I expressed, but he is more

consistent in it than the other book that I didn't bring with me, because Milligan says that when

it describes the great judgment at the end of chapter 20 here, I hope you are all familiar with

the fact that Miligan - that in this at the end of verse 20, it is not a picture of a last judgment.

But it is a picture of the conversion of the people in this age. I remember, Milligan says that

very explicitly, but this other book, which I hope to bring with me next time, this other book says

that this is the last judgment. (Student). But you have all I trust read Milligan, and you have

seen that these things I quote from the other book are to quite an extent like Milligan, and some

of them are different, but I've quoted one or two statements very directly, now. The thing then

that I've wanted to stress here, is that if you have a continuous picture here from the middle of

19, through the end of 20, if you have a continuous picture, you have the last judgment at the

end of 20, you have before that last judgment, an insurrection, which He puts down, before that

you have a thousand years picture, in which Satan is bound for a season, that he might deceive

the nations for a time, and before that, you have a coming of Christ from heaven, and leading the

great host of the adversaries, and destroying them with the sword that procedes out of his mouth.

And this sword which procedes out of his mouth, is mentioned in verse 15, that out of his mouth

goes a sharp sword that with it he should smite the nations, and in verse 21, the remnant were

slain with a sword of Him that sat upon the horse, which sword procedeth out of His mouth.

We have this mentioned twice here. A sword that proceeds out of his mouth. And in this book

that I'll bring next time, that this is a very clear indication in the passage of what he is talking

about. It speaks of the sword coming out of the mouth, and this is absolute proof that this is a

picture of the preaching of the Gospel. What else could a sword coming out of the mouth

represent? It is the preaching of the Gospel, and when it says that the eating of the remnant

and the sword devouring his flesh, - the sword slaying them and the fowls devouring their

flesh, it is a picture of the complete victory of the Gospel. Well, there are then at this point

two interpretations which we can take of thls.passage. It is a continuous passage, 19:11- to

20:15, and there are 2 interpretations, you might consider. One interpretation is - Is this a
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picture of the church age? The one coming out of heaven, we won't say it is the Holy Spirit

necessarily, but we'll say it is the whole of Christ's first advent put together. That which (5)

continues with His activity described during this age as His leading , with a

sword out of Hi s mouth, bei ng t he preachi ng of the Gospel, and Hi s wi nnl ng the nati ons

t o Him bel ng the devouri ng of ki ngs and horses, and captains etc with the sword out of His

mouth and the birds eating their flesh. That is the progress of the Gospel, until there is the

complete victory of the Gospel, described in the end of verse 20. That is one interpretation.

That is quite a figurative interpretation, but it is an interpretation, and it ends with a complete

victory, a complete overcoming, so it is not an a-millennial interpretation, but it is an

interpretation, which with some what of a (5 1/2) might possibly be adopted to

a millennium, then there is the other interpretation that this is a picture of Christ coming back

at the end of this age, that the sword gobs out of His mouth, until He smites the nations, which

don't know exactly what it means, but that it means some way His destroying, His bringing an

end to opposition, rather than just bringing the Gospel, that that is what it means. That it means

His destroying opposition in some way called here the sword which proceeds out of His mouth.

And that that is immediately followed by the events described in chapter 20, the binding of Satan

for a thousand years. Well now, that interpretation then, is a far more literal interpretation.

That is the most obvious interpretation, by far. That would be a pre-millennial interpretation,

that this is a picture of the return of Christ, and that Christ overcomes the forces of the hosts,

fighting them with the sword which comes out of His mouth, and then that He establishes His

reign of righteousness described as a thousand year period, at the beginning of chapter 20. Now

do we have any nextus, any connection between this passage and the passage in IsaIah 11? How

many have noted a nextus? I had stressed this so much as we went over it that I was hoping

that everybody would have noticed it. We have noted how very much that it is stressed here

that it is a sword which proceeds out of His mouth, that smites the nation and overcome s the

opposition, and back in IsaIah 11, we read in verse 4, He shall smite the earth with the rod of

His mouth and with the breath of His lips shall He slay the wicked, and that is immediately
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followed with the description of what is established as a result of it. And so we have two

interpretations of chapter 11. Christ comes to this earth, dies on the cross for our sins, and

then sends out the Gospel, and His sending out of the Gospel can be described as smiting the

earth, with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips, slaying the wicked. And then

that which is produced by this, cleansing the earth whwith the rod of His mouth, and with the

breath of His lips, is described in verses 5 to 9. The wolf dwells tiith the lamb, the sucking

child plays on the hole of the asp. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my Holy Mountain. The
lambs?

Gospel goes out and changes wolves into man, does away with the sinful wicked attitude of

people, and makes the whole world a period, an area in which there is no danger of external

attacks by other human beings. That is post-millennial interpretation of Isaiah 11. And the post

millennial interpretation then of Revelation 19 to 20 would be, that we have the same thing exactly

as in IsaIah 11. We have heaven open and one coming, who is the king of kings and the lord of

lords, and He smites the earth with a sharp sword, which proceeds out of His mouth, that He

might smite the nation and the going forth of the Gospel, the preaching of the Gospel, throughout

the age, so that the birds eat the flesh of kings and captains and k armies. That means they are

converted to the Gospel. I wonder just what the horses have to do with it, that it eats the flesh

of horses too. The remnant are slain with the sword that proceeds out of His mouth. The whole

world is conquered by the Gospel, and then chapter 20 tells about the Millennium that follows it

when Satan is bound, so that he will not deceive the nations anymore. There is a purpose

parallel between chapter 20, of Revelation and 11 of Isaiah, presenting a post-millennial picture.

Or there is a further parallel between them presenting a pre-millennial picture, and it is closely

tied together by this extremely unusual element, that the great individual who is described in the

beginning of both passages, and who establishes this wonderful period described in the second part

of both passages, is characterized in His activity, by smiting the nations with a sharp sword which

proceeds out of His mouth, or by slaying the wicked with the breath of His lips which is certainly

a remarkable parallel, and that is either the preaching of the Gospel which conquers the whole

world and which brings a wonderful post-millennial gospel age, or it is with the roll of k
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stirring which is the overcoming of the nations in a great victory at the end of this age,

followed by a period when Christ reigns, and there is external peace. You see, there is a perfect

parallel between the two, and there is a nextus, there is a combination when you put the two

together, a very unusual picture stressed in both passages, at the same place in both passages,

as the cause, the element of victory in both passages, and ties them together. How could two

passages be more tightly tied together? It is as if an army made two pictures and it put the same

signature on both. The Holy Spirit said, look here. Here's a great picture. Here's another

great picture. The language is somewhat different. Each brings in some element the other

doesn't bring it, but here is a picture of tying the two right closely together. I think that's a

close connection which you could ever find between the two pictures, and that that which

Revelation 20 describes, is that which Isaiah 11 describes. Then the only question left is, when

is it? Is this post-millennial or pre. It can not be a-. You will have to drop both passages of

the Bible to take an a-millennial view. You cannot without terrifically twisting, fit them into an

a-millennial view. But a post-millennial picture taken figuratively you can fit them. It would

be quite figurative, but you can fit them. A pre-millennial picture, there is some figurative

speech, in the pre-millennial interpretation but there is much more literal than a post-millennial

ptxrture. But this can be fit to either. Now how do you find which of the two is described? Of

course, you should see which it fits the most naturally, but has the Lord gone further in His word?

Has He ever in His word explicitly said, this which is described in Isaiah 11, this which is

described in Revelation 20, is not that which #s has happened and is happening, but is something

which is yet going to happen?

NEXT CLASS.
81.

P. 8Uri (0)

Assignment. In Isaiah 40-44, theme of comfort, deliverance, Isaiah 40:3,4.You can think

of people way over in Babylon, thinking, how can we ever get back to Jerusalem? You can think

of the Moslems. You can think of all the difficulties in the way, that are put in the paths, and all

the dangers, and you can think of the Lord saying that He is going to straighten it all out for you.
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I'm going to open a clear path for you to get back from exile. So you can put this under

deliverance from exile.Now somebody says, I don't think this is talking about deliverance from

exile. I think this is talking about another kind of deliverance. Well, at least you will admit

that that is a good possibility for interpretation unless you have evidence from some other source

to say it is something different. So ye put it under that, but put a question mark? (Continuance

of assignment). Number 3, the people are taken into exile, and the gods of Babylon are supreme.

The evidence of God's power is wrecked, destroyed, Jerusalem is taken, burned, the temple is

destroyed. Here are the gods of Babylon who are able to conquer everything. Here is the god of

Israel, who has lost his power. He has lost all the signs of his presence. How easy for a man

to say, well, there is nq( use in trusting in God any more. Let's worship the gods of Babylon.
If

So If God is going to comfort them, God is going to deliver them from exile, it is a rather good

idea to stress the fact of God's existence and His power. So under 3, God's existence and power.

You might even call the heading omnipotence, because the stress is mostly on power in it, rather

than on existence. Do you find that is stressed? Well, you might say, that right here in verse

5, it is getting close to it, and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see

it together. It is God's power. It Is God's existence. God is still supreme. Look over to verse

28, "Hast thou not known? Hast thou not heard. The everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator

of the ends of the earth, faints not, neither is weary. There is no searching of His understanding,

The omnipotence of God. What's the result of the omnipotence of God. Out of the long 1P trip

back from Babylon to Jerusalem, 29, "He gives power to the faint. And to them that have no

might He increases strength. Even the youths shall faint and be weary, and the young men shall

utterly fail. But they that wait upon the Lord uak shall renew their strength. They shall mount

up with wings as eagles. They shall run and not be weary." But you say yes, that is fine. To

run for a few steps, or maybe for a few miles. But look at the hundreds of miles from Babylon

back. How are we ever going to make that long trip? You start to run and you will get tired

out in no time, and if you walk you will be worn out. Our feet will be just torn to pieces before

we get there. Well, he says. They shall run, and not be weary. They shall walk, and not faint.
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Long continuous pace to go. That again is deliverance from exile. But the theme of God's

existence and power is a very great one. Now 4 and 5 relate directly to number 3. Number 4, is

its . If God is so great and so powerful, that you can say of Him in verse 12, "Who

hath measured the waters in the hollow of His hand, and meted out heaven with the span,"Øy(

stressing His greatness and His power. If you can say that, well then, how silly it is to worship

idols. Look at verse 18 here? "To whom w then will ye liken God? Or what likeness will ye

compare unto him? The workman melteth a graven image, and the goldsmith spreadeth it over with

gold, etc." The folly of Idolatry. That is number 4. And then number 5 is related more to 3 than

to 4. You say God is powerful. God is supreme. God can accomplish what He chooses to

accomplish, and someone says, yes, but God couldn't protect Jerusalem. Jerusalem has gone into

exile. God couldn't protect His temple. It is burned up and destroyed. What proof have you got

that God is so strong? Why, you say, look at this world here that is made. Look at all this

wonderful thing that He has created here. Surely this is proof of God's power, but you say yes,

but how do you know, that He created it? Maybe Marduke created it? Or maybe it just came into

existence by chance? You have no proof God created it. Well, number 5, is a proof. The

omniscience of God. KGd'5 knowledge. That is a proof that it is really He who exists, and that

it is He who is powerful. We have a stress on God's e omniscience, here. But we have this note

of prediction as an evidence of God's existence, found right in verse 5. "for the mouth of the Lord

has spoken it." Not only does God do things, but He can predict them. And we know that He's

done them, because He's predicted them in advance. Verse 8, "The grass withereth, the flower

fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand forever." You say, God is not powerful. He couldn't

protect Jerusalem. The city has gone to pieces. The temple is destroyed. Yes, but God predicted

this. He said He was going to do this. M It was He who did this. It wasn't that He couldn't

help Himself. And He is going to reestablish it. The Word of our God will stand forever. God's

knowledge them is number 5. Now these 5, themes here, I wish you would go through these 5

chapters, and indicate, which verses come under any of these 5 themes. And sometimes you will

find a verse that touches upon two or three of them. But you will find a great many of the verses
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can very easily be put under y: of these specific themes. Let's make number 6, the overthrow

of Babylon. That you might say it part of deliverance from exile, but things that specifically

speak of Babylon, and show that that is what He is talking about. That it is Babylon who He is

going to overthrow. We have a Wk lot of that as we continue. Look at chapter 43:14. "Thus

saith the Lord, your redeemer, the Holy One of Israel; For your sake I have sent to 'Babylon, and

have brought down all their nobles, and the Chaldeans, whose cry is in the ships." The over

throw of Babylon. As we go on a little further it becomes a little more prominent theme, than in

these first, five chapters. 47 Is entirely again, but you will find it touched upon through here.

Now take those six themes, and indicate what verses go under any one of them. And the verses

that don't go under any one of them, mark them under a separate head, and then see if you noticE

another category. See if you notice a new category, that gradually converges, or another category

I haven't mentioned, that would cover quite a lot of verses. See what new notes you can find

brought in. Now as to its relating to our general charting, I think it will be easier to discuss that,

when you have the charts before you. (Continuance of assignment).

Now we return then to Isaiah 11. And I imagine most of you have guessed from these

assignments, the fact that when we finish the book of Immanuel, we will probably go immediately

to Isaiah 40. I had thought a little whether to

P. 82. (0)

This chapter 11 is a very interesting chapter, and a very vital chapter which does not stand

alone. It is not an isolated passage, which taken literally would seem to predict something

that is perfectly stupendous, and unbelievable, but it is all alone. You can't build that all on

one passage. Let's forget it. Maybe someday, we"ll find out what it really means. We can't

do that, because it doesn't stand alone. We've seen that Isaiah 2, and also 4, are very, very

strong on their emphasis on the same theme that is presented here. That a time is coming when

there will be freedom from external danger. When aggression and destruction and cruelty will

come to an end. You have various other passages in the Old Testament stress that. But these

three stress it very, very strongly. And there are two ways of interpreting them. There is the
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literal way, that there is to be upon this earth, a time when man will not injure man. A time

when man need not fear attack or destruction or injury from another man. We can't say that a

time quite like that has ever existed. The only time perhaps would be the time of the Romans

empire, when Roman soldiers destroyed the bandits and for a time there was such peace as

Palestine has ever known, either before or since. Perhaps the next period, would be ki during

the second world war, when the British held absolute quiet in Palestine during that time. But

when the war was over the cumulated violence of that period broke out with greater force, then

anything that Palestine had seen for many many years. There has never been a time when one

could go in considerable safety with no fear of oppression or injury from others, who in any

large portion of the world, for any long period of time. We don't have to read our papers very

much to see what danger there is, today in many parts of the United States, of injury from other
In

human beings. Many parts of the world, it is far greater than it is in this country. Well, the

time is coming when they will not hurt nor destroy in all my Holy Mountain, for the earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. You can call this if you want

-define the word millennium as a period of some length - a period of fair length at least, not

necessarily a thousand years, in which there will be freedom from external danger upon this

earth. Then this passage is a definite description of a millennium. This and in Isaiah 2 and

in Micah 4. They present such a thing, and to take a position, that one can follow a-millennia

position is absolutely impossible if one accepts the prophets as inspired writers and commend

them as God revealed His truth, and follow the words of Christ, and we should believe every

thing that the prophets have spoken. You may just ignore one passage. Yea-tuu1d But to

ignore these three in addition to many others that touch upon it, to just ignore them is not a

proper way to treat the prophets. If we are going not to ignore them, we have to admit that they

predict a millennium. But then the question is, is this postmillennial, or pre-millennial?

Is the return of Christ post-millennial or pre-millennial? In other words, is this millennium

come before Christ" s return, or after it, and that might be expressed in an other way - is

Isaiah 11 here, giving us a literal picture that is generally literal, - there are pictures most
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anywhere, or is it a picture which is very, very strongly figurative. I don't say it is absurdly

strong figuratively. There are passages, in which absurd - people go to absurd lengths, in

interpreting them figuratively. That is what is called spiritualization seems to me to be literally

to be figurative interpretation carried to an absurd length. But I do not feel that it is carrying

this passage here to an absurd length, to interpret it in a post-millennial way. I do not think so

at all. It is aicture primarily of a period of external peace and safety. Now is that a time

brought about because Christ is in Jerusalem, and forced upon or by the word of His (6)

or is it brought about because Christ in heaven, is active in the hearts of His people? It could

be brought about either way. Either one is possible. If it is brought about by Christ in the hearts

of His people, that is a post-millennial picture. Of the Gospel having conquered the whole world,

And brought every person into subjection, because this is not describing the affect of the Gospel

in your heart. It is describing the affect t4-he upon your external circumstances of the affects of

the Gospel in the other people's hearts, if it is taken in a post-millennial sense. And

consequently, it Would have to be, if all the other things were possible. So, if it is post

millennial it is a picture of the complete victory of the Gospel, so that for a sizable time all

the people on the earth, are Christians and no one of them hurts or destroys in any other, because

the earth is full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. That is quite

figurative interpretation i-t.iw of it, but yet by no means absurd interpretation of it. The other

interpretation of it is the literal interpretation, which includes the idea that it means no more

danger from aggression on the part of other human beings, though it doesn't say whether that is

due to the Spirit of God in their hearts, or to their knowledge of the power of Christ around them

that would interfere and prevent it. It might be different in different cases, but it also includes

the second case - the removal of the curse so that not only does man participate but animal

creation also participates in the enjoyment of the millennium. Now theoretically you might say

it might be possible that in a post-millennial period, that in a period of before the return of

Christ, in a millennium simp ly brought about by the preaching of the Gospel, that Christ would

cause that the curse be removed from the earth, even without Himself coming back until the end
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of the millennium. That would theoretically be possible but I don't recall anybody who has

advocated that view. I've never come across a writer who presents a picture of a millennium

before the return of Christ, that says during that millennium the curse will be removed. I

believe that everyone who thinks that there is going to be a time when the curse is removed,

who has written on it at all, has said that this is to be removed, after the return of Christ.

(Student .) How about Revelation 19, where it says that the remnant were slain with the sword

of Him that sat upon the horse? That everyone is lain. Does that seem to suggest a picture

of which is the period of the Gospel? (Student). And personally I don't believe that there is

any teaching anywhere that all men are going to be converted by the Gospel but a great Godly

I man to whom I have tremendous regard wrote a book in which he said, that he did not believe

/ in the pre-millennial view because he said, he could not believe that the Holy Spirit would be

unable to convert the whole world, to bring everyone to the knowledge of Christ and therefore he

could not believe in pre-millennialism. Of course, this would be just as strong against

a-millennlalism because it also does not believe the whole world will be a) nverted but to my

mind, the question is, is the Holy Spirit supposed to convert the whole world? And if He was,

why didn't he do it in the first century? Why let all those thousands of people go to hell and

convert everybody at a later time? If it was God's will that He should, surely He would do it

all in one century? Why would He have to wait this many centuries? But I don't think there is

much of an argument there though it is written by a very great scholar, a very Godly man. The

question is, as Mr. Dunn suggests, where does the scripture say that everybody upon this

earth is going to be converted to Christ? Well, this passage here, if this passage shows there

is going to be a time when we are absolutely free from external danger, it must be that every man

woman and child is going to be converted to Christ, unless it means that after the return of

Christ He forces them (11). (Student). II Timothy 3:1. "This know that in the

last days perilous times shall come." Oh, I see, the picture in the New Testament that the

which
last days include things that don't tell about the universal conquest of the Gospel. Well, there

are those who would say that when Christ comes back every man on this earth will be converted
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but most of them feel that if there is such a millennium before he comes, that at the end of it

there will be a period of falling away. At the end of the millennium. (Student). The eternal

state. Where in the scripture do you find that? (Student). There will be an end of time? What,

do you mean, there will be an end of time? (Student). Yes, there will be no more time. There is

just now a half an hour before the hour is over, then it will be ten minutes, then there will be a

time whcminwhen it will be no more. But the idea is a philosophical idea that there is to be a

time when there isn't any time. When everything is just on ure gow. They don't have to

destory, because they don't have to do e anything. Everything is just absolutely static. It is

not an idea

P. 83. (0)

Now that is a philosophical question. I don't know that it is taught anywhere in scripture.

I know there are Christian theologians who hold it. I don't think that anyone who has ever taught

in this seminary has ever held it, but there are Christian theologians who have held that, but

I personally have never (1/2). (Student). There are those who say, this is a

picture after the return of Christ, but it is not a picture here of this world. It is a picture of

some other world. And it is a picture of a condition in that world, in which there is no external

danger, in which there is no curse, or whether that is in another world or in this world, k you

might say, suppose I say to you, that after you graduate from seminary you will be free to work in

the garden all day if you feel like, or you can sit inside and read if you feel like it. That you will

have everything you feel like to eat. You won't ever have to get to class because there won't be

any class, you will just have a time of ease and plenty and supposing that what I describe should

be a picture that would appeal greatly to you. Well now w the question of whether that would

be in Elkins Park 4or whether it would be in South Carolina or whether it would be in Ctr8i

Chile or whether it would be in China would probably not be of great importance. Now if this is

a picture there of something that happens in some world some where after the return of Christ,

then the question of whether it is on this world, or whether He picks us up and moves us to

another world, you might say is (2 1/2) but rather secondarily, whether this world is
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greatly changed by the removal of the curse, or whether a brand new building material is

substituted for it and we are put on that. After all we are moving through space thousands of

miles a minute anyway so we might even be in this exact spot we are now, but in a different

world. To my mind, what world it is, doesn't make a great difference, but if it is alcpicture of

a condition after the return of Christ, I would call that a pre-millennial interpretation, and the

only difference might be whether it is something that continues a thousand years or ends at the

end of a thousand years. And I don't know of any statement anywhere in the Scripture that the

conditions here described end at the end of a thousand years. I don't know of any such statemen

anywhere. Now whether those conditions at the end of a thousand years, there is some change

in the conditions, which might be minor or might be major, and even if someone VFMwanted to

say that change consists in picking you up out of this earth and 4 putting you on another one,

in which these conditions are true, it still is a continuation of the same situation, and so the

question then - the difference then is only whether at the end of the thousand years is a vital

change in the situation, but the actual picture would be identical. I would call it a definite

pre-millennial picture. And I don't think you will find many 4 who have written much on the

matter at all, who would call themselves a-millennial, who would say that this is a picture

of a condition after Christ's return or call it the eternal state or whatever they call it. I don't

think you would find many who would say that. Because actually that is a very slight difference

on version of pre-millennialism. There is really very little difference, and there are people

who call themselves a-millennialists who know nothing about the subject except that they are

a-mlllennialists and then when facing an argument advance a theory, but usually they don't

hold to it very long. Usually they either go further into their study of a-mlllennialism and find

that is not what it holds, or else they adopt the pre-millennialist view, which that is with

slight revision, slight change. (Student). I don't know & many a-mlllennialist s who

interpret it in that way. (Student). The difference is this, here is a post-millennialist view

that says there was a time when this was fulfilled and that Christ returned. Here's a pre

millennial view which says that Christ returns and then these conditions are fulfilled,

mjj
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And the premillennia list who says that the beast and the false prophet are thrust into the fire

here. At the end of a thousand years, Satan is thrust into the lake of fire. Now the view just

mentioned would be one in which you have after Christ returning, after this condition is pass

here described, but instead of being taken and cast into a lake of fire here, he is cast here.

So it would be a difference as far as Satan is conuerned, but as far as we are concerned it would

be identical. (Student). Well, who ever said it is? The scripture doesn't say it is. (Student).

Well yes, I would say that that was a minor variant of the pre-millennial view. But you will find

very few who call themselves a-millenniallsts who will hold that today. That would be a minor

variant of pre-millennialism. The scripture says that the curse is removed. Well, somebody says

I don't think it is removed from this earth. I think another earth is substituted. Well, it doesn't

affect us which way it is. That's a matter for exegesis to try to find out, whether it is going to

/be this world, or another one, somewhat like this. I don't believe that anybody believes we will

/
be just floating around in the air. That is, everybody believes in some world, but whether it is

I this bit of matter, or another bit of matter substituted for it, it is like the old question about

the pocket knife. A man lost the blades out of his pocket knife. So he got new blades. So

after awhile he found the handle was getting pretty badly worn, so he bought a new handle.

Well, did he have a new knife, or did he have the same old one. It really didn't make much

difference. He had a good knife, before he didn't. And that is vital. (Student). The scripture

k no where teaches an end to it. There is an attempted end, when Satan leads the forces f (8)ff1

wickedness in an attempt to destroy it, but he is defeated. He is anable to go on. There is no

picture of any evidence of it. Mr. DuFn. (Student). Mr. Dunn adds another element to this, and

it is an important element to it. The element of the fate of the lost. According to the interpreta

tion of Revelation 20, from the premillennial view accept, at the same time that Satan is cast

into the lake of fire, there is now a great white throne judgment of all those who have died in

sin and apart from Christ and they are condemned and cast into the lake of fire at that time.

Now suppose you say, no, the lost are not left in the graue for a thousand years after the

beginning of the millennium, before being judged. They are sentenced at the beginning of the

mjj
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millennium, and cast into the lake of fire. That doe sn*t affect the condition of the righteous

at all. It is only those who are eternally lost who are affected by this. It is again a minor

theory of a pre-millennial view. You will find some a-millennia llsts who know very little about

this, there are some who do, I say, who will talk of this, that what they believe in is an

eternal state which is exactly like the millennium which you find described in the Bible, but

the difference is that the lost are judged at the beginning of it instead of a thousand years later,

but you won't find many people who are a-millennialists, and who have studied the matter a bit

who will hold this view, because actually that is just a minor variant of premillennialism.

(Student). Now we are getting into lots of detail hi about the millennium, and I'm interested to

go into them, but at the moment the question of whether they'll be unsaved people there or not,

let's leave that until a little bit later. Let's now stick to this first question, is this picture in

Revelation ha literal picture or is it a figurative figure? Is it a picture of a condition upon

this earth, prior to the return of Christ, or is it a picture that follows it, the return of Christ.

(Student). Again that is the question of (11 1/2). I don*t know and frankly I don't

care. I mean I don't care whether I walk about on these bits of matter that I'm now standing

upon, cleansed and purified and ipm freed from the curse, or whether I walk about upon another

setting of that (12) but without the curse. What's the difference? Whether the

boy has a new pocket knife, or whether you give him new blades for his old one, and then

give him a new handle to go with the new blade. The result is the same. And it really doesn't

make much difference. (Student). There is no difference between the premillennial view and

a view which may be one third of an a-millennial view may hold, and those of people

haven't particularly studied the matter and are presenting what is practically a pre-millennial

view, and calling it amlllennial. But there is a tremendous difference between the view and the

view that two thirds of the a-millenrulalists would hold including practically all of

(12 1/2). (Student). There are many many things that the Lord has not revealed. And

that I'm bringing forth is let's not say - here is a view. We'll give it a certain name. What

does this view hold? Is that right or not? But let's say, here is a book and let's find out what
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it teaches, and let's see what is definitely taught in it, and cxmmiwiunkmnwi then see iahiiit how

we can fit that into a plan, or what plan we build on it, or what aspects of the plan he says

we don't know. Nobody knows. You see what I mean, actually there is a pretty definite view

which is called the postmillennialist view. Now there are people who differ on some details

of it, but in general the hold the same view. There is a pretty definite view that you call the

premillennial view. People differ on certain details

P. 84. (0)

But these views differ from, they all reject postmillennialism, and they all reject premillennialisn

and they differ many of them from one another more than they differ from premillennialsm or

postmillennialism. And if you are going to use the word amillennial1/ in the sense to cover

anything in the world except pre or post millennialism, you can then get a view that comes close

to either one of them, the one or to the other, that it is practically the same, and you can call

that amillennial, even though 9/10 of the people that call themselves aflnial wouldn't girn

think of holding such a view. See, there is no a-millennial view. A-millennialism is not a view,
a

it is a denial. It is a denial that there is mm millennium, either before or after the return of

Christ, and there are many different views held by people who call themselves amillennialists.

And some of these views are so near premillennialism, that if the people who holds it wanted to

call himself a premillennialist, I wouldn't object the slightest, and some of them are so far

away from it that they are much further away from it than postmillennialists. There are a great

variety of views advanced by it, but the bulk of those who call themselves amillennialists, just

haven't studied prophecy very much, and consequently make up a view as they go along, omm

in order to avoid one of these two others. Now that's not true of some scholarly preachers, but

it is true in general. (Student). Anyone who's written on it will have a definite view point on

it. Anyone who has studied it and has written on it, but what I say, you can take four or five

such books, and you will find the differences between them are much greater than the difference

between anyone of them. (Student). But what we are interested in now, is seeing Isaiah 11,

is this a literal picture or a figurative picture? That is the question I'm interested in now, and
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you notice how Calvin took it. Calvin said that this shows that there is a promise that there

will be a blessed restbration of the world. Calvin says that the rophecy describes the order

that was at the beginning before man's apostasy produced the unhappy and melancholy change

under which we groan. Calvin says, Christ having come in order to reconcile the world to

God by the removal of the curse, it is not without reason that the restoration of a perfect state

is prescribed to him. As if the prophet had said, that that golden age will return in which

perfect happiness was before the fall of man, and the shock and ruin of the world which follows

it. Calvin gives that as the meaning of this passage. And that is certainly the literal meaning

of this passage, if you take it literally. Then Calvin goes on to say - though Isaiah says the
blessing

wild and even tame beasts will live in harmony, that the pn uitgom of God may be clearly and

fully manifested, he says it chiefly means what Isaiah says, that the people of God will have

no disposition to injure, no fierceness or cruelty. Now that sounds as if he is giving a post

millennial view, and yet as he continues he says nothing about it being universal, which would

be necessary for it to be a postmillennial view. Calvin applies this to the present day, as

showing the sort of character we should have developed in this to Christ, and I think we are

right to apply it. But it is an application rather than a consideration of what it is specifically

teaching. What it is specifically teaching is that there is to be a time when there will be

freedom from external danger. And if you take it literally, also when the curse will be removed.

Now you say, isn't this wonderful, here is this people in suffering and in misery, the Assyrian

oppression coming and all this, and Isaiah says, oh, don't worry. Don't get excited about this.

Christ is going to come, the Son of Jesse, who is going to die upon the cross for our sins, and

there is going to be after the end of all the world, a time when you won't have anymore fighting.

Don't you think people would say, now what is the point of Isaiah in taking up our time in

talking about that. Of course, if the world comes to an end, and there is nothing left, there

will be nothing to worry about. But what is the point in relation to our situation here? Here is

we are faced with wars and aggressions and misery and he says, a son of Jesse is going to come

and put an end to this, and 1ñrnnrxim establish a time of peace and happiness. Now all he means
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is, that after the final judgment at the end of the world, there is an eternal state in which

there won't be any wars or anything like that. If that is all he means, well, I think the people

would feel it was rather a strange thing to talk about. It wouldn't have any relation to their

situation at all. It must have some relation to the work of Christ, that this is a wonderful

picture of what Christ is going to do. He is going to make a change and He is going to make

a world a different type of a world than it is now. A world in which you have no external danger,,

such as you have here. But i is that going to come as a result of the preaching of the Gospel,

which ties it right up with Christ, as described in the first part of this chapter, or is it going

to come as a result of Christ returning and setting up a kingdom, which again, ties it right up

with what he says in the first part of the chapter, with Christ coming and setting up His

kingdom which will be like His. Or is it simply a description of an eternal state after the last

judgment? What specific connection does it have with Christ? If it is not a specific kingdom

that He sets up? You might say, Isaiah talks about Christ. Christ is coming. That's

wonderful. He is going to come and preach the gospel. And then he jumps way forward, and

then he says, oh well, at the end of the world everything is ended. Then there won't be any

thing more to worry about. There's no more war then. There is no more curse there in the

earth. Because there won't be any earth to have a curse on. Animals won't kill each other.

There won't even be any animals. They are all ended. It is just an eternal state. I don't

think many people would interpret it that way. Very, very few. It seems to be a wonderful
kingdom

hope presented of the grand theme that Christ Himself is going to set up, and how is He going

to set it up. In the obvious way, by establishing His rule with a throne infn at Jerusalem, or

in another way, which He certainly could do by causing the Gospel to be preached to

every creature. As between the two I don't believe we have the right to say that one of these
?

two is better. We simply have to see what Christ teaches on it. And if you take it literally

it presents a time when the curse is removed and that is such a tremendous thing to think of,

this world having the curse removed, and flhm man to aggression among the animal creation as

well as among human beings, it is such a tremendous thing, we'd be very foolish to accept it
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am simply on the basis of this passage . But we find it as suggested here, and it seems to

me that we can support that the literal is the correct interpretation primarily in two ways.

( First by the fact that the New Testament teaches that the curse is to be removed from this

earth and second, by the fact that we can fit it in to the future scheme of God's plan described

in the New Testament, and find that it fits properly after the return of Christ rather than

before. Those would be 2jalms on which it would seem to me that we would find that

the literal rather than the figurative interpretation would be the correct one, so both are

certainly possible of this. And the first of those points we find brought out it seems to me

quite clearly in Romans 8, where we find in Romaas 8, a reference to the curse upon the world,

in Romans 8:18, where Paul says I reckon that the sufferings of the present time are not worthy

to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us, for the earnest expectation of

the creation. It is translated creature here, it is the Greek word KT'o, which means

something created, and in the Old English a creature simply means something that is created.

Now we have specialized the word creature to mean usually an animal, an animal or a person.

But the word may mean anything, which is created. The creation, he says, the earnest

expectation of the creation, or if you want to limit it to creature, you will mean the physical

body. The physical body, or the whole creation. kWait for the manifestation of the sons of

God, for the creation was made subject to vanity, not willingly but by reason of Him who hath

subjected the faith in hope, because the creation itself, shall be delivered from the bondage

of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God. Does that mean the creation is

going to be destroyed? Delivered from the bondange of corruption. No more curse because the

world is just destroyed. Or does it mean it is delivered because the curse is removed?

The glorious liberty of the children of God, for we know that the whole creation - here's a

word that is translated as creation, rather than creature, for we know that the whole creation

groans and travails in pain together until now, and not only they but ourselves also, have the

first fruits of the spirit. Even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,

to wit, the redemption of our body. That's not for a disembodied state which lasts forever.
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'But it is for a condition with a body which is freed from the curse. A body which moves and

acts and does things, which does not just exist in a state that is unchangeable, unmoveable,

nothing, but that is doing things, it is a body. And it is removed from the curse and has no

longer the imperfections or weaknesses, and it says that this applies to the whole creation, not

just to the human body. And this passage in Romans, Paul seems to very clearly say that God is

going to remove the curse, Paul seems to agree with Calvin that there is going to be a time when

the curse will be removed from the creation, and the animals will no longer attack one another,

and destroy one another, and we will not (12 1/2) and suffering, but we will have a

time when the curse is removed.

END OF CLASS.

P. 85. (0)Record 85,86 seem to be missing.
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(Student). Well, let's not get into the New Testament first. The new Heaven and the

New Earth is eternal description. What does that term indicate? There are various

interpretations to what it means. I gave the figure about the knife. You might say here 1W is

a house we live in. Now we are going to move to Kansas, and we'll have a new house.

That's one view. Here is another view. Here is a house we live in and it is all tumbled down.

Let's get busy. Let's repaint it. Let's put in new beams which are broken down. You take the

white house. I don't know what it cost to build the white house originally. Probably it doesn't

matter a great deal, but when Truman was president, they spent about $12, 000, 000 on fixing

up the white house, and they could have built a new one just as good for $2, or $3,000,000.

But they took the building and they tried to keep it in such a way that it wouldn't look as if

they'd torn down the white house and built a new one, but they changed things around. But

it was far more expensive, far more effort, but it was probably worth it for iuii sentimental

reasons. It was still the white house, but everything in it practically was changed, because

it was old, going to pieces - it was over a hundred years old and it was in pretty bad shape,

and it was necessary to do it, but you can still have a w room, you can say this is the Lincoln

room, this is kwhere Lincoln slept. Of course, you"ve got new carpets since he was there.

You've got new chairs, and you want to have them look like the old chairs. Maybe one or two

of them are patched up a little, but most of them are new, but made after the model of the old

one. You have the walls, the walls are completely taken off, and new walls put in, and a new

floor and a new ceiling. But it is made to look like the other one. It is still the Lincoln room.

The oi thing has been overhauled to such an extent that it cost 4 or 5 times more than it would

cost to build it in the first place, though it probably cost 30 times what it would cost you to

build it in the first place, but it is still the white house. But it is a new white house. Well

now, a new heaven and a new earth, what does that mean? That we leave our galaxy here,

where we have this heaven and earth, and we move over to some entirely different galaxy, and

are given a different one. What does it mean when we take this one and so change it, and call

it a new heaven and a new earth. (Student). But during the time they don't learn war. There
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are no armies being trained, there are no people learning war, there are no people being ready

for it. The rebellion is a rather hastily worked up thing without much training for war. (Student.)

Well there is no possible interpretation of any more that means for all eternity. They mean they

stopped doing it. There are no words in Hebrew which can indicate that the condition described

is one which continues absolutely without interchange. There is no such word used. It means,

they_stop learning war. They don't go on learning war. It doesn't say that there may not be a

brief time in which they'll wish they had learned war, because they are using what activities in

that direction they can work up without having really learned . (Student). Right

now we are not interesthd in the meaning of the term, new heavens and new earth. But right

now I am interested in a different problem. I'm interested in finding out w does Isaiah 11 teach

there is going to be a millennium? If so, what kind of millennium is g it going to be?

(Student). Well, that is a thing where we u id have to look further and find all the indications

we could find about the period. We don't find that taught here. Some one may seem a statement

to indicate it. Someone else may say it doesn't indicate it. Well, we look at other passages to

find out, but at present I'm trying to get the frame work, and then we may take a little time later

to look at what is inside the framework, and see what more we can learn about this period. But

at present we say this, that this passage here does not talk about peace in the heart. Isaiah 11.

It says, no external danger - it doesn't say the lamb has peace in his heart. It says the wolf

won't hurt the lamb. It is external danger that is here described. And now we s may say, if

there is going to be freedom from external danger, as a result of the preaching of the Gospel,

the only way that can come about is when everyone is converted, then everyone will have peace

within his heart. We can say that. On the other hand, if it is brought about, not by the preaching

of the Gospel, but by the power of Christ, who rules over the earth, if it is brought about by

that, then anyone who rejoices in what Christ is doing, and praises him for it, and is subject

to Him willingly, will naturally have peace in his heart, but whether there will be any who e

do not, is not necessarily stated. Mr. Dulansky. (Student). Now that is getting on to the

detail of the period. It might be interesting for us to take up later but I'd rather not take it up

now.
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(Student). That is a very interesting interpretation, and that Interpreation Zahn takes up very

strongly, and I am personally inclined toward it, but many of my good friends don't hold it.

(Student). Romans 8 here would seem to say, that the human body is relieved of its suffering and

its weaknesses. It seems to say that. Now that refers most specifically to the body of the saved.

But it certainly would seem to say that the condition of today when a person in his 20's is suddenly

stricken with a fatal disease and taken away. (Student). That's getting into the details of the

period. I'd be interested in taking time on that, but first I'm interested to see if there is a period,

you see. I mean, one way to do is to say, look at this. Here you have a Russian empire over

there in which you have a group of commercers who control it, and if anybody says a word

against them, why, immediately he is put in a concentration camp, and millions of people under

the (9 1/2) have to work and to drop etc. Well, now it is easy to say, well now, that

is all impossible. Nobody would be so cruel. Such things can't happen. The people wouldn't

stand for it. Therefore there is no communist , you see. What I mean is, you can start

to find what the details are, and then say these details are unreasonable, therefore there isn't

any . But I'm trying to go at it the other way. We know there is a Russian empire. We

know the communists have control. We don't need to question that. Those are settled. Now what

are they doing. Now at present I'm interested in getting absolutely clear, the evidence of

whether there is going to be such a period, bere we worry about the details of it. And I have

/ one or two more points to see on that, and go on to see what one or two commentators say on that,

and see what theri1It evidence is, if there is going to be such a period. Then we may

differ on details, but somebody may say, Christ is going to reign in Jerusalem, and somebody AJAAJ

else may say no, Christ will reign in heaven and will send radio down to Jerusalem telling his

represantatives there how to rule for him. Or only visit there occasionally. Well, that's a matter

you could discuss. You see, we'd never reach an answer, because maybe we have sufficient

answer to know or maybe we don't. James Orr said in one of his book, that he believed that

during the millennial time there will be easy access back and forth, between heaven and earth.

He may be right. But so far as I know the scripture doesn't say, one way or the other, but what
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I'm interested in now - is there to be a millennium, and if so, *hen is it to be? I'm not interested

in the details of it at this point, (student). I Corinthians 15 which tells us about the

resurrection of the body. It is not just simply speaking about the fact that there is existence of

personality after death but that the body will be raised incorruptible.

Well, that was our first point as to reasons for taking Isaiah 11 literally rather than figuratively.

Personally I don't think it is one hundredth as important, whether we take it literally or figuratively,

as we that we take it for what it teaches whether literal or figuratively, as a period of freedom from

external danger. That's what I mean to say. I think that is a hundred times as vital. I have a book

here in my brief case, a book of lectures given quite recently in which a very fine preacher, makes

the statement pim_puibt,dy pacifically, that the period prophesied in the Old Testament is the

millennial thousand years period described in Revelation, and makes that statement specifically,

that this Isaiah 11, these passages are talking about the millennium of Revelation 20. Then he goes

on to say, the period that Revelation 20 is talking about is the present church age. He says it is

the present church age. Well, now how can you take the present church age, as a period of

freedom from external ptgugindn danger? This last 2000 years of wars and fighting and upheaval,

how can we take it as a period described in Isaiah 11. Well, some of you may say, oh, this isn't

describing the world. It is describing the church. Well, I fear if you take it as the Christian

church, it is not at all free from aggression and (13).

(Student). If you take it as figurative, the animals are just figurative. They are not talking about

animals. They are talking about people. Well that is, if you take it figuratively.

END OF CLASS.
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If you take it figuratively, it is only the world of man, but in either case, it is a period of

complete freedom from external danger. From attack from outside. If you take it either way.

Literally or figuratively. Well now, the question of whether to take it l 1y or figuratively

is an important question and it is also important to know whether it comes before or after the

coming back of Christ, and in a way these two questions go together. Because it is - there is

no other evidence in scripture anywhere to suggest that there is a removal of the curse from the

earth prior to Christ's return. So that if this is a period of complete victory of the Gospel, so

that there is no danger to fear from other men upon the earth, that could conceivably happen

simply by e the Holy Spirit converting every individual upon this earth before Christ comes back.

By this, it is also the removal of the curse, there is no evidence anywhere to suggest that that

is going to happen before the return of Christ, while there is much evidence that change of the

body of believers, to a glorified body, is something that takes place after the return of Christ,

and not before, o the two questions can be tied up together. Now the idea that the physical

creation is to be delivered from the curse, you notice Calvin says, is what is taught by this

11th chapter of Isaiah, and we know that Paul in Romans explicitly says - not that this earth

after it has served its purpose is to be destroyed, but that the creation is to be delivered, to be

redeemed from the present state of misery into a state in which will be free from the curse, and

so we have Paul teaching us that there is to be a deliverance of the creation from the curse, and

if you take this passage literally, it points to the same sort of statement, and if that is the

to happen, I think that probably anybody - any interpreter would say, if this is to happen, if

the return of Christ is a time when it will happen. So two questions blend together on our second

point of it -Is this picture of the results of Christ's activity, from verses 5 to 9, is this a

picture of that which takes place after His return, or is it a picture of that which takes place

prior to His return, and that would perhaps q turn the question extent on how we interpet the

last verse -the last part of verse 4. The last part of verse 4, says, He will smite the earth

with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips, shall He slay the wicked, and then

all this happens. As you might say, He is going to present the Gospel through the apostles to

be sent out, to the believers to go out and preach the gospel, and there presenting the word of
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God if what is meant by the statement, He will smite the earth with the rod of His mouth, and

with the breath of His lips will He slay the wicked. And if that is what it means, then the

result of His smiting the earth with the breath of His lips, by this means that the people

preaching the Gospel, is that universal happiness and joy and peace will be established upon the

earth as here described, so that they will not hurt or destroy in all my Holy mountain, for the

earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea. Well now, it does

seem carrying figurative language rather to an extreme, to take the last part of the verse four, in

this way. It is rather to an extreme, but it would seem that if this is a description of something

that happened prior to the return of Christ, it would almost be necessary to take the last part of

verse 5 in that way, and then we find a parallel to it in Revelation 19 and 20. Because over there

we find that we have a period described at the beginning of verse 20, chapter 20, in which Satan

is bound that he should deceive the nattons no more, for a thousand years. He is bound that he

should deceive the nations nq' more, There are thrones and they sit upon them and judgment is

given, with the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Christ, and they lived and

reigned with Christ a thousand years. And this period 'hlch is described here, in the beginning

of chapter 20, is introduced by the statement, in the end of chapter 19, in verse 15 of out of his

mouth goes a sharp sword, that He should smite the nations, and verse 21, the remnant were slain

with the sword by Him that sat upon the horse, which sword procedes out of His mouth, and all

the fowls were filled with their flesh. The statement which is the exact parallel to Isaiah 11:4,

immediately precedes the description of the thousand years, when Satan is bound that he should

deceive the nations no more, which would be parallel to a description of 5 to 9, of a period in

which they would not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, and so the interpretation we will

give to Isaiah 11, would seem to be tied up to the question of the interpretation we would give to

Revelation 19 and 20. And it would seem to rest a good deal upon this verse, that out of His

mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He should smite the nations, and He shall rule them with a

rod of iron, and the remnant were slain with the sword of Him that sat upon the horse, which

sword procedeth out of His mouth. (Student). It is a figure, but what is it a figure of? Is it a
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figure - a sharp sword goes out of His mouth, that with it He should smite the nations, is that a

figure of a destruction of forces, or is it a figure of the preaching of the gospel, but

the winning of the world to him. Which of the two is it a figure of? That's the question. It is

figurative. It is not a literal sword, and the term is not exactly the same as in IsaIah 11, because

IsaIah 11 speaks of no sword, it says the rod of His mouth and the breath of His lips. It is a

very similar picture, but there is a little difference in the ture. But is it a description of some
way He
panwith1 destroy the wicked enemy, which is described under this figure of smiting them with a

sword, that proceedeth out of His mouth, or is it a figure for the preaching of the Gospel as a means

of winning the world, so that they are converted people. Now we are anxious that everyone (8)

possible shall be won to the Lord and there is no limit to the effectiveness with which He may give

it in that regard, we do not know. But we do know that up to this time, no nation in the world has

ever fulfilled IsaIah 11 here. No nation has ever been completely devoted to Christ to such an extent

that there was no danger of external aggression within it. Take mm New England, which was founded

by people who came over from England in order to stand by the Word of God, and they would in

their Church Services, they would almost always preach at least two hours. They were so determined

to make their lives entirely in conformity with the Word of God, and it was to be basic to every

element within their lives that probably they were as safe axd as free from external danger as far

as the (9) word was concerned as any part of the world has ever been, though during those

days of course there was constant Indian aggression, which they had to meet in (9) way.

But even there you will find that there were individuals that were not safe and there were occasional

murders. There were occasional thefts, occasional burglaries. You will find that there never has

been a nation in the face of the world, whiuli in which Isaiah 11 has yet been wrist fully worked out,

and there has been very few in which it has been worked out, for any length of time anywhere as

near to as great an extent as it was in New England and places like that, just in a comparatively

few decades. It is a description of what is given here. It is one that we would like to think would

be brought about by the preaching of the Gospel. The question is, is that God's will? He certainly

could have converted every individual on the world, in the world in the first 20 years after Christ's
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death if that was His will, but is it His will, of the Holy Spirit to convert the world in this

age, or that it be here for a witness, gathering out His elect for the age, and then that the

period of freedom from external danger comes after His return instead of before it. That is the

question for us to see what the evidence is on it. And we seem to have a process here

described in Isaiah 11, and in Revelation 20. A process which is very parallel in the two.

And language not identical but very, very similar used. But the question is, in what way are

these two interpreted, this picture. Is it a picture of something that happens before the time

or at the time of the apostle Paul, br is it EIn a figure of something that is still yet happening

now? And we have, I believe a close relationship then between Isaiah 11, and Revelation 20

by this figure, which is so similar. And then we have a Divine statement in the New S

Testament to tell us whether the events described in Revelation 20 and in Isaiah 11, are

something that was to come in this dispensation or a different period of the Divine economy

or whether it is something that is to come after the return of Christ. And we find that statement

in I Thessalonians. In II Thessalonians rather, where we find that Paul said in chapter 2,

he said to these people who thought that they day of Christ was already there, Paul said,

"do not be shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as

from us, as that the day of Christ is here now. It is translated at hand, but the word which

is here translated at hand, is commonly used in therpwn papyrus documents in the time of

Paul to mean, at present. It is the regular word for at present. It doesn't mean it is going

to come soon. It means, at hand. It is at hand. It is right here. 4d -1-mui-rr Now at

hand has come presently to mean a little ways off, but this x word means right here. Well,

is it right here, or is it yet to come. The day of Christ. Paul says, don't let any man decive

you. That day won't happen until certain things happen first. He says in verse 7, "The myster

of iniquity doth already work: only he who now hindereth will hinder, until he be taken out of

the way, and then shall that Wicked one be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the

spirit of His mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming." Who is Paul

talking about when he says, that wicked one whom the Lord will consume with the spirit of
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His mouth? Incidentally, the word here in the He4sttw Greek, which is translated spirit

could just as well be translated breath. Breath or spirit. Whom the Lord will destroy with

the spirit or with the breath of His mouth, and destroy with the brightness of His coming.

That must come before the day of the Lord is here. The appearance of that wicked one, whom

the Lord shall destroy in this way, whatever he meant by in this way, and Isaiah 11 says,

that with the breath of His lips, the Hebrew word could be translated spirit, too, breath or

spirit. It is too bad they didn't pick the same English word in both cases. In the Hebrew or

the Greek word, each of them have the two meanings. It is the same meaning in both cases.

He shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of His lips, He will

slay the

P. 89. (0)

in Revelation. The greatest thing I can't understand (Hard to hear.)

But that's a different question. Our present question is, is this His destroying the wicked

with the breath of His mouth, a description of the conversion of the world during this age,

beginning with Christ sending forth His disciples, or is it a description of His overcoming

great enemies at the time of His return? And Paul here says that the day of the Lord won't be

here until that wicked one shall be revealed. That wicked one whom the Lord will destroy with

the breath of His coming. So Paul says the wicked one hasn't yet been revealed. He has

got to be revealed and the Lord will destroy him, and that's what Isaiah predicts, and then it
2

says after that, when the (1 1/2) who rule over the nations. And then that is

parallel with what is said in Revelation, that He will with the sword that proceedeth out of

His mouth, will slay the wicked and then for a thousand years takes the throne. (Student).

Well, if it is, it includes the wicked one. As Paul says, that wicked one, who is going to

be destroyed. Now Paul would seem to suggest that the interpretation of this - it is referring

to one individual, but I don't think we have to say it is just one individual. It might be one

individual predominantly, but with others associated with him, so it would be a people with

one special leader. Because Paul says that wicked one, which the Lord will destroy with
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the breath of His coming. Who is that wicked one anyway? The Lord will destroy with
in

the breath of His coming. We w4 look back d the Bible to find it mentioned of a wicked

one whom the Lord will destroy with the breath of His mouth, and we find this exact statement

He will destroy with the breath of his mouth the wicked, and so that - I don't think anyone

would question, that is what Paul is referring to. That old mrpibjn8Dn testament statement.

(Student). Yes, there you see, the phrase, it is a singular word, which may mean an

individual or it may mean a group. Which of the two it means you can't tell just from the

statement in Isaih. It is one or the other. But I say it is even possible that it is both,

because it could be a group with one individual as its leader. But Paul refers to it and he

says, then shall be revealed that wicked one, whom the Lord will destroy with the breath

of His coming. So Paul interprets that as referring to one individual. So on the basis of

Paul's interpretation, we take it as one individual, but that doesn't rule out the possibility

that this one individual hasn't associated with others who might be called collective, and

that was the group.

Well then we have, Paul it seems to me, giving the inspired interpretation of Isaiah. (4)

And sayingthat whi ch is predi cted I n I saiah that the Lord will slay the wi cked with the

breath of His 11 Ps, i s still fut ure and cannot come until that wicked one has been

revealed and therefore it cannot be the presentation of the Gospel, to the time of

Pent ecoste, I t must be a wi cked one who is still future, and that would show that

Paul's I nterpretati on 1 s - the breath of his lips, and that would mean that the golden age

described in I saiah 11 and the prediction of John in Revelation, which is repeated by this

I parallel to IsaIah 11, that the remnant were slain of the sword of Him that sat upon the

I horse which sword procedeth out of His mouth, that that golden age is something which

follows the revelation and destruction of thai Antichrist, which Paul said would yet come, and

that it is another work which Paul thought at the time of external peace and safety upon this

earth following His return rather than preceding it. That it seems to me is a parallel with

Revelation and Thessalorilans and IsaiahØ where there is no question that Revelation is

definite in quoting Isaiah, the idea is such an unusual idea, it is just so similar, it is
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pretty hard to get away from the idea of (5 1/4) but in Paul there is no

question. He uses this same terminology. He is very definite here, and He says that what is

wanted as if it is one you know about , and where do you know about it? That is the source

where he spoke of it, the one in Isaiah. So that ties the three passages together and it seems

to me, proves conclusively that this golden age described in Isaiah and referred to in the

beginning of Revelation 20 is the same golden age and it is one that follows the return of

Christ. I see no way of getting away from that. I see no possible way of interpreting this to

get away from that, that couldn't lead to getting away from the resurrection of Christ, or almost

any doctrine in the Scripture. Well then, we look at Revelation 19 and 20 again, and Rev. 19

and 20 as it stands it presents a very definite picture. If you take it as it stands there is

very little question as to its main point. It says there is a big conquest in which one comes

out of heaven on a white horse, who is the king of kings and Lord of Lords. And he meets the

opposing forces and He smites them with the sword that proceeds out of His mouth, and slays

them completely, and then man angel comes down from heaven, and takes Satan and binds

him a thousand years, 2 says and casts him into the bottomless pit, and shuts him

up and sets a seal upon him that he should not hurt the believing Christains. Is that what it

says? That He should deceive the nations anymore. The same word used for Gentiles. The

same word used for heathen. Now the word nation might be conceivably be used to describe

all the nations of this world after they have become Christians. It might conceivably be.

But it is hardly conceivable that the word nation is used to describe the Christians living in

a world surrounded by heathen nations. That would certainly be using language in the exact

opposite of what it has ever been used. The Jews today use this word goyim to mean a non

Jew. A goylm is the common word from the Jews for a gentile. One who is not a Jew. The

word in the Old Testament simply means nation, goyim may be used to describe the nations.

And it is often used to describe the non-Jewish nations. But it would never be used to

describe the Jews in the midst of non-Jewish nations, and this, that he shall deceive the

nations no more seems to make it absolutely clear, that the binding of Satan is something
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which results in a situation in which he is not present to deceive either the whole world

or that part of the world which is not Christian, but it certainly can't mean that it is not

there to injure the Christians surrounded by heathen. That is certainly an utterly impossible

interpretation of the phrase and yet that is the interpretation which a number of commentators
One ?

take. Some even going so far, and I think there are others who agree with it, as saying that

this is a description of the joy of the Christians in heaven in Christ. That when it says that

Satan is bound that he should deceive the nations no more, it is means that the Christians

who have died, in heaven with Christ can't be injured by Satan. Now to take a phrase, that

he should deceive the nations no more that way, seems to me to be carrying a figure to a

point where anything in the world can mean anything, but the writer who gives that view says

this is the only dark place (9 1/2). (Student). It doesn't say. It could

easily be. (Student). Not only that but it says here in verse 4, I saw thrones and they sat

upon them, and judgment was given unto them. Who did they judge over?Who did they rule

over? The saints reigned with Christ it says, but who do they reign over? An implication

that somebody should be reigned over. It is not the opposing force that has been completely

destroyed here. (Student). What I meant to say is this, that where it says here that Satan
word

is bound that he should deceive the nations no more, the verb used for nation, is the term

which in the Old Testament is translated goyim, and which today is used by the Jews to mean

the not Jew, but in the New Tesment, it is translated gentile, or nation, both of them, and

this term nation, may mean everybody. It may mean the whole world. We are all part of

nation. And Israel is called a goylm in the Old Testament, it means a nation. Or the term

may be used to describe the nations which are outside who he addresses, which in the Old

Testament is used. It is a nation outside. That is, Satan is bound so that he can't

deceive the nations no more, it means either that he can't deceive any body, or Itmeans that

he can't deceive the gentiles or the Jews, but to take the phrase, so h that he is bound so that

he won't deceive the nations anymore to mean that he is bound so that he won't hurt the

Christians, that would mean to me to throw away the statement and take something entirely
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different. There is such a thing as figurative language, of something standing for something

which it may reasonably represent, but if somebody makes the statement and says that the
Russians
iiliee are going to destroy all the world except the United States, with their hydrogen

bombs. Suppose somebody made that statement. Well you could interpret all the world as

meaning, the other big countries, it wouldn't affect the little ones. You might have cause to

do that. You might say that it is dstroying all the world (13), you might

possibly do that. But when somebody says that they destroy all the world except the United

States, you've meant they've destroyed the United States, that he wouldn't touch anything

else, is not an interpretation - not taking the thing figuratively, it is taking something as

the opposite of what it says, and when it says that he is bound so that he will deceive the

nations no more, to say that means that Satan can't hurt the Christians, is taking it as the
2

exact opposite of what follows. It is not a figurative interpretation. It simply is a casting

aside so that it is the exact opposite. If I say that I am going to ride the train from Chicago,

you can interpret that to mean to Pennsylvania, or it is going down to the southern states.

and corrinc; ii.. i-i the New York Central. You could interpret it in many ways. But it is not

a true interpretation of it, to mean it I-t that I am going to take a plane.

P. 8*.90.

But can still deceive the nations, is just taking it as the exact opposite of what it says.

And absolutely none that I have ever seen anywhere other than a premillennial interpretation

that does not use exactly that same, with that statement. There are two main interpretations

of the passage, which are held by men who are opposed to premlllennialism. One is the

interpretation which is so beautifully presented, the interpretation that this means that

when Christians die and go to be with Christ, that Satan is then unable to injure them.

That is what this means, that it is a description of a future intermediate state. Well now,

if it says that Satan is bound so that he can deceive the nations no more, and it means

that he is unable to hurt the Christians who died and have gone to Christ, well then anything

can mean anything, if you took it that way. That is the interpretation by a very great man
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in dealing with this passage. Now the other in which you take it, in which it is given,

perhaps more commonly but by lesser men, the other interpretation givn here, is that during

the present age, Satan is bound because the Christian who believes in Christ cannot be injured

by Satan. Now if you carry that interpretation a little further, you can have a good post

millennial interpretation. You have to say though that the time is not yet come. Hengstenberg,

the great German professor of the Old Testament and of the New, the great German of the last

century, Hengstenberg said, he was a postmlllennlallst, but Hengstenberg gm said that the

beginning of the millennium was the conversion of Gttnâuy the Germans, when Charlemagne

conquered the Saxons, and he forced them to march to the river, so that they would all be

baptised at the same time. Thousands of them marched to the river, went down to the river,

came out on the other idle-F side. They were all baptised. They were all Christians, and

of course, I don't think that Charlemagne forced them all through. Some of them were obstinate

and wouldn't go through and he killed them, but most of them of course went through, and that

was the conversion of the Saxon nation. Well, of course, I don't think that any of those

people were converted at all. But their children were subject to training, by the men that

Charlemagne sent among them and the influence were presented by and through them, and

doubtless many of them received the true word of life, from what they received, but that was

the conversion of the German nation, at about 800 A.D. or 700 A.D. Well, Hengstenberg

said that was the beginning of this period when Satan was bound that he could deceive the

nations no more. Because the witch doctors and the heathen leaders were destroyed by

Charlemagne and they couldn't anymore reach the people with their teaching, and Satan was

bound, they couldn't be deceived anymore. They all came under the hearing of the Gospel,

the hearing of the scriptures, and Hengstenberg says that when it says here that he will be

released for a little season, Hengstenberg said writing about a hundred years ago, he said,

already we begin to see signs of turmoil and h upheaval among the nations, and maybe that

is the beginning of the evidence of that actual release, Satan loosed for a little season. This

will precede the recoming of Christ. Well, there aren't many people who would think that
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that was much of a millennium. e Certainly wars and destructions and turmoil and misery

and great judgment than at any time of the world. There aren't many people who would agree

with Hengstenberg on that, but you notice at least that he takes this as it says that Sa1u

Satan will not be able to deceive the nations. He says, the nations, which he confines to

a small group of nations, doesn't say all the nations of the world, but he says those nations

- the heathen influence was stopped among them. He gives a certain interpretation to it.

It is a postmlllennlal picture, but what a millennium it describes, I should say that a post

millennial picture ought to say that there is still coming a time when there will be a period

of external peace and safety, as a result of the preaching of the gospel. That it is still

future. But there are those who say that this presents the present time, not the intermediate

state in heaven, but the state upon this earth, that which is described here. Here is a book

just published last year. Copyright 1955. J. Marcellius Kik. Series of lectures given in

Westminster Seminary. .1 think it was very recently by him. It is called Revelation 20; an

exposition. Here's what he says on page 29. He says, the term thousand years in Revelation

20 Is a figurative expression used to describe the period of the Messianic kingdom upon

earth. It is that period when the first advent of Christ, until His second coming. It is the
stated

full or complete period of Christ's e kingdom upon earth. Christ Himself f1yuitt that with

the casting out of demons the kingdom of God was to come, and Satan was bound. If the

binding of Satan began with the first coming of Christ, than it follows that the thousand years

began with his first comii, so he says the term thousand, you don't need to interpret it

literally, it is an exact period, but we won't fight about that. My guess is that it will be

an exact thousand, but whether it is hünm 500, r 10, 000 I say we don't need to fight about it,
nearly

but it is a period of considerable length, bu and he will make it a period of at least 2000

years, but that period he says, is this present time. He says that Isaiah gives us many

beautiful pictures of this millennial period, which is now. The time is between the first comin

of Christ and the second coming. He says this is the period which is described in the

beautiful prophecies. He says, we are told definitely that Satan is to be bound in regards to
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the deceiving of the nations, and he has been bound, as no time since the coming of the

Christ, has he been able t deceive the entire world. Satan is bound, since the first coming

of Christ, that he should deceive the nations no more. I hate to think of who has been

doing the visiting these last 2000 years. There certainly have been a lot of them greatly

deceived. A lot of Christians greatly deceived, too. Is it not true that in all nations, he

says, Christ has his followers. Yet before the coming of the Lord, there was only a handful

in the little country of Palestine. Satan had complete control over all the nations of the Win

world. That is not true now. There is direct evidence that Satan has been bound. He says

Satan has been cast into the bottomless pit. He says, even so, Satan being cast into the

abyss, does not mean (8 1/4) of his activity on earth. He will remain active

in a limited degree, until the second coming of our Lord. Then he has a chapter, I saw

thrones, and he says in it, Christians are now reigning with Christ. The throne stands for

the saints, spiritual dominion within Himself and over the world, through the grace of Christ

they reign in light, over the flesh, the world and the devil. In all things he is more than a

conqueror through Christ. He reigns over sin because sin has no dominion over him. He

reigns over Satan who cannot touch him. You notice, he makes it the Christian, and not the

nation. Satan is bound that he will deceive the nations no more. He says, the Christian

reigns over Satan who can not touch him. He reigns over the world because of Him who has

overcome the world. There is a reign of the saints over the world. This he does by spiritual

means, and not by the power of the carnal world, etc. So you see, this auseii according to

Mr. Kik's interpretation, this is a picture of the present day, and when Isaiah says the

wolf shall dwell with the lamb, that they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountains,

for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea. And

that Satan is bound for a thousand years, that he should deceive the nations no more, Kik

says that is the description of what we have been having and have upon the earth now.

Well, it seems to me that you can make anything mean anything, if you are going to use that

kind of interpretation. Why bother with the Bible? Why not say what you think you'd like
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to have. Wh (Student). It would seem to suggest. It is at least that which follows the context.

(Student).
Whether you call it the millennium, whatever your view is, it is that which follows

the millennium. (Student). No, I wouldn't say that. I would say that if you say it is ten miles

from here to Philadelphia, I would take that as meaning that it is more than 7 and less than 12.

I wouldn't take ten that it is 5280 feet multiplied by 10 exactly. I would take it as meaning 10
?

is the number that means 1 decade, 1 (11 1/2). Now if I said 9 I wouldn't mean 11,

but I meaw might mean 9 1/2. I might mean 8 1/2. That is, I would take it, as a round number

as commonly used in our (11 1/2) and in the Bible to express - well, one of the e

outstanding instances of that is in the account e in Kings on Solomon building the temple, and it

says he made the sea,1 which if I call correctly was 10 cubits across and 30 cubits around.

And people have said that this proves that verbal inspiration is impossible. The Bible contradicts

science, because if you have a circle 10 cubits across, it couldn't be 30 around. And I say it

is never meant to give you the number of inches around, not precisely. Solonon's architect

would probably know it down to an eighth of an inch, but the presentation given to it is general

(12 1/2). I think the Lord could have given p1 down to several hundred decimal points.
to

It still wouldn't be accurate so you could go on and get it further. But he gives it in just that

one decimal 3, he doesn't give it to the next one, and when you say a thousand, I would take it

as being a t: long period of time. Now as far as I'm concerned j aand years, could mean

500 years, or it could be 10, 000 years, but I personally, my guess is that it will be more exact,

but I don't want to stand on it, as being anywhere assured of, k but when somebody says, now

here is what Kik says about a thousand years. Kik says thousand simply stands for

perfection, because it is ten units. It means that everything will be perfect there. Well then

for a thousand years, I say it means a time of considerable length - that that it is a figure of

something e.tt entirely different than #Imeu 109 0.

P. 91. (0)

Here is a statement. It says that it is quite certain that a thousand represents in Bible

symbolism, absolute perfection and completion. The sacred number 7 stands in combination with
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equal number 3, forms the number of holy perfection, 10. And when this ten is cubed into a

thousand, the seer had said all he could say to convey to our minds, the idea of absolute

completion. In other words, because 7 and 3 are 10, and 10 cubed is a thousand, therefore when

it says they reign and live with Christ a thousand years it means that the condition of the redeeme

in heaven with Christ is perfect. Well now, You can make anything mean anything, if you are

going to give that kind of interpretation. But when he says he reigns a thousand years, I don't
we should

think he ea,1u say well that means (2). But it means a long period.

NEXT CUSS.

that the unbelieving population is increasing far faster than the spread of the gospel, even if

all the missionaries were evangelicals, instead of so many of them being modernists. And so

we have a picture today that can well lead to frustration. And I'm sure that the great missionary

leaders of fifty years ago, were living today, and they were really evangelical. They would

be at a terrible disability, both by the way in the obstacles that have come in the face of all the
in this country

(4) but even more spread in the age of hypocrisy eertd in Me-unnhg and all the

rest of the countries. And we have a picture here that exactly corresponds to that situation.

We have the character of those who believe in Christ described and their attitude very beautiful

in these last few verses, but now here we have a situation. A church which expected to conquer

the world. The evangelization of the world in this generation, all the kingdoms of this earth as

a result of the preaching of the gospel, to become the kingdoms of the Lord Jesus Christ, and

those nations which a hundred years ago, in Sweden and Denmark, in Switzerland, in some of

these countries, the gospel was preached on every country, and 99% of the people belonged to

churches in which evangelicals gospel was proclaimed, in them today, in 3/4ths or 4/5ths of

the churches, modernism i t me proclaimed, and in the miuniversities they have them

trained toward modernism. What a frustrating situation' And so we have the wonderful joy of

verse 15, being turned into questioning and uncertainty, Lord in trouble and they visited thee.

They poured out a prayer when thy chastening as upon them, like as a woman with child, that

draweth near to the time of her delivery, and crieth out in her paigns, so have we been in thy
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sight Oh Lord. We have been a group just about to reach out and conquer the world for Christ,

and modernism has come in through the back door, and overcome so many of our churches and

our movement, than actually we have far less Christians today in this country or in the world as

a whole, than we had 50 years ago. Like as a woman with child who draweth near to her time of

deliverance, is in pangs, and she cries out in her pain, so have we been in thy sight, Oh Lord,

we have been with child, we have been in pain, we have as it were brought forth wind. We have

not brought any deliverance into the earth, neither have the inhabitants of the world (6).

but Christians. Failure to accomplish a great goal that He so needed. And the question comes as

it came in c1itr 24 what is the goal? Is it kGod's promise that the whole world is to be

conquered by the preaching of the Gospel? Is it His promise that all the inhabitants of the world

will fall before God's truth, that there will be real deliverance in the world, by the preaching of

the Gospel, or is His promise that this will come about after a wonderful intervention by our

Lord Jesus Christ to set up His wonderful kingdom of glory, peace and happiness, upon this earth

to reign in righteousness. What is the answer? Well, we read in the New Testament that when

He comes to set up His glorious kingdom, before He comes to do that, He is going to raise His

people from the dead. That the Lord will descend from heaven with a shout and with the trump

of God and the voice of the archangel; Michael, and the dead in Christ shall rise first. Not a

yuny general resurrection, but the dead in Christ shall rise first, that is so clearly. And then we

which are alive, will believe in Christ, will be caught up together with them into the air, and so

will we be ever together with the Lord, and we will be with Him, and when He comes back, to

set up His kingdom on the earth, we will comet with Him. That is what is (7 1/2).

Well, what do we expect then, the frustration, v. 18 says, the Lord will say, don't be

frustrated, God will give you the victory. You will conquer the world, through Christ. Verse 19,

no. He says the answer is resurrection. The answer is the coming of Christ, who will raise the

saints from the dead. The answer is the giving to the living Christians of the resurrection body,

and raising them up to meet Him in the air. Here it is. v. 19, just as plain as anything could

be if words we mean anthing. Thy dead men shall live, together with my dead boy shall they

an
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thy dew, the dew of death, and the earth shall cast out the dead. What a picture, of the

earth putting up the dead, as the righteous are raised from the dead, and the living believers in

Christ are given their resurrection bodies and together we are raised up in the clouds, to meet the

Lord in the air. "Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust: for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the

earth shall cast out the dead." There we are then, in heaven with Christ. We have not won a

victory over the earth. We have led many to receive Christ. His elect have been e±= called. They
as

have come to believe on Him, but we have not conquered the whole world, for Christ, aairhapter

24, points out, the victory comes by His intervention. But 24 shows Him coming and seizing the

force of wickedness. This one shows Him coming and raising the saints from the dead, and

raising up together with them into the heavens. & the two happen exactly the same time, or at

slightly different times, or at the same general period? There is no word here, to say. That is

looking at it from a viewpoint of the world in general. 24, this is from the viewpoint of the Christ

ian. What happens? Awake and sing for thy dew is the-dew of the earth, and the earth will

cast out the dead. The Lord raises him up into the clouds, to meet him in the air. He says in

verse 20, "Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee." We

are taken from the earth and taken to be with Him. He says, enter into thy chambers, and shut

thy doors, about thee. Hid thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation is overpasi

The Christian raised from the dead, raised up into heaven to be with Christ, but not immediately

coming to the earth, overcome wickedness and set up His kingdom of righteousness and peace upon

this earth. No. Enter into thy chambers, shut thy doors about thee. Hide thyself as it were for a

little moment, until the indignation be overpast. For behold, the Lord cometh out of His place to

punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall disclose her blood, and

shall no more cover her slain. W So we have a supplementary picture here, to the picture we have

in 24. 24 shows God intervening, seizing Satan and casting him into the pit for a thousand years

after which he is released for a little season. Chapter 26 looks in more detail at a portion of

this. It shows Inverse 19, the resurrection of the just. There being raised up into heaven with

Him, and verse 20, their being a part with Him in absolut safety until the indignation is overpast,
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for now after they are raised up with Him, now is the time it says, when He comes forth from His

place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their Iniquity, the great tribulation is then described

as about to come, now that those who are his own have been taken out of this, and been taken up

to be with Him. It is a very, very clear picture, there is no other reasonable way to interpret the

passage, but it fits in just exactly the progress of absolute clear evidence. Mr. Gilchrist.

(Student). I don't see anything in Revelation 20 that seems to correspond to that. Revelation 20,
It shows

at the end of 20 doesn't describe the Lord coming out to punish the inhabitants of the earth,

that the people upright, and coming in against the saints. It shows the saints in Jerusalem,

in imminent danger of destruction and the Lord sending a fire down from heaven to protect them.

I don't see any parallel to that. It seems to be something that immediately follows the resurrection

of the Saints, of him being taken to Christ, a resurrection of the Saints, which comes individually

with frustration which is described in (12 1/2). (Student). The Lord comes to

punish the inhabitants of the earth for her iniquity. The w earth shall disclose her blood, and
? ?

shall no more cover the slain, because of the saints in heaven. Well 21, eeie could be

interpreted as judgment, % 13 1/2), it is not impossible, but

Now whether an interpretation could be worked out along the lines that you suggested

I don't know. (Student).

92. (0)

Chapter 40 is the beginning of what the critics call Second Isaiah. As you know the first

stage of the criticism says 40 through 66 is the Second Isaiah. This goes with the second stage.

The 4 third stage says the Second Isaiah is only from 40 to about 55, 55 or 6 somewhere along

there. Well, chapter 40, at any rate is the beginning of a vital section. There is a vital

difference. Now nobody can deny that. 36 to 39 is the historical section of Isaiah, different

from anything that precedes it or follows it. It divides the book into two parts. But not only

that, chapter 40 has a very different atmosphere to it than anything we have looked at it yet, in

the early part of the book. And if you read on from chapter 40, you find that a section which has

buke in them, has quite a different attitude from the rebuke from previous chapters. In the
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6: Farce siguts wrth seei.a1
Visio, of "od
ISJ a of uiiae1f
lsI'ij 'l' service.

9 6: dated

10 -011't iioie llCuf;lu. to a parase or ru!nber
tai i t uere. Viz. l55 risn.

11 lsa.u plupLiet 01 ;.tce. "orc grce in sa. t;nln
Ii. Ally other flook.

11/4 Lvcry true iesse er of' God ioa1d put sotne
iS O1 hot ;, .c e - jtd nnut

11/5 s.iiah' s isiwi of friob & preparntion for service
12 coot 'd

13/2 Tue c.-Al c ausiacs certi a aspects of toe
mess JC.

I ! dU WU tIOL 10 nc.Lect (tin eimpiiasis on
"ctagnent ai.o

14 en .12 "' 13 C. Ia ni ini. p.rt of c&,. 12
6:12 rip' ies tere will 1e dtfic'il t situal Ions
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15 t: t; 110 ordct to :irden taose who refuse to listen
In the Cari St. ian life voi 1o not. stay still

.16 ! qutat ion of the OT
17/1-5 Icerless' Ue.rew hicti OtaLy
I i/6-t0 NJ quotations from UT

Id/1-3 1uoLitiou

613
iruijleii of reprobation

b: 7, 10 Iin:'iuuuel
5 reasons fov c Jsa.6-12 the Book of

Lr13 n LIC I

20 (2ont In ing 01 LhIit,S near and far
I lustrated from Gen..3

Serpent cati dust

21i inni ty b" twecn Serpent arid omari
God tinins iron taking to erpeiit to the spiritual
bei1, beili i.d the serpent who IIdS been using
the serpent.

22/1-5 dirupt transition foi .iuiieJi Ae Cut. to
distant tut

22/6-10 sa.7 i.acgrouxin of txie nrophucy
shur anti Araen( : ri a)

Syria allied with sriei

23 7:10 ~,,azl skepticism
oc1 as giVCt.I so ific i¬t ev!.(Iet)ce for our faith
does nt want us to te npt Ilim h deriandi ng

new evidence

23/6 ?: 13 Isa. not trying to comfort
Is a sit of rebuke

24 \1rnah = ou1.g woman, nc of tio.;e character] st:i Cs
i tat tiic is a virin. ever jJ I. one WhO
is iot a vi in.
lxx Look k. L.CILAIC.1 word for virLiti to
t,aos. Almari

25 RSV's trans. "young woisaii"

25/s Parable of the 10 vi,gins(not a tecisnlcal use;
could as 'yell be ti-ans. h. " yons vomen"

6/4 L.aSor on 11ah sieniis yours: woman rather than
virgin

Usa!e of .\1nah in connection with .-o1onou' s harem

iaveti of New Brunswick affected by igher Criicis

27/4 qven thooht case in irov. favored no virgin
27/610 Mat. 1:Ih-1'
28 RSV on 'lat. I
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29 1k. 24 %& (Ion 't stop to study sonethitag
we outi 't utderstand et itsrneaniflg

30 Iat.3:2; 1:24

31/5 Purpose of tue propoets: not 1o give us a
rnattue'iatical treatise Sc inform but to iove
hearts.

ernior:s are to move people

32/1-4 isa's purpose re \Oaz

32/5 11rnah
par, t tie nOs

33/1-/ Central thcnc of UT - One od
33/-i0 Viriri Lirtli
34 U

35 Im.;uiiue1 - God with us

35/s 1:15
56 /:16 Butter nonev suall.hc)eat

SuLj . of vb. "eat" is it-,expressed
3/ 7:16-22
38 1':14-16

1:16 "when lie shall know"
Time sequence

40 1:14-16 ijoutjle fulfillment

41 1:14 keters to Christ

:15-16 Refers to iiuied. Cut.

42 Backriid. of 1:14-16
43 1:14 Only one person is pi ophesied but it doeS

not Sdy witeri he will be born. Is a
hypo-tieI. ica I tiat he is born now.

45// hebiike eticourernetit

44 7:15-16 hiscssion of bacLround
45 /:20

46/1-7

46/8-10 : aue sub. but Icipse of'r. ort two
4/ : Is tile Ctiild tie sate as Emmanuel?
4/ b:5 Literal or figirtt i ye?

4b/i-/ 6: 6-6
48/8-10 6: ~I

4

50 28: \ buiitpict Ii 011 th¬ cnutext
(1 ;iuoioary liii ,op, in of tuidtil)

51 flit, hjoy he:triie the cot:dettiuiat iOu of
ptiraiui cited

51/?
51/lu :tanIcy Ualc1wjr. Pji nuiist¬r wrote tue

speecu for tie King-- Refer Lo AG - not Atoi Hey Gen.but Alrnitˆ,ty God
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52/8 2o:7 lLie feelings of these people toward isa.
(as to follow toe lecture iiere)

53/4 2:S G nitu's sugestiou

54 "preccpt UOO precept. . .9

ickcd alliance made with Assyria is attacked
54 witiout specifically stati what it is.

54/5 tue chroiioIoical background here.

55 28:14 "covenant with death" i.e. [lot witi) nypt
but with '~ssyria
"ovrf1owin scoure" = Assyria

55/10 2b:16
56
56 2b:1i

51 rust Ciiiist rather tnan your clever scheme
51/1 28: ine historic backrrouod as ch. 7
51/o 20:15

58/2 2a:20
5/4 b:23 (ad is dealing itu t,ieri as a field. Uses

different methods, as a farmer does.

: & 29: Cn. d vision

- rie1 (like a lion) (heart o' iod)

5/6
16 toeir Slt1LIC WOO 't SiCCd

59/10 the rct.to e-nrist is imp-licit rutaer than
explicit

60 kom.iH 9:31-33 paints tack to sa. 8
61/? Paul is point ngout that isrel as fo lowed
61/10 iUiflfi SCi C IiC S

62 Cnn st s flat explicit in wtt Pail
SflVS ii "oa.:33 or in :t isa. says

specific ref. to Lhri st i, at 10
toe iom.pase

63 OT piiiase'iogy is ecuoect i l.1ioat necessarily
s;)akiug of tae sa;ne tlungspoken of

63/6 Prabi ciii is oiie of natiothal eoi i. inuaace ratner
than ot i..divjd;hai salvation

64 i-a.is sneaking of deiiverance from for
ein attacks 1/4- national survival
TOo Ciirist is the center of tie plan it is
the wno.ie ;lai rattier than Cor st 'S
,specifically woo is here in view.

64/9 Dr-.-tan tie "at 1 s of Fal to aeminarv"

65/1-4 Cirist illpl cit. not explicit

65/b
29: \riel
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66 2,:2-4 (o:itioi of Jerusalem in -cnnactieribl
lilVuS 1011

b6/l 2:5 Dstriction of ,en1ucherih's host

bi rnuacierib
66 coot ¬1

2i:9
69 2:i-10
6// 2i:14
/0 (iugouly alliances

:1 /
70/6 2: 1? Literal or figurative?

71 7 8 ifflilcflue1
Geneva Version - many footnotes

71/10 8:8 The la'n? t810 overrun

72 8:10 lrn::anuel 's land wi [ I. not be coop ete ly
conquered

72/3 6: 6
72/6 , Juduh m-we I iinatuc1 's land t.iiau isre] is?

/3/6 26:20 1,.xpl ion

73// 2: 1/ A trenencious but not a complete overt urhin.

:t it Jacob & loin, ii.u -- coriparativelv
i4/3 .pcciking

74 Cantt. ii-ike coeioariioIis into absoLites

(4/i 2:14
75 2.i:lb
/5/4 Is it na. et i very IItoIeoi1?"

rlE.L(I into a fruit-11"u L fit Id -- be the very
special ohj. of Goals care

/6//-fl) "a fruitfál ficia" cf. 3:16
No fiure of umi lit y or I owl itess

Pari11e1 L"etweeu isa. 2i and oni.11

?/b-10 30: 1: "r¬ rc(pitUlti0ti
P7/10 31:8

78 30:15-16
30:17 an ensign up n a hill. 'flie remainder will

StLn(i out, be CUIS)1CUOUS. 1 rue of Jews
today

Jews are scattered today
//5 :Ow toe tera J 3raei oas ci:angect

?50 50: No srec tic pre ict ion of Fat. captivity in
i(.ot(r.

30:31 Ioot process of pnib'tieiit ahead

all iir1ce contrary o God's will

l/4 8:11 PJ.iCC for a cit. division

81/5 50: Tot os from irn:i d.0lItjCaI ,itu(4t inn tolook
at (,.od 'S tencral dc I i ogs Wi T h t0 n ode
t 110 a I 01iq)( Ii )d aitead
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6 111 Tz.c Cnrist.ian and politics

62 b : 12, !u- .'t lantic (:rter i ;coosi.-t¬ acy

2/l0 3:1l
63 AnOZ ' all OnCe .itii \ssyr' a // oosevclt 's

a I i i(WCL wit LlSslc-i

13

d4/5 :16 cep tne truth alive.
savaiiarola

85 2J:16-li 1uunaaig things UpS1'JcIOWO bu uno(1ly

6511 2tA: 18
aI1iiuCeS

9: 10-12




Lebanon turned into a fruitful fi~:Icl
212 The God who redeemed t[uain out 01 tue un:,od1y

iiass cart redee'i Gentiles if He chooses.

67 2:22,i 'o aiso tiC to conto&id sdou of' ise
aic: turn trait id tie Id in to foi*-'s t

88 Fon. 10-11
C, 9 2i:23

6V5 2~2: 20 )utpoiriot of A's ,jude'ncnt
2,:24 T1ic Gentiles

ch.2-2 arc one discniise, but, a pararap
d tViS!Ozi but-.teen them. \110t aer par'gruoLi
division netween ci. 29-30

90/5 32:15-20
90/ cLs 2h-o5 /1 to Unok of' ri anuel

:16-lb Isaiah's cut i then Fuel, i,mes indicute
hot iOU ' s "od cn t "n u,U ' s mercy
leaches: Gou' people to be (4 sin o od'
tiutxi to er1i: LO orId (I) hot!, ;u. inita1iion
of tiO(i s ii rey arid (2) of (Aid !s

.

92 o:I Use by writer to tile ehrehs
52/10 Personal story r': lat t nt. to people's use

of isttoloy to try 10 £iure out the future

93 :19 'piritisrn
"1iviu to the dead"

3/b
94

Counter div i sioli
ceai end aLlu .la&.a bec :n ? Obscure

Transition

95 In area hiure ssyii :r eneiiy armi,,,s first
entered lit i&iiri& darkness \ gloom, in tiat
area tue light 11i f rst hoe in to ;One.

5/5 UT shoal a be abi c to he jut t;rp . in a
sense b -itself'. NT c iifi rs it suos us
we cai 40 on a; I iter'oi et ;iore.
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faLefy i-Ati, the Scripture
Captcr divisioji bouid cone after : 7.
belong t0l~~etl.,er

8: 21 "look UP14ci-A-d"

'I rut.i is absolute; our 10 C- 01 1 :c tLata
j () : t iies r1 ii lye -1{i so ;¬:t ije5 :ctuol.
J'¬ Fe are so Le thins oa whichour knuwle.c
cu I aosolute, soie of Wiikcu it i re1.t Eve.

97/10 :2t-:1 :1 is r'ri.;.e; 3:2 is tere is
aabsoiute traisi iou between tc two. rc
to tell exactly where it is.

Li,±t fellows tile ciar,kness

Cocnin. 0 Pririauuel. Vi---ht begins to shine.
"not iocr eased te joy" ??
juerc vs etuib

100 No coon .e in escrtial me wing. The same move
weul of joyousness is described.

10,/5 inspiration is amat tci' ol 'orus, riot or tnoU.Q*,!1ts.
flspiFLtti 00 is 0()t 1L. itO)Ut ords

100/6-10 Inpiiatioti.
planation of "jot all(] ti . t 1e" NoLit that

al ters i ne sense ii Ii depart Crow the law.

101/1-3 cot'd

101/5 :3 Joy of dividiit, spoil -- ileitis war, is over.
:4 iiat is toe burden nere? *.-d n') oppression,

Assyrian iuvaiott toe result of sin.

102 :4,5 bathe of 'idian (uidcoo)
Joy is that of s(eltw end of, war desti uciioi.

102/10 Beginniri of t he cowl rig of light
103/1

1';4/3 i:6 Parallelism? Presents tile to aspects of
Cirist's nature as tile God-Iall.

105 lue gover'rt,rierit sn.11 be uuon 11is shoulders

106 Tile AdMC Jimiiao.i'1 - a designation or desc ption

106/4 :6 Prof. .iar!,ole traisiatioxt
101 oriderfu1, coutiSe LI OF 01' 'aer ho I counsellor,

Ii ri to Lake I as sepurote
10 ' c Li niiiiig tiit es-iah is (jod

IOu ,ticonitee, ol pto cs.i v i't-ve1. iou. ((,ood disc4ssion
110 I%pplicutioL: of this pri.ticip1' ii'

11.0/5 "of' the increase of' 'Ifs overnmcLt" - suga:ests
its spread

111 the iinL,C ,' ul "hod
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111/9 9:7 zeal of the Lord of hosts

112/1-7 The Godhead.
Father of eternity like a crown of gold i.e.
a father characterized by eternality

112/8 9:8 Begins new section
9:7 Looks postmil on surface

113/4 9:8 Important division in Bk. of Immanuel
113/5 9:10
114 9:10

115 Tribe of Asher - a northern tribe
116/5 Lost 10 tribes -purely mytlécal

116/9 9:10 a good quality worthy of condemnationif misued
117 9:12 Repeated refrain
118 Alleged contradictions in the Bible
118/6 9:15

119/3 9:18
119/6 9:21 Divisions among those who should be united
120/1 On improving thb world.

120/6 lO:5ff New division
Rebuke to the Assyrians

121/6 Greatest discussion of philosophy of history the
world has ever seen up to time to Isaiah

121/9 10715 Sums up the whole chapter

122 God supporting not his own people but the
foes of his people.

122/9 10/5
123 The Assyrian, rod of mine anger
123/9 God's sovereign control

124/5-10 Problem in the philosophy of history. Assyria more
wicked than Israel, and God uses it as the rod
of His anger.

125 10:5-6 Assyria God's rod
10:7 Assyria does not consider that to be the case.

125/9 10:8
126 10:12 The responsibilty is not nod's but Assyrias
126/8 God will punish Assyria

127 Pride of Jewish student at Ii. of Pa.
Assyrian pride.
Importance of giving God the glory

127 10:15 A rebuke to the Assyrians
128/4 10:17 Destruction of the Assyrian power
129 10:5-19 Fate of the Assyrian power
129/5-10 10:20 Mixture of blessing and rebuke

130 l0'25,20 In that day -- the day I am now going to talk about
130/5 10:24-25 Do not feat the Assyrians
131 Promise given of deliverance from Sennacherib's

invasion.

131/4 10:28-32 Invasionpictured.
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132 10: isa. not describing Hah'Jouans, but the

Assyrians as tue Jews would exoect thern to

do cji,t tIuc 3 yrs . wiicii the syri:arI army

'(As dowii into the Phi Ilsi IliC plain.
tho1 e cpt- r is about tue ssvrians

132/10 10:33

133 10:2b-32 ;ssMrLn aLL3ck destruction

10: 34 Nc ]1 an it ion between 'ssvriao conuueror who d ies
L3/5 rod oiL 01 stein of Jese tii proves to h11 a Vnlutier power, toan ever Assrian mid.

134 i0:2-32 Vivid picture Of taie 1 gluIiis of time [it uole
Isa " ulut nistakeu ; lie is p1 ot raving tuicir
Ct)CCt at ion

134/ 4od used this occasion for one ot toe greatest
SCIflO. s i all of JucI;Th's utistory.

135/1-3 Natural roite for invasion.

135/4 10 11 No break between
New section beiuis with cti. 13

135/6 Breaks at : 1; 10:4 (irrortarit)
11:1 ('ninor)

136 11: bowuitall of ho-As e of' "Jesse imiplied
Ttio God delivered Uezekiah, He never proriisecJ
niw any great advance extension

136/9 Is tiC branch literal or, fiiur'tutive?
13i Figurative Lang. not necessarily ot)scule hog.

May be clearer than literal lantr.

1l/5 10:34-11:1 LViit rice of a gap

13 i/ propt)(:t ic prospective

13 brancu stt.11 grow out of his roots
ctiet'ai Shet nao tree. 'ncn did it grow.

13 11:1 rod Oil. .1 .- ten ol jesse. ite of ?t')wth varies

.I3/b beao LS Iii liii lent at Ciil1 's birth

13i first ft ills oat ol toots
toot = CLu I rc ion t , frtmi lion

139 V Pit ah

140 use's III ~Outlqs
1'40/'! G(-kit at y 1)1 UJt

11:2 .)pLiit o tac OLd sh 411 rest i1aa !'lIl
141 Foir'1oi (I Spirit? or six?

141/6 One .-pirit wi La six aspects

1:1/10
V icst1!,, unoni - SO etiiiic ta t coot macs

142 li:1 LU,CI1hCS bin it an tii in us career

11:2 " be slat LI not j ad 'c" V- f'JXl,m a t lie lot a
IieJ 1 Ve
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ILlS 1:Ll flo till illed t Iir'st coninr?

144 " Srii Le cal t ti i t h rod ol rlti t oie t aau a leju I I lu!
teacu; .it is foicciifl. cori"cctiori it waut ].

145 )0CVYplht o.-peI stories iv Je-,is

146 (1k ./r°iet, vs ltlg . u:e of. OdJeCt .1 yes & subsi ut ives
Sill. JL41 .iCtl Uk.
Plu. -

1 11 eb. si.,. caul. I;v iterp. IS col leciive

14U/ 11:5-4

14? 11:5 traL of Clrist at all times

14 11:5,6 break
11:6-s) tie result of is act ivit

143 11:3 do.e LiaL i tuai Ly (foCs c xlail tuirigs
11:4 Tile ac I . o ii 10 do

11:5-'l possibic iI(:ipretatioris

14 .1. .os4e1s si's iced by c()ivertilu tti(dI

2. escriLjs siecific act ot s ti lug w ckid one or
ones by breatn 01 ills lips

3. pcakiu that c''L1ter!lns t'ie ickei1 sri tin. te ir
consciences upsett n them

150 .11 :o- 1,6 SCClis dticoflricetc. Witti want precedes
deci i e I ac result o I'd is :ct lvi ty

151 ij,jitivc lIf.,. c.-an b jast as definite as lit. Lmg.

M (flAitJ 11 tJkCII I ltc rally

152 Ca1t°,youu I.i Oii fati ig to,et or

153 Ciild serpent (-tory l[orl \. 1c.\iCO)

15o/10 11: ihey Si J I a I nuit in r dc;-,troy

154 tniy of tiw SWLIII t h t (have the gOD e Oat of tile pond
(iii1 cal lea it "wsoc i J " H

135 t0t 01° i it( ilOutit . in 1 ins lIn Jeer. ha1ncc o i
(la l the.

136 UL.er iii usti aioas on .e bal arce of nature

151 11: a suflrrary about tile ui na Is

15 :uri cart a1 pi . tore

.cEiat. it uay be a Ii ure of:nod of fear
j5 p(,ice in ;ieat t?

end of datier

10 C 1vu on I-a. 11
1tkis It for' t icia! prediclion of cu 0 IC) e d
1hei app r.es it Lo liaL the ospel does in lives

161 do S hot to i(dIi CV( ty ti]tJ tilt
cept on. Courp1teriess

162 lCd_,(' ot te urd I h univel s*l

1b/ 1L 11 : sili :;ai y ol vs
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13 11 :i liii'. p. of "*OlY 'tJLlifl"

!!ill a&id iiouiitiu i"el tilVe teins. il1 = iuy1 ih

tip to 300 11 " or c dple I IlOt1rd[)U
163/1 tich. Bar Is tLi pi1i: ol &artn; 1lI oi ut

164 Need to 1t di U11 Amt-

i65 11 :' 1!irt - r.,iOit. .urlo "u oni J0 ',LioC? e cio
not sii. fro : 1.iii slut' uo 11 it
t c r urit. ;iIi or ti,(. erln is.

166 rccdoi £ t.' ter ri1 tLriger
otf tf to ih .OL 1111 , to.cL.er

"1aLI i$) UIJLi.:td a uji tcr's ip. Other u.n
tukeo adv ta.e of by iui.

16/ 11:6 Ci Viit'S ct)rrI ents Prediction of renovj I of
.tic curse.

1.60 I itci'al or fiuiutive?

15/9- Two was of e11in1! with this aterial
16/2




New nejrv cat-ti, or rri 1 I enr I 1rn?
Zarni consider. d eriis new heaven earth as
syi,lony,tious for Millennium

1/0 Literal or figurative? Illustratim
i.xtcnt of rcuovn I of curse.

1/1/9 \rgusu ut froui lesser to greater
1/2 Varying quality of C.i lvi u's Com:ueriturics

Iio c"1viri ut ave 1ooeJ at this passage

1 3 rcuoVa Of exterto ii (l.IiLer is tnc vital thing i,er(

1/4 CIiVIO uppLis it to ti.-; a ltSSOu ratuier
tiiii as tlrethiir: piedictcd

1i4/i SI?cestcd iiitcrprctatior
1/5 Ini'te [)OSS1I)J (! iuterpr¬:tat. I OtIS h11 rized

1i6 .1 iporicc of tiAC ) io;cipic of iriteip. Used.

Ii / No such p0si LIII ity 01' ar a- ni J uitcrp. 01 cript

1 '/ For tun Ic ii LOJC liLy

I/b// 11 : Not a pie! uie of pc.4ce in tit- rt in ui dst of
stoi us 1OUtjU nI)OJI , but a pi.c lure of inc end
01: tti' -.iOrru

IA I claiiii ore th.n Scr'iIoiure t3t.cs.
iciI'i'S It nI)OCdi fro,u I cut

IbO kI i' of Lryit to sniri tualize tile :flj1t0tj1liUln

101 I1Ot ncr te CiiCI who detiieu ri I e1111 oru as in
hV .20 c .J i. ien there wa no entice in bw%en
UT & Hv. 20 (viz !sa.11 - ?ev. 2(i)

I-2 iii ion 'liu on New Jerisn cn( I 'v .21)



kr0;oic I i.i Ill O)-'3t) n te 12

I i2 1 1 1 IILIC LO ,,,if U the Ilk. of ('Ve It i 011
U 1 tI i C .1 lv C 1) ;i( S Ii 0t t Ih0 ('i wh COlIC 1. o i I t I.
p!ecoticci VC(! 1 CflS

13 icv . 11: 11- z S sia1p "y (Ii I tere I i at e fi on what.
prec&Ies it:

1c/7 tarts a io'w pictiie

14 '1etO0(I %.,O] Ch (I I SC0VCICS at C II tde
kcv




1, :11-1.6

163 .oes out ;uid .1 1, it like Itt St
tJt1sat 1. It'.. )1 I i C . tt'iC t e r' )t ICIt it ti
I I ', t I(',, . 1011 r)() I hit CLI out

166 Lev.1j: 19 -.CCt,( io)1 Ut C'O!.VCFs LL 01 If! lit
01 1 1/4.. ; . I I ii 0! I11 \ -11 (' Icat

I Mw JttCI[). "m01.i!I = ()LjI C ti ,.
01' eZZYØ Victory lu! op1/41 01 Liii ist

L 001.10 .ties is Oil C.' II ICtiCSS of victory

. V .20: 1 . I S Ii (.,cap it u I LOU u 1,,: 11
iCy ...u : 10 coot 1 itu. I ]oil of I : 20

Coo I. I i1 i 1011 UI i ¬'C! I tU I i I i ('0.?
Coot i iitIOJ., fro I ... :11 to 20:15

1b5/ /.l0 ev." U so id by SO-11c to be pl_ct~lreol, tile
I.Hterfti.te state of' Thi'i .-tirt io Oiven

1.0 ev. IJ-20 a cootiiiuous picture
1O/7 Sword t at procecds out, of Llis 'ttU
10/10 'l'%%o .i0terptetations of hev. 19:11-20:15

11 (I.) F'iarative (2) I.ii.ra1

li1/7 ue.us bc1.aeeti ev. 20 isa. 11.

192 Post-.it11 iitetp of I so. 11 sa;e a ot "v. 19-()

193 iiiC picture 1LI boto isa. 11 cv. fl-2()

14 40:23-29 od's e.tstetxcc & poier

j_j5 OthiisUetiCe

1,6 43:14

17 c, was U1c. eveL a i e of uiivcrsal lety
18 POLitij1 view riot absura

L.oiiveJ'SIofl of wiiole world

200 .I IS lIe.L1iri of end of tic? Idea t.al.
every-willbe bsoutu1y static
Picn e of an i'ieul coiiuitioti woe ter in tAjS 1/4orld

of- ii, .-,01e oLCr (say so e)

201 at. orid it is not Su i utatit as ti!at it will

Aappdn alter Curist returns.
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202 is CJi,C I e yea rou ti.ls eui t L- ilj:,tLCr carth
5L.,, Li tttcu for tti s ouw? Stor p1 new blades on
pocket, j rC " uco tie ii aildle . :35 j t new or sane one?

iat of tc lost.
' sri ant a I )re-in I vi e'

203 Not Like na i&. 0 te View 1. " a i por-lnnt, int flat
uoes L -C view ,,old.

04 luCre is no 1-nil view; it is not a view, it is a
acuia1 . )1 I rehe s a am-nil ! s is ei'cat

205 11: Calvin on Jsu.1i
206 or'1a of treCuoLil liOll external danger, or is it a

description of ati eteriii state after the last jiidmeiit?

20/ Lit(ll intcrp. is cairect because
I .NT teacAes curse is to be removed
2 .Ca&i be fit in to the lot scheric of' God's plan

described iii tiic . Fits more properly tue return
of Christ after rasher than before

20/15 klisis - creation

208 a coin it. ion of body waichi is freed from the curse

209 New heavens ULId New Earth
illustration of a new shite house (zood)

210 11 : I rcedou Iron external daueer ; not that the 1 amb has
peace in its iicart

211/5 CoLnil Lions in inilleiwiun

212 11: Inportatit to take it for- what it teaches, a time of
freedon Iron external a auger

~1.12 How can present pen od be taki iig L;ojt sane Liii u
as hey .20. No freedois Iron ext enzia I danger today.

213 lake it literally or fiu atively
213/s 11:4,5-9

214 11:4 Carry iti fiiirative lang. to au extreme
~1. 14/4 (Nev. 19-20

out 01 hiS mouth a sharp sword 1/ Isa. 11:4

215 sharp SWOr(l - fig. of' hat?
215/5-10 No nation has ever fulfil led Isa 11 yet
216 lbs. 11 // key. 20

216/5 2 (tiess.2:?

21 brctii (spirit) 0 us moatn 1 La. 11

hi/ one iuidividua - the ickCd one

si nu1su word na', 1ncaui an i ud 1 V (I isi or a group
Cool (1 be C it her from p SSagP in ISO-11; but Paul in
2 ihess. 2 iuilerprcts it as referring to one individual

2I/5-10 Paul's loteip. shows it to he yet future.
211) 1e tying together of these 3 passagcs( lsa.1I; 2 ihess.2, and Iev. fi-20 prove t.-at go dcii age foil ows returnof Ciirist.
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goyirn

20 bitiUiti of' .Datan said to th' cribe joy o
Chrisi ILiS 10 LI('dVCtl

220/4 hev.20:4
goyLIT) = tiiole orid, hot just Lnri.st Tans.

22L to ititeip. this taut aatan won't UUI t Gi1rist
iatis any inure is to make i I mean opoosi U of
nat it bS.S" i1Listritious

I W() FOfl Iii tei p " I ) Satan won't hurt
Christ-iansno ate Ia ieuven 2) Sat an in the present
ae is bound -,o hC can't ho rt Cr i St lhIS

222/o-10 I1eusLeuherg's iLterpretat 1011
:iilletiiiiun beuI c.600 A .D.

223 Gives it a post-mil. uiterp.

223/5 J. brLel1ius KIk. on rev. 20
224 bays atati is bound since the first com

ing of Qrist.
nytiiinig can mean anything

225 Using round numbers
225 sit s l0O() s t ;tnds for perfection, not for

a 1eitn of time.

226 ivati,cl tin ntc the world
227 Less Clii ist inns today in world tuani 50 yrs. ago
22//4 24: Is tlu world to be coti uered by prenchiti the

gospel?
-2 ~Ap 24:1 Ihe resurrection

22 24:1,20




cit. 2b looks in more dci au at t.e picture in
ch. 24 (??)

22 iev. 20 in.dedia ie ty follows tie iesurrec t iOfl
01 tne saints

40: UtItureice between CLI. 3h-3 and en. 40 If.
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